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PREFACE.

The promise made to the readers of the Ethnological Journal liaviug

been performed, Mr. Burke's prefatory remarks sufficiently explain the

incidents that suggested, in the first instance, the periodical publi-

cation of tlie following digest of American editorial reports.

In compliance with the wish of my friend Mr. James Madden, these

pages are now offered in one volume to the student of Egyptology ; and

I beg leave to append a few personal observations.

The Course of Lectures herein presented, originally formed part of

some thirty discourses, distinct from each other, and comprehending the

more prominent discoveries in hieroglyphical literature, of which the sub-

joined eight are but selections. In the process of arranging the News-

paper reports for diffusion in England through the Ethnological

Journal, I became convinced that some additional Notes were indis-

pensable : and their preparation led me insensibly into more digressions

than were at first contemplated. Most of these were prompted by a

local consideration.

During transient sojourns in my native land, where these studies have

hitherto encountered no popular favor, the cui.bono of hieroglyphical

researches is a query that has fallen incessantly upon my ear ;—frequently

from respected parties whose high education ought to have ranked them

long ago among the most ardent of Champollion's disciples.

As far as the facilities at my disposal permitted, I have endeavored to

answer this interrogatory :—in Notes, pages 33 @ 42, by pointing out

the inevitable overthrow, through pending pyramidal revelations, of
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above three hundred systems of Chronology, (including Archbishop

Usher's iu our Authorized Version,) for ante-Abrahamic ages, hereto-

fore based upon biblical numeration :—in Appendix D, by attempting to

indicate, that geological science amply corroborates monumental de-

ductions :—in Appendix G, by submitting sundry exegetical and other

facts calculated to impress antagonists with the possibility, that some of

the arguments with which it is still fashionable to obstruct scientific in-

quiry, or to veil the light of truth, are not perhaps so unassailable as they

have been made to appear :—and in a concluding Excursus on Berber

subjects, while Hebraical criticism has been partially continued, a few

elements for the reconstruction of early African history and geography

have been glanced at which may suggest new resources to fellow-laborers.

Controversy iu these matters being neither courted nor deprecated, it

remains to be seen whether objections, to the general tenor of the views

herein advocated, cannot be rebutted through severer analyses, or over-

come by a closer grapple : because, whatever may be the popular

notion still current in this country concerning the results of Egyptian

exploration, those who really know anything about them will cheerfully

subscribe to the assertion of De Saulcy :
—" En resume, les etudes

6gyptieunes sout partout en honneur aujourd'hui. Si elles marchent

trop lentement au gr^ des esprits inqulets qui ne croient a une d^uouverte

qu' autant qu' elle est complete, elles marchent avec suret6 ; et chaque

pas qu' on leur fait faire est assez vigoureusement emprelnt pour qu' il

n'y ait plus a craindre que le mauvais vouloir, a d6faut du temps, en

puisse di^sormais effacer la trace."—(" De I'etude des Hit^roglyphes "

—

Revue des deux Mondes, 15 Juin, 1846 ; page 989.)

The circumstances under which the desultory Articles that now appear

in this little book were prepared, and the effort made to keep its price

within general reach, may induce the charitable reader to overlook the

many typographical and other blemishes it has been found impossible to

avoid, A Table of Errata corrects the grosser eriors. No attempt has

been made towards literary excellence, because the Lectures themselves

are published merely as reported by the Press, rarely adhering to the

language of the MSS. ; while everything in the Notes has been sacri-

ficed to condensation. Nor will the generous critic expect that one who,

taken from England to the Mediterranean at two years of age, has spent

thirty-two summers out of his Father-land, during twenty-five of which

the English tongue was unheard beyond a very limited circle, should not
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be deficient in Anglican scholarship :
—" car, s'agit il de mon style ? je

1' abandoune. Veut-on s' attaquer a ma personne ? ma conscience est

mon refuge. Est il question du fond de cet ouvrage ? qu' on entre en

lice ; mais qu' on prenne garde aux raisons qu' on y apportera."

—

(D 'Olivet, " Langue Hebraique restitute ;" Paris, 1815; Introduction,

page 28.)

Yet, there is one topic on which I fain would dwell, did I not fear that

its adequate exposition would make these preliminary remarks loom

larger than the book itself.

The peruser of tliis sequel to my Chapters of 1843, struck perchance

with the indefinite length of time herein claimed for Egyptian history,

may reasonably inquire, whether researches, founded upon the far more

restricted chronology of other Nations, would yield a similar result ?

I have not the slightest hesitation in replying in the affirmative ; because,

if no such aggregation of the multiform data, through the critical

synthesis of which the primaeval history of Mankind can be rebuilt, has

hitherto been published, this grand historical desideratum has never"

theless been achieved in manuscript by my excellent friend, M. Henri

Venel, of Geneva, Switzerland.

My avocations during the last three years have been so migratory, that

the translation of " Chronos," even with my Wife's effective and

zealous co-operation, has not progressed as we hoped when the

labor was undertaken ; but, inasmuch as the hundred and forty folio

pages of the English Manuscript cover the entire ground of human

history, so far as modern science has resuscitated it, from primordial

epochas down to the days of Cyrus, I speak confidently in averring,

that it would be difficult to point out a branch of this mighty theme

which has escaped the venerable author's scrutinizing attention.

Without having availed myself, in these specifically-Egyptian investi-

* " CHRONOS.—Outline of a Grand Chronological Atlas, presenting the

Parallel Histories of the East and the West; or, a Synoptical and Syn-

chronous Tabulation of Oriental and Occidental Events, from the earliest

times to the death of Napoleon.—Based upon the latest Geological, Geo-

graphical, Ethnological, Arcliaiological, Monumental, Biblical, and other

Researches, and covering above 400 Pages, folio. Translated from the

Author's original and unpublished French Manuscript, and edited, with

Annotations, by George R. Gliddon." (Sec Appendix to "Chapters on

Early Egyptian History," &c., 1846 ; xth @ xiith editions.)
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gations, of the materials contained in the magnificent performance above

mentioned, it would be unjust to a gentleman, from whose herculean

labors I have derived so much instruction, not to acknowledge

that it is to M. Vknel's liberal teachings I am indebted for tho

mental classification of each Nation's " Place in Universal History ;"

accompanying this avowal with a warm tribute of my admiration and

regard.

London, April, 1849. G .R. G.



LECTURES

EGYPTIAN ARCHJIOLOGY.

INTRODUCTION,

BY THE EDITOR OF THE " ETHNOLOGICAL JOURNAL."

The subject of Egyptian Antiquities has excited for some time past, and
is still exciting, intense interest among many of the highest minds of the day

;

but in this country, the excitement is pretty much confined within the narrow
circle of Egyptian scholars themselves. The public has not partaken of it,

nor has the knowledge acquired been in any degree popularized. On the
contrary, the most antiquated notions still prevail amongst us ; so that even
in quarters otherwise well-informed, Egyptian discoveries continue to be met by
objections which might have been tolerably legitimate some twenty years
ago, but which are absolutely ridiculous at the present time. Strange to say,
the very reverse is the case on the other side of the Atlantic. In the United
States, there is no scientific subject which has, of late, excited so much inter-

est, or on which the public is so well informed, as that of Egyptian Antiqui-
ties. And this result has been entirely produced by the energy and enthu-
siasm of a single mind. When Mr. Gliddon commenced his labours as a
Lecturer, in the Winter of 1842, Egypt was not only a land of Darkness to

the American public, but even the literary men of the country, with very rare

exceptions, were entirely ignorant of the existing state of Hieroglyphical
learning. This ignorance arose not from any want of curiosity or liber-

ality, but simply from the fact that American scholars are too much in the
habit of deriving their knowledge almost exclusively through English
channels, and they could not, therefore, be expected to have advanced beyond
their teachers. Sir. Gliddon's labours, however, during six winters, have
completely reversed this state of things ; the public has been excited to a
very unusual degree, and the learned have been induced to go directly to the
fountain heads of Egyptum subjects, not only in the works of English Egyp-
tologists, but in those also of France, Germany, and Italy. To understand
the nature of this revolution, a few preliminary explanations are requisite.

The people of the United States are very favourably circumstanced, both in

character and social position, for transitions of this kind. Their curiosity,

literary as well as general, is proverbial. They are usually educa-
ted, have less prominent distinctions among them, either of class, or race,

than most other civilized nations, and they possess besides a most ex-
tensive apparatus of cheap newspapers, and the greatest facilities for inter-

B
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-communication by means of their raag'nificent rivers, lakes, canals, and rail-

roads. Their intellectual character also, which arises from a fine develop-

ment of the anterior lobe of the brain, with a moderate or small proportion

of the concentrative orjjans, renders them not merely readily accessible to

novelties, but also peculiarly quick in understanding all subjects that can be

presented to them in a clear and simple manner. Profundity is not, nation-

ally speaking, an American characteristic, but there is no people more readily

receptive of general information. Prejudices of all kinds have, consequently,

a less firm hold of the public mind than in most other countries, and new
truths, when presented imdcr favourable circumstances, are received to an

extent, and with a readiness, elsewhere unknown.
To these circumstances must, in a very considerable degree, bo attributed

the extraordinary impression which Mr. Gliddon's lectures have made there.

We do not believe that, in England, any amoimt of talent or acquirement

could have produced such results. But we are not the less satisfied that

quite as much is due to the Lecturer himself, as to the nature and circum-

stances of the public to which he addressed himself. Mr. Gliddon possesses

a very unusual combination of suitabilities for the task which he undertook.

A residence of twenty-three years in Egypt, an official position in the

country which gave him many advantages in the acquisition of knowledge,

a personal acquaintance with most of the principal Egyptian Scholars of

Europe, and an intimate acquaintance with their works, were circumstances

naturally calculated to inspire an audience with confidence. This confidence

was greatly enhanced when the spectator entered a large hall the four walls

of which were completely covered with a magnificent, and costly series of

facsimile paintings of Egyptian subjects,' while on either side of the Lec-

turer stood a tabic, the one containing an assortment of antiquities from the

• The reader will be able to form some idea of the nature and importance of these

illustrations from the following enumerations of them, extracted from an Appendix to

Mr- Gliddon's " Chapters on Ancient Egypt," loth to 12th editions.

ILLUSTRATIONS, BRILLIANTLY COLORED, AND COVERING MANY THOUSAND
SQUARE FEET OP SURFACE, COMPRISING

—

Hieroglyph ical. Hieratic, Enchorial, Greek and Koman Texts, Tablets, Steles, In-

scriptions, &e., from the Sculptures, Paintings and Papyri, including the liosetta

Stone, the Funereal Ritual, the Twin Genealogical Papyrus, the Tablet ofAhydos, the

Ancestral Chamber of Carnac, the Zodiac of Dendera, and all important historical

documents of the Egyptians from the earliest times to the Christian era. A com-

plete series of all the Pyramids, and pyramidal monuments of Memphis, &c. Pano-

ramic views of the Temples:, Palaces, and remarkable Tombs, in Egypt and Nubia

—

Tableaux embracing the entire series of documents and paintings illustrating the arts,

sciences, manners, customs and civilization of the Ancient Egyptians—Plates, illus-

trative of the art of cmbalraent, human and animal ; Sarcophagi, Mummies, funeral

cerements, ornaments, and doctrinal features of Nilotic Sepulture, besides genuine

specimens of a great variety of the Antiquarian llclics themselves. Eac-simile

copies of the most splendid Tableaux found in the temples and tombs along the

Nile—Portraits of the Pharaohs in their chariots, and royal robes— Queens of

Egypt in their varied and elegant costumes

—

Likenesses of forty-eight Sovereigns

of" Kgypt, from Amunoph the 1st, about n.c. 1800, down to the Ptolemies, and

ending with Cleiipatra, n.c. 29, taken from the Sculptures. Priests and Priestesses

offering to all the Deities of Egyptian Mythology

—

Battle Scenes on the monu-
ments of every epoch—Egyptian, Asiatic, and African Ethnology, elucidating the

j^Egyptiaca

—

Neqros and other African families, of every epoch—Scenes supposed

to relate to the ilebrew captivity, &c.—Processions of Foreign Nations tributary to
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valley of the Nile ; the other, all the principal publications of the school of

Cliampollion, with other works usually referred to in the course of the

lectures.*

Onee placed within a hall thus adorned, the visitor found himself in a new
and magic region ; the present vanished, and the men, .and the events of

thirty and forty centuries back arose before his gaze. In such a scene, the

most dull could not fail to be impressed, the coldest could not resist the con-

tagion of enthusiasm. In the Lecturer himself, every thing conspired to

add to this effect. In voice, manner, and appearance, Mr. Gliddon is par-

ticularly qualified to impress, as well as to attract, the sj'mpathies of his

hearers, while his earnestness and force of character give to his discourses

a life and spirit which completely carry away liis audience. To such an
extent was this effect produced, that in every city in which he lectured,

nearly all the principal newspapers contained long and detailed reports of all

his lectures. We have at present before us, two large folios fdlcd with these

reports, cut out at the time, and pasted together, and they are, in the highest

degree, flattering to the talents and acquirements of the Lecturer.

By these means, as well as by throwing himself unreservedly upon the

sympathies of the public, Mr. Gliddon experienced every where a most
favourable reception. His audiences ranged from 200 to 2000 persons, aver-

aging in the large cities, 500 of the 6lite of American Society. Altogether,

his lectures have been listened to by more than a hundred thousand persons,

and they have been delivered over a geographical circuit of five thousand

miles, comprising the cities of Portsmouth-New-Hampshire, Boston, New-
York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, Savannah, Richmond,
Va. Columbia, Avigusta, Mobile, New-Orleans,'St. Louis, Cincinnati, Cliilieothe,

and Pittsburgh. Had the publicity been confined to the mere audiences, the

effect produced would have been partial and evanescent, but the detailed

reports in the newspapers, spread a general knowledge of the subject over

the whole community, and rendered the acquisition of the moment in a great

degree permanent. Besides, the publication, in a cheap form, of one of these

courses has tended greatly to increase this effect.t But the indirect advan-

the Pharaohs—Plans, geographical maps, topographical charts and paintings, ex-

hibiting the Country and the Arc/iitecture of Egypt. In short, Diagrams of every

kind, illustrating every variety of Egyptian subjects, during a period of human
history far exceeding 3,000 years, and terminating with the Romans in the 3rd

century a.d.

* The following are the most important names in this list of authorities: viz.,

—

Abeken, Ampere, Barucchi, Biot, Birch, Bockh, Bonomi, Bunsen, Burton,

Cailleaud, ChampoUion-le Jeune, Champollion-Figeac, Cherubini, Cullimore, De
Saiiley, Felix, Gazzera, Hamilton, Harris, Hengstenberg, Henry, Hincks, Hodgson,

Horeau, HosUins, Jomard, .Jones, Lanci, Leemans, Lenormant, Lepsius, Letronne,

L'Hote, Linant, Matter, Morton, Nolan, Osburn, Parthey, Pauthier, Perring,

Pettigrew, Peyron, Portal, Prisse, Prudhoe, Quatremere, Raoul-Rochette, Rosel-

lini. Salt, Salvolini, Schwartze, Sharpe, Tattam, Taylor, Ungarelli, Vyse,

Wilkinson, Young, &c., &c., &e. For the use of these wbrks, no less than for all

the facilities which have made Egyptian studies popular, the American public is

indebted to the scientific liberality of ilR. R. K. Haight, of New York ; whose

private Arehrcologieal Library is the only one in that country containing a com-
plete series of the works published by the ChampoUionists.—G.R.G.

t" Chapters on early Egyptian History, Archaeology, and other subjects connected

with Hieroglyphiral Literature." New-York, March 1843; price 25 cents or one

shilling sterling. Obtainable in London at John Wiley's, Aldine Chambers, Paternos-

ter Row ; and at Madden, & Co.'s, Leadenhall Street. We learn that in live years this

little work lias reached its twell'Ui edition, and that 24,000 copies have been disposed of

by the American Publishers.
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tages of Mr. Gliddon's labours, have been of even greater consequence tlian

the more obvious ones. The information whicli he has difl'used on certain

topics, and tlie works which his recommcniUitions have caused to be widely
circulated, have had an immense eflect in liberalizing the public mind, and
breaking down the religious prejudices which have hitherto been so generally

/-mixed up with Egyptian subjects.

/ Such is the state of things on the other side of the Atlantic ; it will bo

/ some time, we fear, before questions of Egyptian or any other arc! iteology

/ will excite a similar interest in this part of the world. Here, scientific men
/ must satisfy themselves with working laboriously, and waiting patientlj',

/ for distant results. For ourselves, we do not complain of this fate ; it would
/ be unreasonable to do so, all things considered. Neither do we complain of

/ the tenacity with which most Englishmen cling to their several opi-

/ nions. This tenacity does not spring eitlier from illiberality on the one hand,

or any obtuscness of intellect on the other, but from those high feelings of

consistency, firmness, attachment and prudence, which form the basis of

the national character. For ourselves, we are not prepared to admit that the

educated classes of this country, are behind those of any other in genuine
liberality of feeling. If they appear to be so, if on certain subjects they arc

less generally enlightened, or tolerant than the same class in some other

countries, the fault may, in our opinion, be traced to the greater caution and
inferior enthusiasm of our leading literary and scientific men. In France,

Germany, and at present in America, the case is the reverse. Tliere, the

courage and enthusiasm of the learned have triumjihed over evils which,

here, exist only in the imaginations of the timid. There is a spirit of fairness

and generosity in the English mind, which is seldom apj)ealed to in vain, if

appealed to properly. Let the man of science appear in his true colo\irs, let

him make his love of truth and purity of intention manifest, let him show
respect to the feelings and conscientious prejudices of others, and advance
his own views with calmness and moderation, and he will find as much tole-

ration in England as in any other country.

In casting our eyes over some of the reports of Mr. Gliddon's lectures

given by the American papers, it occurred to us that some share of the ad-

v.antages which have attended his labours among our transatlantic brethren

might be transferred to the rcaAets oHhe EthnologicalJoiirnal,hy the repub-

lication of a series of these reports. Mr. Gliddon has politely and readily

entered into our views, and has selected for us the reports most suited to our

purpose. Those chosen, are taken from the Pittshurgh Telegraph, March
1847, the Mobile Tribune, February 1848, and the St. Louis Era, April 1848.

Particular portions have been taken from these several sources, as eacli paper

lias not given the same amount of attention to every topic.—In several

instances, Mr. Gliddon lias supplied deficiencies, and added facts of interest,

besides giving a number of interesting notes and references. In their pre-

sent form, therefore, these reports will give a brief, but correct summary of

the leading topics of Egyptian A rchccology, with all known discoveries up to

the present moment. We are not aware that any similar body of information

is before the British public, in a sufficiently popular form to be generally

accessible and intelligible. The critical reader will of course bear in mind,

that these discourses, as we here present them, are, at the best, mere synopses

made by Reporters for the press, with an occasional reference to the Lecturer,

or his manuscripts. It will be obvious, tliat they give but a very inadequate

idea of the lectures themselves, when we mention tliateaeh of these occupied

two hours in delivery. Still they contain a valuable body of information

that may be depended upon, and many facts which tlie mere English

reader min'ht seek for in vain in other quarters. It is with great pleasure,

therefore, tliat we avail ourselves of tlio opportunity of presenting them in
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our pages ; even though we thereby somewhat depart from our general prin-

ciple of publisliing none but papers expressly written for the Journal,
The series will contain eight lectures, three of which are now .presented.

Tlie subject will be continued, in our next number, and completed in the

succeeding one. Those who have already perused Mr. Gliddon's " Chapters,"

will find, in the present papers, several additional facts of great importance,

and many improved views of chronology, etc., resulting from recent disco-

veries.

—

L. Burke.

LECTURE I.

Introduction : Present Position of Hieroglyphical Discoveries.

Mr. Gliddon commenced with a sketch of the actual position of Egypto-

logical researches. He made reference to the pamphlet published by him in

1843 ;* which affording a correct historical summary of hieroglyphical dis-

coveries from Yoong's and Cuampollion le Jeune's era, 1819 @ 1823, to the

problems solved, and the propositions under discussion in 1842, prepares the

attendant on Mr. Gliddon's oral lectures with clear views of the processes

through which long-buried Egypt has been resuscitated, and spares the lec-

turer from the tedious, if otherwise indispensable, task of inflicting upon his

hearers proofs that Egyptian Hieroglyphics, despite the fables, illusions, and
misrepresentations of Greco-Roman classical writers, and, until recently, the

singular apathy or scepticism of the moderns, are positively translated.

The lecturer maintained, that any intelligent person of education, after

the same study as one would inevitably have to devote to the acquirement

of other dead or living Oriental tongues and graphical characters ; with the

aid of Champollion's Grammar and Dictionary of Hieroglyphics ; Peyron's,

Tattam's and Parthey's Coptic lexicons and grammars
; guided by the philo-

logical labors of Rosellini, Lepsius, Birch, Bunscn, De Saulcy, and their

colleagues of the new school ; and in possession of an adequate supply of

Egyptian documents and texts, (all things which are very accessible to

the purchaser, if still scarce in the academical, as well as in the public libraries

of England, and of the United States) can, at this day, read into English,

direct from the hieroglyphics, words, phrases, and consecutive sentences,

with perfect certainty.

If the mutilated condition of some hoary legends, sculptured or painted

on the ruins now disappearing with frightful rapidityt from the banks of

the Nile, or religiously preserved in the museums of Europe ; if M.S.

writings on crumbling fragments of Papyri, drawn from tombs anterior to

Abrahamic, or coeval with Mosaic generations, present from their nature insu-

perable obstacles to translation and still baffle the ijcutest decipherer ; or if

(from deficiencies of pending acquaintance with the primeval language, the

HIERA-DIALEKTOS, or "sacred tongue," resuscitated by Zep.s2««, and

• The Chapters on Early iEgyptian History, already alluded to.

t Thanks to Mohammed Ali. Consult Gliddon's, "Appeal to the Antiquaries of

Europe on the Destruction of the Monuments of Eij;ypt." London : Madden and

Co., 1841. Prisse, "Collections Egyptiennes au Kaire," in the Jievue Archiolo-

gique, March, 1846 : and Ampere, "Reeherches en Egypte et en Nubie," in the

Mevite des deux Mondes, from Aug., 1846, passim.—G.R.G.
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now recogni7.ed by all liierological students^ blanks, wliiob otherwise arc

seldom more than verbal, still abound in the translations issuing from tlio

press of Europe, and we do not yet know every fact, or the positive meaning- of

each word, contained in the hieroglyphics, so as to render into English every

tiling they do say ; at least since 1840, we can triumphantly demonstrate

what these heretofore mystified records do not say. No longer docs science

seek in Egyptian annals for prfcternatural or superhuman revelations. The
" Land of Darkness," is no longer dark, save in the loam deposited by her

sacred river ; and the antique region that to Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans,
was essentially the abode of mjslicism and marvel—the country around

which, more than any otlier, foreign tradition had entwined the legends of
" physical impossibilities," in accounts and talcs to this day consecrated by
superstition and ignorance, has become to tlie disciple of GhampoUion, the

most practical, rational, and human in her romantic history, of any portion

of the terrestrial globe. The evidences for this assertion would, the Lecturer

observed, resile from all these Egyptian discourses.

Thanks to tlie reading of tlie hieroglypliics, the relative ages of all the

Monuments are known. We also know to what divinity they were conse-

crated, or of whose king's deeds they record the annals : because the

sculptured writings of Egypt are at one and the same time Tableaux and

Manuscripts. In the former acceptation, tliey are pictures explained by a

legend, as in pictorial designs of the media)val period of our occidental history;

in the latter, tliey are M.S.S. illuminated by paintings or drawings, as in the

" Illustrated London News" of our present day. With this double kej-, this

duplicate method of comparison and reciprocal explanation, there are few
reasonable chances of error in expounding the objects storied on the grander

series of Pharaonic remains.

" If we enter a tomb," said Mr. Gliddon, " we see the deceased surrounded

by his family, who offer liira their remembrances. The—I had almost said

Christian—name, tlie profession, rank, and blood-relationship of eacli member
of tlie family are written against him or her. Tlic scenes of ordinary life are

painted on the walls. Study, gymnastics, feasts, banquets, wars, sacrifices,

death and funeral, are all faithfully delineated in these sepulchral illustrations

of manners, which are often epic in their character. You have the song with

which the Egyptian enlivened his labour in the field ; the anthem that when
living he offered to his Creator, and tlie death- wail that accompanied his

body to the grave. Every condition, every art, every trade figures in this

picturesque eneyclopajdia, from the monarch, priest, and warrior, to the

artizan and herdsman. Then these tombs are real museums of antiquities

—

utensils, toilet-tables, inkstands, pens, books, the incense bearer, and smell-

ing bottle, are found in tliem. The wheat wliich the Egyptian ate, the

fruit that adorned his dessert-table, peas, beans, and barley, which still

germinate when replanted, are also discovered.—Tlie eggs, the desicated

remains of the vcr}' milk he had once used for his breakfast, even the trussed

and roasted goose, of which the guests at his wake had partaken—all tlicsc

evidences of his humanity, and a myriad more, exist, in kind, in the museums
of Europe, to attest their former owner's declaration to us, modem occidentals,

athwart the oceans of time and the Atlantic, Homo sum; humani nihil a me
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aliemim piiio. But not only," continued the lecturer, " do the scenes sculptured

or painted on the temples or in the sepulchres furnish every detail concern-

ing the Egyptians ; they give us the portraits, history, geographical names,

and characteristics of an infinitude of Asiatic and African nations existing in

days long anterior to the Exode—many of whom have left no other record of

their presence on earth, and others again whose names are preserved in the

Hebrew scriptures."

We were most struck by the number and variety of the African races,

(distinct from the Egyptian children of Ham, who were white men,) exhi-

bited in these illustrations ; Negroes, ever captives and slaves, Berbers,

Abyssinians, Nubians, and all the mulatto grades, living in the same lati-

tudes, called by the same names ; in short, in every respect, the same anciently

as at this day, were pointed out to the audience.

Turning to the Asiatic Continent, Mr. Gliddon indicated on his splendid tab-

leaux, Canaanites, who " were in the land" in Abraham's days ; together with

the portraits of ancient Tyrians, Ammonites, Pliilistincs, Assyrians, Scythians,

and Indogermanic families of 3300 years ago—and told us that hieroglyphical

geography furnished the names of those primeval cities, Nineveh, Babel,

Shinar, and the more recent appellations of inhabitants of Chaldea, Ionia,

Arabia, Samaria, Persia, Tlirace, etc., etc. All these Asiatic nations, and a

hundred more, arc recognized among the conquests or foreign politics of tho

Pharaolis.

Tlie lecturer remarked that he should return frequently to the subject of Eth-

nography, and sustain the diversity ofthe human race with hieroglyphical docu-

ments reaching as far back as 2000 b.c, and witli plates, skulls, and other data

gathered from the researches of his friend and colleague. Dr. S. G. Morton, of

Philadelphia.

Mr. Gliddon then spoke of the monumental inscriptions of the Egyptians,

and after eulogizing the founders of that science to which he had devoted

himself, he read the following extract from an essay of the eloquent

Ampere :—

*

, "It is not only the hieroglyphics of Egypt. This country offers subjects

of conversation and meditation which no traveller can entirely neglect,

whoever he may be, if he have eyes to see, a memory to remember, and a

sprinkling of imagination wherewith to dream. Who can be indifferent to

the tableaux of unaccountable Nature on the banks of the Nile ? At the

spectacle of this river-land, that no other land resembles ? Who will not bo

moved in the presence of this people, which of old accomplished such

mighty deeds, and now are reduced to misery so extreme ? Who can visit

Alexandria, Cairo, the Pyramids, Heliopolis, Thebes, without being moved

* I cannot sufficiently express how much I am indebted to the brilliant articles

of this accomplished Scholar in the Revue des deux Mondes. In elegance of diction,

accuracy of description, and thorouo:!! acquaintance with Egypt, pharaonic, classical,

or modern, they far surpass anything of the kind hitherto published, and attract

my warmest sympathies. This tribute of respect from a much older Egyptian, if

a younger Egyptologist, (to tho Author personally unknown,) who with Mr. A. C.
Harms has wandered, in other days, over the same ground, will assure M. Ampeke
that in the United States, at least, the merits of his compositions are thoroughly
appreciated. London, October 1848.—G. R. G.
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by reminiscences, tlie most imposing and tlio most diverse ? Tiie Bible,

Homer, Pliilosophy, the Sciences, Greece, Rome, Cliristianity, the Monks,

Islamism, tlie Crusades, the Frencli Revolution : almost every thing great in

the world's history, seems to converge into the path-way of him who traverses

this memorable country! Abraham, Sesostris, Moses, Helen, Agesilaus,

Alexander, Pompey, Csesar, Cleopatra, Aristarchus, Plotinus, Pacomus,

Origen, Athanasius, Saladin, St. Louis ! Napoleon !—what names !—what

contrasts ! • * Egypt, which awakens all the grand memories of the past,

interests us yet in the present and in the future : in the present, by the

agonies of her parturition : in the future, through the destinies whicli Europe

is preparing for her, so soon as Europe shall have taken possession ofher, which

cannot very long be retarded ;
[now that the Isthmus ofSuez has again become

the highroad of nations, the link which unites the Oriental to the Occidental

licmispherc] A country made to occupy eternally the world, Egypt appears at

the very origin ofthc traditions of Judea and of Greece. Moses issues from her;

Plato, Pythagoras, Lycurgus, Solon, Herodotus, Strabo and Tacitus enter into

her bosom to be initiated in her sciences, religion, and laws. She attracts

the thoughts and the tomb of Alexander, the piety of St. Louis, and the

fortunes of Buonaparte ; and at this moment (1846) the object of the exag-

gerated attention of London and Paris is Ibrahim Pacha,"

—

Stepson of

Mohammed Ali

!

Mr. Gliddon, stated that previously to the year 1802, nothing had been done

towards deciphering the meaning of the hieroglyphics found in the sepulchres,

and upon the monuments of the old Egyptians.—Tlie key to these mysteries

was furnished by the celebrated Rosetta Stone, an invaluable memorial of

antiquity now in the British museum, which had been discovered in August

1799, by a French Officer of Engineers, between Rosetta and the sea, and

not far from the mouth of the Nile. It is a stone of black basalt, three feet

in length, and where it is entire, two feet and five inches in width, varying

in thickness from ten to twelve inches. It contains three inscriptions, and

is triglyphic and bilinguar ; tliat is, there are three copies of the same docu-

ment, one in the Greek character and language, and the other two in dialects

of the En-yptian language. Of the two inscriptions, one is in Enchorial or

Demotic characters, and the other in Hieroglyphics. These inscrijitions are

a Ptolemaic edict, chiselled at Memphis, in honor of Ptolemy Epiphanes, 196

years before the Christian Era.—(See Lctronnc and Ilincks on the difference

of date : n.c. 196 or 197.)

The concluding sentence of the edict, which furnished the key to all the

discoveries ef the Champollionists, is in the following words :
—" That this

decree should be engraved on a tablet of hard stone, in Hicroglyphical,

Enchorial and Greek characters, and should be set up in the first, second,

and third rate temples before the statue of the ever-living king."

These words led to the natural inference that the inscription was the same

in the three characters, and that the discovery of the proper names in each

would give a clue to the construction of the whole.

The Greek inscription contained the name of Ptolemy repeated, in its

various inflexions, eleven times. The first effort, then, was to discover the

places in the Demotic inscription corresponding to these frequent repetitions
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of the name of Ptolemy in the Greek.—Mr. Gliddon )ierc remarked that this

Demotic or popular mode of writing was not used much before the year 700
B.C.—One group of seven letters was found in this Demotic, repeated eleven

times. These seven letters were discovered to compose the word Ptolmis,

giving therefore, seven letters of tlie Demotic or Enchorial alphabet, from

which the whole of that alphabet has been lately deduced.

The decipherer next turned his attention to the Hicroglyphical inscription.

Here a cartotiche or oval, which always encloses the name of a royal person-

age in hieroglyphic inscriptions, was found repeated several times. Hence it

was concluded that these cartouches contained the word Pio?«i2,?, correspond-

ing to the name thus spelt, and repeated in theDemotic Inscription. The

separate letters or signs of this word were, however, for a long time inexpli-

cable. " I will take my oath," said the decipherer, looking at the cartouche,

" that you are Ptolmis, but the strange spelling bothers me !"

The idea here suggested itself to the mind of the decipherer, with the

suddenness of a burst of inspiration, that the hieroglyphics in these ovals of

names must represent sounds instead of things, and with this hint he slowly

proceeded to unravel the mystery. The things engraved, he discovered,

were the representatives of tlie sounds of those letters, which were the initials

of their names in the Coptic language. Thus the middle figure in the

oval is a recumbent lioness, the Coptic name of which animal is Laboi ;

hence he concluded tliat the lioness represented the letter L. Tlie three

figures preceding the lioness, he inferred must stand for either Pto or Mis,

accordingly as the word was read, from the right to the left, and the three

that followed of course for Mis or Pto.

Mr. Gliddon here showed how the decipherer proceeded to determine at

whicli hand he must begin to read the hieroglyphics, which is done by ob-

serving the direction of the cartouches, and the position of any animal in the

line, and reading from the side towards which the animal is looking. Hence

were obtained the signs of eight hicroglyphical letters, PTOLMEES.
A diagram suspended behind the lecturer containing the cartouches of

Ptolemy, and showing the transition of characters from the primitive pictorial

hieroglyphics, through the pure, the plain, and the linear forms, to the Hie-

ratic or sacerdotal, and thence to the Demotic or popular styles, enabled the

audience to comprehend the order in which the art of writing had been

developed among the Egyptians. In the royal ellipsis, called cartouche,

which contained the name orthographed, PTOLMEES, the figure of a mat,

was the letter P, that of a serment of a circle T, a flower with the stem bent

O, a recumbent lioness L, the half of a cubit measure M, two tufts of reeds

EE, and a siphon S. He also stated that the pure hieroglyphics were

sculptured in relief, that is, in raised figures,and that the figures were colored so

as to resemble, as nearly as possible the animals and things which they re-

presented. Mr. Gliddon here exhibited to the audience some casts of hie-

roglyphics which had been presented to him by his friend M. Jomard. The

various antiquities of Mr. Gliddon's collection also served to illustrate the

different styles of writings, on stone, pottery, porcelain, wood, &c., at suc-

cessive epochs of Nilotic history.

Numerous were the examples given of the application of this principle of

O
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p]ionetic hieroglyphics to otlier royal names. Among tlicm was that of the

far-famed Cleopatra ; whose portrait, with that of her son Ctesarion, was
exhibited as copied from the temple of Dendera. We derive our ideas of

her beauty from Shakespere and not from history. She was celebrated for

her powers of fascination and the splendour of her court.

Mr. Gliddon here pointed to forty-eight portraits of Kings and Queens,
selected by himself out of the work of Rosellini, from a much larger series of

the Pharaohs. The oldest of these was Amunoph the I., the second King of

the eighteenth Dynasty, who reigned between the sixteenth and eighteenth

century b.o. Among the portraits was that of Sheshonk, n.c. 972, or Shi-

shak, the conqueror of Rehoboam. In Egyptian portraits, allowance should

be made for the want of perspective, of which their artists seem to have had
no knowledge. The eyes are not foreshortened, but the profile is evidently

correct. Thus the Pharaohs present us with their portraits, back to 3500
years ago.

The lecturer proceeded to read from his pictorial charts of hieroglj'phics,

the names of several kings; and by an exposition of the various forms of the

name of Ramses III., on the Tablet of Abydos, he rendered the combinations

of figurative, symbolical, and phonetic signs clearly comprehensible to his

audience; the more realized when he pointed to a splendid painting, represent-

ing Ramses, III., who reigned B.C. 1.500, in his war chariot drawn by two
horses, on his triumphant return from his African campaign.

Having thus satisfied his hearers that hierogli/pMcs are readable, the lectu-

rer glanced rapidly over the main pliilological, and palseographical results

established, since the publication of his Chapters in 1843, by the laborious

researches of Birch, Lepsius, Bunsen, De Saulcy &c., and commenced by
-making, in the language of Le Clerc, the following inquiry : "Who loves

not Etymologies ? What studious man is there whose imagination has not

been caught straying from conjecture to conjecture, from century to century,

in search of the debris of a forgotten tongue, of those relics of words that

are but the fragments of the \nsioxy oi Nations?" "The sciences oi Philology

and of History" writes Eichhoff, " ever march in concert, and the one lends

its support to the other ; because the life of Nations manifests itself in their

language, the faithful representative of their vicissitudes. Where national

chronology stops short, where the thread of tradition is broken, the antique

genealogy of words that have survived the ruin of empires comes in to shed

light upon the very cradle of humanity, and to consecrate the memory of

generations long since engulphed in the quicksands of Time."
" In the midst," said Mr.GIiddon, "of the darkness which enwraps thecarlier

ages of the world, among so many errors and fables with which each nation has

encircled its cradle. Philology becomes the conducting thread that leads

us, if not with certainty, at least with method and probability. What, in

fact," he asked, " does General History teach us of the first establishment of

mankind, of the relations of men to each other, of their divisions, of the

formation of tribes and of their dispersion ? Who has followed their noise-

less march across the deserts, the rivers and the mountains, until this network
ofnations progressively spread itself over the whole earth .' One single book, in

a few sublime passages, does afford us a glimpse of this imposing mystery.
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but limiting itself to broad truths, it proclaims only the primitive unity of

the Caucasian races, epitomized in Shem, Ham, and Japhet, without giving

us the history of their vicissitudes. Comparative philology and ethnography,"

said Mr. Gliddon, " alone remain to us as guides in this pursuit fraught with

so loftj' an interest."

Great advances, Mr. Gliddon stated, had been made in Egyptian philology

within a few j'ears. As an evidence of the immense labor devoted to this sub-

ject, he stated that Moritz Schwartze had published a work on it,acopyof which

he produced, the first half of the first volume of which contains 2,183 quarto

pages

!

The Coptic tongue, the Lecturer maintained, is not the language of the

hieroglyphics, to which it bears about the samerelation that our present English

does to that current prior to the days of Chaucer. The language called

Coptic is that of the Jacobites, from a Christian sect of that name, and is

the dialect in which the Christian liturgies of Egypt are written.

Coptic alone will not translate the hieroglyphics. It is derived from

the mongrel amalgamation of many foreign nations—Persians, Greeks,

Libyans, Africans, Jews, Arabs, and Romans, which took place in the latter

days of Nilotic degradation ; but it preserves the roots of the anterior, or

so called " sacred tongue" in which the primeval characters of the hiero-

glyphics were first written, above 5000 years ago.

Of this primeval or sacred tongue about 400 roots have been recovered;

nor does its vocabulary seem to have comprised above 500 primitive radicals :

but the most curious linguistical fact is, that, on the earliest monuments

extant, viz : the tombs of the third dynasty, about B.C. 3500, the letters

expressing Egyptian vocal articulations of the sacred tongue were only fifteen

in number ; corresponding to our A, U, B, I, H, S, K, Ch, Skhi, F, P, T, M,
N, and R. Mr. Gliddon connected this early poverty of speech with the tradi-

tions of the Cadniiiean, Phoenician, and primitive Hebrew alphabets, all of

which at first had but fifteen or sixteen letters.

The question here suggested itself, how far back monumental evidence

will carry this undeveloped language. We have no documents of the

earliest days of Egypt, and of the reig^ of Menes, her first Pharaoh. We
find, however, about 250 years after Menes, the fifteen letters of the old

Egyptian in familiar use, whence we may infer that writing was known in

the age of that moparch, 364-3, B.C. according to Bunsen ; but still earlier in

all probability.

The emblem of the Scribe's palette, reed pen and inh-hottle, (see Chapters

p. 16.) is found in the legends of the 4th Dynasty, about b.o. 3400, which

proves that, in that remote day, the art of writing was already familiar to

the builders of the Pyramids.

The sign of a papyrus or scroll, is also seen among the hieroglyphics of the

12th dj-nasty, showing that the Egj-ptians possessed books at a period long an-

tecedent to the time of Abraham, or 2800 e.g. (Bunsen) the era of the 12th

dynasty.

Mr. Gliddon's Tableau of characters indicated the nature of the transition

which took place, apparently between the 12th and 1 8th Dyn., from the

hieroglyphlcal into the more current, or tachygraphical form, termed the

Hieratic or sacerdotal.
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Besides the Hicroglypliic and Hieratic, tliere was, as above stated, a third

kind of writing known as the Demotic, Enchorial, or Epistolograpliic. Tliis, as

shown by De Saulcy, was alphabetic, and came into use about the time of Psam-

metticus, or say 700 B.C. From this time it was in popular use, until sup-

pressed bya Roman Imperial Edict, and replaced by the Coptic alphabet of

twenty-four Greek letters and seven Egyptian additions.*

LECTURE II.

Connections between Biblical and Pharaonic History.

The preceding discour.se being intended to establish the fact, that Egyptian

hieroglj/phics are translated, as well as to afford copious references to

published sources of information, Mr. Gliddon proceeded, this evening, to

present some synchronisms between Biblical history and the later Pharaonic

monuments ofEgypt; pertinently observing, that ifthe validity ofHieroglyphical

history were proved from the Scriptures for the times succeeding Moses, in

all those cases where either record refers to the events mentioned in the other;

the authenticity of Hieroglyphical monuments in affairs whereon the Bible

is silent, and which antedate Moses by twenty centuries, cannot fairly be

called in question.

With a few preliminary remarks, tending to impress upon his hearers the

importance of hieroglj-phical discoveries to the theologian and biblical student,

the lecturer turned to Jeremiah xxxv. and 2d Kings xxv. etc., for the fall of

Jerusalem beneath Chiddean invasion ; showing by Jercmiali xliv., 30. that

Pliaraoh Hophra is the Egyptian King known to us in classical history under

the name of Apries, b.c. 688 ; and giving a sketch from Greek authors of

his deeds and times.

Apries was strangled by his rebellious subjects, but his body was allowed

honourable burial in the Tomb of his ancestors, within the precincts of the

Temple of Neith (a goddess whom the Greeks called Minerva) at Sais, in

lower Egypt. "Sais is now," said the lecturer, " Sa-el-Hagar,"—Sais the

Stony—lying in the Delta of Lower Egypt, about two miles from the river

—

a spot to me endeared by numberless familiar reminiscences—where I have

wiled Jiway not hours, but weeks—and many a time and oft, seated on the

summit of tlie vast crude brick inclosurc which still surrounds the crumbling

vestiges of Sais, I have pondered over the departed visions of her glorj', till

fancy has conjured up in my mind's eye, the Temple of Neith, the Tombs of the

Saitic Dynasty ; and then, have I seen the Pharaonic city rise from the dust

in all her pristine majesty. A lake o'crgrown with sedge, and teeming with

wild fowl, indicates the site of the one whereon the priests of Neith performed

their annual aquatic processions ; mounds of crude and red brick, with

—»..« i.ij«u.»i., '—njt — — ••— -B -« expression u.

my profound admiration of its invaluable contents, the reader is now referred to

Mr. Cottiiell's translation of " Egypt's Place in Universal History," London
1848.-GJJ.G.
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fragments of pottery, marble columns, granite friezes, and other brokeu

relics—proofs of departed greatness—mark the position of the once stu-

pendous Temple ; a granite sarcophagus, protruding from the soil, establishes

the location of the once vast Necropolis. Yet, beyond the strange desolation

of the scene, there is so little remaining whereon to foster imagination, that

Sais is rarely visited by the traveller, who follows the beaten route of a mere
tourist. But that is the very reason why it possesses peculiar attractions,

for it serves us old Egyptians, as a game preserve ! Having been there every

season for some years, I have netted ducks on Minerva's Lake ; shot jackals

amid the ruins of the Sanctuary of Ncith ; chased wolves in the commercial
part of the city ; speared the wild hog where Apries was strangled ; and
scared the owl and bittern from the sepulchre of Amasis."

After explaining that each Pharaoh had two cartomkes, the first called his

prenomen, generally symbolic, the second termed his nomen, whose elements

are phonetic, though frequently both phonetic and symbolic ; Mr. Oliddon
pointed out, in his Illustrations, the Ovals of a Pharaoh, whose hieroglyphical

name, "Sun, who in his heart rejoiceth," reads phonetically HAPHRE. But
the accuracy of the Scriptural record was made strikingly apparent when Mr.

Gliddon explained how, after this monarch's rashness lost him his throne and
life, his monumental cartouche was changed to Remesto, " the abominable

Pliaroah !" stningely fulfilling the prophetic curse—" saith Jehovah, behold

!

I will give Pharoah Hophra, king of Egypt, into the hands of his enemies,

and into the hand of them who seek his life."

Ascending in retrogade order from the later to the earlier times, Mr. Gliddon

elucidated in what manner the cartouches of Pharoah NEKO again con-

firmed the accuracy of 2d Kings, xxiii., and 2d Chronicles xxxv.; while the

sculptured portraits of Neko's father and mother, and some curious data on

the chronological lights derived about his reign from hieroglypical tablets,

amply demonstrated the practical utilitj' of these lectures to the biblical

student. The portrait of " Tarhakanielek-Cush," referred to in 2d Kings,

xix., and his hieroglyphical name TaHaRaKa were produced ; and
besides other evidences of his historical existence, it is wonderful that, after

2,.500 years of peaceful slumber in her Egyptian tomb, the " Nurse of the

Daughter of King Tarhaka," should now be a mummy at the museum of

Florence.

The portrait of his predecessor, Pharoah So, (2d Kings xvii. 4) give us the

same family cast of feature so well defined by Dr. Jlorton, (Crania Egyp-

tiaca, Philadelphia, 1844,) as the Austro-Egyptian ; and his historical jilacc

was identified in the cartouches of the Ethiopian KingAmuNMAi SHeBaToK.

, The mention of the word Ethiopian, in connexioa with the preceding King,

and the " ZEKAH-of-Cusn " of 2d Chronicles, xiv., led the lecturer to digress

upon the very erroneous ideas current upon the primitive geographical ap-

plication of the name Ethiopia, which, he maintained, in no text whatever

of the Bible, refers to Africa or to African races, (any more than the word

Ham of Gen. 10th, which is only KHaM, the dark land ofEgypt ;) but

always to the Cwshites, or dark Arabs of Southern Arabia. The derivation

of jEthiopiais the Greek Aitho, to hum, and ovs,face, which in the Homeric

age, only meant " Sun-burned-faced-peoplc "—i.e., all nations darker than
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,

tlie Indogermanic Greeks ; and bad a generic and not a strictly geographical

application. The Hebrew word is Cush ; and in the Bible it refers exclu-

sively to the dark Cushite Arabs, a Caucasian family. Infinite errors, by
attention to this simple fact, would be removed, and Mr. Gliddon said he

could produce the highest authority in support of his assertion.*

In no instance is this critical distinction more necessary than as respects

the conflict between Asa and Zerah, who has been confounded by some with

Pharaoh Osorkon, second King of the twenty-second dynast}' ; by others, his

vast army been transported, with the ease of Solomon's magic carpet, from

Meroe to Palestine, (either otoj Egypt or the Red Sea !) In the face of histori-

cal and physical impossibilities. By showing that Zerah must have been a

CusMte prince of Southern Arabia, Mr. Gliddon satisfactorily established,

hat the events mentioned in 2d Chron. xiv., 9, @ 13, have no connexion

whatever with Egypt, or with hieroglpyhical history.

Long and valuable were the explanations given of 1st Kings, xiv., 25, and
2d Chron., xii., 1, @ 10 ; whereby Shishak, the Conqueror of Rchoboam, was
shown to be the Pharaoh SHESHONK of the hieroglyphics. His portrait

was exhibited, together with the captive cities of Judah, Alahanaim, Beth-

horon, Megiddo, &c. The lecturer, however, exposed the fallacy of those,

who, mistaking a passage in Champollion's " Lettres," have fancied the

shield which contains the letters EEUDH-MELK-AWi, to be surmounted by

the portrait
(.'
J oi Rehoboam.^ The face is merely typical of an Asiatic

* The first definite views I obtained on this important question were derived
from personal attendance at Letronnc's, " Cours d'Archeologie Egyptienne,"
College de France, Stance, 31 Janvier, 1846. The reader is referred to Wai.ton,
"Biblia Polyglo'tta," \657—Proleg. xv., pages 97—9 ; to Lenormant, "Intro-
duction a I'Histoire Ancienne," 1838 — pnge 228; and to the admirable
exposition of the Settlements of Cush, in Forsteb, "Historical Geography of
Arabia," 1844; also to Let ronne, " Statue Voeale de Memnon," 1833, pages
67, 71.

—

Ibid. Matdriaux pour I Histoire du Cliristlanisme, 1832, pages 32,
33. Later investigations have convinced me, that similarity of name and sound
has caused three Cvaa-es to be confounded in history, viz. : CUSH of the Bible,

j-'X the Hamitic Caucasian, whose geographical habitat was Southern Arabia;
*

'

KuSH, or KeSH, of the hieroglyphics, applied by the Egyptians exclusively to

BWS' aborigines of ^/"ncff, Negros, Barabera, &c.; and SKUTII.'CViKsi, Cusi, S/mlliai,

y^ ^c„ the Japethic or Indogermanic families whose cradle originally lay In the trans-

Euphratic provinces o{ Asia. Translate, as has been done to an incredible extent,

all these distinct nomenclatures by the Greek term iETHIOPS, itself vague in

application down to the times of Ptolemy the Geographer, and realize the almost
inextricable confusion into which early geography has fallen !

The evidences of this, and of the historical evils it has engendered, will appear
from the pen of my valued friend and colleague in ethnologliial inquiries, Dii. J.

C. NoTT, of Mobile, in the course of the present year; and will be followed by a
paper of my own, defining the ethno-geograpuical Chart preserved in the
10th Chapti!r of Genesis, on wliich hieroglyphical, philological, and exegetical

researches have combined to throw much light.— G.K.G.

t How easily the most extravagant errors are perpetuated, under the name of
Scriptural confirmations, may be seen in the pages of a learned Divine, who, taking
Champollion's inexuct copy of this so-called " Portrait of Kehoboam," has actually

traced a resemblance between this face and the equally-unknown features of the
Saviour; possibly as portrayed on Veronica's Sudurium! See Wiseman, "Lectures
on Science and Kevcaled Religion," in all editions since 1837.— G.R.G.
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prisoner, and has the same features as the majority of the T31 (?) captive

tribes oflfered by Sheshonk to the God Amunra. (Cf. Chapters, p. 9.)*

The synehronism of the Bible and the monuments was established at b.c-

971 ; prior to which date, Mr. Gliddon states, that there is no mention of

tlie Hebrews in the hieroglyphics that will stand the test of criticism :

—

although Egyptian history continues to recede, perhaps 3000 years prior to

the days of Rehoboam. The Bible does not mention by name the Pharaohs

( i.e. the Suns, or kings,) who were cotemporary with Solomon, Moses,

Joseph, or Abraham ; and in consequence, it is impossible to identify which

of the Egyptian Monarchs be alluded to among the multitude of Sovereigns

whose names and deeds are extant on the monuments. All attempts at

establishing synchronisms between Jewish and Nilotic annals, prior to b c.

971, have hitherto failed—nor do the hieroglyphics afford the slightest data,

for or against the authenticity of the Hebrew chronicles of patriarchal rela-

tions with Egypt.

Among the antiquarian relics in Mr. Gliddon's collection that ser\'e

to elucidate each topic, as well as to prove the practical utility of these

researches, in furnishing tangible evidences that such persons once lived, is a

pottery seal, that bears the name of Sheshonk the 2d., grandson of the con-

queror Shishak ; and a broken porcelain image which attests that queen

Kero-mama, the wife of his fifth descendant, Takelloth 1st., b.c. 920 (see

Gliddon's Chapters p. 65), had been duly embalmed—rest her soul !+

So copious, important, and novel are these questions, that it is impossible to

follow the lecturer over the vast field of research he grasps without effort,

in his learned discourses. The remainder of his lecture was occupied with

a definition of the canonical prayer book of the Egyptians, of whicii Lepsius'

copy from the Grand Ritual of Turin (a roll of papyrus, sixty-sbc feet long,

by nearly two broad), with other specimens, was presented to his audience,

containing above 150,000 hieroglyphical characters.

The existence of a similar, but more simple, canonical " book of the

Dead," at the earliest age of which we possess monuments, is proved by
passages, or extracts, from portions of it, written on mummy cases, funeral

• My honored friend, the erudite Professor Michelancelo Lanci, whose
stupendous labors in Hebrew and Arabian literature, (" Paralipomcni all'illustra-

zione delta Sagra Scrittura," 1845 ; and Trattato delle simboliebe rappresentanze
Arabiche," &c., 184G; obtainable at Rolandi's in Berner's Street,) seem likely to

continue utterly unknown in this country, if sufficiently appreciated in the United
States, has thrown doubts upon the current reading of the turretted oval Judah-
meteh-kah, which he considers contrary to the grammatical laws of the Hebrew
tongue. He proposes the substitution of AVT-H-MELK-Krat—" demeure du roi,

ville "—through which, in the sense of the city of the Yoyal castle, Jerusalem is

mentioned under another form. Vide Lanci, " Lettre k M. Prisse d'Avenues, sur
I'interprdtation des Hieroglyphes Egyptiens, " Paris, A. Larue, 8vo., 1847, pages
97-9. The two preceding works were declined by the Librarians of the British
Museum, and by those of the H. E. Ind. Company.—G.R.G.

t Since the delivery of this Lecture, Mr. Birch has thrown vast light on the
xxiid, Dynasty from an unexpected quarter, the arrow-headed and hieroglyphical

Sculptures exhumed at Nineveh, by Mr. Layard. Space allows me merely to

refer to the " Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature." Vol. 3rd,

parti., 1848; pages 164-170.—G.R.G,
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tablets etc., back to the coffin of King Mbn-ke-ra of the 4th Dyn., previously

to B.C. 3200.

The Papyric Rituals such as that of Lepsius, which is estimated to belong

to the fifteenth century B.C., (Messrs. Osburn and Birch deem it far more

recent, however,) are of every age since the invention of Vivpyma-Paper,

(probably long prior to the 12th Dyn.,) down to four centuries after

the Christian era ; because every Egj'ptian who could afford it, had a copy

buried with hiin in whole or in part. Mr. Gliddon ingeniously explained,

by parallel examples, how, were it still tlie custom to inter copies of our

Scriptures with our dead, and had such a practice been followed for the

meagre 1000 years of our Anglo-Saxon liistory, an archfcologist could ascer-

tain our Creed by the collation of the various perfect and imperfect copies :

which documents during this long period, would naturally present all the

varieties of language, writing, and typography, faithfully exhibiting the

vicissitudes of our literature. Some would be in old Saxon M.S.S., some in

the style of Chaucer, others would present Shaksperian characteristics, and

others again the colloquial idioms of our present day—wliilst all would vary

according to their respective ages, in typographical fashion, from the wooden

blocks of the fifteenth century, down to the latest improvements in moveable

type.

According to Lepsius' preface to the '" Todtenbuch," or "Book of tlie

Dead," the hieroglj'phics of the first portion designated it as the "Sections of the

glorification in the light of Osiris"—ChampoUion, however, terms it the " Book

of the manifestations of light."

Briefly, Mr. Gliddon described the ritual, as a collection of poems, hjnnns,

and liturgical prayers, offered by, as well as forthe departed Egyptians, among

whose cerements these papyri are found. No translation of the whole having

yet appeared, the lecturer merely undertook to give the general tendency of

its contents.*

Several more or less complete copies of it exist in hicroglyphical and in

hieratic writings. It doubtless received various modifications in the course

of so many centuries ; each age adding or extending some idea, which, in the

previous epoch, was less distinctly defined.

This " Ritual," was a formula of prayers and devotional exercises, of which

the paintedinseriptions on the mummycascsaro, generall}-, extracts. In Egypt,

extracts from it are met with upon every object connected with deatli or

religion, precisely in the same manner as in Mohammedan Mosques we en-

* Having made no critical study of the Kitual myself, I have limited my expo-

sitions to such passages are as scattered tlirougli the works of the brothers Cham-
poUion, T^epsins, Biinsen, and particularly in OsnuRN, " Antiquities of Egypt,"
published Ijoudon, 1841, by the lieligious Tract Society : but my grateful acknow-
ledgements are especially due to Mr. Samukl Birch, of the British Museum,
who, in 1846, kindly furnished me with a synoptical sketcli of the styles and order

of Mummy-Cases, &c. ; and to Mr. Cattehmole, of the Royal Society of Lite-

rature, who with the learned Author's sanction, permitted my perusal of Mb.
Osbdbn's M.S. paper on the " Book of the Dead," forthcoming in the Society's

Tran.sactions. My lictures in America have nuver failed to acknowledge, orally,

the courtesies of these gentlemen. I have now the pleasure of recording them in

print.— G.R.G.
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covinter passages from the Kuran, in Hebrew Synagogues extracts from the

Old, and in Christian Clmrches from the New Testament.

It is divided into tliree parts ; tlie first of whicli directs tlie prayers, cere-

monies, and offerings to be used, while the body was carried from the em-

bahncrs to the tomb.

Tlie second narrates the adventures ofthe Soul in Hades, after its separation

from the body ; and tlie third announces the return of the re-united Soul and

body to the celestial regions.

The doctrine taught is, that the body, when embalmed, becomes a statue

or type of Osiris, and as such an object of worsliip. The tomb thus becomes

a temple for costly offerings, made by the relations of the deceased to the

Deities, through the priestly guardians of the Tomb. The doctrine of the

state after death, appears to have been as follows :—During the seventy days

that elapsed between death and burial, it was supposed that the soul was ex-

tinct, but as soon as mummification was completed, it was resuscitated. It

then ascended as a hawk, with a human head, to the new moon, and took a seat

in the sun's boat, and after undergoing many tribulations, trials and sufferings,

it arrived in the Hall of Osiris, where it was weighed in the balance of Truth

and Justice, and received its due award. Among the incidents of this journey

was its appearance before the forty-two assessors, each of whom presided

over one sin.—To each the soul exclaims in self-righteousness, " Bring

forward my excellence ; search out my sins !" and states that it has never

committed such and such sins, thus ; I have defrauded no man ;
—I have not

prevaricated at the seat of Justice—I have not made slaves of the Egyptians—1

have not committed adulter)/,—&;c., S^c.

These forty-two declarations of innocence are equivalent to the command-

ments of the Mosaic dispensation, differing from the decalogue only in their

number and their being so many declarations of innocence, instead of com-

mandments not to sin ; and in them the rudiments ofthe ten commandments

can be easily found ; but in the " Ritual for the Dead " ofthe Egyptians, ample

evidences are perceptible ofthe loftiest conceptions ; which prove, that inability

to express their tlioughts, as we do, in Alphabetic letters, rather than the

absence of sublime ideas, in spiritual or metaphysical matters, is the chief

accusation to be brought against the primeval compilers of this grand

Liturgy ; for in it are taught the primeval doctrine of tlie Soul's Immortality

—

the laws of embalment—the prayers offered for the deceased—the resur-

rection of the body— whilst most curious are the analogies to Hebrew

literature, as regards the Soul-weighing in Job xxxi., 6, and Daniel v., 27. The

confessions of the Soul to the forty-two assessors or grand Jury-men ; their

similarity in effect to some of the injunctions of our Decalogue ; and the just

punishment for gluttony, inflicted upon some hapless individual who is sent

back to the earth in the form of a "striped pig"—these are things that

our readers cannot understand without the Lecturer's Tableaux, and their

exposition must be gathered from his oral discourses, which contained abun-

dant comparisons between the dogmas of the Ritual and those of classical

mythology.

As early as 1827, Champollion-le-Jeune, Mr. Gliddon remarked, had

pointed out the symbolical figures represented in the Judgment-Hall

;
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showing that in Amenthi we have Hades—in Osiris, PUito—in Thme,

Proserpine—in 0ms, Cerberus—in Thoth, Mercury Psychopompus—in

Horits, Api, and Antibis, Minos, iEacus, and Rhadainanthus—(names which

resolve themselves likewise into Egyptian roots)—and in the whole scene we
perceive the original Psi/chostasia of the Ancients.*

LECTUEE III.

The Pyramids : Preliminary Discourse.

In commencing a course of three Lect\ires on the Mempliite Pyramids,

Mr. Gliddon premised that he did not intend to notice, except very cursorily,

the fallacies of Romans, Greeks, Hebrews or Arabs, or to enumerate all the

fanciful and generally puerile tales of tourists for the last half century.

Travellers could scarcely obtain access to any authentic information, in

Egypt, respecting the Pyramids, until the formation, in 1836, of the Library

of the Egyptian Society at Cairo. We may learn from the rapid and heed-

less manner in which tourists " do up" those very subjects which for years

have baffled the most laborious investigators, that their opinions in Egyptian

matters are seldom of consequence.

It might be mortifying to our vanity, to find that our time-honored theories

have foundations of sand. We often oppose the progress of Trutli, when
we have to unlearn that which we have been taught. It was the influence

of these feelings that persecuted Galileo, and to their action CliampoUlon's

discoveries owe what of puny opposition has been encountered.t Truth,

in the end, prevails, though few of her votaries live to enjoy or to witness

her triumphs.

This fatality, the lecturer remarked, is singularly exemplified in the early

death of the founders of Hierology—for Young, ChampoUion-fc-tTetOTg,

Rosellini, Salvollui, and Ungarelli, have none of them lived to behold the

completion of the gigantic works they severally undertook. Dr. Richard

Lepsius is justly termed by the great Letronne, " the Hope of Egyptian

studies." It would be unfair, however, not to state that, at the present

hour, there are at least a dozen of his colleagues, who in Hierology could

advance these glorious inquiries, even were the enthusiastic Prussian cut

dovvD in the flower of his manhood, or doomed to be arrested in his wonder-

ful career.

* Champollios, " Lettres de Rome," and "Catalogue du Vatican."

—

Rosel-
1.IN1, M.C. Ill, 502, &c —But let me refer the reader to the magnificent articles of

Alfked Madrt, entitled " Psyohostasie des Anciens," and "Divinitds Psvciio-

pompes," Revue Archtologique, 1845-6-7."—G.R.G.

f
" Un certain public, ce public qui tour a tour admet sans preuve ce qui est

absurde et rejette sans motif co qui est certain, satisfait dans los deux cas,

parce qu' il se donne le plaisir de trancher les questions en s'epurgnant la peine

de les examiner ; ce pulilic qui croit aux Osages quand ils viennent de Saint Malo,

mais qui ne croit pas aux Cliinois, quand ils viennent de Pdkiu; qui est fermement
convaincu de I'existence de Pliaramond, ct n'est pas bien sur que le latin ct I'alle-

mand puissent ttre do la mcme famille que le Sanscrit ; ce public gobe-mouche
quand il faut douter, esprit fort quand il faut croire, hochait ct hoche encore la

tcte au nom de Champoli.ion, trouvant plus commode ct plus court de nier sa

d<!couverte que d'ouvrir sa grammaire." Ampere, " Reeherohes en Egypte et en
Nubie," first article, Aug. 1846.—G. R G.
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The East, with her stupendous recollections that touch the cradle of the

world, as this itself touches the cradle of the sun, with her vast seas of sand

wherein are interred Empires and Nations, endures still ; and in hei bosom, she

still preserves the first enigma, and the first traditions of the human race. In

history as in poetry, in religious manifestations as in philosophical specula-

tion, the East is antecedent to the West.

In proportion as knowledge of the East developes itself, we behold a new

universe becoming revealed, and unfolding an astounding civilization anterior

to antiquity, which Greek and Roman antiquity had never suspected. It

were well that the future traveller, who visits the East with literary inten-

tions, would, so far especially as Egypt is concerned, bear in mind the words

of an Egyptian priest, uttered 2400 years ago :
" O, Solon, Solon ! You

Greeks are always children, nor is there any such thing as an aged Grecian

among )ou." . .
" Because all your souls are juvenile ; neither contain-

ing any ancient opinion derived from remote tradition, nor any discipline

hoary from its existence in former periods of time."

Mr. Gliddon observed that he was about to bring forward, not what

tourists have fancied concerning the Pyramids, but what the master Hierolo-

gists know ; and if any one deems his assertions controvertible, he would

submit the following course of study as the only method of verifying his

statements :

—

1. To read the published volumes of Wilkinson, ChampoUionVe-JeMne,

and his brother ChampoUion-Figeac, with the other authorities of the new

scliool.

2. To read Col. Howard Vyse's work, entitled, " Operations carried on

at the Pyramids of Gheezeh from 1837 to 1839," with the notes o*' Birch and

the suggestions of Perring.

3. To read the researches of Dr. Lepsius at the Pyramids from November

of 1842 to July, 1843, as far as published.

4. And lastly to visit the monuments themselves.

At the present day, Mr. Gliddon said, it required only the power of read-

ing English for any one to make himself acquainted with all that had

been written by the ancients and moderns upon the subject of the Pyramids,

from Herodotus " the father of history," in 430 b.c, down to the latest

"father of nonsense," who without acquaintance with the labours of the

ChampoUionists, may have penned " fadaises et platitudes," on pyramidal

questions ; because Col. Vyse, in the appendix to the second volume of the

quarto edition of his great work, has condensed into extracts all that is im-

portant in these ancient or modern accounts.

For himself, he thought he might be allowed to know something of the

Pyramids, as for ten years of the best part of his life he had opened his

windows in sight of these monuments, which were at the distance of only

twelve miles from him. He began to visit the Pyramids in 1823, and as-

cended the largest when he was thirteen years of age. From 1831 to 1841

he made periodical excursions to their vicinity,—'uid slept for successive

nights in the tombs around them , and often for weeks in tents pitched in their

shade. His association with different parties had impressed upon his rccol-
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lection some nineteen ascents that he liad made, and how many more he

knew not. It might be inferred, from tlie fact of liis having escorted seven-

teen delicate European and American ladies to the top of the largjst, that

he considered tlie climbing of them as no extraordinary feat to a man of

common muscular activity. The details of individual sensations, he remarked,

in.ay be different, and have afforded, on this particular subject, abundant

scope for pathos, or Bathos ; but facts are plain stubborn things, and it is

only with these tliat the ChampoUionists deal. He stated that the assistance

of the Arabs, who live in villages in the vicinity of the Pyramids, could

always be obtained, and that with their aid the ascent is made with no great

difficulty and at a trifling expense. He here pointed to a fac-simile of the

Great Pyramid, to show that its ascent could not be very arduous. Tliis

splendid painting is about eight feet liigli, exquisitely colored, and faithfully

represents every stone of the N.E. angle of the monument.

The lecturer then spoke of many erroneous statements that had been made

in regard to the Pyramids. By some it has been conjectured that they are

antediluvian in age, forgetting that four of these monuments are of sun-

dried brick that would have been washed away in three American winters,

and much less could have withstood the tempests of tlie Flood. Besides,

these bricks are full of Nile shells, which show that the " Sacred River" rolled

beneath their site prior to their erection.

Their construction has been attributed to the first children of Noah, who

built these structures with a view of elevating themselves above the waters

of a second Deluge. By others it has been attributed to Jins or Genii. By
others still, it has been conjectured that they arc of Cyelopian or Titanic

origin—erected by Giants. Early Eastern writers speculated seriously

whether the Pyramids were not built by Seth for his tomb before the Deluge.

They have also been attributed to Nimrod, to the Pali of Hindostan, and

even to the ancient Irish.

Assuming that these vast structures are the evidences of tyranny,

arrogance, and impious oppression, a favourite theory has been to make the

hapless Israelites the builders ; and Calmet has, by an anagram, undertaken

to prove that Moses and Aaron were only foremen of the work. By some

the Pyramids have been made the granaries of Joseph, and by others they

have been fixed upon as Joseph's tomb ; while not a few have seen in them

the sepulchre of that Pharaoh who was drovmed in the Red Sea ! ... Here

the lecturer digressed to show, that there is no foundation whatever, in the

Text of the Pentateuch, for the current opinion that Pharaoh was drowned.

Thalmudie tradition, for what it is worth, on the contrary, expressly declares,

that, " Pharaoh returned to Egypt, and reported the destruction of his ArmyT
(Compare Exod. xiv. and xv. ; Ps. cxxxvi. 15 : cvi. 11.) On all these

Israelitish questions tlie hieroglyphics are totally silent.

Now, to clear away the Jewish theory, it is only necessary to say, that the

erection of the Pyramids at Memphis, antedates Abraham, the father of all

the Hebrews, by many generations ; while neither Joseph nor Pharaoh could

well have been buried in above sixty places at once ! even if, according to

the Text, Jephthah was " buried in the cities of Gilead." (Judges xii. 7.)
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The lecturer here referred to liis diagrams, and proceeded to show at some
length how ridiculous it is to suppose the Jews built the Pyramids.* t
A French writer has put forth a work in which he has thrown away a vast

amount of learning and science by undertaking to prove, that the Pyramids
were built to prevent the encroachments of the sand upbn the valley of the

Nile. (Mr. Oliddon here showed, by his maps and drawings, the absurdity

of this theory.)§

Now for the objects of the Pyramids.—Generally speaking, these have
been deemed atrociously impious, by European writers of the middle ages,

* "In my humble opinion, " says Yeates, "the Great Pyramid soon followed
the Tower of Babel, and both had the sav.e common design." Dissertation on the
antiquity, origin, and design of the principal Pyramids of Egypt: London, 1833,
page 9 and 10. Tbe same authority actually compares the measurements of the
Great Pyramid with those of JVoah's Ark. See his Plate of the Ark ! and com-
pare it with those of Villalpandus, Ciipellus, Kircher, etc., after reading Lichtfoot,
"Hiirmony of the Old Testament," 1647, pages 8, 9.

Even since the publication of Vyse's Pyramidal Discoveries it has been as-

serted, in England, by one who has travelled to the localities themselves, that
the Pyramids were built with the spoils oJHolomon's Temple ! and " that the o. eriugs
of the Queen of Sheba "—after being treasured up in the Temple—carried off by
Shishak, and hoarded up by Rhamsinitus—are now beheld in the indes' ructible

masses of the Pyramids!—Vide Wathen, "Arts, Antiquities, and Chrorology of
Ancient Egypt, from Observations," &c. London, 1842—pages 69, 70.—G. K. G.

f
" Deinde," says Dicuil, on the authority of the monk Fidelts, who passed

through Egypt on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, a.d. 702— 5, "in Nilo longe
navigando, septem Horrea, secundum numerum annorum abundantia;, quse Sunctus
Joseph iecerat, de longinquo admirantes, tanquam montes viderunt, quatuor in
uno loco, ac tria in altcro."'—Gregory of Tours, a.d. 590, designates them as Joseph
Horrea. This odd notion, that the Pyramids were the granaries of Joseph, ar-

ranged, like other matters, according to tbe harmonic Ho. 7, was very current in

the ninth century ; and in it we may trace the original application of the word
Trvpo(T, PvRos, Wheat, with which later writers, slave-bound to Grecian etymolo-
gies, sought to explain an Egyptian name in the word PvRamis.—See Lktkonme's
"Dicuil," quoted iiereinafter, page 24, et seq.—G. R. G.

§ Of all aberrations concerning the Pyramids, the most extraordinary is the one
published (at Paris, 1845) by M. FiAHN de Pefsigny.—" De la destination et

de r utilite permanente des Pyramidcs de 1' Egypte et de la Nubie centre les Irrup-

tions SABLONNEUSES du Desert." My American lectures have frequently

pointed out the cause of the hallucinations of this learned mathematician ; who,
never having been in Egypt, founded his theory on a defect lA' perspective in Pek-
bing's " View of the Pyramids from the Tower of Tourah,'' (Vyse, 3rd vol., PI. 1

,

Jolio ed.) wherein the plain to the west of these mausolea is made to impend pre-

cipitately, as if mountains of sand, arrested by the " peculiar properties " of Angles,

&c. (see Pebsionv), were about to overwhelm the Memphite ^ecropolis. I should

not have deemed this preposterous hypothesis worthy ol refutation, had I not heard

a Savan of Raoul-Rochette's unquestionable calibre, in his " Cours d' Archeo-
logie Egyptienne" (Bibliothoque Royale, Seance 10 Fev. 1846), accept it with

slight reservation, and designate the conjecture as "heureuse."

Jly friend and old Cairo colleague, M. Phisse d' Avennes, (whose zealous

accuracy in Egyptian matters is attested by the exquisite Plates of the " Oriental

Album," and whose hierological fidelity and skill are evinced in his "Continuation

of Charopollion's Monuments," and in his Articles in the Revue Archeologique,) will

remember the smile of surprise with which we listened to this and other queer

assertions.— G. R. G.
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as by the Muslims to this day : aside fk)in the fantasies of Moork's " Epicu-

rean."

Even in 1832, a visitor of celebrity deemed the Pyramids to be mere copies

of Indian mytliological structures at Benares, and quotes the valid opinion of

sapient Hindoo IJralimans to support his own private conviction, that the

Sarcophagus in the Great Pyramid was not intended for a mummy, but for

"holy water !" An English resident in Egypt, since 1835, wrote a book

to demonstrate mathematically ttiat the Pyramids were constructed solely

with a view to "square the circle !" A recent Swedish savant deems them

vast reservoirs wherein the waters of the Nile were purified. Tlie most sci-

entific theory has been tliat they were built for " astronomical observatories."

While it is still maintained tliat the Great Pyramid, (the materials of which

alone would suffice to build tlie city of Philadelphia,) was raised as tlic

burial place of the " Bull Apis," or possibly to enshrine the last terrestrial

relics of a cow.

Mr. Gliddon, in his allusion to the errors current in relation to the Pyra-

mids, read an extract from the Introduction to Carey's Poems by Sir Walter

Scott, ("Had the Pyramids of Egypt, equally disagreeable (!) in form, as

senseless as to utility," &c.) which showed liow impossible it was, only a

few years ago, for the most gigantic intellects of Europe to shake off the

trammels of early prejudice and time-honored delusion. He quoted also a

passage from the writings of Sir Thomas Brown, (" For these dark caves and

mummy repositories are Satan's (!) abodes Those huge

structures and pyramidal immensities of the builders whereof so little is

known Oblivion reclineth scmisomnous on a Pyramid, "&c.)

We still perpetuate, for instance, the traditionary talcs of the difficulty

of ascending the Great Pyramid before the smootli casing-sUmes were re-

moved, forgetting tliat since the 12th century, a.d., owing to the demolition

of its revetment by the Arab Caliphate of Cairo, the surface of this mighty

tomb presents a series of regular steps, rarely three and a half feet high, and

always above two feet broad.

The epochs, the builders and the objects of the pyramids, said Mr. Gliddon,

had for 2000 years been dreams, fallacies, and mysteries, and to the inquirer

after truth in the pages of ancient or modern literature, there was no fact con-

nected with them proved to be true, before the year 1820, beyond tlie mere

fact of their existence. (See Chapters, IS-IS, p.age 54.)*

• The friend and earliest prompter ofChampollion in hieroglyph ical discovery,

whose illustrious name is identified with the triumphs of that science which, in com-

mon with all departments of arclia!olo<ry, has been so effectively illumined by his

own mighty labors, will excuse the subjoined quotation from a rare little work,

abounding in curious and most useful/«e(«, disenterrcd and applied to many points

of history with that felicitous acumen for which the author is world-renowned.

It serves me, more forcibly than any other, to exemplify the difference between

scientific opinions in a.d. 18H, and those expressed in the instructive k>!>sons

I listened to during the winter of 1840, no less than in all his varied works and

papers, up to 1848. The work itself fell in my way last March, at New Orkans,

for the first time. " Malgre les recherches Ics plus opiniatres des savans modcrnes
;

malgre les hypotheses les pins hardies, et, si'l'on veut, les plus iug^nieuses, nous

igiiorons encore la veritable destination des pyraniides. Qui pourra jamais decider

si »e sent des monumeus sepulchraux, scientifiques ou religieux, des tombcaux des
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The Cliampollionists are entitled to the merit of liaving expunged from
tl)e mental history of man the many aberrations on this subject left on record.

Having expressed the wish that in examining this question, we should make
use of the plain common sense whicli distinguishes this age, as it did that of

the building of the Pyramids, Mr. Gliddon defined the three heads of his

discourse :

1. As to the epoch of the pyramids of Memphis. These were all built

between the times of Noah and Abraham in the scale of biblical chronology,

and those of Mcnes, the first Pharoah of Egypt, and the founder of the first

dynasty at Memphis, and the thirteenth dynasty in collateral Egyptian hiero-

glj'phical chronology.* Thus all the Memphite pyramids existed and were

ancient 2000 years before Christ. All the pyramids in Lower Egypt are

4000 years old, and taking the pyramid of Mceris, according to Lepsius'

letters, built between 2151 and 2194 years before Christ, as the last of this

scries, the remainder will successively recede to above 6000 years ago.

2. The builders of the pyramids were Mizraimites, children of Ham of

the Caucasian race. Whether these people were autocthones or terrw geniti,

or whether they came originally from Asia, is a question Mr. Gliddon dis-

cusses in other lectures, referring in the meantime to Morton's ^ovfTiACA.

(A succeeding lecture will contain a note on the subject.) It is sufficient

to say, that they were Cau casians, and white men, and Egyptians.

3. In their objects the pyramids were exclusively sepulchral. They repre-

sent the tombs of Pharaohs who ruled in Memphis prior to the invasion of

the Hykshos tribes, and are, therefore, the sepulchres of a long line of Egyp-

tian Kings who reigned from the first to the thirteenth dynasty of Manetho.

Mr. Gliddon stated that he paid very little attention to the opinions of any

Egj-ptian writers previously to the Great French Work on Egypt, printed at

Paris, and the " Egyptiaea" of Hamilton, published at London, both results

of the French and English expeditions to Egypt in 1798 to 1802. We are

to take our departure from the beginning of this century ; but even to these

works so much has been added, since 1835, by the labors of the Champollion-

rois, des observatoires astronomiques, des temoms muets de I'aneien culte du soleil,

ou des monumens destines a traiismettre le souvenir des revolutions du globe en

conservant les archives des peuples ? Tout semblo nous avertir que nous devons,

a cet epard, nous resigner a une iternelle ignorance. Comment done se faire una

idee juste de Timportance que les Egyptiens avaient attach^e aux pyramides dout

la destination est inconnue ?" —page 105-6 . .
." Leur destination qu' on ignorera

, toujouis."—pnge 116.

—

Letronne, "Reeherches, &c., sur le Livre de mensura
'

orbis terra, compose en Irelande, 9me. siecle, par DicuiL." Paris. 1814.—Com-
pare " Letronnk," Introduction to " Recueil des Inscriptions," 1842.—Ibid.

"Representations Zodiacales en Egypte," 1846.—G. R, G.

* I have been aware, since the arrival at Pliiladelphia of Chev. Bunsen's

great work, in July, 1845, as well as through correspondence with Professor

liEPSius, that no pyramidal monuments, hitherto identified, antedate the third

dynasty. The above view, therefore, like all others in these pages affecting

specific dates, is merely approximative. Manelho says, that Venephes built

Pyramids in the second dynasty : and until Lepsius publishes the documents

discovered by the Prussian Mission to Egypt, I content myself by indicating Menes
and the thirteenth dynasty, as the extreme boundaries of the regal sepulchres of

the Old Empire.—G.B.G.
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ists, that they must now be taken with many grains of allowance. Travels in

Egypt before the French expedition, and descriptions of the pyramids before

1825, save in the French Work, are rarely of any value to the archieologist.

Before entering upon details, Mr. Gliddon referred tohis numerous illustrations,

that wcrehanging around the room. Among these were a panoramic view ofthe

Memphite Necropolis, comprising the Pyramids from Aboorooash to Dash-

oor, a distance of twenty-two miles, the original of which was taken for

him in 1 843 by M. Linant, Chief Engineer in Mohammed Ali's service ; and

a beautiful painting of the great Pyramid, which has been enlarged from a

lithographic proof copy of a drawing taken on the spot by Mr. E. W. Lane,

the accurate author of the " Modern Egyptians."

Only the interior construction of the Great Pyramid is seen at the present

day, because the beautiful outer cjising was removed by the Caliphs. It

must be understood that every Pyramid is four-sided.

Mr. Gliddon then described the Great Pyramid. This is built over a hil-

lock which Bruce hastily conjectured to extend to the top of the Pyramid.

Wilkinson estimates the hillock at seventy-two feet, a little more tlum one-

sixth of the height of the Pyramid, which was originally 480 feet perpendicu-

lar.—The casing was entire in the days of Herodotus and Diodorus ; and it

continued so until some time subsequent to the Christian era.* Arab

historians tell us that some centuries ago, the Saracenic Caliphs of Cairo

took down the outer casing-stones, partly to destroy the Pyramid, and partly

for the sake of the materials. The average loss of surface by this means

is some twenty-three feet, and of height about thirty, in 5,000 years.

The Great Pyramid, like all the others, faces the four points of the com-

pass, with an exactitude that indicates possible acquaintance with the laws

of the magnet. The entrance to Pyramids is at the nortli side at various

heights. In the Great Pyramid the angle of the outside is 51d. 50m., the

inclined height 611 feet, and the present perpendicular height 450 feet 9

inches. Some idea of its altitude may be formed by comparing it with that

of other monuments. It is forty-three feet higher than St. Peter's at Rome,

—about 126 feet higher than St. Paul's in London, and more than twice the

• For the proofs, see Letronne's " Dicuil," pages 90 and 115. Ammian. Mar-
cel. " In summitates accutissimas desinentes."—PfliLO or Byzantium, "/tat

yvii>^ovOQ (r-)(T)}ia. —Pliny says that the surface of the Pyramids was smooth.—
In the j'ears 76'i—5, a.d., the Monk Fidei-is states, " Ilia (horrea) in fine sublimi-

tatis, quasi gracile acumen habent." Abd-el-Latkef, in the 12th century, de-

scribes the difficuhy of ascent, except by " persons accustomed to mount " by the
'

small holes cut in the casing of the great Pyramid ;
precisely similar to those

extant in that portion of the revetment whicii still surmounts tlie second one.

Wilkinson (Topography of Thebes, 1835 ; anil Modern Eyypt and Thebes,

1844 ) gives the Arab writers who describe the successive devastations ofthe Ca-
liphs—Haroon-el Rashid, a.d. 809

—

El-Mamoon, 840

—

Tooloon, 8G8

—

El-

MoTASSEM, 892—and Kabakoosh, who was Saleii-ed-Deen's minister in 1180.

Here the chain of pj'ramidal annals is broken by the Crusades ; to be resumed by
Letuonne with the visits of modern travellers, from 1605 to 1799. History shows

that, in 18 centuries, the great Pyramid had lost in height about 25 feet En-
glish ; of which Arab desecrations, from the 12tli to the 18th century, a.d siccount

lor some 23 feet. The utility of this sketch of pyramidal diminution will become
apparent in the succeeding Lecture, No. IV.—G. R. G.
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licight of the Bunker Hill monument, Boston. If converted into hrick, the

materials of the Great Pyramid would build the entire city of Philadelphia !

Mr. Gliddon stated, as the onl3' instance ofdeath by a fall from the Pj'ramid,

the case of James JIayes, an Englisli traveller, who connnitted suicide by
throwing himself on the 16th of April, 1831, from the top of the largest. His

body rolled from step to step with accelerated motion, reaching the bottom

a shapeless mass of bleeding matter. With common caution and the assis-

tance of Arab guides, there is no danger in the ascent or descent.

The view from the summit of the Great Pyramid is magnificent in the

cxtrcme,andofitskind, unique—varying, however, with the state of the atmos-

phere, the hour of the day, and the different seasons of the year. Dr. Lep-

sius, 'tis said, has caused a Panoramic view to be tiikcn from the summit of

the second Pyramid. Mr. Gliddon hoped that besides the day view, the

Prussians would add their night scene of New Year's Eve, 1842, when the

blaze of bonfires, lighted on the top of each of the throe Pyramids, cast a

lurid glare on every side, bringing out the craggy peaks of the long-dese-

crated Mausolca of Mcmphite Pharaohs, tinting that drear wilderness of tombs

with a light, emblematical of Lepsius' vindication of their inmates' memories,

and leaving the shadows of funereal gloom to symbolize the fifty centuries of

historic night, now broken by the hierologists :

—

" Dark has been thy night.

Oh, Egypt ! but the flame
Of new-bom science gilds thine ancient name."

Prefacing his description with Aamet's beautiful specification of Egypt's

natural features in that writer's account to the Caliph Omar,axiA indicating, with

his index-wand, the Country on his coloured map, (8 feet by 4), the lecturer

presented to his auditors, a comprehensive prospect from the Great Pyramid.

Standing on the summit, now a platform of about thirty-feet square, you
are raised above the low Nile about 612 feet, or some 590 feet above the level

of the cultivated soil of Egypt at that spot. To the West, the eye stretches

over the Libyan Desert, which is here an undulating table-land of limestone

rock, on the surface of which variegated pebbles and gravel of light brown

hue give, as far as the horizon, a dreary waste, unbroken by the slightest

vegetation ; and, in desolation and aridity, the Libyan Desert extends from the

foot of the Pyramids, through the Sahara, to the " Sea of Darkness"—the

distant Atlantic Ocean.

To the North, breaking away from the hilly angle which is crowned by the

Pyramid of Abooroash, lies the Delta of Lower Egypt—diversified on the

left hand with the edge of the desert, and on the right by the Nile, with

verdant fields, waving palm trees, lofty sycamores, and distant towns—-while

dimly on the north-eastern horizon rises the Obelisk of Heliopolis, raised by

Scsortascn, above 4000 years ago. Boats, cattle, population, with all the

attributes of agricultural riches, lend a soft charm to the one side, strangely

contrasted with the sharp line of desert on the other.

To the East, on the plain beneath you, beyond the strip of sand which in-

tervenes between the hill of the Pyramids and the alluvial soil—a breadth of

about a thousand yards—your eye sweeps over a cultivated plain, intersected

by canals and broken by grey hamlets, to the sacred Nile ; while across the

E
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river, flanked with a red grit-stone hill to the left, and to the right, shadowed
by the lengthened limestone range, whence were taken the casing-blocks of

the Pyramids, under the brown mountain of tlie Jlokattam, rises " Mussr

el-Qahirah,"—Cairo the victorious—the far-famed" Urn ed-Dinnyeh,"—the

"mother of the world,"—and "El Mahroosch," or the " Guarded City,"

as she is proudly termed by the natives, with her citadel, minarets, palaces,

and gardens, looming at the distance of twelve miles from the Pyramids,

presents one of the most picturesque and romantic prospects in tlie world.

To the South, close at hand, stand the next two large and other small

Pyramids of Gheezch. Beyond them successively arise, along the edge of

the desert-rock, the Pyramids of Abooseer, Saccara and Daslioor—being the

tombs of above thirty monarchs, whose imcertain names were for 2000 years

unknown—all in a line of twenty miles : while a little to the left, and

shrouded from your sight by a vast forest of palm trees, now growing on the

alluvial deposit, whieli for 2000 years has been annually rising over her

palaces and temples, covering the halls of her judiciary, the colleges of her

priesthood, the abodes of her commerce, and the dwellings of her people,

with ten feet of slime, lie the mounds that were of yore the walls of Mem-
phis, some of whose once mighty sovereigns, powerful nobility, and culti-

vated population, two thousand years ago, still slept in that vast cemetery, of

which the Pyramid whereon you are standing formed the wonder amidst

wonders, perhaps 3000 years before !

At your feet on every side, are the countless sepulchres of above one hun-

dred generations of departed life—and, here, in every stage of desecration

and decay, do you behold the skulls, and bones, and winding shrouds of

some of the noblest of the human race, whose remote hour of life transcends

Abraham's antiquity.

LECTURE IV.

The Pyramids, continued.

The Great Pyramid, the lecturer resumed, is built over a small hill,

forming its nucleus, the stone of which its bulk is composed being limestone

quarried from the Libyan hills. It was cased with beautiful limestone, brought

from a distance of fifteen miles across the River, and the quarries of Toorali.

All Pyramids were originally smooth on the outside. Col. Vysc, who
expended ^60,000 in his researches in Egypt, discovered, by digging down,

some of the blocks of the outer covering of the Great Pyramid. Each one

of these casing stones, Mr. Gliddon said, he had some recollection of having

heard an arcliitect who measured them, estimate at eight tons.

The vertical height of the Great Pyramid (now 450 ft. 9 in.) was

originally 280 Egyptian cubits, or 480 feet, and each of the faces was about

74C feet at the base, making the proportion of the base to the Ijcight as 8 to

6. Mr. Gliddon here exhibited a copy of an ancient measuiing-stiek (date,

as early as Pharaoh Hor, of the eighteenth Dynasty, or about tlie sixteenth

century b.c.)* found by M. Prisse, 1830, between some of the mason-work

when a propylon of Karnao was blown up by order of tlic Pasha. This

measure agreed with the cubit by which Solomon built the Temple, and Noah

This ancient mason's rule was subsequently ceded to me at Cairo by M.
Frisse for the choice antiquarian cabinet of Mr. A. C. Harms of Alexandria, by
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the Ark ; and was the same as that mentioned in Ezekiel xl., 5, and xliii., 13.

By this stick every monument in Egypt can be measured.

Mr. Gliddon now proceeded to describe the interior of the great Pyramid,

and by means of his splendid illustrations made his auditors familiar with the

various passages, the great Hall, the King's and Queen's Chambers, the so-

called Well, &c. The principle of the pointed arch, at the entrance, along the

galleries, and in the roofs of some cliambers, is admirably adapted to support

enormous weights. The Sarcophagus which stands in the King's Chamber
formerly contained the body of one of the two builders of this Pyramid.*

In the sides of this Chamber are the openings of two air passages.—Similar

openings were found by Col. Vyse on the outside of the Pyramid ; and an

Arab discovered that the northern air channel was open from top to bottom,

by placing a cat at the outer oriliee and her kittens at the other, shutting

them in with stones. The mother soon found her way down, through tlic

Pyramid, to her little family ; thus proving that this hitherto mysterious

passage communicated with the outside. Tliis anecdote, the lecturer remarked,

was current at Cairo in 1838 ; but it is not mentioned in Col. Vyse's great

work, for therein are recorded only the scientific methods of solving

architectural enigmas. Previously to the clearing of these passages the air

in the Pyramid was quite sufTocating.

Here the lecturer explained, by Vyse's Plates, the hieroglyphical names

found in 1837 on the quarrier's marks existing in the entresols above the King's

chamber, which gave the cartouches oi Shoopho-Cheo'ps ; and by reference to

" Egypt's Place in the World's History," he showed how it came to pass,

some 5,000 years ago, that two kings had built this enormous structure.

The former area occupied by tlie Great Pyramid was 13 acres, 1 rood and
22 poles. The present area of the base is 12 acres, 3 roods and 3 poles.

The perpendicular height is now 450 feet 9 inches, and the inclined height

on feet, at an angle of 61° 60\ The original amount of masonry was about

89,028,000 cubic ft., equivalent to 0,848,000 tons. It was, said Mr. Gliddon,

the opinion of a practical builder, that if the limestone in the Great Pyramid

were converted into bricks, there would be sufficient to construct all

the dwelling houses in Philadelphia; while the granite which lines it, would be

enough to face all the churches and public edifices. About the one thousand

five hundred and ninetieth part of the Great Pyramid is occupied by the

chambers and Passages, while all the rest is solid masonry.

whom it has lately been presented to the British Museum. A lecture, delivered by
me before the "Lowell Institute" of Boston, in December 1843, was devoted to a
comparison between its divisions and those of other Oriental cubits, ancient and
modern. Mr. Perrino, {Appendix to Vyse's " Opeations,'' 3rd. vol., 1842,)

estimates the length of the Cubit on this measure at ft. 1.719 ; and in a letter,

Paris, Jan. 1844, published in the Athcnaum, No. 854, he has applied it to other

Pyramids. See also the valuable synoptical table of pyramidal admeasurements,
appended by this gentleman to Bdnsen's " iKgyp. Stelle," II., 362, a 374.

• According to Chev. Bunskn, the latest authority. In a MS. list of all the

Cartouches discovered in Egypt up to 1841, composed by me at Cairo, 1839—41,
I agreed with Lenormant, " Cercueil do Mykerinus," in considering that Rosel-
Lixi's Ovals No. 2 and 3, were variations of one and the same king S/ioopho,

and as such mentioned them in " Chapters" p 56. L'Hote, (" Lettres," p. 145,)
considered them distinct ; but within the last few days, Mr. Bikch has pointed out to

me a critical reason why these two ovals belong to one king, Cheops.
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Mr. Oliddon next directed the attention of the audience to the second

Pyramid. Tliis appears taller than the Great Pyramid, in consequence of its

being built upon higher ground. But the fact is that it is smaller, covering

a little more than 11 acres. It was opened in ]81(! by Belzoui. Tlio ascent

is difficult for about 130 feet downwards from the apex, though the Arabs

go up. Much of the casing is entire. It was built by Cluiphren, according

to Greek historians, but tlie absence of hieroglyiiliieal data renders its builder's

name imcertain. It is, however, older than the Great Pyramid.

The third Pyramid is the smallest of the three, but the most beautiful, and

surpasses the others in the magnitude of the stones of which it is composed.

Part of the red granite casing, which extended half way up its sides, still

remains, but the upper portion having been revetted with fine white lime-

stone, its ancient aspect was parti-colored. Arab historians (see the

authorities in Jommid, BemarqiMS, &c., " Description de L'Egyptc,")

designate these three, as the Eastern, the Western, and the colored at painted

Pyramid ; referring to this, which Abd-el-Lateef terms the red one. The

destruction of the casing of this stupendous sepulchre by the Caliphs, calls

forth the just reprobation of this sensible Muslim ; and the lecturer here drew

a comparison between the science of the Pharaonic Architects 4000 years

before the clumsy desecration of the Saracens. He likewise explained

Bunsbn's proof, that this mausoleum was constructed at two distinct epochs

;

and showed by an enlarged copy of Bonomi's drawing how one Pyramid had

been eased, as it were, over the other. It was opened in 1837 by Col Vysc

But the Arabs had anticipated him, as he found in it only the broken cover

of the King's coffin, (with part of his body (? ) now in the British Museum.

This cover is of wood, and bears the cartouche of King Men-ke-ra, the

builder. The hieroglyphics on it read as follows:

—

" Hail Osirificd King Men-
ke-ra, everlimng—born of Heaven: descended ofNut-pe (mother of the gods),

flesh of Seb—thj/ mother Nu-t-pe is over thee, in her name (fracture in the

wood,) she has made thee to be tvith (another fracture,) the god chastising thy

impure enemies, King Men-ke-ra livingfor ever:"—(Bikch.) The lecturer

referred to this inscription in his first Lecture, as an evidence that tlie ancient

Egyptians believed in the immortality of the soul, although this dogma was

unknown to the writers of the Hebrew Pentateuch : but see Munk,
(" Palestine," Paris, 1845, pages 147 a 150.)

Mr. Gliddon mentioned six smaller pyramids in the vicinity of these three,

and gave some names of kings and queens who were buried in them. Ho
terminated his remarks on the pyramids of Gheezeh, and proceeded to speak of

a large number of others : after presenting his audience with a full account of

Bunse.n's classification of Manetho's IVth.dyn., n.c. 3229, @ 3109 ; with tlie

reservation, that LKrsius' subsequent discoveries, wliile they necessarily carry

the era farther back, would modify the arrangement of this, andfurnish tlie scries

of the Monarchs of the Vth. (or Elepihantinite) dyn., the whole of wliose lost

names having been restored by the excavations made by the Prussian Coin-

mission in the private tombs around the Gheezeh-group of Pyramids. Vysc

and Perring, he stated, have described 39 of these monuments, and Lepsius,

since 1842, has found the substructures of ,30 more, all within a line of 50

miles, each of them being the sepulchre of a king or queen who once lived

and reigned in Memphis. (See Appendix A, page 38.J
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There are 139 Pyramids at and near Mcroe in Upper Nubia, which Dr.

Lcpsius's recent visit has shown to be of modern origin, not ,one ante-

dating the second century d.c. : and thus the so-called Ethiopian origin of

civilization, and tlie antiquity of Mcroi?, are monumentally upset. (Cf. Lite-

rary Gazette ; Bonomi, Cairo, May, 1844, page 414.)*

Most of the Pyramids of Egypt are built of limestone ; four of them, how-

ever, are of sun-dried briclc. To give some idea of the immense masonry of

these structures, Mr. Gliddon stated that the weight of the three large Pyra-

mids alone was estimated at 12,859,460 tons ; and that the materials in the

thirty-nine Pyramids described by Col. Vyse would build 3,814 lighthouses

of the size of the Bunker Hill monument (Boston, 221 feet high, containing

87,000 cubic feet of granite.) The stone of the Great Pyramid alone would

build ],0G2 Bunker Hill monuments !

The word " Pyramid " and its signification admit of some discussion.

Grecians scholars derived it from pyr—fire, or pyros—wheat. Better philolo-

gists found its roots in the Coptic words ^« and haram. The Pyramids aro

perliaps referred to in Job iii., 14 :

—

" With kings and counsellors of the earth, which built desolate places for them-
selves."

Tlie word translated " desolate places " is, in the original Hebrew, hara-

hoth—ruins. By changing the b into m, a common mutation, we have hara-

moth—Pyramids: (Ewald apud Bunsen.) The Arabs of the present day call

tliem El-Haram—the ruins, or the consecrated.^

* It so happens that I was the first to apply hieroglyphical discoveries (contrary

to the pubUshed views of the Champollions, Rosellini, Caelleaud, Hoskins,
Chekubini, Heehen, and others,) in subversion of the superannuated theory that

civilization descended from so-called Ethiopia, and to express doubts as to the fabled

antiquity of MeroU : {Lectures, 1842 ; Chapters, 1843, pages 43—46, 58—60.)
Later researches have thoroughly confirmed my assertions, and my oral lectures

have from time to time announced each confirmation. Epistolary communications

from Dr. Lei'sius, after his visit to Meroe, and extracts from Dr. Abeken's cor-

respondence, obUgingly forwarded to mo from Egypt, have been duly acknow-
ledged; but the reader is referred to Abeken, " Report to the Egyptian Society,"

published in the "Bulletin de la Society G&graphique," Paris, 1845.

f Napoleon's immortal conception, the Description de TEgypte (Jomard,
vol. ix.,p. 522 to 536; ed. 1829,) furnishes, ZoECA excepted, ("De Orig. et Usu
Obelise." Rome, 1797, p. 395,) all the more important Coptological authorities on

the derivation of the hcUenized Tzvpajiic, gen. irvpafiwoQ, whence we inherit the

word Pyramid ; a name current in Egypt in the days of Herodotus, as an indige-

nous, not & foreign designation of a monument, whose phonetic appellative, so far

I am aware, is yet unknown in hieroglyphics. On this question I had prepared a
long note, which the limits of the Ethnol. Journal have compelled me to suppress for

the present. The Arabian root HaR'M, plur. AH'RAM, is still the local name of

Pyramids in modem Egypt ; and I hold, that all the difference, which time has

effected since the lime of Herodotus, lies in the substitution of the Arabic article

EL, the, for the Coptic Pi, the, prefixed to the root HRM : i.e., We now say Et-

Hakam, instead of Pi'-Habam, for the-VvRAMiDS. Herein I venture to dissent from
the erudite author of " .^gypt. Stelle," H., p. 360. I regret the postponement of

the note referred to the more, as its publication would have introduced another

philological clement into the interestitig discussion now pending between two of the

highest champions ofHicrology, Hincks, ("An Attempt to Ascertain the Numbers,
Names, and Powers of the Letters of the Hieroglyphic or Ancient Egyptian

Alphabet," DuhUn, 184G-7) ; and B^JN8K^f, " Remarks, &c." {Egypt's Place.
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Three reasons have been assigned for the peculiar form of the Pyramids.

These arc the apparent, the doctrinal, and tlic occult. Of these the lecturer

spoke at some length.

At the conclusion of the lecture, Mr. Gliddon described, by means of a

black board and a piece of chalk, the mode in which the Pyramids were

built. When a King commenced his reign, the first thing done by the Go-
vernment, after levelling the surface of the rock for the Pyramid's base, was to

excavate the chamber intended for his tomb, under ground, with a passage

communicating with the surface ; and to erect a course of masonry above,

which served for the nucleus of the Pyramid, in the following manner :

—

Chamber.

If the King died during the year, the masonry was immediately cased

over, and a small Pyramid was fonncd ;—if he continued to live, another

course of stone was added in height, and the length of the lower stage

increased, thus :

—

a, a, a, being the new courses of stones added.

a

1848, p. 733 to 739.) Without thereby endorsing all the etymologies or linguis-

tical views of the learned Lanci, in regard to the sacred tongue of Egypt, my pre-

sent argument must be restricted to this glance at his admirable analysis of Hebrew
in his 2nd vol., (parte 8va., cap. 2 do.,) and to the subjoined quotation :

—" Quan-
tunque molti credano esscre tale e tanto disgregamento dalla Copta all' Araba
lingua che tra 1' una e I'altra stabilir non si possa una relazione (e di tanto hanno
credenza per lo disvedere, o ignorar loro, che ab inizio le Scmitiche favclle per bi-

grammatici nomi acconciatc erano) ;
pure se il fatto ci sforza a pensare altramente,

convien che quel molti col nostro parer si accumunino, e dioan per lo migliore che,

se nelle Semitiche lingue sonole radiei de' nomi proprii Egiziani delle primaie loro

divinita, li piii provevolo convenente che la sagra lingua traantica, innanzi alle

piramidi da' Niliaci saccrdoti parlata, non fosse (torno qui anco a ridirlo) I'appellata

Copta-favclla, ma si bene la Fenicia, la Ebraica, o altrettalc di cui alcuna valenza

nel sermone ^raiico si mantiene.' Lanci, " Paralipomeni all' lUustrazione della

Sagra Serittura," &c., Paris, 1845 ; II., p. 69, and p. 1 14. Compare likewise Ibid,

"Lettre i M. Pkissb," 1847 ; pages 3, 26, 78, 86, 183, 190.—G.U.G.
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Durins; subsequent years the same process was repeated, and the Pyramid

assumed in time the following form :
—

*
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The Pyrainid thus continued to bo increased every j-car until the death of the

king in whose reig-n it was erected, fresh courses being added eaeli year of his

life. When the king died the work of enlargement ceased, and the casing

was put on the Pj'ramid. This was done by filling up the angles of the

masonry, a, a, a, with smaller stones, and then j)lacing oblong blocks one upon
another, so as to form steps, from the base to the apex ; after which, begin-

ning at the top, and working downwards, these stones were bevelled off at

the comers, so as to form one uniform angle, and give a smooth surface to the

Pyramid, leaving a perfect triangle. As each stone of this casing capped

the other, so as to leave no vertical joints, Mr. Gliddon eulogised the science

and skill of the architect who combined a mausoleum susceptible of yearly

increase, without alteration of form, with the ne-plus-ultra of durability when
completed.

the limestone-rock, beneath the river, It is impossible to guess. I remember that,

in 1834, my friend M. Linant de Bellefonds, in the course of boring at the head
of the Delta, about twenty miles below Gheeizeh, struck bricks at eighty-two feet

below the surface of the alluvial.] A FelUh village, surrounded by Palm Trees,

and raised upon the customary ancient mounds, just emerges from the Inundation.

Behind it, distant about half a mile, rises the Libyan hill, at the Gheezeh-group
some 110 feet in height, surmounted by a Pyramid. The one of which a transverse

section is now presented, is not, of course, a copy of any particular Pyramid ; but

combines the masonic variations of several, in order to elucidate the master-

principles of all. [None but that of SnooPHo has its sepulchral chambers in the

central superstructure of the monument.] The chamber in the rock is the royal

tomb. On the surface, the first two layers of stone form the central nucleus, which
at any after stage could be cased over, and become at once a perfect Pyramid j so

that the tomb was ready for H. Majesty, " die whenever he saw fit." Above and
around this centre, or nucleus, outwards and upwards are ranged progressive

degrees, composed of massive blocks of masonry. When the finishing or fiUing-up

process commenced, the outer angles were filled up with rubble-work ; and the

outside was reduced to a series of steps, one stone each, whereby to ascend the

monument. [Such is the present surface of the Great Pyramid, since the removal
of the casing-l The outermost layers, or exterior talus, are the revetment, of white

limestone, finished off smooth on the left side j and here exhibited incomplete on
the right, to show the method of construction.

[K.B. The slanting walls, within the rubble-work, on the left hand, are introduced

to illustrate a variulion in the modus, but not in the /aio of progressive development.

See sections, &c. of the Pyramid of six steps at Saccira, and that of Meydobn, in

Lepsius, " Bau der Pyramiden."]
2. The Apex of a Pyramid, illustrative of the process of "finishing from the top

downwards." An ancient mason, holding the lueroglyphical adze, is figured in the

act of effacing the salient angles as he descends.

And here it will be remarked, that, inasmuch as each stone of the casing caps

and laps over another, no vertical joints were left in the revetment ; and the
" eternal Pyramid" was impervious to the weather. This is proved by the casing-

stones discovered by Vyse at the base of SnooPHo's Pyramid—and " inter alios,"

by those of the Six-stepped Pyramid, alluded to by Pococke, and figured by
Lepsius. Two conclusions will strike the observer j first, that a Pyramid, being

smooth from its base to its summit, was by its builders never meant to be re-ascended

:

secondly, that the entrance was hermetically closed, never to be reopened ; although

its location, to judge by classical and Arabian traditions of hieroglyphics on the

exterior, was probably indicated by a royal Tablet, or Stele, commemorative of

the Pharaoh interred m each sepulchre. A line of hieroglyphieal legends seems

also to have been inscribed around the monument, a few feet above its base : the

latter being surrounded by a broad platform, or terrace, figured in the above

woodcut.
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Wlicii Herodotus stated, twenty-four hundred years ago, that the Pyramids

were finished from the top downwards, he was laughed at—^l5Ut ho was
right. The lecturer expounded tlie text of Herodotus in accordance with

Lejisius' discovery.*

3rd.—The base of a Pyramid ; or a horizontal section of the undermost tier of
stones. In the centre of the inner square, is figured theJirstbXock, around which are
successively grouped the stones that attest progressive enlargement—followed by
the second square, indicative of the rubble-work—and terminating with the outer
square, representing the revetment.

Such are Egyptian Pyramids, the most perfect of mausolca ever conceived by
human intellect, or executed by human skill ; whether as regards their capability
of expansion in direct proportion to the length of a Monarch's reign—the beautiful
simplicity of their architecture—-the costliness, variety, and gigantic masses of their

materials—their ante-Abrahamic antiquity—or their everlasting durability, had
barbarian man not despoiled, at a later age, the venerable monuments of his civilized

predecessors.

It will now become evident, that, as there was but One Pharaoh on the throne
at a time, (synthronic Icings being mere regents until the death of the senior

;
just

as the Prince of Wales was to George III.), only one Pyramid was constructed
in each reign ; and therefore each Pyramid is the tomb ofa Sovereign,* whose rule
extended from " Migdol to Syene," and was with no others eoetaneous : for (aside
from infinite and some yet unpublished proofs, in subver.'iion of the contemporaneous
theory, to be advanced at a future opportunity,) is it, let me ask, in human nature,
that a Memphite king, who drew his granite from the First Cataract, and his

copper from Mount Sinai, ruling along a narrow strip of alluvial, bounded on either
fide of the Nile by hundreds of miles of arid rock, would have wasted treasure and
men's labor (and in such huge amounts !) for the puerile vanity of slumbering in a
big tomb after his death, until, during his lifetime, he had vanquished every (suppo-
sititious) competitor, and established his own individual supremacy over all ?

The reader has now before him a prelude to mycventual exposition of facts
viherehy the hypothesis of dynastic contemporaneousness, during the Old Empire,
can be destroyed. No one now-a-days, nisi imperitus, pretends to such unhistorical
expedients for curtailing the monumental chronology of the New.—G.R.G.

« Some Pyramids, like that of Mfnkera, are rfoj(Jfe-a later Sovereign, for reasons
to us unknown, having chosen to enclose the tomb of a predecessor within his own. Tliis
may occasionally reduce the length of a reign below the standard ofthe apparent size of
a Pyramid, but is no exception to the general law of construction.

• Herod. II., exxv.—See Lepsius, "Bau der Pyramiden," passim ; with the plates
which prove, that the difference of construction in some pyramids, i.e. by slanting
walls in lieu of horizontal stages, does not affect the /aw of progressive construction.
There was no necessity, as Pebbino hastily conjectured, for scaffoldings; nor
could these have been obtainable without enormous outlay in a country where timber,
except from exotic sources, was, and is so scarce. The acumen of Lf.tbonne,
thirty years previously, had foreshadowed Lepsius' discovery, in explaining this

passage of //erorfote* about casing the Pyramids.—"Lorsquo tout fut termine, on
y mit la derniere main en abattant toutes ks saillies; operation qu'on a nc'oessaire-

ment eommencee par le haut (ra ai'iorara Trpoiro) et continuce de proche en

proche,jusqu' ii la derniere assise inferieure (f?r( ra tiriyaia).' — Cf. Letronne's
" Vicuil," 1814. It is due to Wilkinson to cite his long-recorded opinion.
" Having built the Pyramids in the form of steps, thej cnt away the projecting
angles, and sinoothed the face of theni to a flat inclined surface as they descended; the
step immediately below serving .ts a resting place:" ("Kxtracts from several
Hieroglyjtliical subjects," M:dta, 1830, page' 14, Note.) Through the kindness
of Mr. BoNOJii, I have been lately favored with Perioai.'s pamphlet, "On
the probable mode of Constructing the Pyramids ;" Pliilcsopldcal Magazine,
Uecember, 1844. The ingenious method proposed by the author for elevating

F
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Here Mr. GluUlon made a digression to show that the same laws of con-

struction whicli had guided the builders of Egyptian Pyramids, were visible,

owing to tlie great discoveries of Squieu and Davis, in the aboriginal " Mounds

of tlic West ;" the difference consisting solely in the material. lie showed the

principles of American il/bM«rf-building in Ohio, on a black-boaid—adverted

to Squier's and Davis's forthcoming work, under the auspices of our Smith-

sonian Institute—and uttered a hope that the citizens of St. Louis would co-

operate in such admirable researches among our innumerable Mounds, some

of which had been shown to him by our accomplished fellow-citizen. Major

M. Lewis Clark. (St. Louis, New Era, May, 2, 1848.)*

the stones, is quite new to me, and merits every attention ; altliouKh I think

it hardly fulfils the requirements of the description, given nearly 3000 years

a/Ur the erection of Shooplm's pyramid, to Herodotus : (IL 124,125.) Mr.

Pkiiuing's suggestion of scaffoldings I deem fallacious ; first, because no suffi-

ciency of timber, adequate to such weights and heights as are inherent in pyra-

midal erections, could have been procurable at that remote age in Egypt; and second-

ly, because their adoption, owing to tlie system of building herein explained, was not

only supererogatory, but in direct violation of the principles of construction and

completion above developed. Not so, however, his observation of the existence, on

the surface of the stones, " of hemispherical holes, each about eight inches in dia-

meter that looked polished or worn by the turning of a heavy body therein."

These, Mr. Peuking considers (Athenaum, Marcli, 1844, pages 222-3,) to have

been places "in which the foot of the mast, or Den ick, stepped, the which, with a

combination of pulleys, (no evidence yet, that pullei/s were known to the Pharaonic

Egyptians,) and ropes, tbrraod the Crane, or Machine, mentioned," by Herodotus.

Of course we know nothing about tlie modus employed by the pyramidal builders,

but to my view, of all sufrgestions hitherto advaiic-ed, that of Goguet approaches

nearest to the truth : (Origin of Laws, Arts, and Sciences, Edinburgh translation,

1 761. vol. Ill ,
pages 6.5-66—P/u(e 3n\.) If his ideal sketch of the machine be not

exactly such as was used, the latter was something cognate to it in nature. It strikes

me that his leverage is too short for such massive blocks of stone ; and he evidently

misunderstood the system of casing when he says, " they began the coating of the

pyramids from the summit !'' Herodotus says, t^t-rroiiiOri, finished off : a method per-

fectly comprehended by Letronne, Wilkinson, and Lia-sius; it not by Kenrick,

(Eg of Herod. Note, p, 164, to Sect. 125.) Lepsius moreover deuKmstrates, that,

by the use of four distinct words (^tcpwirrrai, ftwfii^ee, ai'aftaSi-ioi, and arroixot,)

Herodotus describes more than ordinary steps, when he explains the aspect of

the masonry at different stages of the progressive growth of the Pyramid (loc. cit.)

" An demeurant," I coincide entirely with the following doctrine; " Je suis etonn^

aiitant que personne de.Ia patience et de I'addresse que ceux-ci (the Egyptians) ont

doploye en ces occasions; mais j'ai toujours cte fort eloign^ de leur attribuer,

comme on I'a fait souvent, une m6canique aussi peri'eetioniK^e, pour ie moins, que

celle dcs moderncs;" &c. : Lethonnh, La Civilisation Egijplienne, Revue des

Deux Mondes, 1845, page 27. Compare likewise for similar philosophical views

Ampere, Recherches en Egyple et en JSubie, 1st and 2ud articles, in the same

Journal, 1846.—G.KG.

• I had long been of opinion, in common with Dui.aure ("Des Cultes Anteri-

curs it ridolatrie," vol. I., page 258— Paris, 1828) and Henrv, ("L'Egypte Phara-

(miqiie," II, page 141—Paris, 1846) that a I'tjramid, whether in Egypt or in

Mexico, is but a developed Mound, marking in its superior structure only a more

advanced stage of human progress. Under this view the primeval builders of

Egyptian stone Pyramids must have previously been "eawA-munnd-buiMers," else-

where, probably in Asia. This principle became evident to my senses when, during

May, 1847, I enjoyed the privilege of accompanying the accomplished American

Archseologists, my friends Messrs. E. Geo. Squier and E. H. Davis, over the ancient

mounds of Chilicothe, Ohio. Their grand discoveries were sketched in Sqciir's,
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The pliilosophical deduction from all this is, that the size of the Pyramid

is in direct proportion to the length of the King's reign in which it was con-

structed, having been begun at liis accession and finished at his death. Large

pyramids indicate long reigns, and small pyramids short reigns. Tlie sixty-

nine p_yranuds, therefore, represent some seventy or eighty liingly genera-

tions, (two kings liaving been sometimes buried in tlie same pyramid,) the

last of wliicli race died before Abraliam was born. Such is tlie law of pyra-

midal construction. Of its importance in chronology tlio reader can judge.*

pamphlet, " Observations on the Aboriginal Monuments of the Mississippi Vallej',"

New York, Svo., 1847—but are now accessible to the EngHsh public in vol. I, of iho
Smithsonian Cnntributions to Science, ^^ Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi

Valley," 4to., 1848—John Chapman, Strand. Cf. likewise. Ethnological Jau'nat,
No. 4, September, 1848. Following the philosophical route of inquiry inio

American Antiquities first trodden by Morton, "Crania Americana," 1839,
passim, the transatlantic labors of Mr. Squier, which I am happy to know are
only commenced, will furnish the elements whereby scientific comparisons may be
instituted between the primeval vestiges of man in the old world and the neto,

divested of futile and preposterous hypotheses founded upon accidental resemblances,

where there can have been no intercourse or international connexion. The prin-

ciples I advocate have been laiddown by Robertson, by Dulaure, and others: but
are elaborated in Warbuhton, "Divine Legation," voh III., p. 991—and by
Payne Knioht, "Inquiry," &c.. Society of Dilettanti, 1835, vol. II., sections

229, 230, 231.— G.R.G.

* In the absence of more specific data, chronologists are in the habit (Hales,
"Analysis of Chronology," &c., 1830; vol, i., p. 80 j) of accounting a mean of 22J
years to a kingly generation. The vagueness of this estimate was pointed out by
the lenrned Prichard, ("Analysis of Egyptian Mythology," &e., 1819 ; note C,
p. 138;) who has latterly found it imperative, in order to be consistent with his

theory of the Unity of the human species, to renounce the factitious limits of
biblical chronology in toto:—"there exists," asserts this acute and dispassionate
critic, " according to my hypothesis no chronology, properly so called, of the earliest

ages, and that no means are to be found for ascertaining the real age of the world :"

(Prichard, " Researches into the Physical History of Mankind," 1847, vol. v.;

Note on liibHcal Chronology, p. 509, 570. Compare, also, Kenrick, " Primeval
History," 1846, p. 57, a 63.) Under this view, however, the ethnological inquirer
is presented with a dilemma, either horn of which is awkward to his orthodoxy;
because, if grounded on the mythosof Adam and Eve, he contend for f/n!/!/q/'/?ace,

he must abandon " plenary inspiration," and with it genesiacal chronology in any
text or version of the Pentateucli : or, should he advocate the inspired authenticity
of Hebrew, Greek, or Samaritan numcruls for ante-Abrahamio ages, he must (in
the face of incontrovertible /ac<s conceded by Prichard himself, which show that,

within human record, neither time nor climate has ever transmuted a Caucasian
into a Negro, or rice versa,) abandon the hypotlieticitl primitive Unity of the now-
diversified species of mankind. This, " en passant;" the object of the present note
being to indicate, that, leaving aside the double pyramids, (that is, v/here one king,
as in the instance of the third, or Menkeha's, has enclosed the tomb of a preceding
monarch within his own,) if to the Sixty-nine Pyramids, fLepsius, ubi supra,) each
the sepulchre of a Pharaoh, we allow the mean of 21\ years to a regal generation
—69 >« 22^=1541— v\e obtain a round sum of 1541 years, as the length of the
Pyramidal period. And, inasmuch as these monuments, their sizes being com-
mensurate with the reign of the Sovereign each respectively represents, ranged
necessarily from about 60 to about 480 feet high, as a minimum and maximum, the
above 15 centuries have to be distributed in proportion to the bulk of each pyramid

;

some falling far below, others greatly exceeding the average of 22j yi ars to a
royal generation.

If we take the two largest Pyramids of Gheezeh, the first and second, as our
maximum, and refer to the historical lists for the length of the reigns of the kings
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This great fact, viz., the discovery by the Prussians, in 1843, of sonio thirty

more Pyramids, ranks, together with the long catalogue of " unplaced " but ante-

Abrahamic kings, among the paralipomena of recent English chronographors,
whose contracted systems, if superlatively orthodox, are nevertheless, in the words
of VoLNEY as rendered by Baeuccui, " petizioni di principii, giudizii senza dis-

buricd in them, we obtain a standard, vague and uncertain it is true, and at best

but a mere approximation, whereby to measure the gross amount of regal lije re-

presented in general by a Pyramid : thus,

—

1st Pyramid

—

Cheops, according to Herodotus, II., 134, reigned 50
Chcmbes, „ Diodorus, 1 , 03, „ 50
Saopliis I., „ Eratosthenes, apud Sync. „ 29

Souphis I., „ Manctho, apud Afric. „ 63

2nd Pyramid

—

Chcphren, „ Herodotus „ 56
Kephren, „ Diodorus „

'

56
Saophia II., „ Eratosthenes „ 27
Souphis II., „ Manetho „ 66

The lowest of these canons, that of Eratosthenes, yields us more than 22j years

for the builders of these two Pyramids j while the others, among wliom Ma-
NETHo's is ever the safest authority, give us nearly treble that amount : which, if

wc duly consider the enormous masses of these tombs, is by no means too little for

the labour, time, and expense of their construction.

Taking these monstrous edifices as the standard of time, a survey of Vyse's
Plates will show, that while some small Pyramids represent the lives of kings who
reigned, say from one to five years, the greater number will average between fifteen

and twenty- five years ; and a few, such as the two largest of Dashovr, require an
amount of time approaching those of Sourms I. and II.

An architectural calculation, based upon the masonry of each pyramid, and the

distances whence such materials as the Granite (from Syene, 6'10 miles off,) and the

Arabian Limestone (from the quarries of Toorah, distant some twenty, across the

river,) were brought, would lead to similar results, by making fifteen centuries indis-

pensable for pyramidal construction: but as the sizes of the thirty I'yramids dis-

covered by LEPsins arc yet unpublished, it is vain at present to attempt their com-
putation. Similar conclusions might be deduced from the assertion of Hekodotus
(II., 134), that it took 106 years to construct the two largest ; but, even allowing

with the "Father of History," who, 3000 years after the event, could gather but

slight information about this and other subjects, through his "Dragoman,"
twenty years (without the Causeway tliat occupied ten,) for the erection of the

largest Pyramid—in which account he was copied by the clumsy plagiarist,

DioDOKUs— or estimating with Pliny (lib. XXXVI., cap. 12, 978,—a worse
authority,) that the three Gheezeh Pyramids employed, in building, seventy-eight

years and four months, we shall always exceed the average of twenty-two and one-

third years for a kingly generation in respect to the Tomb of Cheops ; which ratio,

distributed proportionably among the sixty-nine Pyramids, will yet approximate to

the fifteen centuries claimed by me as the minimum length of the pyramidal
period.

The pedigrees of private individuals, and the genealogical legends (among them,

the kings of the lost Elephantinile, or 5th Dyn., suppressed as contemporaneous

by BuNSEN,) discovered by Lepsius in the Memphite Necropolis, will check these

calculations.

A period of 1076 years for the duration of the Old Empire, according to the

38 kings of Eratosthenes, is that selected by Bunsen, ("iEgyptens Stelle, III."

p. 122,) although the same erudite Egyptologist shows, that Manetho's estimate for

the Pyramids was " thirteen centuries in round numbers:" (" Egypt's Place," p. 133,

134.)

The " thirty more Pyramids," discovered by Lepsius, (see appendix A.) having

superseded that computation, the indulgent reader will believe, that when, in round

numbers, I take Fifteen Centuries for the Pyramidal Period, other facts are in

reserve for their support.— G. R. G.
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cussionc, decisioni senza prove, e ravvicinamenti senza analogia." GonfineJ at

present to a brief note, I can but refer to Chapters, pages 51 and 57, and particu-

larly to page 60, wherein I mentioned, that my own List of Unplaced Kings, (col-

lected during travels on the Nile in 1839-40) who preceded the XVIIIth Dynasty,
amounted in 1841, without reckoning those since published in the Turin Genealo-

gical Papyrus (Lepsius, Auswahl, 1842,) " to about 180 Cartauches as an approxi-

mative extreme." Many new royal names have since been published by M. Prisse
and others ; but the reader is referred to the admirable "i)iscorsi critici soprala

Cronologia Egizia, del I'rofessore Francesco Barhccui, Torino, 1844-6," to un-

derstand how the historical lists of Herodotus, Diodorus, and Manetho, are suscep-

tible of adjustment to the extent of 450 Kings circa, who ruled from Menes
to Cambyses ; which, in Dr. Lepsius' portfolio, 1842, were represented by about

400 royal ovals recorded in the hieroglyphics ; whereas Eosellini's tables, in

1832, comprised but 170 Cartouches: (Barucchi, Discorso 4to.) This is explained

by the circumstance, that the erudite Pisan did not enter into pyramidal disquisi-

tions, in that day unexplored by Vyse and Pehrino, on the ground that " nfe a me
occorre indagare piu addentro in tanto buio di tempi:" (Rosellini, M.S., vol. i.,

page 111 ;'.—1832.) The great increase of these "Unplaced Kings," owing to

researches posterior to Kosellini, Cuampollion, and Wilkinson, is unnoticed

in the year 1848 by Dr. Nolak (^Egyptian Chronology analysed, Sfc.'), and is but

faintly alluded to by Chevr. Bunsen; in the German edition of "Egypt's Place

in Universal History," Hamburgh, 1845, because in that day Bakucchi's work
had not appeared ; nor in the English translation of 1848, because only the 1st vol.

is yet before the public. My lectures have therefore maintained, that the gross

amount of Cartouches collected by Dr. Lepsius must be known, before valid

opinions can be expressed as to the remoteness of the era of Mbnes, still oscilla-

ting between the 36th and the 58th century, b.c.— {Chapters, 10th to 12th editions,

Appendix, 1846, pp. 3 and 4.)

The primary item of the above paralipomena, i.e., Lepsius' discovery of thirty

additional Pyramids, although reiterated in my American discourses since the

autumn of 1843—commencing at Boston before the Lowell Institute—has been,

less accountably, overlooked by recent sustainers of a limited chronology, in itself

spurious and effete. The substance and history, long before the public, are as

follows :

—

At a General Meeting of our "Egyptian Society," held at Cairo, 17th August,

1843, Dr. Lepsius read a paper explanatory of the result of seven months' explora-

tion, by the Prussian Commission, over the pyramidal necropoles from Memphis to

the Fayoom. A synopsis of this address, with the author's obliging consideration

for a colleague then 6000 miles from the centre of discovery, was transmitted by
my lamented father, U. S. Consul for Egypt; and reaching me at Philadelphia in

October of the same year, served as the basis for my first course of lectures on the

Pyramids. Recollection ofMemphite topography convinced me, that more Pyramids
than those figured in Vyse's 3 volumes, 1839-42, might readily be found ; at the

same time I recognised that the grand enigma

—

the law of pyramidal construction

—was solved by the Prussians, if nearly reached by a shrewd guess of Letsonhe,
Dicuil, pages 90 to 115, plate i., in 1814 !

The public press supplied further information : see London Athenaum, Bo-
KOMi's Correspondence, 16 Sept., 1843 ; Perring's Objections, March, 1844 ; W.
E. Wilde, Claiming Priority of Discovery, 20 April, 1844; J. W. Wild, Corrobo-

rating Lepsius, 15 June, 1844 ; London Literary Gazette, HonoMi's Letter, 1843,

p. 603. Some of the woodcuts published by these gentlemen, were duly enlarged

by me into pictorial diagrams, in illustration of the invaluable discovery.

A gratifying rencontre with Dr. Lepsius himself, during his visit to London,

August, 1846, supplied me with a copy of his pamphlet, " Ubei den Bau der Pyra-

miden," being a sketch, illustrated by plates containing sections, &c., of his disco-

very of the •' Construction of tlie Pyramids," dated Cairo, May, 1843.

To this ingenious and most important essay I refer the reader, limiting myself

now to an extract from the manuscript, and, I grieve to add, still unpublished

translation made by Mr. Hill, of the R. Soc. of Literature ; for the perusal of

which, in the summer of 1846, 1 owe this gentleman my warm acknowledgments.

The first paragraph, after remarking that Mr. Pekrinq's researches, 1837-39,

were restricted to the more prominent of pyramidal vestiges, asserts, that tlio Prus-

sian Commission, over the same field, in 1842-3, had gleaned the sites of " Thirty
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OTUER PynAMlDS, cntirehj unhiown either to him (Mr. Perring), or to any preceding
traoetlers. (_)f theso, not a few are of very considerable extent, bearing evident
traces of the mode in which they were raised, and surrounded by the ruins of
Temples, and extensive fields of tombs or burial-grounds. All these Pyramids,
without exception, belong to the ancient kingdom of Egypt before the irruption of the
Hykshos, who invaded lower Egypt about the year 2000 n.c. j and the whole of
them were erected (liose at least between Aboorooish and Dashoor) by kings who
reigned at Memphis. To the same period belong also the majority of the effaced
tombs, of any importance, which surround them, which is evident from the fact that,

at a later period, the richest and most honorable families of the country, who could
display greater magnificence on their tombs, no longer resided at Memphis, but at
Thebes, which was also the regal residence."

If, then, to the thirty nine pyramidal tombs figured in Vyse's work, the reader
will add these thirty newly-discover.d substructures, the upper materials of which
were used as quarries possibly by the Hykshos and the Restoration, but certainly
by the Arab Caliphate and the present " lie pastori," (see my Appeul to the An-
tiquaries, &c., London, 1841, pages 133—4— .'>,) he will perceive, that in Lower and
Middle Egypt there are still extant at least sixty-nine royal sepulchres, which must
represent the funereal habitations of more than sixty-nine kings and queens of the
Old Egyptian, or ante-Abrahamic empire ; because some Pyramids (" inter alios,''

those of Shoopho and Menkera, of two Inclines, and of Six Steps,) are the tombs of at

least two sovereigns ; for it seems to me demonstrable, from the laws, objects, and
essence, if I may use the term, of pyramidal construction, tliat no queen was buried
in a separate Pyramid, unless, like Amense of the XVIIItli dyn., she ruled ahmc,
either as a widow, or in her own right, as did NirocRis of Vlth dyn., (Cf. Ma-
NETHO, second dyn., sub nomine Biornis, apud Coky or Bunsen,) : the I'yramids
being, according to my view, of successive, and never of coetaneous erection. The
proofs of the validity of this doctrine have been copiously detailed in ray American
lectures since 1843.

These are stubborn facts that nullify all astronomical and cyclic theories, when
applied to human primeval history (vide Letronne's exposure of their general
fallacy, notwithstanding their endorsement by Newton, Dupois, or BioT, in " lie-

presentations Zodiacales," Paris, 1846,) put forth, even in 1848, by the learned
author of "Egyptian Chronology analysed," hy whom the existence of sixty-nine

Pyramids, as well as of all the " Unplaced Kings," is complacently dodged ; and
this is the reason why, aside from other critical objections to the hi.storical value of
Eratosthenes' Laterculus, while grateful for the author's skilful restorations of
the text, I have not adopted Chevr. Bunsen's ingenious hypothesis (^JEgyp. Stelle,

vol. ii., p. 340, et seq.) that " the great Pyramids correspond with the rulers of
the Old Empire in Eratosthenes ;" simply because thirty-eight Sovereigns could
not have been eligibly entombed in sixty-nine Sepulchres ; " thirty more Pyra-
mids " having been discovered by Lepsius, since " the finishing stroke was put to

the second book in December, 1842."

—

{Ibid., Preface to Eng. Ed., p. xv.)
Incredible as it may seem, no one has actually counted the Pyramids, prior

to Lepsius' visit in 1843 !

Thus, of the ancients, Herodotus speaks of but three; DioDonus refers to six;

Strabo alludes to " a great many ;" Pliny, with a threnody at "regumotiosa
et stulta ostentatio," so becoming in a Roman, describes three ; but happilv adds,

(inasmuch as it proves the contrary, viz., that some Pyramids had betn already
mutilated, others destroyed, and their superstructures removed prior to the Christian
era,) "there exist traces of a great many which are hut commenced." Pojii-ONiiis

Mela, in referring to three, leaves the reader to infer the existence of others. Tlio
Muslim historians, excepting Abd-el-Lateef, who speaks of "the great miniber,"
rarely gratify their love of marvellousness on more than three ; while, of ICuropean
and modern Pyramidographers, from Greaves down to Jomakd, and still later to

Wilkinson, (" Modern Egypt and Thebes," 184.3,) none have attempted such a
specific enumeralion as Perring published in 1842. (See also his admirable Table
of Pyramidal Statistics above quoted, in Bunsen, yl'^gp. Stelle, 184.5.)

Bewildered by these inaccuracies, and never having thought, during frequent
encampments on the Meraphite burial-ground, of counting these mausulea myself,
the non-reception of Vyse's 3rd volume, when I published at New York in March,
1843, threw mo upon memory of the localities for the number of Pyramids from
AboorooUsh to Dasliu'or j uud in ray Chapters, p. f>l, I roughly estimated •' some
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twenty-five Pyramids and Pyramidal tombs in the cemetery of Memphis," drawing
sundry chronological deductions from that number, p. 57-8.

Those calculations are erroneous, solely in being too limited ; for Pekring's
Apperulix to Vyse (received by me in June, 1843,) enumerated thirty-nine Pyra-
mids ; and subsequently Lepsius, by adding thirty more, furnished sixty-nine royal

tombs, in lieu of my estimate of twenty-five, without averring that the sand and
di'bris may not conceal the traces of others. On amending my calculations, in after

lectures, a multitude of processes, many of which, from ignorance of Egypt as a

country, have been disregarded in accounts heretofore published, have led me to

assume a period of about ^/ifeen centuries of human life to be attested by the Pyra-
mids, witliout absolutely defining when this period ends : although if we accept a

series of Hykshos irruptions (Phoenician, Arabian, and possibly Indogermanic,)

into Lower fegypt, as the only legitimate method of reconciling Hebrew traditions

with the silence of the hieroglyphics, a period from the twenty-third to the nine-

teenth centurj', B.C., for this cessation, appears to me to be historically probable :

while for the ante-Pyramidal times of the occupation of the Nilotic Valley by
Asiatic nomads, as well as for the appearance upon earth of humanity in general, I

hold that we possess as little chronological data as science has hitherto elicited

from paliEontological remains : nor can any approximation be reached until some
future geologist shall measure the alluvial deposits of the Nile or the Mississippi.

[In the act of correcting the proof-sheets of this note, a letter from an American
Savan. Dr. J. C. Nott, informs me that Pr. Dickeson, in a recent paper, gives

geological testimonies that the Delta of the A/wzss!ppt has not been less than 14,000

years in its formation. The geological antiquity of Egypt will be touched upon
in the succeeding discourses on Mummification.-—27th Nov., G. R. G.]

Short chronologists can explain away these /acfa as their ingenuity, and favorite

hubit of suppression, may suggest ; but, until Dr. Lepsius puts forth the still un-
known treasures in his possession, whilst I deem the yet rough-hewn chronology
of the " stone books " of Egypt to have annihilated all Jewish cabalistico-astrolo-

gical numbers for epochas anterior to the uncertain era of Abkaham (Cf., aside

from the host of biblical Exegetists from Eichhohn to De Wette, to me very
familiar, " A Vindication of Protestant Principles," by Phileleutherus Angli-
CANUS, London, 1847, pages 137 to 14C), I am fain to confess, notwiihstanding

the herculean labors of Bunsek, that " the whole of this part ofthe subject requires

a careful re-casting," in November, 1848, as much as in 1843, when Biech wrote
his preface to Part 2nd of " Gallery of Antiquities in the British Museum," The
generality of writers who, since Rosellini's demise, have put forth precise systems
of Egyptian Chronology, liave proceeded upon the presumptive authenticity of
Greek lists, in an effort to adjust their mutual contradictions with Judaico-
Chris'ian cosmogonies, instead of re-building the edifice of Pharaonic antiquity,

cartouche by cartouche, and still more indispensably, monument by monument,
in accordance with the geological and topographical features of the country
itself, and the laws of archaeology ; through which the current notion of the phy-
sical possibility of any contemporaneous Egyptian dynasties, or of any coctaneous
Pharaohs beyond an occasional synthronic Father and Son (as among the Se-
sonRTASENs and Amenemhes of the Xllth dyn.—Conf. Hikcks, " on the Egyp-
tian Stele"—Trans. B. Ir. Acad.—pan II., 1843, page 68: also Bunsen, IL, 290:)
or a momentary interval of anarchy, such as that implied in the Dodecharchia
preceding Psametticus, is susceptible of a "reductio adabsurdum."

Cartouches have latterly been shuffled about, like cards in the hands of a prestidi-

gitator, without the slightest regard to their respective monumental relations ; and
the genealogical tablets and papyri are curtailed or extended " k coup de plume ;"

without taking into account the names of numerous kings, edited and unpublished,
whose stone-records bear witness that each " lived, moved, and had a being

"

in the valley of the Nile, as surely as Sheshonk, Thotmes, Sesourtasen, or
Shoopho.

Science at the present day requires, what there is every reason to presume it

will receive from Lepsics, a chronicle of Egyptian Pharaohs from the hieroglyphics

and monuments, just as if Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans, imbued with Chaldaic,
Hierosolymite, and Alexandrian scliolastic dogmata, had never foisted their cosmo-
genical speculations, cyclic concordances, or synchronising artifices, upon the indi-

genous and independent annals of a country of whose language, (with the exception
of the since-emasculated Manetho, and possibly Eratosthenes,) not one of these
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classical worthies seems to have understood a syllable, any better than IIerodotcs

when he rendered pi-romf, Ihc-man, by kuXoq KayaOoc ! (Lib. II., Sect. 143

—

but vide Kenrick, " Egypt of Herodotus," 1841—Note, page 185.)

Prior to the Christian era, the very date of which is itself a disputed point, (see

Chapters, p. 33,*) theological controversy had not intruded itself into scientific in-

quiries regarding the length of time man has inhabited the earth, equally unknown
5000 years ago to the builders of the Pyramids as at this hour to ourselves.

"Each nation, whether Greek or barbarian (says Diodobcs), has foolishly pre-

tended to have been the first to discover the comforts of human life, and to have

preserved the tradition of its own history from the very origin of the world." This

is the third axiom laid down by the founder of historical criticism, the Neapolitan

Vico, whose work, if a hand-book to every continental authority, seems quite for-

gotten by English historiographers: Q' Scienza Nuova," 1725—traduction Mr-
CUELET, vol.1., p. 337—11., 1).

It is this inveterate habit of suppressing monumental facts by " modern Chrono-

logers" which still renders applicable the lament of R. Payne Knight:—" They
are, however, too apt to confound personages for the sake of contracting dates ;

which being merely conjectural in events of this remote antiquity, every new
system-builder endeavours to adapt them to his own prejudices j and it has been

the fashion, in modern times, to reduce as much as possible the limits of ancient his-

tory, whole reigns, and even dynasties [compare Eyijptiin Chronuloyi/ analysed,

London, 1848, passim, with the Pyramidal data herein indicated,] have been anni-

hilated with the dash of a pen, notwithstanding the obstinate evidence of those

stupendous monuments of art and labor, which still stand up for their defence."

(Tnquiri/ into the Symbolical Language of Ancient Art and Mythology—London,

1818—Section 149—Soc. of Dilettanti, vol. II., 1835.)

• " The ' true ' date of the birth of Christ is 'four years ' before the common aira, or

A.D."—Rev. Dr. 'f. H. Horne, ' Introd. to the Grit. Study and Knowledge of the Holy

Scriptures,' 8th edit., London, 183a, vol. III., pages 527 and 535.

" The date being taken of December 25, by reckoning back tliirty years from his

baptism, we come to his ' birth,' A. .1. P. 4707, ' six years ' before the common era."

—

Rev. Dr. S. i\ .Jarvis, ' Chronological Introd. to the Hist, of the Church,' London,

1844, pages 535, 5C3 ;
and Preface, p. vii.

" Abp. Newcombe could say, ' Jesus was born, says Lardner, between the middle of

August and the middle of November, A. U. C. 748 or 749. (Cred. I., 796, 9, 3rd ed.)

We will take the ' mean ' time, October 1.' ! I !".. Ibid, page 5C3.

" Christ born, anno mundi, 3928" " And now hee that desireth to know the

yeere of the world, which is now passing over us this yeere lfi44, will find it to bee 5.572

yeeres just now finished since the Creation ; .and the year 5573 of the world's age, now
newly begunne this Septrmher at the /Equinox.". . Liohtfoot, 'Harmony of the

I'oure Evangelistes,' London, 1644, 1st part, prolegomena, last page.
" It is, besides, generally allowed by Chronologists, that the beginning of the patri-

archal year was computed from the autumnal equinox, which fell on October 20th,

B.C. 4005, the ' year ' of the ' Creation.' ". . Rev. Dr. V- Nolan, ' The Egyptian Chro.

nolo^'y analysed,'&c., London, 1848, page 392.

Anno Mundi 1.—' Vlth 'day' of Creation" . . "his (Adam's) wife the weaker

vessell : she not yet knowing that there were any Devils at all . . sinned, and drew

her husband into the same transgression with her ; this was about ' high noone,' the

lime of eating.' And in this lost condition into which AdaTn and Eve had now brought

themselves, did they lie comfortlesse till towards the cool of the day, or ' three a'clock

aflernoone' . . (God) expelleth them out of Eden, and so fell Adam ON THE day
that he was created."—Lightfoot, ' Harmony, Chronicle, and Order ofthe Old Testa-

mente,' Stc, London, 1647. page 5.

" The reader will not need any rules for the explaining of this Table, his own ARITH-
METICK will soon shew him ' what use ' to make of it."-lBiD. p. 6,

render is requested to transpose the passage into the subterranean Chamber

from the left to the riffht hund ; and by reading " North" for " South," the

error will be corrected."]—G. 11. O.
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LECTURE V.

The Pyramids, Concluded.

The introductory remarks to this discourse set forth, that tlie initial point

of the Pyramidal era extended so far back into the darkness of primeval ages,

that its commencement is unknown. Wlien the building of the Pyramids
began, the arts and sciences must have been in a high state of cultivation,

otherwise such structures could not have been built. The riches of the

country, and the peaceful character of the inhabitants, tempted the Hykshos
from the East. Their invasion may be compared to that of the Roman
Empire by the Barbarians. The Hykshos seem to have ruled in Lower
Egypt from the days of Abraham to that of the " Pharaoh which knew not

Joseph." It is probable that the kings mentioned in Genesis xiv., from whom
Abraham rescued Lot, were Hykshos ; which led the lecturer to explain, by
biblical passages, and by Josephus, that the sojourn of the Israelites in

Egypt being comprehended in the Hykshos-pcriod, when the oppressed

Egyptians built no monuments, it cannot be reasonably expected to find

hierogfyphical annals of the events that occurred from Abraham down to

Moses. Syncellus (a poor authority,) says that Joseph was prime minister to

Apophis, a Shepherd King ; and it is clear, from Rosellini's explanation of

Genesis xlvi., 32-34, and xlvii., 3-G, that the king then on the throne of

Memphis was a " Shepherd," who had arrogated to himself the Egyptian
royal title of Ph-Ra, the Sun, the original of our word Pharaoh, He showed
by Exodus i., 8, that a change of dynasty must have occurred in that day ;

which verse marks the expulsion of the Hykshos invaders, and the return of the

Egyptian monarchs from Thebes to Memphis ; thus indicating the commence-
ment of the Restoration under Amosis or Aahmes, founder of the eighteenth

Dynasty, the portrait of whose son, Amunopli 1st, he also pointed out in

his Illustrations—although the original lined some thirty-five centuries ago

!

He urged our citizens to place the works of the Champollionists in our
public libraries.

The " Pharaoh which knew not Joseph " arose in Egypt about IGOO @
1800 years B.C., and drove out the shepherd kings. The era of the Restora-

tion, under the 18th dynasty, commenced with this king. It continued

until the invasion of the Persians, b.o. 625. This later period has an
almost perfect monumental history.

The several periods of Egyptian history may be divided as follows :

—

1 .—The ante-monumental period.

[This of course is an utter blanh in Chronology. Science knows not
where geology ends, and humanity begins ; and the definitive, or
artificial systems, current on the subject, are of modern adoption and
spurious derivation.]

2.—The pyramidal period.

[Occupying, according to Mr. Gliddon's view, about fifteen centuries
;

probably beginning with Manetho's second dynasty, and ending with
the twelfth or thirteenth, about twenty-two centuries prior to the
christian era.]

3.—The period of the Hykshos.

[There being no monuments for this period extant, with the exception
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of the names chronicled lon^ after on the " Chamber of Karnac,"
(PiiissE, " Notice sur la Salle des Anct'tres de Thouthmes III." 1846),
here is ihe ffrand difHculty in Egyptian chronology ; it being impos-
sible to determine its duration : wliicli Mr. Gliddon considers to be far

shorter tlian is estimated in the " vEgyptens Stelle in der Welte-
geschichte,"* and to embrace all scriptural connexions with Egypt
from Abraham to the Exodus inclusive ; on which the hieroglyphics are

lUterly silent.t

4. The positive historical period.

[Commencing about 1600 to 1800 years before Christ, with the New
Empire and the Restoration, after the expulsion of the Hykshos tribes,

under Aahmes, the founder of XVllIth. dynasty.]

The lecturer went ou to explain how and why during their sojourn at

Memphis, (if they were there at all) the Hykshos broke open and desecrated

• It may be useful to the reader to have other references before him, and the

following is clipped from the Philadelphia Public Ledyer, November 19th, 1846 j

which paper, under the caption of " Lounges iu Mr. Gliddon's Leeture-room," gave
synopses of other discourses:—
" Mr. Gliddon next considered some of the documents more recently deciphered.

Among these are the "Ancestral chamber of Karnac," and the Genealogical

fapyrus discovered by Champollion in the Museum of Turin ; which, having been

in part deciphered by Dr. Lopsius, Mr. Birch, Dr. Hincks, and the Chevalier

Bunsen, was exhibited to the audience, and contains a list of the Kings of Egypt
from the mythic reign of tlie Gods, down to the Ilamessides of the nineteenth

dynasty, about the fourteenth century B.C. The length of each reign and the sum
of each dynasty, were once extant in this precious chroiiicle.

" Keference was then made to the chronological views contained in Bunsen's

work. [jUgypl, Stelle, III., pages 122-3.] Bunsen divides Egyptian history into

three great empires, the old, the m ddle, and the new.— The old begins with Menes
and terminates at the construction of the Labyrinth, embracing a period of 1,076

•ears. The middle empire includes some of the scriptural events relating to

igypt, and embraces a period of 929 years. Tlie new kingdom, beginning with

Aahmes, the founder of the eighteenth Theban <lynasty, ends with the invasion

of Cambyses, and includes a period of 1,113 years. From Cambyses to the Christian

era is a period of 525 years, which will, according to Bansen, place the era of Menes
at the distance of 3,643 years before Chiist. This is, of course, entirely at

variance with the received chronology; and Mr. Gliddon, after recounting the

various discrepancies among Biblical chronologists, stated that the undeniable

inference was that there is no chronology taught in the Bible, and that no dates

are given prior to the days of Abraham from which it can be deduced. Chronology

must, he snid, be studied as an universal science, taking iu the records of all people

before it can aitnin any degree of accuracy."

In the Appendix to the 10th & 12th editions ofmy ' Chapters," 1S46, I mentioned

that Lepsius' forthcoming "Book of Kings," would carry the era of 3/encs some
centuries earlier than B.C. 31)43. It has not yet issued from the press, but I hear

that Dr. Lepsius places Menes about thirty-nine centuries B.c—G.H.G.

•f
Who are the Hykshos ? A lecture of the course delivered at Boston before the

"Lowell Institute," (reported in the Evening Transcript, November Ist, and

Mercantile Journal, November 2nd, 1843,) after recapitulating various theories

as to their having been Phconicians, Canaanites, Arabs, or Scythians, contained

the following answer;—"In investigating the early history of the world, the

Hyhshos cross our path like a mighty shadow, advancing from native seats to

which it baffled the geography of antiquity to assign a fixed position, covering for

a season the shores of the Mediterranean, and the banks of (he Nile, with the

terror of their arms and the renoivn of their conquests, and at length vanishing

with a mystery e(iual to that of their first appearance:"—(Mrs. Hamilton Gray,
"Hist, of Etruria," I'arl 1, page 2G.) Later investigations have rather increased

than removed my difficulties ; and, as a mere matter of argument, it would be in-

different to me to sustain that the Hyhshos once occupied Lower E(jypt, or that they

%
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the Pyramids. After that, the mode of burial was changed, and the kings,

subsequent to the Restoration, were buried in tombs at Thebes instead of

Memphis, in concealed subterranean galleries ; in lieu of sepulchres, like the

Pyramids, erposed to view, and from the Hykshos-days to the present hour

inviting curiosity and spoliation. His description of the localities at Memphis

and at Thebes, aided by his diagrams, rendered tliis speculation more than

probable.

Mr. Gliddon proceeded to give some account of the wonderful discoveries

that had been made in the tombs of private persons scattered around the

regal Pyramids, coeval with the erection of the latter ; and alluded to the arts/

and sciences whicli were painted on their walls. Lepsius, 1843, opened 106 \

of these tombs, and found in them a vast number of paintings, which repre-

were never there at all, as others besides myself have suspected :

—

(Hincks,^
"On the Letters of the Hieroglypical Alphabet:" Trans R. Ir. Acad. vol. xxi.,

part II., 1S47, page 35.) The latter view might result from a rigid inquiry into

the validity of the liistorical sources ; the total absence of direct allusion to

the Iljkshos in the hieroglyphics, and the necessity of interposing an immea-
surable hiatus between Cartouches No. 39 and 40, in the Tablet of Abydos.

(Compare Hincks, "Egyptian Stele," 1841, page 68 ; with Bu sen, "iE;;ypt.

Stelle," II., p. 277, for Lepsius' discovery in 1840, that the " Tablet of Abyhs
jumps over the whole of the Hykshos-period: " Ibid., " Egypt's Place." I,

pages 42, 49, 52.) The former, however, is susceptible of much negative proof,

and its adoption seems to me necessary to the chain of biblcal history', no
less than explanatory of the monumental chasm, and alterations of sepulchral

architecture, which separate the twelfth from the eighteenth dynasty. How can
we otherwise explain the cessation of Pyramidal Monuments at Memphis, and the

transfer of royal sepulture, in a style totally distinct, to Thebes ? How account for

the silence of the hieroglyphics on all that concerns the sojourn of the Israelites,

(vide JosEPHUs, contr. Appion, lib. I., c. 14, 15, 26, 27,) unless we allow a period

when Lower Egypt was the spoil of foreign hordes ? and what other place are we
to assign to the thirty Kings in the right division of the Chamber of Karnac, if

they did not reign in tipper Egypt simultaneously with the Hykshos in Lower ?

The time for the duration of the Hykshos dominion seems to me quite problema-
tical; but let not the sticklers for the short chronology triumph on that account.

I presume that the most orthodox of the latter who has really mastered Egyptian
discoveries, (and on this question the opinions of those who hace not are worthless,)

will grant the commencement of the eighteenth dynasty, at some epoch between
the fifteenth and eighteenth century b c. Let him, after due verification of the

pyramidal data herein indicated, add at least fifteen centuries for the Pyramids to

the year 1500 B.C., and he will reach 3000 years B.C. as the narrowest limit for

which we possess contemporaneous Eyyptian Monuments—a result utterly de-

structive of Archbishop Usher's deluge at B.C. 234.S! (Chapters, p. 33 & 38.) I

leave him to contract or to extend the intervening Hyhshos-period, on a ''sliding-

scale," according to his fancy ; while I would suggest to his dispassionate consi-

deration, as a scientific and not a theological problem, that for the days ;)riyr to the

Pyramids, or anterior to B.C. 3000, we possess no standard wherewith to raeasurv

the unnumbered centuries, geology will tell him, that the Nile has annually depo-

sited alluvium, adequate for the growth of human sub;>istence, in the Egyptian
Valley.

We are dealing, in events so inconceivably remote, with stratified masses of
time, and not with supposititious calculations of the exact day, week, month, or

year; in futile attemps to ascertain which so many learned investigators "ne font

qu'un trou dans I'eau."

One final observation.—Misled by modern" English Divines, whom I had been
taught erroneously to look upon as authorities in biblical criticism and chronology,

I attempted in 1842 to reconcile Egyptian Annals with the Septuagint computation,

(^Chapters, ubi supra, and pages 51, 52, 01); pointing out at the same time that I

a By the adjective modern, are intended those of a distinct school to the Waltc.xs
and Ken.mcotts of past University generations.
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sent the manners and customs of the Ancient Egyptians 5,000 years ago.'")

These discoveries corroborate those made in tlio Pyramids, and furnisli abun- /

dant genealogical lists, royal and private, by which all the Pyramids will be
)

classed seriatim. So full and accurate was the knowledge to be derived from /
these representations, that Lepsius promises to " write the Court Journal of the

4th Memphite dynasty"—of kings who died above 5,000 years ago ! This

will finally demonstrate the utilitarian bearings of these discoveries upon the ';

popular education of our age, with the folly of perpetuating classical fables /

that are now annihilated by monumental /ac?*. ^^
Mr Gliddon showed, among other things, how Glass manufacture was

known in Egypt 2,000 years previously to its reported discovery by the

Phccnlcians; and how the decimal system of numeration, units, tens, hundreds,

thousands, and upwards, was current in the days of the Pyramids, or

4,000 years before the Arabs of Mohammed's era. In the tomb of Eimei,

architect of the Pyramid of Shoopuo of the fourth Dynasty, is an Inventory
)

of his wealth. There are amongst other details, "835 oxen, 220 cows, with

their calves, 2234 goats, 760 asses, and 974 rams." The numerals are hiero-

glyphical ciphers ; and the same decimal system is found in the quarrieri

marls on all the Pyramids. Indeed, it became evident that, perhaps, with

the exception of steamboats, electrotypes, daguerreotypes, the magnetic

telegraph, chloroform, printing-presses, and cotton gun-powder, the arts and

sciences were much the same at that early period in the valley of the Nile

as at this time in our own country. The drawings of the trades, as found

pictured on the walls in the Tombs, show the practical sort of people the
j

Egyptians were.—The Lecturer here pointed out in the paintinsrs upon the
j

wall, carpenters at work, boat building, musicians, poulterers, veterinary

surgeons, wine-pressing, brick-making, weaving, ploughing, transporting of

columns, &c.

He stated that the deductions of the hierologist may be checked and

verified by the narrations of the Greeks, and by mathematical calculations

which show the great length of time necessary for building the Pyramids

—

at least 1500 years from first to last, beginning with the second or third

dynasty, and ending with the tweltli or thirteenth.

Mr. Gliddon next treated on Lake Moeris and the Labyrinth.

entertained strong doubts as to the validity of ray endeavors. Since that day,

these philosophical heresies have been abandoned as untenable ; and having

devoted four years to hebraical studies and tlie works of continental exegetists, my
oral lectures have been conducted upon different principles The indulgent reader

will allow rae to apply to myself the frank avowal of Letronne in justification of

this change of opinion :

—

" J'ai partage les memes idees dont je me trouve si iloigni mainlenant. Ma
premiere education devait naturellement m'y conduire. Et moi
aussi j'ai cru fermement a I'explleation dts anciennes fables par I'astrononiie; . .

. . . j'ai cru a la civilisation primitive tombde du eiel sur le plateau de la haute

Asie, au peuple ante-dlluvien, 4 sa science infuse, et i la grande inesnre do la terre,

qu'il aurait, dit on, execut^e de temps immemorial, avec une exactitude que nous

ne pouvons surpasser malgrd nos theodolites, nos cercles r^petiteurs et nos autres

instruments de precision. II n'a pas fallu moins que I'itude approfondie des lextes

aneicns et celle des faits les mieux av^res, dont le temps a depuis amenc la con-

naissance, pour m'arracher -X ees illusions do ma jeunesse: et encore i present, je

me surprends, pour ces brilliantes hypotheses, lasympathie iuvolontairo et secrete

quo nous eprouvons partout dans ce quia cie, de notre part, I'objel d'une vive et
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Lake Mocrls was situated in that part ofLower Egypt known as the Fayoom.

\_El-Fayobm of the Arabs is derived from the Coptic name P-IOM, the watery,

corresponding to the Hebrew lAM, sea,\n consequence of its ancient aqueus

state during the inundation ; or from Pni-OMI, the cultivated, owing to its

later fertility : (Champollion, " L'Egypte sous les Pharaons," 1814, I., page

325.) Its hieroglypMcal name, discovered by Mr. A. C. Harris, reads,

" Land of the Crocodile."] The Greeks, translating its Egyptian name, called

it " Crocodilopolite Nome," derived from the vast number of crocodiles which *

once inhabited the Nile in that vicinity. There are none now to be found in

Lower or Middle Egypt. They exist only in Upper, commencing at the

Tlicbaid. A Queen Arsinoe, in the time of the Ptolemies, gave her name to the

Fayoom, and in classical history it is commonly known as the " ArsinoJte

Nome." It was very difficult to determine the exact site of Lake Mocris. It had

been supposed that it was what is now known as Birkct-el Qoorn, or Lake of

the Horn, which is thirty-five miles in length by seven in breadtli. But the

absurdity of this supposition is shown by the fact that the Lake of the Horn

is some hundred and twenty feet below the Nile.—The true site was

discovered by Mons. Linant de Bellefonds, chief engineer in Egypt.* He
found an ancient dyke in the upper part of the Valley of Fayoom, which he

traced through its whole length and discovered the remains of its abutments,

sluices, bridges, &c. This immense dam retained the high waters of the

Nile which flowed into it ; and the ancient Egyptians were thus enabled to

irrigate 370,000 acres of land between the Fayoom and Alexandria, where

65,000 acres only are now cultivated. M. Linant, in view of the immense

advantages of this work, urged the repairing of it upon Mohammed Ali.

Mr. Gliddon then spoke of the Labyrinths, cautioning his auditors not to

confound the Egyptian Labyrinth with three others mentioned in ancient

history.t M. Linant also determined its site. It stood upon the borders of

sincere conviction, longtemps apres que nous en sommea, 4 grande peine, detach^

pour toujours." ("Representations Zodiacales," Paris, 1846, pages 5, 6.) (See Ap-
pendix B.) page 51.

* As far back as November 1839, while exploring the Lakes Temsah and the

bed of the ancient canal on the Isthmus of Suez, during a dromedary excursion,

my valued Collea<rue M. Linakt expounded to me his discovery of Lake Moer,
published by our Egyptian Society in 18-43. (Linant, "M^moire sur le Lac Mcer;"

translated and republished by Mr. Bokrer, London, 1844.) I have never visited

the province of El-Fayoom, and am unable to speak from personal examination of

the localities ; but I cannot agree with Chev. Bunsen's denial of Linant's disco-

very; if inclined to adopt the former's view, that this artificial Lake belongs to tlie

age of Phisops-Apappu, Mebi-ra Pe-pi, founder of the sixth Dynasty:
("jEgyp. Stellc," II., 193, 203, 224 et seq.) Lepsius' visit to the Fayoom in June,

1843, has thoroughly confirmed M. Linant's researches as to the true nature and
position of this, the grandest, most philanthropical, and important of all the works
which have ennobled the memory of an Egyptian Pharaoh.—G.R.G.

t The etymology of the word Labyrinth, like that of Pyramid, (ubi supra), which

was current in Egypt in the days of Herodotus, is not necessarily of Grecian

origin; although Keneick (" Egypt of Herodotus," London, 1841, page 190—

note to Herod. II., 148) claims it to be derived from Aawpa,««i(crranean/<a.ssi5f»,

through the form Aaflpa, &c. We find in the Texts of Manetho, according to

MSS. consulted by Cony ("Ancient Fragments," p. 112,) and Bunsen ("Egypt's

Place." p. 624 ;; that in the twelfth Dynasty, a King LACHARES, LABARIS,
LAMARIS, LAMPARES, and LAMBARES, "built the Labyrinth in the

ArsinoTte Nome as a lomb for himself." Now, in hieroglyphics, as in all primitive
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Lake Moeris in tlie vicinity of tlie brick PjTamid of Hovvara. Dr. Lepsius

visited the spot with the Prussian explorers, in June 1843, and discovered

an area of GOO feet in length, strewed with columns, entablatures, architraves,

&c. He has, by uncovering' innumerable chambers with pedestals, partitions

and pillars, identified it as the great Labj-rinth of 3000 chambers described by

Herodotus. A cartouche was found in the Labyrinth, of the same signification

as another in the adjoining Pyramid, which proves that they were both built

by one King—the Labyrinth for his palace and the Pyramid for his tomb.

(BoNOMi's Correspondence in Athenasum and Lit. Gazette, 1843.)

The date of the Labyrinth is uncertain. Lepsius has found in its ruins the

oval of TaU-ME-RE (Rosellini, No. 96—RE-METAOUO ; Tablet ofAbydos,

No. 39), in whom the Moeris of the Greeks is easily recognizable : and,

according to Lepsius, this Monarch built the last of the sixty-nine Pyramids,

and reigned about 2154, B.C. This is, therefore, the termination of the Pyra-

midal period, which ceased when Lower Egypt was overrun by the shepherd

hordes.

Mr. Gliddon concluded by answering the objections so often urged against

the Pyramids, that they were the monuments of the tyranny and oppression

of the Egyptian nilers. It is impossible to condense and do justice to his

forcible argument, that a people whose civilization in arts and sciences is

attested by the architecture, materials, and hieroglyphical data of the Pyra-

mids themselves, even if forced by despotism to have erected one or two such

monuments, would never have endured tyranny, in the modern and European

sense of the word, for above sixty-nine kingly generations. He showed that

Grecian and Roman opinions on the subject, written 2,000 j'cars after the

cessation of Pyramidal buildings, were puerile ; and that as each of these

mausolea was erected seriatim, bit by bit, and year by year, by national

Alphabets, the letters M and B were dialectically interchangeable. The final S is

the hellenic euphonizer. It is easy therefore to perceive, that a name resemhling

LABARisacomponentelement in the word IjABYR-inthos, \a€vpii'Ooc, handed

down to us by the Greeks. Struck with this coincidence, in 1846, I suhmitted a

query to the pliihilogieal acumen of my learned friend. Prof. Lanci. He kindly

gave me the solution which has since been puhlished in his " Lettre 4 M. Prisse,"

page 22 : in the course of explaining the attributes of tlie mortiferous Goddess

Anta, or Anata, whose name, with the feminine prefix T, is tanata, cognate

with the Grecian Oavaroi, death. Labvb—inthe, divided thus into two parts,

and expressed in Coptic letters, jields the natural meaning of " 7'orai ()/'/.aiar,"

in accordance with Manethonian tradition. Diodorus Siculus, lib. II., refers to the

Labyrinth as the Tomb of Marros ; in which word, as in the ia MARIS of

Manetho, we can still perceive an affinity to the MGiRIS of Herodotus and Strabo,

to whom was ascribed the Lake on the edge of which the Labyrinth stood :

(LiNANT, "Memoire sur le Lac Moeris," pages 8, 17:) all being variations of a
name which seem to me reconcilable with the phonetic elements of the cartouche

found by Lepsius in the Labyrinth. Conferre, however, Bunsen (" Egypt. Stelle,"

II., 198, 203, 325); for, as yet, it is uncertain ivhether the Lake and Lamjrnth are

works of the same sovereign, or if the former belong to the sixth, and the erection

of the whole of the latter to the Moers of the thirteenth Dynasty. The Pyramid of

Howdra is undoubtedly the tomb of this king, (Tablet of Abydos, No. 39,) but

like all Egyptian edifices, the Labyrnlh may have received progressive enlargement

during the reigns of several consecutive kings, in many of whose royal names the

elements MA-IIE frequently occur. These monumental dilemmas await Lepsius'

solution ; but it seems conceded on all hands, that the Labyrinth antedates, and

therefore was not, as Rosei.mni and Wilkinson conjectured, the work of Thotmes-

MAIRE of the eighteenth Dynasty.—G.R.G.
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will, and at the expense of the GovcTOment, its construction was no drain

on the country, either in men or in money. On the contrary, the wisdom of

the Egyptian Pontificate became apparent when, independently of an infini-

tude of other advantages, it was shown that the gross bulk of the labor on

the Pyramids must have employed the poorer classes of a vast agricultural

population, confined by nature " in immiti solo " on a mere strip of alluvial

bounded by barren rocks, when thrown idle every year for three months by the

periodical inundation of the river Nile.

The Pyramids, as the sculptures coeval with them attest, were therefore

built by the Egyptians, and not by foreigners, far less by slaves ; which led

the lecturer to digress upon the subject of slaveiy among the Egyptians. It

is absurd, he said, to cast the charge of enslaving foreign nations, as a re-

proach upon the Egyptians, when Scripture in all parts of the Old Testament

recognizes slavery as perfectly legitimate under the old dispensation. He
would not lose himself in endless texts, but were he to enter into the subject,

he would begin with the Almighty's covenant with Abraham, in Gen. xvii.

12, 13, where the words of Jehovah to Abraham, " He that is born in thy

house, or bought with money of any stranger^'' gave ample sanction to Abra-

ham's purchase of his fellow men. He would also cite the instance of Hagar,

Gen. xxi., 10, as an Egyptian bond-woman or slave ; and he would go at

once to the Hebrew text of Genesis xxiv., 2, and show that Abraham's
" eldest servant," as our version has it, is in the original, "Abraham said unto

his most aged slave." The Hebrew word is here ABeD, which meant a slave

then, as it does now in the colloquial Arabic of Egypt.

The Text shows that the ancient Jews were allowed to sell each other as

slaves, AUcD-helre ; their males, (Exodus xxi., 26; Deut. xv., 12-18;

Levit. XXV., 39-44, &c.,) for a term of servitude ; their women, La-AMwH, to

be mothers, or as concubines (Ex. xxi., 7), for ever.

To the later Hebrews, however, belongs the honor of the first historical re-

nunciation of slave-holding. (See Philo and Josephus on the " Essenes.")

Mr. Gliddon mentioned a curious fact, that although all varieties of the

Negro race were common in Egypt from the earliest times to the present hour,

as captives and slaves, their labor was never applied to agricultural pursuits,

but reserved for domestic service. This is accounted for in the circumstance,

that Negroes arc short-lived in Egypt, and in the abundant poor iiopulation

of native Egyptians in the valley of the Nile.

The hieroglypliical designation of KeSH, exclusively applied to African

races as distinct from the Egyptians, has been found by Lepsius as far back as

the monuments of the sixth dynasty, before d.c. 3000 ; but the great influx

of Negro and Mulatto races into Egypt as captives, dates from the twelfth

dynasty, when, about the twenty-second century, B.C., Pharaoh SESOUR-
TASEN extended his con(|uests up the Nile far into Nigritia. After the

eighteenth dynasty, the monuments come down to the third century, a.d.,

without one single Instance, in the Pharaonio or Ptolemaic periods, that

Negro labor was ever directed to any agricultural or utilitarian object.

We have found it impossible, even with the facilities afforded us by the

lecturer of access to his MSS., to present anything like a complete view of

the multitudinous subjects interwoven or digressed upcn in his discourses on

the Pyramids—the most lincient and stupendous labors of man on earth

—
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elucidating the arts and sciences attested by their varied materials of con-

struction ; the vast distances from which some of tliese, such as tlic granite,

were brouglit ; nor tlic simple methods adopted by the Egyptians for the trans-

portation of tliis ponderous substance from the First Cataract, on rafts, which

floated ofl'at the rise of the Nile. Much he spoke also of the simplicity of

their mechanical powers in those primitive epochs—of iron and copper im-

plements, tlie ore of which came from the mines at the Peninsula of Sinai,

still exhibiting authentic records of the fourth dynasty
;
[Cf. Laborde and

LiNANT, " I'Arabie P6tr6o," 1830—and Lepsius, " Peninsula of Sinai," 1846 ;

for plates and description of these hierogljphical tablets :] and of the civiliza-

tion deducible from the sculptured walls of tombs clustered around each

Pyramid ; which mighty sepulchre, in each consecutive age, served as a

nucleus for the cemeteries of the nobles, ministers, clergy, and officials of

the day.*

Most of these interesting conclusions would be incomprehensible to the

reader without tlie perspicuous diagrams, charts, and tableaux with which

Mr. Gliddon elucidates his oral prelections. One position, however, seemed

established, viz.,' that the builder of each Pyramid ruled supreme over the

entire country, and therefore that there were no contemporaneous dynasties

during the Pyramidal period ; nor can the long duration, claimed by the

• Among the data, affecting Egyptian Origines, handled in this and other lec-

tures, but necessarily omitted in brief Newspaper reports, were the critical inves-

tigations of the distinguished Naturalist, Dr. Charles Pickering, into " the in-

troduced plants and animals of Egypt," &c. Their substance, through his friend-

ship, has long been familiar to me ; but they are now printed in his valuable

contribution to science, " The Races of Man, and their Geographical Distribution;"

IX. vol. of the U. S. Exploring Expedition, 1848 ; a first copy of which, far in

advance of publication, I owed to his kindness last June. (Cf. Elhnol. Journal,

No. IV.) How many species of animals and plants, supposed to have existed

anciently in the valley of the Nile, turn out to be modern ! The Camel, and the

Horse, arc not mentioned on the Monuments of the pyramidal period— the latter,

with the first use of Chariots, appears only after the twelfth dynasty; and Horses

may have been introduced by the Ht/kshos; whose Cavalry, (as when ConTEZ
overthrew the Monlezumas,) was possibly the cause that Egypt was "easily sub-

dued," and " in a strange manner," by mounted hordes : (Manetiio ; Joseph,

contr. App. lib I., c. 14, 15.) In after times the expulsion of these barbarian

horsemen may have been owing to the invention of the Chariot (f). Camels, unknown
as Egyptian animals on Pharaonio Monuments, appear first on those of Meroc;
not earlier, as Lepsius' visit proves, than the second century n.c: but Mr. Birch
informs me, that he finds them mentioned in legends of the eighteenth dynasty,

existing in Arabia; amply corroborated by the Assyrian sculptures exhumed by
BoTTA and IjAYARd. The universal and exclusive use of Geese by the Egyptians

is explained by the abeence of the common fowl, probably till the Persian Inva-

sion. In this long lapse of time some species of animals, such as the \Vav>i-horned

Ram, (whose horns surmount the God Num—Bunsen, PI. 1, fig. 3 ; better seen

in the colored Plates of "Amman—CAnoupAw—crioc^phale," apuil Champollion,
"Pantheon Egyptien," 1823 :) represented in the tombs of the fourth dynasty, be.

came extinct: probably prior to the Restoration, or the fifteenth century B.C. The
indigenous Papi/rui, and the exotic Lotus, will be adverted to in the succeeding

Lecture on Mummification.

Nor does space now allow me to quote paragraphs of my MSS. relative to

geological transitions that have taken place in the former elevation of the bed of

the Nile; fallen thirty-four feet in Lower Nubia, since the twelfth dynasty or 2200

B.c: (LepsIcs, "Letter to Dr. Morton," Phila;, September, 1844, Vroceedings Acad.

JVal. Sciences, Philadelphia, January, 1845;) nor to the depressions and upheavals

on the Isthmus of Suez, within historical times ; through disregard of which,

speculations about the "land of Goshen," and the "Exode of the IsracHtes,"
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Lecturer for the ante-Abraliatnic kings of Egypt, be subverted by an hypo-

thesis favorable to the short chronology, but which the geological, geogra-

phical, and physical nature of the land, apart from the monumental facts

embraced in these lectures on the Pyramids, alone upsets.

We unite in the hope uttered by the lecturer, that 'f you vpill no longer

look upon the Pyramids, as exceptions to the organic laws of human

development, or as monstrous vestiges of monarchical tyranny and popular

degradation ; but will perhaps concede, that had we ourselves been the sub-

jects of H. M. King Chf.ops, we might have cheerfully paid our quota of the

assessment requisite for the erection of a triumphal edifice, that, while it per-

petuated his memory to the remotest posterity, stamped it with our national

dignity, and our country's fame."

" And truly," said Mr. Gliddon, pointing to his fac-simile of the Great Pyra-

mid, " as you cast your eyes on that wondrous edifice of Shoopho, you will

allow, with the wise Muslim historian, Abd-el-Lateef, that 'the form of the

Pyramids, and their extreme solidity, are indeed well worthy of admiration ;

and have enabled them to resist the effects of time for so many ages, that it

may almost be considered that it is Time (itself) that experiences, and suffers

from, the eternal duration of these extraordinary structures ; and the more

they are considered, the more convincing is the proof, that the most consum-

mate genius and skill were employed in their construction.' And, if jou

reflect that these hoary monuments have survived the violence of man for

above 4,000 years, you will admit the truth of Makreezee's remark (quoted

from an older Arab author), ' All things dread the effect of Time ; but, over

the Pyramids Time has no power,'—for, ' Leur masse indestructible a fatigu6

le temps ;' their indestructible masses have fatigued the hand of time !"

Lowell Institute Course

—

(Boston Evening Transcript, 23 Nov., 1843.)

hitherto present a chaos of topographical anachronisms. These themes, together

with the progressive development of the denizens of the Nile in geographical and
ethnological knowledge; the alternate changes of dogma, which made that pictorial

expression of a religious theory heresy in one age, which was orthodoxy at a

preceding epoch ; the gradual alterations in language and ergo in writings; and
the progressive extension of the alphabetic principle, from fifteen articulations at

tlie fourth dynasty, to thirty-one in Coptic times, or the Christian era ; these

themes, I repeat, have formed incidental digressions in my oral lectures ; and are

elementary conditions so essential to the time-measurer, that, without their duo
consideration, his arithmetical chronology, in Egyptian matters, is " vox, et

prieterea nihil."—G.R.G.

APPENDIX n.

The peruser of Mr. Burke's masterly and quite novel "Analysis of the Hebrew
Chronology, in the Ethnological Journal, Nos. I., II., VI., requires no further

arguments to perceive the spuriousness of ante-Solomonic Hebrew numerals,

although others can be adduced of a different nature equally annihilating, as Ihope

in time to demonstrate. The patriarchal generations of the " Hebrew Verity have

been stricken a blow, from which, like Paulus' nuturalistic explanations of miracles

under the iron mace of Strauss, they can never recover. But the Septuagint chro-

nology received its " coup de grace " from the acute criticism of an eminent Egypto-

logist, who has exposed the artifice of the liellenistic Jews of Alexandria, when
they tacked on an Egyptian Sothic Period, 1,4G0 years, to the previous numbers of

the Hebrew Text ! (Sharpe, "History of Egypt, London, 1846, pages 195,

196.) It affords me the more pleasure to acknowledge the erudite labors of this

gentleman, as I fear we differ in some few hicroglyphical tcchnicaUties—G.R.G.

n
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THREE DISCOURSES ON THE ART OF MUMMIFICATION

AMONG THE EGYPTIANS :

ITS ORIGIN, NATURE, AND DEVELOPMENT.

BY GEORGE R. GLIDDON, ESa.

LECTURE VI.

The magnificent tableaux tliat adorned the hall in the preceding lectures

had been shifted, so as to present a new and beautiful background, exhibit-

ing, pictorially, varieties of Sarcopliagi, Mummy Cases, &c., from tlio Coffin-

lid of King Menkare, builder of tlie tliird Pyramid above 5,000 years ago, down
to the marble trougli tl)at once held the body of Pharaoh AmyrtoMs, twenty-

eiglith dyn., u.c. 400—both monuments now in the British Museum; and

other funereal antiquities, comprising sycamore coffins, human slvuUs, feet

and hands of ancient Egyptians—papyri, tablets, and jiaintings from tlie

tombs, showing the art of embalmment in many of its forms.* On tlie tables

* The reader will indulgently bear in mind that in this and the two succeeding

lectures, were interspersed an infinitude of oral digressions, and specific references

to the Illustrations and Antiquities, which, without the latter, would be unintelligible
;

as well as extend into a bulky volume that which is at best but a synopsis of a few
pages. They are consequently omitted in this digest of newspaper Reports. I

have had but one complete Mummy in its Case, and one painted coffin, wherewith

to elucidate this theme mthe United States: where, excepting the choice but small

cabinet of Egyptian Antiquities belonging to my esteemed friend, the Oriental

traveller, Col. M. J. Coukn, of Baltimore, and the immense gallery of Crania, ap-

pertaining to the founder of Ethnology in America, Dr. S. Geo. Morton of Phila-

delpliia, there is nothing entitled to the name of an Egyptian collection. Here and
there a few trifles, chiefly sent by myself in former times from Cairo, exist at

Boston, New York, Brooklyn, and Washington. The human Mummy above re-

ferred to, (obligingly lent me by its proprietor, Mr. John L. Hodge, of the

Academy of Niitural Sciences at Philaclelphia,) by the legends on the case, is the

Osirified body of the " divine Priest of Hor-Amun, Priest of Amunhi (Thebes),

PET-ISI (lie who belongs to Isis) deceased . . . son of the germ of Penipya t

—whose Mother was Taia, lady of the temple and singer ? of Pasltt." &c. From
the style of the hieroglyphics, the multiplicity of Deities represented on its syca-

more coffin, the bitumen which has completely blackened one of the tallest Egyp-
tian bodies I have ever seen, and the insertion of Ohsdian and glass eyes, I should

not deem its age anterior to the Psametiici, say the seventh century, B.C. The
other coffin, which with all the funereal cerements and animal mummies in my
possession I owe to the friendship of my honored colleague, Mr. A. C. Harris of

Alexandria, appears, from the prevalence ofyellow in the coloring of its background,

&c., to bo of a still more recent date. It once held the corpse of the " Osirian,

Priest and Scribe of Thebes, AMN-M-OPH."
For all cognate information on Mummies, aside from the voluminous works and

papers of the Hierologists, among whom the " Egypte Ancienne " of Champoi.lion-
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lay animal mummies; liawks, owls, ibises, cats, jackals, serpents, fishes, the

sacred ram of ancient Thebes, and the far more venerable remains of the

holy calf, who, if untimely death had not cut short his career, would have

been Apis the bovine god of Memphis. Crocodiles embalmed from the very

egg, up to all sizes, prove the ingenuity of the ancient Egyptian priests, who
made it an act of piety to catch and mummify such reptiles, to get rid of

them ! Linen cloth of all textures—some very beautiful in fabric, from the

tombs—glass beads, bugles, and enamelled porcelain idols, prove that glass

was known in Egypt 2,000 years before the Plinian fable of its invention

by the Phoenicians. Copper mirrors, ancient leather and papyrus shoes,

pottery, vases, ancient fruits, &c. These are some of the rarities all have
heard of, though few in America have seen, elucidating each point of the

lecturer's remarks, which we now proceed to condense. " We conceive, (ob-

serves the Mobile Tribune,) the great charm of Mr. Gliddon's Lectures to be
the successful manner in which he clears away the rubbish which has accu-
mulated around Egyptian antiquities, and renders each fact perspicuous

and intelligible to his hearers. There is no humbug,—no mystification.

Every thing is plain and comprehensible."

Mr. Gliddon commenced by stating that the art of mummification (from

the new French term motnieflcation,) antedates all history—its existence is

coeval with the earliest Pyramids—now, tlianks to Lepsius, dating with the

third dynasty, before the thirty-fourth century, b.c!

" An Institution, that in the unknown date of its first origin antecedes all

monumental and historic chronology ; that was at once political and religious

in its forms, no less than practically utilitarian in its objects ; that was so inter-

woven with the mental, moral, and physical relations of the Egyptian to the
' dark land ' of his sacred river, and entwined with his doctrinal belief in the

resurrection of the lod>/ to bliss or sufiTering in the mystic perpetuity of

Amenthi, or Future State—cannot well present itself through discourses of a
few hours, in a clear and classified order to the mind whether of the speaker

or his auditors—after that transfer to another Hemisphere, the New world,

six thousand miles from the Nile, undreamt of by Pharaonic geographers
;

the medium of a distinct language, the English, non-existent when the last

Mummy was made ; the total change in race of man, from the ancient

attributes ofa Hamitic Egyptian, to the modem characteristics of an American
Japethic Anglo-Saxon—the transitions that have taken place through time

and circumstance, and the consecutive metamorphoses in political as well as

iu religious creeds—combine to obscure our conceptions in encountering a

subject that, apart from every other obstacle, is veiled from our nearest view

by the lapse of fifteen centuries." On these grounds the lecturer solicited

the indulgence of his hearers.

The derivation of the word Mummy is from the Moomia of the Arabs—the

FiGEAC, and the " Manners and Customs " of Sir J. G. Wilkinson, are the most
accessible authorities, the reader is referred to that admirable compendium, Pet-
TIGREW, "History of Egyptian Mummies," London, 1834 ; to Gaxnal, " History
of Embalming," Paris, 1838—Dr. Harlan's translation, Philadelphia, 1840; and
to Morton, "Crania jEgyptiaca," Philadelphia, 1844.
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root of which is Mown, bitumen, also meaning wax, tlie substance which, in

latter Pharaonlc days, preserved the bodies from decay. We obtain the word

mummy from the returning Crusaders ; for St. Augustine, in the fifth century,

A.D., calls the bodies so embalmed Gabbaras."' Even our word coffin is of

Oriental origin, from the Arabic term keffen, to enclose in a winding sheet.

This premised, the Lecturer went on to describe, by means of geological

sections, the four features of Egypt—rock, sand, water, and alluvium—how
the action of the inundation drove sepulture first to the sand, and afterwards

to the rock, so soon as man had reached the possession of metal tools, where-

with to make an excavation. In this process, Mr. GUddon opened neio

views, new methods of reaching some of the events which antedate all Imman

monuments now extant ; touched upon geological transitions ; showed how
the alluvium of the Nile has been deposited annually upon the limestone, for

more than 7,000 years, (See Appendix D.) ; and maintained that there is not

the slightest reason why the primitive Asiatic Nomad, who migrated into

the "dark land" of Egypt, and hence derived the name of Kliam, should

not have done so at that remote age, which is anterior to all human

chronology.

The features of the surface of Egypt, admirably explained by Mr. Glid-

don's colored diagrams, are rock, sand, alluvium, and river. The country

itself consists of a long and narrow strip of alluvium, with the Nile in its

midst, and bounded on each side by barren rocky ridges. There is little rain,

and the only potable water is from the periodical inundation. This becomes

more brackish as it recedes from the river, owing to the saline ingredients it

dissolves out of the soil. The alluvium which, in consequence of the deposit

* Gabbaba, from the Semitic root GuBR, to inclose in a solid envelope, accord-

ing to Caiiille Ddteil : (see his otherwise absurd " Dictionnaire des Hiiro-

plyphes, Bordeaux, 1839.) Kibcher, ("a5dipus.(Egyptiacus,"l{omc,1658 ; Tom.
II., pars 2 ; p. 390,) on the etylomology of the term Mummy, remarks, " Miimee
vox Persica est, et idem notat, quod exsiccatum cadaver certa ratione conditum,

corruptionis expers ;" but Pettiorew (pa. 1,) witli more propriety traces it

directly to the Persian name of bitumen, Mumia, or mineral pitch, abundant in

trans-Euphralic provinces. The Greeks, in speaking of Nilotic embalming, make

use of a distinct appellative in the various forms of the verb Tapi\evoi, to salt, or

pickle ; from the saline ingredients, Natron especially, employed in the manu-
facture. The Hebrew Text, (Gen. I., 5 to 20,) where allusion is made to the

embalment of Jacob, lias HaNaT, to prepare dead bodies. In Coptic MSS.
Mummies are called Miolbn ; and also Kbs, from Kos a sepulchre, or the verb

Kbse "curare cadaver :" (Partiiey, " Vocabularium Coptico-Latinum," Berlin,

1844; in loc. et sub voce Muniia.) In Hieroglyphics, a Mummy when written

figuratively, or as a determinative, is expressed by the image of the thing itself, a

Mummy reclining; with or without a beard, to designate its masculine or feminine

gender; its vocal synonyrae being CIIA-T, or SHA-T; Coptice SHAAT. There

are many other names extant phonetically in the sacred tongue, some of which are

preserved in Coptic, for embalmed bodies, to embalm, biers, SOLS, KLOS, KARS,
&c. : but as it impossible without a conventional system to transcribe their sound

in European alphabets, and without hleroglyphieal and Coptic type, it is sufficient

to refer to CiiampoLUOn's Grammar and Dictionary, or to Bunsen, ("Egypt's

Place," I., p, 541, 571.) Enough has been said to show that no form of the word

Mummy seems to antedate the Saracenic conquest of Egypt by Aameb in G3g,

A D. ; and that we are indebted for it, no less than for hundreds of Oriental names

current in our modern tongue, to the Arabs.
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of mud that takes place in its bed, is higher at the river's banks (like our

American Nile, the Mississippi,) than further inland, is exceedingly fertile, and

must have been anciently, as now-a-days, immensely valuable when crowded

with a population of from five to eight millions ofsouls. There was a necessity

for preserving it carefully for agricultural purposes, especially when commerce

did not give the means of supply in case of scarcity. It is not used for burials

at this day, except on the sites of the old cities, elevated a few feet above

the inundation. The ancients never used it for sepulchral purposes, and

hence they had no choice but the rock or the narrow strip ofsand that intervenes

between the hills and the alluvium. In the earliest age the ante-monumental

Egyptians probably buried in the sand, because theyhad not the tools necessary

to excavate the rock. This sand was a precarious position for dead bodies

when wolves, foxes, and jackals were so abundant. The crocodiles,

especially, would disinter them whenever the inundation brought those

reptiles to the edge of the desert. There was also danger that a high Nile

would saturate the graves. During this time the metals were coming into

use, especially copper from Mount Sinai. The saw for cutting stone came

into use in the second dynasty. The inconveniences of sand-burial would

therefore soon lead the population to look to the rock for sepulchres.

The Sand was the primitive ante-monumental burial-place, because the

alluvial soil, then less by many thousand inundations than at this day, was

too precious for agricultural purposes ; but the sand was too precarious a

position to be used as soon as civilization had advanced sufficiently to enable

man to cut the rock. Hence the burial of the dead was carried to the hills,

that bound the narrow valley. The Western hills were selected, because the

largest breadth of the alluvium was on that side, and therefore the largest

cities, whose cemeteries, Thebes, Abydos, Memphis, Pyramids, &c., for con-

venience sake were to them contiguous. But there was also a doctrinal

reason why the West was selected. It is the Occident, the dark region of

the setting sun, known to the Greeks as Erebus. The root of EREBa^, is

the Semitic word Ereb, the West ; mentioned in Gen. i., 5, &c. ; the same

radical whence the name Arabs, literally the " men of the West."

[From the same root proceeds the Arabian name of MoGhReB, applied to

Barbary, as the Western land ; occupied at this day, as anciently, by the

Berber tribes, whose present Nubian designation of Berdbera is at least as

old as Meneptha I., of the eighteenth dyn., in the sixteenth century, b.o.,

when it occurs hieroglyphically in the name orthographed BRBR, or

BaRaBaRa. The Berbers of Northern Africa, whose traditions are Canaan-

itish, and whose barbarous habits originated the European appellative Bar-

barian applied by the Greeks to all nations but themselves, possess a lan-

guage closely allied to Hamitico-Semitish dialects. Their name may be

resolved into Pi the, EREB West, and BAR Son, (or BER, Arabic^ Country,)

thus yielding again B-EREB-BAR, the Sons of the West.'] *

The West was called EMENT by the Egyptians, who therefore termed

* This etymology of the word Berber will appear as speculative and objection-

able to many able judges, as it is novel to all. Its justification involves an argu-

ment that, although prepared, is too lengthy to be inserted in the form of a note
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the future state of the dead AMENTHI ; corresponding to the Homeric
idea of Epe/3oc, a region of darkness intermediate between the eartli and
Hades ; and to the Hebrew Sheol, Orcus, of whieli out English word liell is

an erroneous translation, no less than a mythological anachronism.

Thus the West, the Occident, region of the tenebrous unknown future

state, was in universal mythology consecrated to the dead ; because the

Sun, primeval divinity of all nations, sets there, leaving the world in obscu-

rity : and in Egypt the bodies of the early dead were mostly interred m
the Western hills, while their souls followed the shades of evening, EREB, to

Amenthi. It is from this primitive cause that Oriental nations still bury

East and West, although each at the present day relates a different doctrinal

fable for the custom.

Mr. Gliddon next proceeded to the investigation of the sepulchral archi-

tecture of the Egyptians ; prefacing this part of the subject (we quote the

Southern Patriot, Charleston, 17th Nov., 1847,) with some very impressive

remarks on the philosophy of National Architecture in general. To the eye

of the areliEBologist every nation's architecture possesses peculiar characteris-

tics, whereby the student can trace national origins, and elicit much ofa given

people's ante-historj', from the several stylos of their monuments. As the

grammatical construction of a given language enables the philologist to de-

duce, not only the pristine geographical habitat and ethnological affiliations

of the nations that speak it, but also what foreign admixture it has received,

what phases such people has undergone in its early migrations, so it is be-

coming hourly more facile, as science progresses, and the " comparative

anatomy," so to say, of architecture is accessible through more exact copies

of monuments, to evolve much of the lost history ofearly humanity from the

several styles of their structural remains.

Thus, for instance, the Pagoda-foima of the now-stationary Chinaman still

point back to the remote age, v/hcn felted tents were the abodes of his no-

madic ancestry. The tent-like roofs of the modern Turk, that give such a pic-

turesque effect to Ottoman cities, tell of Tartarian encampments in Central

Asia ; and, by connecting him with the Chinese, enable us to deduce his

primitive origin from their vicinity, even if his language, his habits, his mi-

grations, his own as well as Chinese history, despite the changes which,

through amalgamation with races of higher caste, four centuries in Europe

have effected in his physique, did not narrate the same story.

We Anglo-Saxons seem to cling, through our favorite architecture, to a

vague remembrance of the lofty forests of ancient Germany, where our hardy

ancestors so long halted in their circuitous march from Central Asia ; and.

in this No. of the Journal. Craving the indulgence of the reader, I will endeavor
to introduce ita defence, together with some now comparisons between ancient names
of Caucasian and African races preserved in hieroylt/phical geography, and those

extant in Arabic literature and on modern maps, that will be found curious. These
coincidences have been submitted verbally to the examination of a master in

archaic philology, Mr. Samuel Birch of the British Musuem, who is preparing

a memoir on co-relative questions ; and I have no doubt that their publieation will

open a fertile, if yet unbroken field of research to fellow-laborers.—G.R.G.
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like the Gotlis, we still love to behold in stone the columnar forms of Northern

trees ; and even now make the ceilings of ecclesiastical buildings in resem-

blance of the interlocked boughs of shady groves, under which oui? Druidical

progenitors offered their simple sacrifices.

The Spaniards still revere the architecture of the Saracen they expelled
;

and El-Hamra, Cordova, Grenada, with their derivative monuments of Catho-

licity in America, even yet record the sojourn of the Muslim in the Hispanian

peninsula ; who there epitomized the traditions of his own anterior life in

Arabian deserts : for, essentially a Southern people, occupying a land where,

in the absence of the dense foliage of Northern latitudes, man seeks shelter

from the sun amid the shadows of fire-denuded rocks, the Arabs, quickened

to exertion by the promethean spark of Mohammed, shaped their pillars like

the palm trees of their petncan wilderness, and in the interior of their vaulted

domes and cupolas strove to perpetuate, sculpturally, the remembrance ofthe

sharp and drooping points of the stalactite caverns of Arabian mountains.

This sketch of the principles adopted by archaeologists in evolving frag-

ments of the natural history of man through the " comparative anatomy " of

monuments, when applied to very modern nations, such as the United States,

proves their diversified origins through the architectural intermixture of dif-

ferent national styles : but on applying the same criterion to the Pharaonic

monuments of the Nile, we encounter one united mass of architecture, pre-

serving throughout, whether in its Pj'ramids, its Temples, and its Tombs, or

in its Sculptures, Paintings, or Hieroglyphieal Writings—from its almost

superhuman scale of gigantic effort, down to the humblest detail of its minor

attributes

—

one and the same all-pervading system : and this system no imita-

tion of the architecture of any other people on earth, but sclf-bcgotten, self-

developed, and self-fallen : never, from its earliest infantine cradle attainable

by inference, down to its last effort of expiring decrepitude, during a monu-

mental period of above 3000 years, having adopted foreign ideas, or tolerated

any alien interference. Other and later nations have appropriated, in divers

degrees, the architecture of the " Land of Khem ;" but the Egyptian copied

no one—^he thought and acted for himself.

In tracing, therefore, each feature of Nilotic architecture to its birth, we
must seek in Egypt itself, its soil, climate, geological constitution, and

natural productions, for the solution of our queries.

After a rapid glance at the exploded fallacies of Gau and others who, mis-

taking the latest for the earliest monuments, (substituting Roman abortions for

pristine Pharaonic commencements, &c.,) traced the progress of architecture

from Ethiopia downwards, the Lecturer explained the origin and nature of

Egyptian columnar architecture, pointing out on his illustrations abundant

examples in support of his assertions.

Egyptian columns generally represent various combinations of the vertical

stalks of plants, tied together by horizontal bands at regular intervals, and

terminating in a capital formed by the leaves, flowers, petals, buds, and other

parts of the papyrus, intermixed with each other, ( sometimes with the Lotus ?)

and often accompanied by branches of the palm. The architrave never rests

upon the flowers of the capital, as in Grecian columns, but upon a square

abacus ; looking as though the column consisted of a central square beam or
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sliaft, the stalks and flowers being subsequently added, and lashed round by
way of ornament. He showed how the vegetable ornaments on Greet

monuments are of Hellenic origin, Acanthus, &c. : just as the ornaments on

the two pillars, Jachin and Boaz, were lilies and pomgranates, plants indi-

genous to Palestine:—(See Lanci on I. Kings vii., 17 @ 21), He proved

that the Egyptian columnar forms are taken from the Papyrus and Palm
Tree, which plants in primordial times had served the wandering shepherds,

who settled in Lower Egypt, for their first food, add had been tlie materials

for their primitive shanties, the remenibrance of which was epitomized when
their descendants made those plants sacred to the Gods in their architecture.

Ergo, this is purely of Nilotic origin.

In Egypt we find only plants peculiar to the Nile represented in primitive

architecture, as the papyrus and palm ; and these were painted in appro-

priate colors. There can bo no doubt, therefore, that Egyptian architecture

was autochthonous, and we need not look elsewhere than to the valley of

the Nile for its adoption.

* The Cyperus Papyrus ofLinnajus, at the earliest age, prior to the introduction of

the Cereals, the "primeval aliment" of the Egyptians ; during the monumental
period, in the form of paper the main spring of their clviUzatlon ; whose flowers and
leaves surmount, while its stem in polymorphous combinations was the type of

Nilotic columnar architecture, in whole or in part j at once a symbol of Lower
Egypt where it grew, and of the North ; and the cultivation of which, in Iloman
times, was a monopoly jealously appropriated by the conquerors seems to be ex-

tinct, now-a-days, in the Valley of the Nile ; aIthoii!;h, under the name of Bcrd,

its existence is mentioned by recent Arab historians. The plant itself is repre-

sented on the monuments of the Old Empire ; but Pickering (" The Races of

Man," 1848, page 368,) ascribes to it a foreign origin. In common with Prisse
(Miseel. iEgypt., p. 39,) in the course of wanderings on the marshy shores ofLakes
Bourlos and Menzaleh, I have frequently inquired for the Papyrus without success;

nor do I remember to have met with any competent judge who had seen a living

specimen within this quarter of a century in Egypt. It is the Papyrus which is

beheld sculptured and painted on Egyptian capitals : (see all varieties of form in

the " Description Ac 1 Egypte j" A, Tom. I., Plates 75 to 78.)

I am unaware that any naturalist but Dr. Pickering, a very high authority, has

hitherto deemed the Date Palm to be of exotic origin : {Ibid, page 37L) He con-

siders that it was " a most important novelty, introduced about the age of the

twelfth dynasty ; yet I have found its branches animatling in the stone sarcophagi

of the humble quarry-men of Toorah, whose epoch would seem to belong to the

pyramidal period : (Cf. Morton, " Crania iEgyptiaca," page 9.)

XJnacquaintance with botany compels me to observe extreme diffidence on the

question of the " Sacred Lotus ; which, under the names of Faba iEgyptiaca,

Nymphaja Nelumbo, Nelumbium, Nymphaea cerulea, Nymphaja Lotus, &c., is so fre-

quently mentioned by writers on Egypt. It strikes me, however, that great confusion

arises from indistinctness of nomenclature ; some authors meaning one species of

water Lily, some another. The nionumoital Lotus (colored blue, green, and red,)

symbol of Upper Egypt, and of the South, is figured in legends of every epoch ;

but it does not appear to be a component element in the " bell-formed Capitals "

of Temple-architecture: (Wilkinison, " Topog. of Thebes," p. .54.)

If by the term "Sacred Lotus bo meant the Nelumbium of Hindostan, that plant

(if really known to the Pharaonic Egyptians ?) was indisputably of foreign origin

;

(Pickering, pages 350, 368,385:) and the only specimen I have ever seen in

Egypt was pointed out to me in Ibraheem Pasha's garden, at the Island of Rhoda,

by a master iu Egyptian botany, my oldest companion at Cairo, Jlr. Jamks Trail,

as a plant introduced from India after 1835, and non-existent elsewhere in the

valley of the Nile ; although another accurate observer, Mr. E. W. Lane, h<u
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To account for the use of those plants in cohimnar ornaments, we are to

look to tlie history of the first Asiatic shepherds who reached the banks of the

Nile. Here they found but few trees of any magnitude, such as .the thorny

acacia and the date palm, and a profusion of water plants. Their vegetable

nutriment was furnished in abundance by the papyrus root, the date, and a

few other fruits. The first, as supplying these nomadic tribes with their primitive

aliment, became sacred to them. The papyrus also gave them the material

for clothing, baskets, mats, ropes, sandles, and boats. (Isaiah xviii., 1, 2.)

Tlie papyrus was, in fact, the first element of Egyptian civilization ; as in

after times it became the main one, when its stalks, converted into paper,

produced upon the ancient world effects similar to those which magnetic

telegraphs are going to do among ourselves ; and yet this plant, which was

once the principal food of the Egyptians, is no more to be found in the valley

of the Nile. The date palm still feeds the population of Egypt for two

months of every year, while its trunk furnishes the longest timber, and its

branches, leaves, and bark answer an infinitude of purposes. These plants

also furnished to the Egyptians, in their age of nomadism, the earliest

habitations. The stalks of the papyrus and the slender branches of the

palm, bound together by withes of the same substance, formed columns.

Between these the pliant stalks of the papyrus were interwoven, palm

branches served as rafters, the leaves furnished thatch, and a coating of

Nile-mud rendered the transient edifice secure from the weather. Such

a shanty is made by every Nubian at this day. These habitations would be

abandoned without a sigh, for others reared quite as easily, as soon as the

cattle had eaten ofl" the forage or man had exhausted the natural resources

of the vicinity. When the Egyptian, in his monumental phase, abandoned

these vegetable dwellings for permanent brick or stone cities, he perpetuated

the memory of his pastoral condition in the architectural embellishments

of his new habitations ; in memento of that plant which Herodotus (II., 92),

and Horus-Apollo (I., 30), term " the primitive nutriment of man "—" the

first origin of things."

The papyrus and palm branches which form an Egyptian capital are then
^

since told me that it is still grown in the garden called Birket-er-Kuttle, outside

the Bab es-Shaereeyeh at Cairo.

If, which seems to me less liable to historical objections, the monumental Lotus

of the hieroglyphics be merely a select variety of the beautiful Water Lilies that in

such profusion float on the surface of the lacustrine vicinities of Kosetta and Da-
mietta, then that plant was indigenous from the earliest times to this day ; when
the FelUhs proverb, " Ketfeer eX-Bashniyn, ketOer en-Neel,"—abundant the Lotuse,

abundant the Nile—is a joyful prognostic of a copious inundation.

The fruit of the Lotus eulogized by Homer, and the one which formed the sub-

sistence of the semi-fabulous Zofophagi, is that of the Lote-Tree, Zizyphus, Rham-
nus, or Jujube, which under its Arab appellative, " Mukh^yt," is still the clammy
food of the inhabitants of Egypt and adjacent provinces.

In pointing out to my audiences the exquisite taste exhibited by the Egyptians

in the multiform combinations of their capitals and pillars, I have made use of

the superb colored plates of "Panorama de I'Egypte et de laNubie," Paris, 1844-7,

by my friend M. Hoheah. The " Sketches of Egypt and Nubia," now in course

of publication, which in artistic beauty exceed everything heretofore accessible,

will enable me to embellish my American gallery with Mr. David Bobjjris' mag-
nificent tableaux.—G. R. G.

"" I
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but the record of an earlier period, when these plants, bound tosfcther in their

natural state and surmounted by their flowers or leaves, were important

pieces in the primitive habitations.

Without the papyrus, said the lecturer, Egj-pt could not have been the

primary school of infantine man—and if Egypt be deducted from the world's

primeval history, what remains ?

Through this method we reached that long, but chronologically undcfinable,

period between tlie formation of the Nile's alluvial deposit (prior to which

Egypt was uninhabitable by man,) and the erection of the earliest Pyramid;

tlie existence of which attests anterior ages occiiincd in progressive steps

towards civilization. Chronology is set at naught in the contemplation of its

antiquity. Mr. Gliddon designates this blank of time by the term ante-

monumental.

By the same inductive argument, we arrived at those remote days when the

Rock had not yet been excavated for Toinbs ; and therefore when Mummies

had not yet been manufactured in Egypt, the land of Mummies ; and when

the Egyptian buried his dead in the sandy space which bounds the alluvium.

In still earlier times it is probable that little attention was paid to the dead,

but bodies were abandoned, as was the case in Cliina in parallel ages, long

prior to B.C. 3,400 ; (sec Paiituieii, " Chine Aneienne," and the Chou-

king.) But a natural feeling would soon suggest the propriety of hiding the

corpse of a once-loved friend underground, and with rude materials a grave

would be scratched in the .alluvium. This becoming too valuable as popula-

tion increased, and being besides subject to inundation, the sand was next

chosen as a place of inhumation. The danger from wild beasts, &c., ren-

dering this objectionable, recourse was finally had to excavation in the

rock.

The lecturer digressed from his theme to show how the antiseptic and

hardening qualities of these saline ingredients were known to the Egyptians,

from their presence in the mummies. Herodotus, and other ancient authori-

ties, mention Natrum as the main condiment of the embalmers ; the body

being probably steeped for many days in a bath containing a strong solution

of this salt. The dryness of the climate of Upper Egypt is so remarkable,

that Mr. Gliddon has seen the meat harden without putrifying, from solar

action alone. Oeens for baking tlie bodies of the dead appear indispensable

to the process of mummification, .and there is some proof they were used for

the desiccation of human corpses ; all mummies having been thoroughly

dried.

It is from this Sand burial that mummification takes its natural rise. The

sand of Egypt is impregnated witli salts, natron, nitre, common salt, and

alum, which destroy the oleaginous and lymphatic matter of bodies.* The

• After 1,000 years of experiments to ascertain the simplest chemical ingredients

for the chirurgical preservation of human carcases, Parisi.in science has

returned to those which, in E^ypt, are inherent in the Sands of the desert—" an

aqueous solution of three salts

—

nitre, common salt, and alum."—(Gannal, page

219.) The rationalism of mummification, and its origin in SHiifZ-burial, seem to

have first suKi,'estcd themselves to Maili.et; (see his " Description de I'Kgypte,"

by the Abb^ Le Masouieu, Paris, 173r>, pa. 261, &cc.,) but tlie reader is especially

referred to Gannal, page 80 to 88.— G.K.G.
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Sun's rays supplied the baking process of desiccation ; and here we have tlie

simple origin of primitive mummies, of which iVatere was the first suggestive.

The j:irimordial Egyptians, therefore, found the bodies of their departed friends

preserved and mummified by a natural process, and they consoled themselves

for the death of those dear to them by seeing their forms- thus remaining un-

altered. When, after ages of experience and self-tuition, they abandoned

intemient in the sand and began to bury in tombs excavated in the rock, the

difficulty presented itself that this desiccation and preservation no longer con-

tinued to take place : with a little thought, however, they soon discovered the

cause of the natural process to lie in the salts contained in the sand, com-

bined with its drying and baking properties. Natron drawn from the lakes

offered a substitute for one, and artificial ovens for the other. In proof of

this it is known, said Mr. Gliddon, that the earliest mummies were prepared

simply by Natron, desiccation and wrapj^ing in woollen cloths, without the

use of bitumen, or any of the costlier materials subsequently employed in

the process of mummification.

Art, in progressing civilization, improved upon the same principles, until

the conquest of Assyria, during the eighteenth d3'nasty, n.c. 1 ,600, by making

bituminous countries accessible to the Egyptians, introduced bitumen, witli

which all later mummies are embalmed.
" Such is an outline of this instructive lecture, although it is impossible,

within the brief limits to which we are confined, to do anything like justice

to its ample and interesting details :"

—

{St- Louis New Era, May 4, 1848.)

APPENDIX D.

Seven thousand years.—I have adopted in this instance, without therefore ac-

cepting all of this learned writer's hypotheses, and merely as a conjectural mini-

mmn, the ingenious calculation of my respected friend M. Henry, (" L'Egypte
Pharaonique," 1846,) whose work, with those of several continental Authorities

on Egypt not on the catalogue of the British Museum Library, being now with

my books and lecturing-apparatus in America, the reader will excuse my inability

to cite on every occasion volume and page. To comprehend the principles that

warrant an assertion in appearance, at first blush, so hazardous, while he will find

at foot specific references for other data on wliich ray argument is based, the reader

will obligingly turn to pages .39-40 of my " Chapters on Early Egyptian History,"

where a rough skeleton map, and explanations, will afford him an idea of the phy-
sical peculiarities of a river-land, in its nature unique, and unlike the superficial

aspect of any other region of the habitable globe.

This rude outline of a chart, wherein Egypt is reversed from the usual order of

hydrographical accuracy (i.e. turned upside down; the Mediterranean being placed

at the bottom of the page instead of the top) ; is the reduced copy of a large

colored Map— eight feet by four—always suspended in my transatlantic Lecture-

rooms, which is designed to afford its beholder such a view of the Valley of the

Nile, as would be presented to his eye, were he borne in a balloon by the Etesian

winds up the Nile, from the sea to Nigritia, at such an aerial elevation that small

objects would be indistinct. In its preparation I was guided by the.rcquirements

of lectureship ; inasmuch as it seems more natural to an occidental auditor, on
commencing an imaginary voyage towards Egypt from the New World, that

Palestine should lie on his left, and Barbary on his right hand, exactly as these

coimtries bear from the forecastle of the ship which carries him to Alexandria;
while, on the part of the lecturer, compelled incessantly to indicate with a wand
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the relative position of Monuments situated along the Nile, it would appear para-
doxical were he to point downwards on ascending the River, or vice versa, as he
would be required to do ou the ordinary arrangement. Six years of practical ex-
perience have, moreover, confirmed the expediency of this arbitrary derivation
from hydrographic usage.

On this original Map the colors of the four characteristic features of Egypt are
presented—the Nile in blue; the alluvium in green; the slight intervals of sand in

pale yellow j and the barren ridges of the " Hagar " (Arabic(5-«tone ; the modern
name of the rocky and sterile table-land which, from the latitude of Cairo
upwards, bounds either side of the Valley,) in shades of brown. A glance at this

chart conveys to the mind of a spectator, accustomed to the forest-clad hills of the
United States, more than a volume of explanation. Personal acquaintance with
Egyptian topography, longitudinally from the Sea-beach to the Second Cataract,
and transversely from Pelusium to the Arab's Tower, as well as from Suez on the

Eastern, to the Natron Lakes of the Western deserts, renders it scarcely necessary
that one, to whom for twenty-three years from childhood to manhood the "Land
of Mitzraim " was a cherished abode, should supply corroborative reasons for pro-
bable accuracy of judgment in such simple details ; but having enjoyed the
advantage of the frequent inspection of my friend M. Linant's (now Linant-
Hey, " Inspecteur en Chef des Fonts et Chaussees," in the Vice-lloy's service,^

Maps, Plans, Drawings, Surveys, Sfc, of all parts of the country, and possessing
several autograph charts, &c. (see Appendix E.) of his own in colors, I hava felt

pleasure in availing myself of their assistance.*

* Bihliography.—"Description de TEgypte," ed. Panckoucke ; Aflas Geographique,

particularly File- II., for the aspectof the hills and deserts on either side of the Nile :—
A, Tome V., pi. 19, fig. 3; " Profil de la Vallee du Nil i la hauteur des Pyramides :"—
E.M. Tome I., pi. 6, fig. 29, 30 ;

" Profits de la Valine :" and pi. 11, fig, I to 4 ;
" Plan

du port de Soueys." Ibid. Te.rtc, Histoire Naturelle, Tome XX., pages 77 to 132 ;~
GiRARD, ''Observations sur la Vallee de rEgyptc et sur /V.r//rt?«.?£?wf«^ *c'(7w/a;>e du sol

qui la recouvre;'' with especial reference to the P/«/^, page 33, for the ^Ayj//i.j of the
allmiiim, ascertained, in 1799, by sinking shafts along a transverse section of the Valley
at the parallel of E'Siout. Hemprich and Ehrenberg, " Naturalgeschichtliche

Reisen." Berlin, 1828; vol. 1., page 124, iVo/i?, " Abfall dor Libyschen Hochebene
gegen die Ammons Oase eine geognostische skizze ;" and page 162, for an excellent

geological chart of the Libyan desert, wilh profiles of the Mountains on either side of

the Red Sea. Laborde and Linant, "Voyage de I'Arabie Pctroc," Paris, 1830 ;

Plate 3, "Vues Topogtaphiques," and Pla*e 69, Map, for the mountainous region
around the Elanitic Gulf. Also Linant, " M^moire sur les Forets Pelrijk's,^^ Soc. Geog.
1839: Ibid. ** M^moire sut le 1^7^? jUirm," Egyptian Soc, 1843: for localities on both
sides of the Nile. Kuppell, " Reise in Abyssinien," 1838 ; vol. I., § 4, " Excursion in

Petraischen Arabien," and II., page 441, " Hohenbestimmungen." I have not seen,

his " Reise nach Arabien," 1829. Wilkinson, " Topography of Thebes," 1835, pages
40, 314, 340. Ibid. " Manners and Customs," 1837, vol. I., pages 5 to 11 ; 1841, vol.

IV., pages 106 to 121 ; and particularly vol. IV., plate 18, " Sccliom of the levels of

Egypt." Ibid. " Mod. Egypt and Thebes," 1843; vol. II., pages 164 and 3.')4. Wil-
kinson's great Map of Egypt is yet unpublished. I possess likewise a MS, copy of

his colored map of the Fayoom, made for me at Cairo m 1832, by our amiable friend

Humphreys, the lamented associate of that most excellent of Egyptian explorers, Mr.
Burton. Le Bas, "L' ObclisqiK de Luxor; Histoire de sa translation d Paris." 1839

;

chap, ii., " Considerations sur la formation du terrain de la Basse Egypte- Le jV/7, dans
les temps anciens, ?/' arrmait pas la Valise cV Ffjypte" Newdold, *' on the Geology oi

Egypt "—Proceedings of the Geolog. Soc, vol. III., part 2, number 91, London, 1842.

For the historical account of the submersion of Ancient Cities, &c., on the present site

otLa/ce Meazaleh about the year A.D. 543, (which is also the date of the fml appearance

of the Plague at Antioch, in Egypt, Greece, etc.,) just one century prior to the
Saracenic conquest; as well as for subsequent alterations, upheavals and depres-
sions, in the " Land of Goslien," that have completely altered its topography since the

age of Moses, conferre Quatremere, " Recherches sur la Langue et la Litt^rature de
I'Egypte "—article Basckmovr. Ibid. " M^'moire geoeraphique sur Vli^ypte,"passim :

and Prisse. " Excursion dans la Partie Orientalc de la Basse Egypte," in the Miscellanea

^gyp/iaca, anno \M2; jEgyptiaca Consociatis Litteratur.i:, at Cairo; pages 45 to 51-

Letronne, (" Le C'aiwl des deux Mers ;' Revue des deuxMondcs, 15 .Tuillet, 1840 ; and
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But lecturinp; experience soon convinced me that but few of those who have not

actually visited the Valley of the Nile, and not a few authors who have, with

opinions in regard to the earth's superficies predicated upon local European or

Anieriean topography, can adequately realize, even from inspection of the large

colored map of Egypt above referred to, the curious relation that the Valley of the

Nile bears to its limitrophic deserts, and adjacent provinces of Asia and Africa.

To obviate this difficulty, in an effort to popularize knowledge among the masses

of the people, I have latterly constructed a sectional diagram, which I now proceed

to describe ; having subjoined a list of authorities that will enable the critical

read( r to make a similar chart for himself.

Looking from North to South, up the Nile from the Mediterranean (as in the

skeleton map, " Chapters," p. 39,) I have stricken an imaginary line, for about 780

miles in length, transversely from Arabia Petrjea, through Cairo, to the Oasis of

Secwah, between long. 36 and 24, and in breadth from about Jat. 30 to 26, so as to

include the Gulf of Akaba on the left hand, and the Basin of the Fat/bom on the

right.

In such a sectional arrangement the mountains of Arabia Petraea are seen to dip

abruptly to the level of the Elanitic Gulf, or Bahr Akaba ; rising again to the height

of 8,000 feet in the craggy peaks of the plutonio Peninsula of Sinai, with a gradual

descent at Gebel-et-Teeh to the level of the Red Sea at its apex of Suez, and the

flat land surrounding the lagoons of the Isthmus. Thence the limestone forma-

tions, commencing with Gebel-et-Tdqa, form a rocky table-land, intersected by the

occasional Seyaleh, gullies and ravines, of the Eastern Desert, as far as the Mokdt-

tam hill behind the citadel of Cairo : at which point the limestone dips from a

height of about 500 feet above the level of the river, to form the subterranean

basis of the rocky concavity called the Valley of the Nile, upon which, during un-

known centuries, heretofore countless, the " Sacred River," has been annually

depositing its beneficent alluvium. On the opposite, or right hand, of this basin,

rises the Libyan chain, now surmounted by the Gheezeh group of Pyramids, to an

elevation of perhaps 150 feet ; whence, in a continuous table land or steppe of arid

rock, save where the hills dip to form the fertile basins of the Faybom and the

vallies termed Oases, the Western high-lands trend across Africa till they lose

themselves in the vast deserts of the Sahara—at a recent geological period, the bed

of a salt ocean.

Colored according to the general aspect of their respective superficies, as these

Mountains, Seas, AUuvials, and River Nile, are in my Section, the mind of the

visitor ofmy American Lecture-rooms grasps at once the unique features of" Egypt's

Place in the World's Geography."
He is struck with the atomic proportion that the fertile alluvium of the Nile,

—

little more than erne per cent of cultivable soil in 780 miles of sterility—bears to the

naked rock by which it is flanked ; and if he carry his parallel to the Atlantic on

the West, and into Arabia on the East, he becomes amazed at the infinitesimal pro-

portion of fertility to wilderness : (see on this head, the judicious remarks of

Pickering, " The Eaces ofMan: and their Geographical Distribution ;" Phila-

" Recueil des Inscriptions GrScques et Latines de I'Egypte," Paris, 1842, page 189 et

seq.,) has completely exhausted every source of information on all that relates to the

Ancient Cmud of the Isthmus of Suez, from the earliest times down to its final closing by
the Kha'eefeh Giafar el-Mamor, a.d. 767.

These were the authorities, using personal knowledge of many of the localiles as a

discriminating guide, through acquaintance with which I fonstructed the colored Maps

and Sections above described, for ujy American Lectures : yet a work, strange to say

but recently accessible to me, has not only confirmed all my previous impressions, but

has superseded the necessity of any future labor greater than inspection of the Author's

magnificent Charts. I allude to Russeggek, " Keisen in Eiiropa, Asieii und Afrika;"

with an Alias, Stuttgart, 1841-5. The geological questions are treated in a style worthy

ofoneof the highest Savans and mineralogists of the day ; but it is his " Geoi/iiostiche

Karle von .Egypten," Wien, 1842, that excites an admiration I have not language to

express : for the peculiar features of Egyptian Deserts and Valley present themselves to

the eye in such exquisite colors and vivid proportions on this splendid Map, that

volumes of description are rendered superfluous by a single glance.—GB.G-
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delphia, 1848, pages 13, 14 ;) and, when he finds that Oases, instead of being
" fertile islands in the midst of samli/ plains," are hut depressions in the high
tahle-roclts of Africa, (see the plates of Edmonstone, IIoskins, Pacho, Minu-
TOLi, EunENBKRC, &c.) whcrein the superincumbent limestone being removed,
the water rises to the surface, and tlius fecundates a valley, the beholder of my
Section has to accuse his own " dabbenagine," should he continue to listen to the
idle tattle about " Waves of Sand," or " Overwhelming Simooms," with which
tourists, from the days of Herodotus, Strabo, and similar eye-witnesses, embel-
lish their accounts : (Cf. " Cliapters," p. 42 to 44.)

Childish veneration for the marvellous, the prfeter-natural, and the physically-

impossible, on Oriental subjects in general, and on Egyptian in particular, is so

sedulously instilled into our earliest European tuition, that generations, I fear, will

pass away, .before these and cognate superannuated delusions will cease to be pro-

mulgated:—and there are none, perhaps, whose long sojournings in the Levant, and
subsequently public avocations in the West, have placed them in contact with the

myriads of a people, unquestionably more enlightened, viewed as a mass, than their

European contemporaries, who recognize more completely than the writer, the force

of the truthful lament of an American Savante—" this moijen age adheres to us,

Mr. ••••**•, like the robe of Nessus "

Yet, human history, in authenticity and antiquity of record, since Champollion's
immortal era, begins with Egypt; and Egyptian history commences with gfotogy

;

the only science through which the student may reach that hour, when the alluvials

had been sufficiently spread over the limestone to offer natural resources of vegeta-

tion and aliment to the Asiatic nomad who first abandoned the Hugar, or Desert,

for the shores of the Nile.

There is no other country, well observes an accurate eye-witness, lil;e Egypt,
" which the nakedness of the land enables the geologist to see in perpetual sec-

tions " "no district can present greater facilities for research than the

Desert" "as the mind has little to do ; for if the eye be active, every ob-

servation must be a theory, and every theory afact. Those who have labored to

trace out the strata in cultivated or jungle countries, will appreciate these remarks

if they but turn their attention to Egypt:" (A. B. Oblebar—"Journal of the

Bombay Branch of the R. Asiatic Soc," July, 1 845.—A most admirable and interest-

ing description of Egyptian geology. I have not seen the original, but am indebted

for the MS. copy before me to the kindness of Mr. Richard Poole, nephew of

the profoundest Arabic scholar of the age, my valued friend Mr. Eu. W. Lane ;

Cairo, July, 1846—to both of whom I take this occasion to tender my grateful

thanks.)

The next peculiarity that meets the eye is the deep trench, or ravine, through

which the Nile now pours its fertilizing waters, its bed being the dark loam by

itself deposited in thousands of perennial inundations ; whence the various forms

of the word KHcMe, Xl^^' Xhmia, Chemmis, Ham (Gen. x., 6,) from the original

root KHaM, dark, by which designation " the dark land " of the Nile figures in

liieroglyphical, Coptic, Greek, Roman, and Hebrew history. Melamholus, in the

sense of " land of which the dry mud is black,''—a name of Egypt ; and

vtofia j-uXafiTToto)', "land of the A/acA-footed " people, like the preceding, are

both appellatives derived from the dark color of Nilotic alluvium : (Cf. Chami-ol-

LioN, "L'Egypte sous les Pharaons,'' 1814, Ch. ii.)

The basis, or subterranean foundation, upon which this dark alluvium rests,

(depth beneath its surface at this latitude unknown,) is a mighty channel rifted in

the calcareous rock, the white and yellow limestones, by geological convulsions

long anterior to the advent of the " sacred river." Above tlie limestone, and lying

between it and the Nilotic alluvium, is a stratum, layer, or couche, composed of

boulders, pebbles, gravel, sand, &c.i which, especially visible about Manlaloot in

Middle Egypt, and Denderain Upper, appears equally on tin! surface of the hills

on either side of the valley, deposited, (after the above-mentioned limestone trench

had been rent,) by Icebergs, Oceanic drifts, or similar causes produced by geological

cataclysms at an epoch intervening between the limestone and the alluvial soil;

posterior to the former, and anterior to the latter: thus corroborating Newbold"s
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assertion, that " Egypt has twiceformed the bed of the Ocean, and has been twice

elevated above the water."

To the most ancient of these two ante-alluvial epochas, in all probability, belongs

the Bahr-bela-Md, or river-withotit-water, of the Libyan desert ; to the inore recent

the petrifedforests, &c. of the Eastern plateaux behind Cairo But at either, or

both, of these geological periods, a vast Ocean, bounded probably by the Pyrenees,

Alps, Balkan, Caucasus, Taurus, Himalaya chain of India, the mountains of

America, and the Atlas and highlands of central Africa, for incalculable centuries

covered this hemisphere of our globe.

Towards the latter portion of the ultimate subsidence of this Ocean, and in the

ratio that its level descended to the present height of the Mediterranean, the water

appears to have receded slowly in a northerly direction from Nubia through Egypt;
laying bare successive beaches, distinctly characterized to the eye of the concho-

logist, long anterior to the existing state of things
;

previously to the advent of

the Kiver Nile ; and still further removed from the hour when the Asiatic nomad
migrated into Egypt, via the Isthmus of Suez.

Such being, in brief, the general results to be derived from geological investiga-

tion of Egyptian localities, " passons," as the venerable Dandin exclaims (in " Les
Plaideurs," iii., 54,) "passons au Deluge:"* not forgetting the pithy rebuke of

the hierogrammatist ; "the transactions, therefore, O Solon, which you relate from
I/our (Grecian) antiquities, differ very little from puerile fables. For in the first

place, you mention only one deluge of the earth, when, at the same time, many have

happened : " (Plato in Timteus.)

* A very cursory perusal of the researches of eminent geologists, Lyell, Humboldt, Pietet,

Elie de Beaumont, Aga.ssis, Morton, Owen, De la Bcche, Murchisou, and liundreds of others,

whose labors have corrected and wonderfully extended those of Cuvier and Buckland, suffices to

convince even an amateur reader like myself on this branch of modern discovery ; that no sueh

catastrophe as an v/«/re;-W ^oor/, within the circle of time that humanity has occupied the

earth, is considered historically or geologically admissible at this day, by men practically versed

iu palBeontological sciences.
" There is, I think, (says the President of the London Geological Society, 1831 ,) one great

negative conclusion now incontestably cstabhshed ; that the vast masses of diluvial geavei,

scattered almost over the surface of the eartli, do not bcloni; to one violent and transitory ^evloi."

" Our errors were, however, natural, and of the same kind which ied many excellent

observers of a former century to refer all secondary formations to the Noachian Deluge.
Having been myself a believer, and, to the best of my power, a propagator of what I now
regard as as a philosophic heresy" "I think it right, as one of my last acts before I

quit this chair, thus publicly to read my recantation."

A later President of the same illustrious corps, 1834, uses similar language :
" Some fourteen

years ago I advanced an opinion that the entire earth had been covered bj

one yeneral but temporary deliiye I also now read my recantation :" (" Cf. Kev. Dr.

John Pye Smith, "Kelation between the Holy Scriptures and some parts of Geological

Science," London, 1841, pages 138—9, and 14]
.)

Thus, while on the one hand the progressive advancement of the physical sciences, iu the

last decade of the first half of the nineteenth century, renders obsolete, in this as in other

salient particulars, the cosmogenical notions still current around us ; on the other, a philolo-

gical school equally profound, by the application of the same scalpel of criticism to Jewish

literature, which all educated persons now recognize as infallible in respect to Eoman, Greek

Sanscrit, Chinese, Egyptian, and other ancient or modem chronicles, has brought down th

,

ages, and the writers of Hebrew annals, from a fabulous antiquity, to ano.y^-EsDiiic com-e

pilation, succeeded by far more recent recensions of the Hebrew canon. Tliere are some con-

scientious inquirers after truth, irrespectively of popular clamor, who may wish to know wha'

are the authorities on these matters, most accessible to the general reader. Tliese are referred

to De Wette ("Introduction to the Canonical Books of the Old Testament •" translated from

the German by tlie Rev, T. Pakker, Boston, 1843, passim i) and to tbe Ilev. Anpkew
Norton's " Evidences of the Genuineness of the Gospels," (Boston, 1843 ;' vol. ii. Appendix,
" On the Old Testament,") both works procurable at Mr. John Clmpman's, Strand : no less

than to MuNK, ("Palestine"—Univers Pittoresque, Paris, 1845, pages 132 to 143,) for the

feir&st and most succinct statement of both sides of tbe question.

There are others who would prefer references that might confirm their preconceived opinions

on the plenary authenticity of the so-called Mosaic Cosmogony, and Behige. These will find
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To my mind there is not the slightest doubt, that the geoIo};ical phenomena
glanced at above, exercised of j'ore the ingenuity of the " Sacred Scribes " in the
colleges of Memphis, Thebes, iind Heliopolis ; to whom these vestiges of an ante-

alluvial Egypt were as unavoidably apparent 5000 years ago, as at this day to our-

selves. The ancient quarrv-raan's copper-adze, stricken into the limestone to cut

out a block for the earliest Pyramid, disengaged at every blow nummuUten, corals,

fossil-crabs, and shells, precisely in the same manner as these and larger pala^on-

tological remains are laid bare now-a-days by the iron pick-axe of the modern
Fellah, forced by OsmJnlee club-law to quarry stone at Toorah for the barrages;

the difference consisting solely in the instruments, the objects, and as regards monu-
mental permanency, in the prospective utility of the labor; the I'haraonio Egyptian
working for a prince of his owtt race ;

" sic vos non vobis " being our commentary
upon the unrequited toil of the present " adscript! gleba;." And just as the

European geologist, fortified by centuries of accumulative experience, rebuilds

from these remains a systematic theory of the successive revolutions and transfor-

mations which the surface of our little planet has undergone, so with less science

but with equal curiosity and zeal, 2000 years before Europe had a Grecian name,

did the giant intellect of " Priests and Scribes" (who created and invented those

arts and sciences without the prior existence of which Shoopho's name could never

have been inscribed phonetically on the entresols of his stupendous Pyramid,)

ponder on these geological phenomena, and construct for themselves a scientific

theory of ante-alluvial cataclysms ; the fragments of which primitive philosophical

conception, after transfer to adjacent countries, and undergoing varied meta-

morphoses to suit the peculiar tenets of more recent hierarchies, have perhaps

descended, in Oriental literature, as our heritage to this day : (see De Brotonne,
" Civilisation Primitive," Paris, 1845—for these consecutive alternations of

Inquiry, Philosophy, Dogma, and Criticism.)

, Wo arrive, in the year 1848, a.d., at scientific conclusions through the laws of

l/Vinductive reasoning. Long before Bacon, a learned " Hebrew of the Hebrews,"

/ versed in Hierosolymite science acquired "at the feet of Gamaliel," defined this

/ first principle of logic in a few words :
" for his unseen things from the creation

/ of the world, his eternal power and godhead, are clearly seen, being undentooil by

I the things that are made ;)"

—

(Paul, Rom. I., 20 : Sharpe's New Testament,

/ 1844, page 284.) To deny, tlierefore, to the Egyptian Savan, in the due relation

/ of the individual to his own remote age, prior to the existence of those scholastic

I
dogmata which we Anglo-Saxons inherit, from the East, through the obscure

I medium of our own " middle ages," the same capabilities of mental ratiocination,

I equal powers of drawing conclusions from the same phenomenical data, appears to

I me unphilosophic ; at the same time that, fully conceding the unavoidable errors

I proceeding from their very circumscribed and limited knowledge of cosniical

elements and facts that 5,000 years of human progress have since developed, I

am fain to recognize no superhuman knowledge among the ancients.

At what era of the world's geological history the lliver Nile, the Bahr-el-Abiad

in particular, first descended from palustrino sources in Central Africa, along the

successive levels of Nubian plateaux, through its Egyptian channel to the Mediter-

ranean, (beyond the indisputable fact, that its descent took effect after the depo-

sition of the so-termed diluvial dkift upon the subjacent limestone,) is a problem

yet unsolved. But were proper investigations, such as those commenced in 1799

by Girard, and cut short by European belligerent interference, entered upon, in

the Valley of the Nile itself, by competent geologists, the a//««ia/ antiquity of the

"Land of Khem" could be approximately reached. Nothing of a more specific

nature than what is contained in the works noted at foot has hitherto been pub-

the former system most satisfactorily demonstriitcd liy Cosmas Indico-pleustes, -'Toijo-

graphia Christiana," (MoNTFAUCON, "CoUcctio Nova Pat. ct Script. Gra;c. ;" vol. ii ; Paris,

YidS—Plate i.; pages 188—9, &c.) ; iiad the latter event thorouglJy exhausted by Father

KiRCHER (« Soc. Jem ; Be AUCA NOE, vol. i. foUo ; with aljimdant plates of the Art.; its

human occupants, animals, arrangements, &c. ; Amsterdam, 1075.)
" Frattanto i dotti die ccrcauo vcracemente la scienza, poco o nulla curano cit) die per

difetto di critiche prove non apparticne al domiiiio di quclla; c da essi soU si vnole in questi

studii ottencre 1' asscnso, senza vaghczza di riscuoterc fama o favore prcsso i volgari ;" (Ro-

SELLINI, M. C. iii., page 523.)
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lished : nor, with the exception of M. Linant, whose position as chief engineer,

and unequalled knowledge of Egyptian topogrophy, have filled his portfolios with

materials to no others accessible, is there any one living qualified, without new
local researches, to utter a decisive opinion as to th exact antiquity of the Nile.

I confine myself therefore to a few general observations, bearing upon human
originei, in connection with this subject.

1st.—Previously to the advent of the "Sacred River," no deposition o{ alluvium

having taken place on the limestone, Egypt was uninhabitable by man.

2nd.— Since the deposition of this alluvium, there has been no Deldge, in the

literal Hebrew and genesiacal sense of the term, whether in Egypt or in the

countries adjacent.

3rd.—Humanity must have entered the Valley of the Nile, under conditions such

as exist at this day, after a sufficiency of alluvium had been deposited for the

production of vegetable aliment, but at a time when the depth of this allu-

vium was at least twenty (fifty, or more, for aught we can assert to the con-

trary) feet below the level of the highest portion of the Nile's bed at this

hour ; but how much 6oil had been previously deposited— that is, what was
its thickness over the limestone when humanity entered Egypt—it is im-
possible to define.

That the formation of the Delta was sufficiently early to admit of man's occupa-
tion of it at an age anterior to any thranology, is thus attested by an eminent judge.

Sir Gardker Wilkinson :
" We are led to the necessity of allowing an immea-

surable time for the total formation of that space, which, to judge from the very
little accumulation of its soil, and the small distance it has encroached on the sea,

since the erection of the ancient cities within it, would require ages, and throwback
its origin far beyond the Deluge, or even the Mosaic era of the Creation :"

(quoted in my Chapters, p. 43 ; but compare my observations on the short chrono-
logy adopted by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, in page 52 '?)

And with respect to the slowness with which the alluvial is annually elevated,

by each inundation, in Upper Egypt, the labors of Napoleon's " Institut de
I'Egypte," areworihy of the highest commendation ; the recognition of which is

to myself the more gratifying as it is lamentably the fashion among English tourists,

and similar littirateurs, to disparage the value of truly-scientific researches, that

they are unable to surpass after the lapse of half a century. By me, entirely grant-

ing the unavoidable inaccuracy of the French Work in its copies of hieroglyphical

legends, the historical importance of which French genius has since elicited, and
thoroughly aware of the later destruction of many historical hypotheses put forth

by that illustrious corps, owing to discoveries long posterior to their epoch, the
" Description de I'Egypte, ' on every other branch of Egyptology, is reverenced as

a monument " iERE perennics,

Regali Bitu Pyramidum altius

;

Qaod uon imber edax, non Aquilo impotens

Possit diniere, aut inniunerabiles

Annomm series, et faga temporum."

By turning to Gleard (Tom. xx., pages 33 et seq.) the reader will understand
through what processes the mean increase in the elevation of the bed of the Nile was
ascertained to be 0**. 120 per century.

On applying this criterion to the depth of soil (metres 4, 585,) accumulated,
owing to the annual rise of the river's bed and consequent yearly-increasing height-

of overflow, around the base of the Obelisk of Luqsor, (since 1831 transferred from
Thebes to the Place de la Concorde, Paris,) it was estimated by Girard, that "la
date de la fondation des Monuments de Luqsor remonterait i quatnrze cents ans
avant notre ere :" (page 132.) This was written in total ignorance of the hiero-

qlyphical age of this Obelisk—a deduction drawn from geological phenomena alone.

Now, this monument as well as its fellow is inscribed with the names, and titles,

of Ramses III. of the eighteenth dynasty, who is said, in the legends chiselled on
its face, to have "made these works (the Propyleia of the Palace of Luqsor,) for

K
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Ilia Father Amun-Ra, and that ho has erected these two great Obelisks in hard
stone before the Ramsesseion of the city of Amun." In Rosellini's chronology

the death of Ramsf.8 occurs at b.c. 1499 ;—but no authority places his reign later

than the thirteenth century. Thus much on the accuracy of French researches

in 1798-9.

4th.—The occupation of Egypt by Asiatic immigrators took place over the

Isthmus of Suez, (Chapters, pages 42, 44, 40, 58, 59 j) at an unknown
period between the deposition of the Kilo's alluvium in amount adequate

for the growth of human subsistence, and the ere'ition of the earliest known
Monuments e.\tant, viz., the Pyramids and Tombs of the tliird Memphite
dynasty—according to Bcnskn, Lepsius, Bahiicchi, and others, long prior

to B.C. 3,000.

In that remote age, however, the Isthmus of Suez presented physical condi-

tions by far more aqueous than at the present day. It is just possible that the

Asiatic squatter was already in Palestine, waiting, as it were, for the formation

of a narrow strip of Land which eventually enabled him to cross over from Africi

to Asia; but it seems certain, that about the nge of Moses, or the fifteenth century

B.C., the Lagoons, now close to Suez, extended northwards at least as far as He-
roopolis, and the Lakes Temsah. One of the chief causes that the successive

labors of Dakius, Ptolemy Puiladelphus, Tkajan, Hadrian, and the Caliph

Omak were required to clear, re-excavate, and re-open the bed of the ancient Canal

attributed (erroneously in all likelihood,) to Necuo or to Sesortris, was not, as

ignorance of the localides leads travellers to assert, so much owing to the accumu-

lation of sanrfy oJsfyucf/ons whose influence even hero has been exaggerated, but

is due to a gradual upheaval of the rock beneath and around Suez, from the same

subterranean action which has elevated the coral-reefs, in that part of the Red
Sea, some six feet higher than the level of the water; above which the Polypi

cease to carry on a system of animal construction essentially submarine. If

with these data before him the reader will consult learned disquisitions put forth

on the Exodus of the Isiaelites, wherein the geological and topographical transi-

tions now submitted to his intelligence, no less than infinite historical impossibilities

to which pending commentaries are obnoxious, are totally disregarded, he will find,

that they have to be commenced " da capo," and re-written, to be of any real utility

or durable scientific value.

5th.—Many centuries (in number utterly unknown) must be allowed for the

multiplication of the human race in Egypt, from a handful of rovers to a

mighty nation ; and for the acquirement, by self-tuition, of arts and sciences

adequate to the conception and execution of a Pyramid—thus giving us a

blank amount of chronological interval : bounded on the one hand by the

unknown depth and surface of the Nilotic alluvial, sufficient for the growth

of human food, at the time of the Asiatic nomad's arrival ; and on the

other, (after this nomad had been transmuted by time and circumstance into

a farmer and then into a monument-building citizen,) by the Pyramids of

the third dynasty.

Such is the scale in which Egyptian Origines have been considered in my Ame-
rican Lectures; and these are my points of departure in studies I am now prose-

cuting in Europe for elaboration into future transatlantic discourses. But to

enable the reader to comprehend some elementary geological and geographical

conditions left out of sight by short chronologists, or but feebly discussed in any

works of that school yet known to me, I subjr)in three diagrams in wood-cut, the

study of wliich will bo found curious and interesting.

They have been prepared in conjimcticm with my esteemed fellow-student, Mr.

Joseph Bo.nomi, whose intimate knowledge of every locality here indicated is a,

voucher for their accuracy within the very concise Hmils in which the ideas are

embodied. No clnim is made for them beyond approximative correctness ; but

having been drawn to a scale to suit Mr. Sajiuel Shaupe's excellent '^ Map of
Egypt, (under Antoninus Pius, a.d. 140—London, 1848,)" the reader will find

that chart of material assistance to their complete intelligence.— G. R. G.
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APPENDIX E.

And here I could exclaim with Cicero, "iisdem iu arinis fui ;'' the more legiti-

mately, as it is the fashion in modern as well as iu ancient Egyptian matters (see
Chapters, p. 8, 9,) to suppress the sources whence some authors derive that informa-
tion of which they make parade. My space is brief ; the subject irrelevant to the
argument in hand ; nor, considering the autographs in my possession, is circum-
locution necessary : my object now being merely to " prendre acte," while I attempt
to inform the reader that, in Egyptian matters, I have some right to speak " avec
connaissance de cause."

It is, however, desirable to premise, that in the course of multifarious commer-
cial, oiBcial, magisterial, administrative, and political avocations at Cairo, from
1831 to 1841, I had been connected, directly for years, indirectly always, with the
" Transit to and from India," since the earliest voyages of the " Hugh Lindsay."
During a period when I was absent in the United States, Mr. Arthur Andku-

SON, Managing Director of the Peninsula and Oriental Steam Navigation Com-
pany, published a Pamphlet, entitled, " OBSERVATIONS on the Practicability

and Utility of Opening a Communication between the Red Sea and the JIedi-
TERBASEAN, by a Ship Canal." &c.—"Also, Extracts from a manuscript Memoir
of a Survey of the Isthmus, by M. Linant," &c.; London ; Smith, Elder, and Co.,

Cornhill ; 1843. [Unseen by me until the 29th June, 1844, when I was residing

at Philadelphia.]

The readers of this pamphlet are distinctly told, that " the Writer has had the

means of obtaining information relative to this matter, which he considers may be

relied on," (p. 4) ; no less than " that the matter was some time since submitted by
him to the consideration of Her Majesty's Government," (p. 5) ; but they will

seek in vain in its pages for the name ot the only party to whom Mr. Anderson
was indebted for every iota of these Egyptian facilities. " Sed tulit alter honores."
Mr. Anderson had been some weeks at Cairo, entirely unsought by me,

before he did nie the honor to call at my house, and, after introducing himself,

solicit my personal assistance. Ignorance of French or Italian, and unacquaintance
with the usages of the people, and routine of affairs in our Oriental community, had
rendered the efforts of the " Managing Director of the Peninsula and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company," in obtaining satisfactory aid from any other quarter, singu-
larly abortive ; and every particle of the " information, relative to this matter, which
he considers may be relied on," was, by the author of the above-mentioned pam-
phlet, obtained gratuitously at Cairo, either from myself exclusively, or solely

through my personal in8uence, instrumentality, and medium.
With reference to these transactions, the publication of the Manuscript Docu-

ments, of which a catalogue is now subjoined, would supply sundry curious " para-
lipomena "of Mr. Anderson's " Observations."

A. . " Conditions et Engagements, entre Monsieur Arthur Anderson de
Londres, et Monsieur Adolphe Linant de I'Orient, et Conventions entre

ces deux personnes et Messieurs John Gliddon et Georges Gliddon,
etablis au Cairo :" .... "Fait au Caire, le 19 Fevrier, 1841."

B. . MEMOIRE sur la Communication de la Mediterranee 4 la Meb liouoE, par
Alexandrie,\e Caire et Suez : ou directement par 1' Isthme ; avec une
Critique du Projet de Monsieur Cobdier—par A. Linant, Inspecteuren
Chef des Ponts et Chaussees. Caire, le 15 Decembre, 1840 :" with colored

map : (quadruplicate press-copy of M. Linant's autograph.)

C Correspondence between Arthur Anderson and Geo. R. Gliddon, on the
above subject.

D. . Ditto, between A. Linant and Geo. K. Gliddon.

E. . Z)i«o, copies of, between the late John Gliddon and the above parties,

F. . CONTRACT between Abthuk Anderson, Esq., Managing Director ofthe
Peninsula and Oriental Steam Navigation Company, and Geo. E. Gliddon,
entered into at Cairo, 20th February, 1841.

G. . Geo. R. Gliddon's " PLAN for the Transit ofMails, Passengers, and Mer-
chandize, to and from India, via Egypt, monthly or bi-monthly."—Dated
Coiro, 31st March, 1841.
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H.. Correspondence between the Boaid of the Ven'nsula and Oriental Company

and Geo. K. Gliudon ; closing with the delivery, by the latter to theBuiird,

of the above " Plan," (after its submission to H. M. Foreign Office, as per

stipulated agreement with Mr. Ahthub Anderson,) in Loudon, 29tii

June, 1841.

I. . Correspondence between Abthuh Andebson, from Alexandria and Constan-

tinople, and Geo. R. Gliddon in Egypt and in London,, 1841.

K. . Copies of Correspondence between the late John Gliddon and Akthub
Andeksou, and of Geokce B. Gliddon with the former, in relation to the

above "Plan," 1842, 1843.

L. . Incidental and Miscellaneous Papers ; among them the MS. of " Strictures

on the Transit to India via Egypt, by Geo. E. Gliddou, Cairo, 1836 ;"

which, although transmitted in good faith to parties in London for imme-

diate publication, was withheld from the public eye ; its contents being sur-

reptiously made use of in high quarters, in contravention of its author's

objects and intentions.

The reader is referred "en attendant," to my pamphlets. No. 1 and No. 2, ("A
Memoir on the Cotton of Egypt," pages 38 and 43, and Appendix ; and " Appeal

to the Antiquaries of Europe on the Destruction of the Monuments of Egypt,"

pages 3, 134 and 135, 148 to 155, and final note ; London, James Madden and Co.,

1841 ;) for the political opinions avowed by me in respect to the future destinies

of Egypt ; while I solicit his attention to the fact of Mohammed Ah's actual su-

peranuation ; the recent death of the latter's Step-son, his so-called " hereditary''

successor to the Vice-llegeney, Ibraueem Pasha ; and the <e/H/)orary nomination

of the grandson, Abbass, to the Pashalie.

I postpone the elaboration of these themes to " Memoirs historical, political, and

anecdotal," of my personal acquaintance with Modern Egypt and Egyptians from

1818 to 1841 ; while the only apology lean offer for the otherwise superfluous

insertion of the present A^o«t into "Lectures on Egyptian Mummification," is that,

in default of the ancient art of pickling their bodies, the memories of a number of

august personages, who during this interval have figured in Nilotic aimals, shall

be transmitted to posterity, duly embalmed.—London, 20th December, 1848. G. R. 6.

PosTSCBiPTUM.—In reference to the relation between the sizes of the two
largest Pyramids of Gheezeh and the lengtlis of the reigns of Suphis I. and
II., (See EthnologicalJournal , No. 7, page 298J I was noftlien aware of

Dr. HiNCKs' discovery, in the papt/rtis " Turin Book of Kings," that each of

the kings in tlie latter {fourth Memphite) dynasty, the supposed builders of

the great pyramids, is said to have lived ninety-five years. Their names, and
the lengths of their reigns, arc unfortunately lost." (R. Soc, of Lit.—vide

Literary Gazette, 11th November, 1848.)

While, in the pending state of hierological inquiries, 1 look upon the
" Turin Papyrus" as but an adjunct in the reconstruction of Egyptian chro-

nology, I am happy to accept, for what this Papyrus may be worth, such a

striking confirmation of the accuracy of my assertion, "that the sizes of

Pyramids are in direct proportion to the length of tlie reigns of the Monarchs
who built them."—O.R.G.

LECTURE VII.

The Art of Mummification, Continued.

The lecturer prefaced his exposition by adverting to the theory put

forth by Dr. Pariset, * that the original cause of Mummification was to be

* " JUmoire sur les Causes de la Peste, et sur Ics moycns de la d^truire,"

Par's, 1837— published by Dr. Pariset, on his return from the Levant, whither
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found in a hygienic motive, the desire to keep away the plague ; and stated

tliat on a preceding occasion lie liad dwelt on the simple rationalism of sand
burial, in order to show how unnecessary it is to seek in precautions against

a disease which did not exist until 543 years after Christ, for the origin of
an institution which antedates that event by fifty centuries. He briefly

recapitulated his preceding lecture, and then described the localities where
mummies are most abundant.

They arc found in greatest profusion at Memphis, and at Thebes. The
Necropolis at Memphis is twenty-two miles in length, by about half a mile in

breadth, and here it is supposed that one fourth of the entire population of

Eg^-pt was buried.

Every provincial temple was provided with an establishment for the pur-

pose of mummification. Here the bodies were delivered to the priests to

be embalmed, and after seventy days restored to the friends to be carried to

the place of deposit. The paintings in the tombs represent funeral proces-

sions, in which we see the mummy transported in cars, or borne on sledges

drawn by oxen, and attended by mourning friends. The mummies of Jacob

lie had been sent by the French Government about 1828-30, to examine and to
report on the Plague—a disease which, singular to relate, ho never saw, in Egypt !

The fallacies of this report were refuted in a masterly manner by CLOT-Bey," sur
la Peste," 1840; but finding that the untenable hypothesis of Dr. Pariset has
misled such eminent Egyptologues as Champollion-Figeac, (" L'Egypte
jVncienne," pages 94, 95,) Heney, (" L'Egypte Pharaonique," I. page 327,)
Cherubiki, (" Nubie," page 62), and many other distinguished Frenchmen, I
devoted some time to its analysis, and could at onee produce in MS. its '• reductio
ad absurdum." The theory, that mummification owes its origin to the object of
keeping away the plague, it in one sense sufficiently original, antedates Dr.
Pariset, having been put forth, thirty years before, by the erudite but imaginative
Volney j and it is based upon such ignorance of Egyptian atmospheric and
geological conditions, of history, monumental as well as classical, of ancient
religious customs and necessities, and of hygienic laws that medical science has
elicited at Paris itself, that I marvel how such an explanation could have suggested
itself to a rational mind, still more to a Physician. The laws I allude to have been
discussed with extraordinary acumen, involving a multitude of original discoveries,
by my learned friend and colleague in anthropological inquiries, M. le Dr. Boudin
(" GeoloRie Medieale"—" Gfographie Midicale "—" Statistique de la mortaUte des
Armies;" &c., Paris, 1842-6), and that I have some personal right to speak from
practical experience upon Plague-questions may be presumed from the circumstance,
that, leaving aside the great pestilence of Malta, 1813, when I was too young to pre-
serve more than a shuddering recollection of some family incidents,—those of
Alexandria 1819-20, 1820-21, 1823—a chance rencontre with this disease, at St. .Jean
d'Acre, 1830, and at Constantinople, 1836—I was of the very few Europeans, perhaps
the only Consul, at Cairo, who attended to out-door commercial and official duties,

no less than to the dead and dying, during the awful visitation of 1835 ; when
some 57,000 of that city's population were swept off between the 10th February
and the 17th June: (Lowell Institute Lectures—see Boston Evening Transciipt,
4th Dec , 1843.) Some adventures of those days are well remembered by my
colleagues at Mussr-el-Qihirah, especially by a fellow eye-witness, Mr. A. C.
Harris ; who was residing with me in the " Durb-el-genc'yneh" when the plague
first appeared. It need scarcely be added, that, from the facts carefully observed
at this long period of gloom and horror, I ceased thenceforward to be a Gimtagionist

;

and that I regard Quarantines, except domestic and on the voluntary principle, as

vestiges of " moyen age" ignorance and barbarism ; the perpetuation of which, by
interested "clap-trap," is a foul stigma on the intelligence of the nineteenth
century.—G. H. G.
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and Joseph, (Gen., 1. 6, 26. ; Exod., xiii. 19,) were thus carried from Egypt

into the land of Canaan. Sometimes this procession is made in boats, on

the Nile, canals or lakes ; whence, in latter times, probably arose the Greek

fable of the boatman Charon, The practical utility ofmummification in Egypt

is made evident, (inasmuch as the distance, from the place, where the deceased

died, to the rocky tonji) wherein the body was to repose, was sometimes

very great,) in the portability of embalmed bodies. At the present day

great inconvenience is often experienced at funerals, in so hot a climate,

for want of the ancient art.

Mr. Gliddon discussed the period when mummification was first practised

in Egypt. It must have preceded the building of the pyramids and tombs,

because vestiges of mummies have been found in the oldest of these, and,

in fact, the first mummies were buried in the sand, before the Egyptians

possessed the necessary tools for excavating sepulchres in the rock. In

the time of Joseph the art was not new.

Manetho and Clement Alexandrinus mention circumstances which lead

us to infer the existence of manuscript treatises on the art between .3,000

and 5,000 years ago : which is confirmed by passages in the Book of the

dead. All modern writers allude to it. The Christian fathers forbade it as

a heathen custom. St. Augustine remarks, in his Sermons, that the " Egyp-

tians alone believed in the resurrection, because they carefully preserve the

bodies of their dead,"—"for," says he, (alluding to his own time, a.d. 354

to 4.30,) " they have a custom of drying up the bodies and rendering them

as durable as brass."—About A.D. 350, we find St. Anthony fulminating

from the pulpit anathemas on all Christians who still embalm their dead.

The body of the Coptic martyr, St. Epimus, was embalmed by his disci-

ples, just as the bodies of Jacob and of Joseph had been preserved 2,000

years before the corpse of the Saviour was received and consecrated by
Joseph of Arimathea. Embalming did not entirely cease in the East until

the seventh century after Christ, or the Muslim invasion.

From the building of the Great Pyramid in the fourth Dyn., until this date,

gives us a period of 4,000 years. The Lecturer then proceeded to make an

estimate of the number of mummies in Egypt. Let us call the period of

mummification 3,000 years, which would be greatly below the mark. The
average population of Egypt during that time probably amounted to five

millions, which died off every generation of thirty-three years. We have,

then, by a simple process of calculation, 450 millions of mummies for the

3,000 years ; but as the time was probably more than 3,000 years, the number

of mummies might be estimated in round numbers at five hundred millions.*

* This estimate of the number of llummies is -founded upon the ingenious

calculations of Henry ("Egypte Pharaonique,'' IL pa. 55 et seq.) ; and it approx-
imates to the amount upon which the sapient editors of the "LoSpeltatore Egizi-

ano" (e fructibus eoruni cognoscetis eos,) a Mohammed-Aliist organ vegetating at

Cairo, endeavoured to show, how 4'20 millions of Mummies would, if divested of

their linen wrappers, yield 420 millions ofmetrical quintals of cloth ; which, when
converted into paper, would produce to the Pasha's treasury, twenty-one millions

of dollars, say ^£4,200,000 sterling ! (vide London Times, 12th May, 1847.) Find-
ing that sueli a preposterous notion was going the rounds of the press of England,
and of the United States, not only without refutation but with applause, 1 eon-

signed it to the tomb by two articles, exhibiting that this is not the only matter, in
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Mr. Gliddon made another illustralion. The stature of the Egyptians was
rather below the European standard, and the average lengtli of a mummy, in its

wrappings is, therefore, about 5| feet, its breadtli within li and in lieight about
the same. Tliese 500 millions of mummies would, if piled up together,

make a cube of half a mile in length, breadth, and height. The space occu-
pied by the mummies of Egypt was in fact, he said«vcry large, some of the

tombs of a single individual covering several acres of subterranean ground.
Mr. Gliddon proceeded to give several interesting and unpublished facts

from Mr. Birch's manuscripts in relation to the changes in the mode of pre-

paring mummies, and the shape and ornaments ofthe coffins.* The processes

of embalming as well as the inscriptions upon the coffins, were in early times

very simple. The oldest sarcophagus found in the pyramids had no inscrip-

tion at all.

At the remote age of the fourth Dynasty, the bodies, as in the case of King
MenJcare, were prepared by saturation with natron, baking in ovens, and
wrapping in woollen cloths—linen in that day being probably unknown.

In the mummies of the twelfth Dynasty, this material is already in use ;

the bodies are partially gilded, and great luxury seems to have been
introduced in decorations of coffins, ornaments, &c., which was carried

to vast extravagance from the eighteenth Dynasty down to Roman times.

In the absence of other indications, such as royal names used for dates

connection vrith the Pasha's financial schemes, in which " Monies partiiriunt,

nascitur ridiculus mus.'' (see Boston Evening Transcript; 23rd June, 1847 ;

—

The American Mail ; New York, 3rd July 1847 ;—and for a rich instance of the
expedients suggested to Mohammed Ali for " raising the wind," compare my
"Appeal to the Antiquaries," 1841 ; note, pages 129-131.)

It was shown by the authors of the great French Work, that, to contain 400
million mummies, a gallery about twelve-feet square should be carried in the
Libyan hills four times between the Pyramids of Memphis and the first Cataract,
a distance exceeding 600 miles I Yet the excavations for sepulchral purposes
alone, and still in existence, are sufficiently vast to contain all the bodies ever
embalmed ; even without the successive spoliations of earlier, and refilling with
later corpses, caused by Hykshos and Persian devastations, many instances of
which are familiar to the hierologist. The enormous capacity of^ some of these
subterranean cemeteries may be judged by that of the tomb of Pet-Amunoph
in the Assasseef, Thebes—862 feet of galleries, occupying an underground area
equivalent to one and a quarter acre : (Wilkinson, "Mod. Eg. and Thebes,"n,
222.) And leaving aside the royal sepulchres at the Biban-el-Melook which
held but one or at most two sarcophagi, similar extraordinary statistics result

from the admeasurements of the tombs of Djiokanpefran at Saccjra, and
of Phaikopentrat (mischristened Col. Campbell's, as this functionary did not die

in Egypt,) at Gheezeh. G. R. G.

* In the second lecture (Ethnological Journal, No. VI, note in page 256,)
I expressed my indebtedness to Mr. Samuel Birch of the British Museiun for

an invaluable classification of Sarcophagi and Mummy-cases, which, with un-
Earalleled knowledge of the subject, and his wonted zeal in the cause of science,

e had the goodness to favour me with, in 1846. On mentioning to him my
wish to avail myself, on the present occasion, of researches so eminently critical

in a branch so little known, Mr. Birch kindly volunteered a synopsis of his

labors for the Journal ; and in the form of an Appendix, the reader will find

some remarks that, coining from so high an authority, will be perused with in-

struction and interest. (Vide infra, page 467.) And in connexion with the subject

of Bitumen, reference is especially made to Mr. Birch's Papers on the " Obelisk
of Thotmes III. in the Atmeydan" at Constantinople, and on " The Statistical

Tablet of Karnac." (Trans. R. Soc. Lit. vol II. 1847.)
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in the inscriptions, &c., the relative antiquity of mummies can be deduced

from the successive fashions of embalmment. Of these, the epoch of

Bitumen forms a grand era, at the 18th dynasty; for then this' substance

which was unknown to the Egyptians prior to the conquests of Assyria by

the early Pharaohs of the 18th dynasty, began to be used. Mr. Birch has

discovered data which indicate very distinctly the epoch when bitumen

began to be adopted in mummification. Among the articles of tribute exacted

by Thotmes III., in the 16th century before Christ, from the conquered

princes of Nineveh, Shinar, Naharina, Babel, and other Mesopotamian

provinces, which are recorded on the tablet of Kamac, now in the Louvre, it

is said that the Chief of the country of HIS (or IS of Herodotus) brought

as tribute to the Pharaoh, 2080 ingots of bitumen. Mr. Gliddon exhibited

LEPSins' copy of this Tablet, and other documents attesting this early con-

quest of Assyria. Now as bitumen is an Asiatic production abundant near

the Euphrates, it was inaccessible to the Egyptians until Assyria was con-

quered by the Pharaohs of the 18th dynasty ; which accounts for its absence

in the Old Empire; that is from the 1st to the 12th dynasty.

Mr. Gliddon produced specimens of this bitumen, with the remark, that,

while the presence of bitumen, in two embalmed heads he showed the

audience, proved that these persons could not have hved before the 18th

dynasty, it was this blackening substance which had altered the primitive

Ciucasian color of their skins ; for a beautiful female foot of the olden time

he held in his hand, still preserved its light brown hue, having probably been

embalmed before bitumen was introduced.

He pointed out an engraving of the mummified head of a Negress, from the

" Crania iEgyptiaca" of Dr. Morton. This relic he stated had been found

by himself in a tumulus at the Island oi Beghe, 1st cataract, in 1840 ; and

was the only mummy of an unmixed Negro or Negress that he had ever

seen or heard of among the sepulchres of Egypt.
" In the study of Oriental antiquity," continued the lecturer, " we possess

no single criterion, in applicability sufficiently universal, wherewith to test

the advancement a given people may have made, so felicitously simple as

that chemical recipe formulated by a recent Savan ; viz., " that the

civilization of a given European nation is in direct proportion to the gallons

of sulphuric acid by its population annually consumed :"—nor can we,

herein, adopt the suggestion of another philosopher, and "measure the

progress of (ancient Eastern) countries by the tonnage of soap yearly ex-

hausted by their inhabitants."

" Nilotic antiquity, alas ! affords us no such touchstone for ascertaining

the extent of its civilization as sulphuric acid, or soap .' Its development in

arts and sciences must be measured, not by any one feature of social pohty

taken singly, but through the judicious union of the multiform elements that

combine to unfold to us the maximum of progress which, at successive

epochas, the Egyptians had attained. Yet, were we to select one subject

that, more than any other, from the all-comprising grandeur and detailed

minutia: of its ramifications, would attest the onward march of humanity in

Egypt, from its ante-monumental stage of nomadism, down to the most

brilliant chapter of its history storied hieroglyphically in the two millennia
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sculptured seriatim on stupendous Kamac—(a vast cycle of time, in which,

so far as Egyptian annals be concerned, the early antiquities of Judoea,

Greece and Rome, are hut parentheses—things which can be omitted without

much detriment to the sense)

—

that subject is Mummification ! In geogra-

phical range it ascends the Nile 1600 miles from the Mediterranean to

Meroe ; resting its Eastern wing on the hypogeums of Midian and Idumoea ;

wliile its Western follows Libyan affiliations, through the Oases and

Numidia, perhaps to lose its last forms among the hapless Guanches, whom
Portuguese cruelty extinguished, during the 13th century, at the Canary

Isles of the Atlantic. In chronological duration, iimmmification, as has been

shown, antedates all human history, all monumental record ; and accompany-

ing its phases down to the 7th century, a.d.,wc behold it embracing, within its

mysterious circumference, a period of man's funereal necessities exceeding-

5,000 years. In numerical amount, and its consequent bearings upon the

statistics of population, we find, that Egypt alone furnishes data whereby

the incomprehensible term of 500 millions of human mummies fails to

convey an idea of their incalculable number."
" Mr. Gliddon closed by an eloquent allusion to the people of this by-gone

time. Before him lay the mummied heads of a man and a woman ; the foot

of a girl, and the gilded hand of a lady. To these he referred in thrilling

language, to which our space, (Mobile Tribune, 27th February, 1848,)

not admitting our doing justice, we give but a mere outline of its substance."

Enquire of these parched and shrivelled lips, what were their owner's

Toeal articulations—what his modes of thought, his diurnal avocations, and

his nocturnal pursuits ?

The gentle owner of this exquisite foot danced in girlish gladness to the

sounds of harps which were struck long ere David sang. For we have paint-

ings of harpers and harps in the tomb of Ramses IV. at Thebes, in the four-

teenth century, n.c, or 400 years before David ; and harps and lutes, of seven

to thirteen strings, arc found depicted in the tomb of the architect of the

Great Pyramid, twenty centuries further back. [See the plates in Rosellini's or

Champollion's " Monuments of Egypt ;" but my Lecture-room exhibits these

and similar subjects in 100 mounted plates of Cailleaiid's " Arts et M6tiers

des Ancicns Egj-ptiens," procured from the celebrated author, Paris, 1846,

in advance of publication.]

Or ask this scorched though gilded hand, to trace in hieroglyphics upon

papyrus paper the memoirs of a lady, whose will its delicate fingers obeyed

at a date when the Hebrews possessed no alphabet, and when the Pentateuch

was yet unwritten.

Albeit these diJbris are to us but the types and emblems of a vast family of

the human race ; that, while Grecian antiquity was yet young, and Roman

non-existent, numbered myriads of population—faint shadows are they, and

partial indices, of a colossal nation, the grand parent of civilization—that dis-

covered the germs of all present arts, constructed mighty and imperishable

works, and transmitted to the Champollion school those precious documents,

through the deciphering of which the glory of Egypt now resiles brilliantly

from her translated hieroglyphics, and gives her annals the highest place in

the pages of the world's liistory.
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In this man's skull, one which, after 3,000 years of time, so perfect is his

embalment, would be recognized by us as an old acquaintance had we known
him in his life-time, we behold one of ourselves—a Caucasian, a pure white-

man ; notwithstanding the bitumen which has blackened the skin. The same

with this female head, of a girl of fifteen, whose hair, reddened though it be

by embalment, is soft and silky still. How surprised would both of these

individuals be, could we recall them to life, to learn that we moderns have

actually speculated in learned works, whether their countrymen were Africans

or even Negroes—whether the color of their skins was not (as the Egyptian

males and females are painted on the monuments,) crimson, or yellow ; or,

black as they now are with bituminous saturation—whether their ears were

not ])laced on their heads higher than our own, even if they were as long

—

whether their feet were really canoe-shaped with the hollow reversed—or

their hair actually wool

!

Could a people gifted with such facial angles, elevation of forehead, sroooth

hair and aristocratic noses as these, fail to be great men and great women ?

Was it in nature, or are anatomical laws so false, that a people with such

physiognomical and osteologica! characteristics—a people whose mighty

deeds are still erect in stone, and who are renowned beyond all others in

sacred and profane history for their msdom—should not possess a development

of head and volume of brain commensurate with the grandeur of their works ?

In the face of such matter-of-fact and tangible evidences as are extant in

the mummies themselves, corroborated by paintings, sculptures and records

of every age and variety, cavils are vain—denials become childish. These

pictorial illustrations, faithful copies of Nilotic monuments, are, as Letronne*

observes, " the contemporaneous testimonies that seem to spring up out of

the earth expressly to confirm history." These fragmentary vestiges of

Egyptian humanity, and those plates of the " Crania Jilgyptiaea" enable

us to realize with Morton, the actual existence, in the year 1847, of Egypt's
" vast sepulchres, whence the dead have arisen, as it were, to bear witness

for themselves and their countrj'." [Vide " E6cueil des Inscriptions Grecques

lie I'Egypte," Paris 1842, Introduction, p. xliii :—and " Crania iEgyptiaca,"

Philadelphia, 1844, page 1.] t

• While these lines are passing through the printer's hand, the Parisian press

conveys the mournful intelligence of the demise, on the 15th inst., of this illus-

trious and most excellent gentleman. The world of science has to deplore the
loss of one of its hi;;hest (jrnaments: European archaiology, that of her brightest

luraitmry: Egyptian studies, through Letronne's decease, that of the "primus
inter p.iros" ot their patrons. As one who has been honored with many proofs of

M. Letronne's benign liberality of instruction, the writer cannot withhold this

humble tribute of respect to his memory, coupled .with unaffected sorrow at the

death ol a friend whose kindnesses are too prized to be forgotten.— G. R. G.

t Regretting extremely that want of space now obliges me to restrict the ex-
pression of my grateful remembrance of Dr. Sam. Gko. Morton's friendship,

and my admiration of his laborious achievements in Egyptian Ethnography, to

a brief note, I can only here confirm the sentiments uttered in 1843, {Chapters,

pages 4,5, 46.) Another craniological work on Ancient Ethnography, augmented
with a mass of new arch£eological information, and founded upon the latest dis-

coveries, I am happy to announce, is forthcoming from Dr. Morton's pen.

It is through Dr. Morton's researches, that the "vexata qujBstio" of the
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TO MR. GEORGE R. OLIDDON, ON

VARIOUS ARCH^OLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING
THE RELATIVE EPOCHS OF MUMMIES.

From Samuel Birch, Esq., of the British Museum.

(Appendix f. referred to ubi supra, page 363.

J

Dear Sir.

The attempt to lay down a few general diacritical rules for the

determination of the ages of mummies may not prove unacceptable to

you ; although I cannot, in a short space, give all the intermediate steps

on which the results of my investigations are based. These depend
mainly on philological considerations ; and one, not the least in import-

ance in this respect, is nomenclature. It is an important law, that the

ofiicers of court, and other personages of consequence, out of flattery to

the reigning monarch, named their children after him ; and accordingly

we never find an Apries in the epoch of the twelfth, or an Osortesen
at the twenty-sixth dynasty. This is a fundamental rule, to be borne

in mind, when considering the epochs of mummies. The persons named
Apep—Ameneviha— Usrtesen— Thothmes—Rameses— I'sametih, must

have been born in the reigns of Monarchs having these names : conse-

African or Asiatic origin of the Egyptian race has been irrevocably settled in

favor of their Caucasian derivation ; a conclusion that now ranks among " les

fails acquis i la science."

Others, it is true, (see Chapters, p. 58,) had advanced opinions in support of

the Asiatic origin of the denizens of Egypt.

—

Pettigrew (" Encyclopaedia

jEgyptiaca," London, 1842, pages 2, 3,) following Blumenbach and Lawrknce,
touched on the probability of the ascent of civilization along the Nile from North
to South, introduced ab-initio into Egypt by an Asiatic people. This view liad

been previously advocated in the admirable works of De Brotonne, (" Histoire

de la Filiation et des migrations dcs Peuples," Paris, 1837 ; I., pages 210, 217 j)

of Jardot, (" Revolutions des Peuples de I'Asie Moyenne," Paris, 1839 ; L, page

155;) and a century ago the profound academician Fourhont had contended,

that " les Egyptiens, pour les trois quarts, sortoient ou de I'Arabic ou de la Phie-

nicic ;
" I'Egypte dtant compospe de peuples Clialdecns, Phoeniciens,

Arabes, &c., mais surtout des dernicrs." ("Reflexions sur I'Origine, I'Histoire, et

la Succession des Anciens Peuples," Paris, 1747 ; pages 303, 383.)

It has been adopted without reservation, on philological, historical, and monu-
mental grounds, by Bunsen, ("Egypt's Place," 1848, pages 8 and 444 ;) and on
mythological as well as linguistic by Lanci, (" Paraliponieni," \B4b, passim.')

But, philolugy. If one of the most available, is not always in its results the safest

guide in establishing identity of race, or unity of human origins, among nations

which speak the same tongue. Thus, for example, the Hebrews, who for the last

sixteen centuries, though scattered over the earth, have preserved their blood purer
from foreign admixture than any other people, have totally forgotten the oral use

of their original tongue, and now adopt as their own the language of every nation

among whom they sojourn. At the Island of Madagascar, three different races of

mankind, Caucasians, Negroes, and Malays, notwitlistanding the diversity of their

respective origins and habitats, unite in the use of dialects of one and the same
tongue. While, if language alone, uncorrected by the more positive science of

craniological anatomy, were to be taken unexceptionally as the criterion for estab-

lishing primitive identity of sanguineous origin, among races of men at this day
utterly distinct, a thesis might be sustained, by some skilful pliiloluger, that the

natives of Paris were origiually Africans, because the Negroes of St. Domingo
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quently the fashions and formulas which prevail on the coffins of these

persons may be safely referred to these epochs. Another law not less

safe is the presence, in the incriptions, of particular characters, which
do not appear in the hieroglyphics, till certain epochs. I shall

subsequently allude to some of these. The subject may be roughly
divided into ages, as follows :

—

I. Pyramid age :—From the Third to the Twelfth Dynasty.

The sarcophagi, mummies, and other sepulchral remains of this

age are comparatively few. Not only have the haughty pyramids
attracted the cupidity of the plunderer, and their remains been
despoiled of their dead, but even the vast cemetery of Memphis has

been emptied of its tenants by resurrectionists and jackals at a time as

early as the Greek rule. The distinguishing feature of this age is its great

simplicity. The sarcophagus which held the mummy of Cheops is a plain

monolithic bin ; the outer Sarcophagus of Mvcerinus, unfortunately

lost at sea, was a rectangular chest, decorated only with the representa-

tion of the portcullises or door-ways. The inner sarcophagus was of

wood, apparently a kind of cedar, inscribed down the body with two
lines of hieroglyphics, but without any figured representation. This
inscription, which occurs also on coffins of an epoch much posterior, is a
speech taken out of the drama or mystery of the Osiris-mythos, and is

converse in French ! See the excellent remarks, together with other examples, of
Pickering, (" Races," pages 277, 278.)

" II faut done, with D'Avezac, se garder de conclure de la similitude des Ian-
gages la similitude d'Origiiie :"—It is through their harmony in ultimate results,

that the proper application of different sciences to the elucidation of a given
subject must be judged ;—principles developed with sublime eloquence by Hum-
boldt, (Introduction to "Cosmos;" 1846, French edition;) aud it is to this

masterly analysis and synthesis of /ae(», elicited from "History, v^wa^omy, and
the Alonumeuts, that the " Crania -/Egyptiaca" has marked a new era in Egyptian
studies, and won for its author a testimonial of applause that, proceeding from an
illustrious Ethnologist whcse long-recorded conclusions arc at variance with the
doctrines espoused by his American colleague, does equal honor to Dr. Prichabd's
love of science as to the truthful candor of his heart.

— ""'

" A most interesting and really important addition has lately been made to our
knowledge of the physical character of the ancient Egyptians. This has been
derived from a quarter where local probabilities would least of all have induced
us to have looked for it. In France, where so many scientific men have been de-
voted ever since the conquest of Egypt by Napoleon, for a long time under the
patronage of government, to researches into this subject ; in England, possessed
of the immense advantage of wealth and commercial resources ; in the academies
of Italy and Germany, where the arts of Egypt have been studied in national
museums, scarcely anything has been done since the time of Blumenbach to elu-

cidate the physical history of the ancient Egyptian race. In none of these coun-
tries have any extensive collections been formed of .the materials and resources
which alone can afford a secure foundation for such attempts. It is in the United
Statea of America that a remarkable advancement of this part of physical science

has been at length achieved. ' The Transactions of the American Philosophical
Society.' (Vol. ix.. New Series, Part i., Article 3 ; 1844 ;) contain a memoir by
Dr. MouTON, of Philadelphia, in which that able and zealous writer, already
distinguished by his admirable researches into the physical character of the native
American races, ("Crania Americana," 1839,) has brought forward a great mass
of new information on the ancient Egyptians." (Prichard, ''Appendix to the
first edition of The Natural History oj Ma«," London, 1845

; § ix., pages 570
571.)-G. U. G.
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tlio address of Isis over the recomposition of the limbs of Osh-is. The
appearance of tliis mythos at so early an epoch is singular, as showing
the extremely remote era of its develooment. I here give a revised

translation of its import ;
" Osirian kinff Men-ka-re, live for ever! born

of the heaven, [beloved] issue of Set)—thy Mother Nvtpe (the fir-

mament) is spread over thee, in her name of the extent of the heaven ; she
has accorded thee to be as a god—annihilated are thy enemies King
Menkare, live for ever!" The only other coffins and mummies
referable to the period of the fourth dynasty, are those of the workmen
employed in the Tourah quarries. These were plain uninscribed

sarcophagi, containing dried bodies, only enveloped in coarse woollen
and matting wrappers ; resembling the body found in the chambers
with the fragments of the wooden coffin of the King Menkare, the

authenticity of which bones however has been questioned. There are

no sarcophagi or mummies in Europe referable to so early a period : and
we are consequently without the means of determining, from these

remains, more than the fact of the application of the Osiris-mythos to

the deceased ; coupled with the absence of bitumen, and the simpler
preparation either by salting or desiccation.

Of the period which intervenes between the fourth and the eleventh

dynasty there are no mummied remains, in Europe at least—although

tombs executed for individuals who flourished in the fifth, sixth, and
subsequent dynasties, as well as considerable monuments of the

intermediate period, have been found: but of the eleventh or Enantefs
we possess at least three coffins, discovered in the sepulchres of that

family at Gournah. I infer that the Enantefs were the eleventh

dynasty from the fact of individuals, bearing this name, being mentioned
on their funeral tablets as deceased in the reigns of Osortesen I of

twelfth dynasty, ; an example of which may be cited the Tablet 562,
Brit. Mus., ofa person named Nuentef, who died in the 39th year of the

reign of Osortesen I. The chief of these sarcophagi is that in the British

Museum
;

giving, from its appearance, the highest prestige of the arts

at that period. The eyes are inlaid with obsidian and ivory in bronze

lid. The upper part of the body is richly gilded ; and represents a

vulture, or hawk, overshadowing the form with its wings. On the body
are two lines—two speeches from the Osiris-mythos, or drama, (Trans.

Roy. Soc. Liter, vol. II. PI. xiii.) '^ King Nuentef
deceased—we place thy arms as Osiris, we accord thee a good embalment,

and thy heart to he in thy belly. Say Isis and Nephthys." Again, on
the foot is another speech, " Say Isis and Nephthys ; We come to unite

thy limbs for thee, OA'ini; Nuentef declared true .'" Here is at least the

key to the old Osiris-mythos of the scattering of the limbs of Osiris, and

his destruction by Seth—a legend as old as the eleventh line or dynasty :

but should any doubt exist on this point, I can cite two other coffins of

the same line of Nuentef discovered at Gournah. It appears from the

inscriptions on these sarcophagi, that one of the Nu-antefs, the

NuANTEF-NAA, reccived his embalment at the hands of his brother

NuANTEF. Both their coffins are feathered like that of the British

Museum, and they bear a single line down the body. On the coffin of

the NuANTEFNAA it is a dedication to certain divinites : on the other
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1

coffin it is the address made by the so-called Solar abode or Horizon

—

welcoming the deceased into its bosom. On the foot of each of these

is the address of Isis and Nephthys, part of the same Osiris-mythos.

There is another coffin of the same epoch, with the blank space left for

the name of the individual, scooped out of a single tree, in the National

Collections. It contains an ordinary sepulchral dedication ; but it

resembles the royal coffins from Gournah in this respect, that it has, like

them, the whole of the body decorated with feathering, although of

course of a more ordinary description. These are all in the usual

munmiied form, with the usual head-dress ; and are apparently the inner

coffins : for, from the pyramidal epoch the mummies were deposited in

an inner case, which was, in its turn, enshrined in an outer cofiin or

chest. The examination of the interior of the coffin of the King
NuANTEF by Mr. Hogarth was productive of several curious facts. It

was lined or pitched with a resinous substance, remarkably fine and
brilliant, apparently a precious or valuable gum. To this portion the

outer linen wrappers of the king had adhered ; and when detached were

found inscribed with hieratic writing, on which the king is mentioned.

The Museum coffin of Nuantef is richly gilded, and is evidently the

casing of a monarch, but all are identical in their art. I onlj' know of

one coffin in Europe, of the age of Usr-t-esen I, or of any monarch of

the twelfth dynasty, viz ; that in the Museum of the Sta. Caterina at

Florence, (Lepsius, Ausw. Taf. x.) It is evidently an outer sarcophagus

—has four upright posts at the corners—is decorated with symbolical

eyes—and has five lines of hieroglyphics. I suppose Chev. Lepsius

considered this coffin contained an allusion to the joint reigns of Usr-t-
SEN and Amenemhe—but I must confess I do not see what relation of

this sort it bears. It contains the address of the Horizon and its

welcome to a deceased Amenemha snab ; into whose name enters the

cartouche of Amenemha in composition. So short and elliptical is this

inscription, that it is difficult to pronounce what is intended by the two
lines on the right side ; but, at all events, it is referable to the twelfth

dynasty, which is sufficient for my purpose here.

Under the succeeding dynastyof the Sebekhepts—the Mentuhepts
—and the NEFEiiHEPTs--the outer coffinsstill retained thesame rectangu-

lar shape, and were decorated externally with symbolical eyes, and large

bands of hieroglyphics—dedications to various divinities. The sides are

generally covered with a species of hieratic writing ; containing rituals

similar to the Todtenbuch of Lepsius—and which probably at this period

were used instead of Papyri ; for I have never seen any Papyri of this

age. Round the sides areusuallypaintedthewhole sepulchral equipment
of the dead—his bows, arrows, quivers, shirts, wigs, mirrors, sandals, and
cosmetics. They are in fact the pictorial portmanteau of an Egyptian
gentleman, twenty centuries before our era, as well as a bill of fare

—

his ducks— geese— haunches— shoulders— chops— bread— cakes

—

biscuits—flour—his drinks—water—beer—wine, white, northern, or

Maraeotic—his salt—and pastiles, are detailed at the head of these

coffins. In art they are excellent, but somewhat archaic ; more so than

the later coffins of the eighteenth and twenty-sixth dynasties : but the

great test is the formula; which are distinguished by the elliptical turns
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of expression. On certain tablets of the twelfth dynasty, these same
bills of fare are found ; and the stone revetment of the brick Pyramid
at Dashoor had also the same.

The most important of these coffins are two in the British Museum

—

one in Berlin, fi<j;ured in the title-page of S. Passalacqua's catalogue ;

and one published by Giovanni D'Athanasi, now at St. Petersburgh,

and another dated in the reign of Sebekemsaf, at Leyden. There
is every reason for supposing that the Sebexiiepts arose towards

the close of the twelfth line. On the tablet, dated in the reign of the

two last monarchs of the twelfth, in the Louvre, are mentioned two in-

dividuals, one named Usr-t-sn, the other Sebekhept {Lepsius,Auavr. Taf.

X.)—A tablet {Sharpe. Eg. Inscr. PL 104,) of a person named Sebekhept

is also dated in the reign of Amenemha II. But the most decisive

document is the inscription lately published by M. De Iloug"^, in the

Revue Arch6ologique, September, 1818, of Ausnab, a military officer,

who, under one of the Sebekiiepts records, that he was about to repair the

Port of Amenemha III, then stated to be deceased. From which

I would infer, that the Sebekiiepts were successors of the Amenemhas.
The mummies found in these rectangular sarcophagi are, according to

Passalacqua, /Ethiopians. They are scarcely more than salted, readily

drop to pieces, and have not, that I am aware, been removed to Europe.

Of the period subsequent to the twelfth dynasty, are t. o coffins,

one an outer case, and another in the Museum of Belfast, a lithographical

plate of which has been published by Dr. Hincks. This is of a person

named Tes-mut-heri, who traces her descent in the following lineage :

—

Ilarsiesi (priest of Amen)
Auf naa wa (military chief and sacred scribej

Ila-ma-tu (priest of Munt, and sacred scribe, priest of Amen-ra in Thebes.)

Ta-mut-sher (her mother.)
Tes-mut-hcr.

As Aufnaawa and Ramatu arc also the names of two kings, the first

mentioned in the Turin Papyrus, and supposed by Chev. Lepsius to be a

successor of the twelfth, while Ramatu is the prenomen of the last

king of that line, Dr. Hincks contends that Aufnaawa was a predecessor

and not a successor of the twelfth dynasty. The outer coffin of this indivi-

dual contained only two deeply cut lines of hieroglyphics, the commence-

ment of the 54th and 56th chapters of the ritual :
" Oh Atuni ! give thou

me the sweet breath (which proceeds out) o/ thy nostrils..^' This shows the

Ritual to have been compiled from documents as old as the twelfth

dynasty ; and that it is not so recent as some have conjectured. The
interior case of this mummy was painted with the representation of

seven divinities who confer the usual benefits on the deceased. At
this epoch, then, the mummy cases were decorated with various

deities in compartments—a style which, as will be subsequently seen,

prevailed till the very close of the Egyptian monarchy. The coffin, in

the collection of the British Museum, which much resembles that of

Belfast, is an outer sarcophagus, cut in deep hieroglyphics, and in a

plain style. It is of Nas-baenteta, a priest of Munt-ra, son of

Pankhi ; and has down the front the 26th chapter of the ritual

—

that of how every one ofTers his heart in Kar-neter, or Hades. Round
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tlic sides is the 26th chapter, wliich has been partly translated by

Ur. Ilincks. It contains peculiar dogma, connected with the Orphic

cosmogony—" I," it says, "am the egg of the great cackler. I have

protected the great egg laid by Seb in the world : I grow, it grows in

turn : I live, it lives in turn : I breathe, it breathes in turn." This

chapter, of a mystical import not easily explained—referring probably

in its internal meaning to the performance of certain moral duties

—

is peculiar to the coffins of this epoch : at a later period it does not

appear. No inner case, or mummy, is in the Museum collections be-

longing to this case, so that there are no means of determining what

processes were adopted at tliis period. The scarabseus of the King

Sebekemsaf, which is in the British Museum, shows that at this epoch

these amulets were placed on tlie heart of the dead—it contains the usual

ibrmula (Ch. 3o, Taf. xvi. Lepsius Todtenbuch,) which is ordered to

be engraved and placed on the heart of the deceased ; and the reason was

this, the scarabreus expresses the idea of transformation or transmigration

(kheper), and alludes to those which the deceased was called upon to

perform before he could offer his heart. It is another proof of the high

antiquity of the Kitual and its doctrines. To this period I would also

attribute the commencement of the use of sepulchral vases, (miscalled

Canopic,) which are in the form of the four Genii of the dead; who pre-

sided over the four quarters of the Compass, N. S. E. and W., as at

Medinet-IIaboo ; and in which were deposited the viscera separately

embalmed ;—scattered as it were through the world.

II. From the Eighteenth to Twenty-sixth Dynasty.

I cannot, at this particular moment, recall any coffins, that I would

refer decidedly to the commencement of the eighteenth dyn., i.e., I do not

know any dated, either in the reign of Ajiosis, or of his successor

Amenophis I. ; yet it cannot be supposed that no coffins exist of this

period, when the best hypogees of Thebes and Abydos were executed,

and when many of the finest tablets in the museums of Europe were
sculptured. Perhaps to the early period of this dynasty is to be referred

a rectangular sarcophagus of a person named Amenopliis, whose name
has been inserted into a blank space, as if ready made. It is of syca-

more, rudely sculptured with lines of hieroglyphics, in deep blue upon
white ground, containing dedications to certain deities. The name and
shape suggest that it may be an outer coffin of this period, for the square

chest is found as late as Tahraka. Another coffin, at Turin, on which a

deceased Tehamen is represented adoring the family of Amenophis I., is

also probably of the same period, as the family details there given are

incompatible with the notion of its being merely the last narrow home
of a priest of Amenophis I. On a coffin of a mummy unrolled at

Jersey, the name ofAmenophis III. is inscribed ; and also on a fragment
of another in Mr. Sam's Collection, where the king is represented as a

sphinx. On another coffin, in the British Museum, the deceased is repre-

sented worshipping this monarch. The question about these sarcophagi

and coffins is, whether they are contemporaneous with individuals who
M
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died under these monarchs, or of local priests attaclicd to the wor-
ship of this monarch at a subsequent period. The probability is, that

they are the inner coffins of individuals who lived about the com-
mencement of the eighteenth dynasty. They diiicr considerably in style

from the coffins of their predecessors. Till the close of the twelfth,

Divinities rarely appear in the tombs or on the sarcophagi ; they are

mentioned, and are figured in the public tablets and cxvotos, but

rarely on sepulchral monuments. At the commencement of the

eighteenth dynasty, however, the religious system of Idolatry had
attained a full development—all the Gods are represented. It is impos-

sible, however, to give here all the varieties of representations which
characterize the eighteenth dynasty, as much depended on circum-

stances with which we are at present so unacquainted, that they appear

almost caprice. There are, however, some general rules as to style,

which are important as distinguishing this epoch. The mummy cases

are principally of sycamore, colored with a white back-ground, and
divided by bands into divisions, in which are figured various sepulchral

divinities, painted in appropriate colors, for which especial directions

are given in the rubrics of the chapters in the ritual, (Todtenbuch.)

These bands cross at right angles, and are intended as a pictorial repre-

sentation of the external swathings of the dead, and are covered with

hieroglyphics. On the chest is Nvtpe or Menpe, the Firmament, the

mother of Osiris, and the inscriptions never fail to record an address to

this goddess. Hound the chetts are occasionally representations of the

regions through which the Sun passes. There are occasionally adora-

tions to local deities, such as the Bull of Phiha Socharis, and the Cow
of Athor. Unfortunately, the Arabs have played such tricks with mum-
mies, and so changed the original tenants of the tomb, that it is not

possible to know whether the various mummies belong to their respective

sarcophagi, unless there are corroborative circumstances, and inscrip-

tions on the cartonagcs or bandages. A box for holding sepulchral

figures, dated in the reign of Amenopiiis I., belonging to Mr. Curzon,

shews that the custom ofdepositing them had commenced as early as this

period.

Several memorials exist of the sepultures of the middle period of the

eighteenth dynasty, such as the sarcophagus ofAmenophis III. still exist-

ing in his tomb—but unpublished—and the sarcophagus of one of his

successors, the so called SK'iiAi,inthe shape ofa rectangular granite chest,

having at the coiners the female deities his, Nephthys, Selk and Sati;

the inscriptions are prayers to Nutpe, and other female deities. There

is a mummy in the British Museum of a person named Harem hebi,

which is possibly of the ago of Horus : it is covered with a cartonage or

linen case laid over the bandages, colored blue and gilded—containing

the Judgment Scene, and other sepulchral deities. Another coffin of

a person named Ten-en-Amen, also in the same collection, may
possibly be referred to the age of the eighteenth dynasty : still the

memorials of this age are comparatively few. At this period the

dead were provided with Rituals or Funeral Papyri. The black bitu-

minical process probably commenced at this period, when foreign con-

quests had opened Palestine, and Mesopotamia to F.gypt, and unfoldtd
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their mineral pitch, and the spices, and condiments of Assyria and
India. Yet it is remarkable that while numerous tombs of this epoch

remain, the mummies have totally disappeared, nor can half-a-dozen,

dated in the reigns of the monarchs of the eighteenth dynasty, be pointed

out in the Museums of Europe ; the sarcophagi of the monarchs

of the eighteenth dynasty, were decorated with representations of the

Sun-mythos— the passage of the Sun through the twelve hours of

the day, and those of the night. The Sun passes in a Bark always

accompanied by seven deities who diifer according to the hour, and
who appear to represent the moon and planetary system. This, which

forms a clue to the mythology of the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties,

shows that at this period the twelve great Gods of Egypt, were the

personifications of the Sun in the respective hours, and those of the

twelve hours of night the lesser Gods. At each hour the sun assumes

a new type in the Pantheon : he is Horus in the early hours of dawn ; Ra
at midday ; and Alum at sunset. That bitumen was used at this period

is obvious from the following consideration ; the wooden figures of the

tomb of Sethos I. are coated with this substance, and it is lair to con-

jecture that it was then used in embalming. The earliest figures I have

seen of the sepulchral kind are of the age of Amenophis III., and the

use of these httle figures, which has not been explained, appears to be
in connection with the idea of the human victims which in primaeval

times were offered alike by Greeks—by Chinese—by Germans—and by
Egyptians, at the tombs of their ancestors, and for which the progress

of civilization substituted images. The figures all contain one formula

borrowed from the sepulchral Ritual (Lepsius Todt., c. 6, Taf. ii.) ; "Let
all that the deceased has done," it says, "be reckoned and told—how he has

dug the fields—sown the fields—watered from the wells—and brought

the grain of the West to the East." This seems to show that these

wooden dolls were the mimic husbandmen of the Elysian fields or

Hades, and were intended to aid the deceased in his labors there.

Of the succeeding dyr.asty—the nineteenth

—

i.e., till the age of the

successors of Rameses Miamun, dated memorials are equally scarce
;

one of the most important is the mummy at Leeds, dated in the reign

of Rameses IV. ; an elaborate description of which has heen published

by Mr. W. Osburn, Jan. Unfortunately I have been unable to procure

a sight of this dissertation, and I am consequently unable to pronounce
on the tenor of the inscription. From some hieroglyphics, &c., commu-
nicated by Mr. Osburn to me, it appears to have been most elaborately

painted, probably like the coffin of Hor the incense hearer of Amen-
Chnumis, in the British Museum ; for the use of the Jackal in the sense

of Son upon that coffin, fixes it to that' period. One peculiarity

appears at this age—the use of stamped leather bandages, having on

the stamped portion the names, and titles, or figures, of the Monarch, a

custom which prevailed till the twenty-second dynasty ;—as similar

bandages of Osorkon, I. and II., and of Ramenkheper the Son of

Paishem, king of the twenty-first dynasty, are in the Louvre; but there

are few mummies, comparatively, even of this epoch, and most are to be

referred to the twenty-sixth dynasty, and subsequent rulers.

Rut of the epoch of the twenty-seventh dynasty, there are undoubtedly
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several mummies (most of the green basalt sarcophagi are of this age,)

in the national collection. In the museum at Florence, is the outer and
inner coffin of a nurse of a princess of the house of Taiiraka; and in

the British ]\luseum, are the outer and inner coffins, and cartonages, of a

judge of the Palace of the queen Amenertas, the head of the twenty-

sixth dynasty. These coffins are peculiar : the style is coarse and indiffe-

rent, the inner coffins have the usual representations, the hawk ofNumm
—the Judgment Scene, with variations in the Hall of Osiris—and the

various sepulchral deities. The back-grounds are generally of a bright

yellow—the hieroglyphics linear and boldly executed. At the foot of

the cartonage. Apis is represented bearing off the mummy of the de-

ceased ; the body is wrapped in bandages, the outermost dyed salmon-

color, in the carthamus tinctures, and the blue networks of bugles re-

presenting the reticulated dress of Osiris ; the chapter of the great egg

has disappeared, and in its place the seventy-second chapter of the Ritual

(Lepsius, Todtenbuch, taf. xxvii., c. 72,) is substituted: " The chapter

of departing from the daylight, and passing through the (mah.)"

The subject of this chapter is as follows :
—" Let this chapter be learnt

while on the world, and let it be painted on his (the deceased's) coffin.

It is the chapter by which he goes out of light in all his appointed trans-

formations, and going to his place, is not turned back ; and there

is given to him bread and beer, and slices of flesh from the table

of Osiris. He will go to tlie (mah), and there is given to him corn and

barley in it, and lie is in it as when he was on the world, &c." The whole

or portion of this chapter will be found on several coffins of this period ;

such as those o{ Pctenesi, (Egyptian Salon, B.M. 3,) of Hapimen, (B.M.

16,) and another (copied by Mr. Bonomi) found in a tomb of the Saitic

dynasty. The interior of the coffin of Hapimen, indeed, as well as that

of the sarcophagus of iVec^e^ert/;ei» in the B.M., as also the external

part of two other coffins ofa later epoch, have the forty-second chapter of

the Ritual (Lepsius, Todt., taf. xix.,c. 42,)—the supposed dedication of

the limbs of the body, but rather, in my opinion, the mystical descrip-

tion of the deceased, viz., the back of the Osirified, i.e., the deceased,

is the Menpe, or Nutpe, i.e., the Firmament; his face is that of the

Sun : his eyes (are those) of Athor, &c. : his fingers and nails are living

Ursei, i.e., in the shape of living serpents. The inner cases of this,

and of a succeeding period, are rudely painted on a white ground ; in it

are the Hawk of the Sun, the Scarabffius o{ Numra, the Judgment Scene,

(the vignette of the 89 ch., Lepsius, Todtenbuch, taf. xxxiii.,) that of

uniting the soul to its body, the deities Sale-Selk. The mummies of

tliis and the subsequent period (for this, or a similar style, continued till

the Roman Empire) are all of the black bitumenical process, and those

unrolled in Europe have not produced objects of importance. Their

formula; continue nearly the same ; they are provided with cartonages,

beaded work, and festoons of enamel : one of tlie most important is that

of Nehbharheli or Nectabes,—a high priest of Amen, in Thebes, of the

same epoch as the monarch of that name,—most elaborately gilded ; and

with a cedar coffin, whose interior contains a zodiacal heaven, and the

passage of the Sun through the twelve hours. This is the earliest

zodiacal projection seen on any sarcophagus, but it was repeated at the
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Roman epoch, altliough the reason of its appearance is far from

decided.

III. Ptolemaic and Roman period to the close.

No data have yet been laid down for the determination of mummies
of the Ptolemaic period. A mummy unrolled by Giovanni

D'Athanasi, at Exeter Hall, some years back, was of this period. It

was covered all over with a linen shroud, on which was traced a Hieratic

ritual, with vignettes. The arts, however, were rapidly ebbing

away, and as those of the undertaker were never pre-eminent, they

became more degraded than any other. Several tablets of this age

mention that the process occupied seventy days, as stated by Herodotus.

The process of gilding portions of the flesh, and of sheathing the fingers

with silver plates, is probably not older than this age. About the age of

Augustus a great innovation seems to have been introduced in the em-

balmment process ; the shape of the sarcophagus was changed : it neither

resembled the human form, as it had done, from the eigthteenth dynasty

till this period, nor the massive chests anterior to the twelfth dynasty.

They consisted of flat boards over which is placed a large wooden

vaulted cover, like a dish-cover, with upright square pillars at the

corners. The sarcophagi of the family of Cornelius Pollius, of Thebes,

represents, on the exterior, the Judgment Scenes, and in the interior the

Zodiacs in Greek fashion ; at the foot of the coffin is the goddess

Menpe or Nutpe, the firmament ; the ritualistic formulas differing entirely

from any yet described. The mummies at this day are not wrapped up in

the human form, but made of an equal thickness all down, and covered

with an external wrapper, on which usually is coarsely painted the figure

of Osiris, Nut-pe—and also the portraits of the deceased, with a legend

deduced from some formulae differing from those at the earlier epoch.

Occasionally a portrait is found over the face, painted on thin plinths of

cedar. Greek rites are introduced ; the jaws are tied up, the mouth is

covered with a plate or loaf of gold ; wax ornaments are placed on the

knees. To this epoch are also probably to be referred the tin plates with

the solar eye placed over the flank incision. Two of the latest muminies

of this class are those in the Augusteum at Dresden, which are evidently

from their decorations, executed in bas-relief on their stucco coverings,

as late as the time of Constantine, if not indeed a century later. At
this period the body appears to have been less carefully prepared,

and the quantity of bitumen used at earlier periods discontinued, and a

preparation more dependent upon natron adopted. Unfortunately,

little discretion or criticism has been hitherto employed in reducing

the different modes to their several epochs, and identifying them.

I remain,

Dear Sir,

Yours very faithfully,

Samuel Birch.

London, 23d Dec, 1848.
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LECTURE Via.

The Art of Mummification, concluded.

OHIOIN OF ANIMAL WORSHIP, AND EMBALM ENT.

Mr. Oliddon resumed the subject by a brief recapitulation of tlie heads of

his previous discourses on Mummification, and then went on to describe how
there were tliree classes of mummies ; the first of whieli cost 1,250 dollars

—

£260 ; the second, 300 dollars—£60 ; and the third, or cheapest, twenty

dollars—or £4. There was a great disparity between the cost ofmummifica-

tion in the two extremes of society. Tlic dried corpse of the humble quarry-

man was merely saturated with natron, baked in an oven, swathed some-

times in woollen rags, and covered with palm branches and papyrus matting ;

while on the body of tlie wealthy prelate were lavished the most expensive

spices and perfumes ; after which it was wrapped in many hundred yards of

the finest tissue, and placed in three coffins, all sculptured, painted, gilded

and enamelled, with a superfluity of extravagance.

Mummies still exist, whose bandages, wliicli in the generality of first-class

bodies vary from ten to thirty folds, have been known to reacli as many as

forty-six folds round tlie corpse, containing above 1,000 yards of cloth ; the

weight of which exceeded forty-six pounds of linen—varying in texture from

good calico to superfine cambric. The celebrated mummy brought from

Egypt, in 1822, by the adventurous Etliiopian traveller, Cailleaud. on being

unrolled, produced nearly 350 square yards of linen cloth ! and this was not

the mummy of a king, (none of which have been preserved, ownig to conse-

cutive desecrations, down to our time,) hnt oia Scribe. [Cailleaud, " Voyage

a Meroe," 1023.

—

Plates, vol. ii., 66 to 71 : Text, vol. iv., page 9 :—Greco-

Egyptian Mummy of Pet-emen ; date 2nd June, a.d. 116,—page 18.]

The great majority of mummies, however, belong to the middle class,

whose cost is estimated at 800 dollars ; though, when we take into considera-

tion the little comparative cost of children's mummies, they must have fallen

below that average. In order to be entirely within bounds, Mr. Gliddon

assumed the average cost of i)reparing a mummy at twenty dollars, which,

considered in connection with the population and probable annual mortality

of EgjTJt, would give an expense for mummification of 3,330,000 dollars per

annum, equivalent to £666,000 sterling.*

• In tlie times of Diouonus, or B c 40, the poinilatioii hud faliiin off Irom its

former maximum of eifiht millions, prior to the tersian invusiun and the Greek rule,

lloiiian oppression, followid by the well-known destrueiion of human lile during
diBercnt epochs of the Saracenic, Ottoman, and Meudook dominations, reduced it

still mure : but even in the lust century, just before Napoleon's expedition, 17S)8

— 1802, and about tlu; time when Mohammed Ah set his foot in Egypt, tho
population exceeded three millions, and probably approximated to four, ilis life*

destroying sway, in ihirly-six years, had diminislied the helpless Egyptians to about
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The whole of this huge revenue passed into tlie hands of the Priests, who
were the physicians, apothecaries, mummy-raalcers, uudertalcers, scribes, and

sextons, and who besides leased out tlie sepulcliral excavations in which the

bodies were to repose.

Basing his estimate on the ingenious calculations and curious statistics of

Henky, (" L' Egypte Pharaonique," 1846, vol. ii., pages 182, 430, &c.,) Mr.

Gliddon referred to the immense amount of linen cloth which was annually

emploj-ed as an envelope for mummies. He sliowed several specimens of this

cloth, which, he said, was once supposed to be cotton, but is now proved to

be linen.* With this cloth the mummy was swathed with great care and re-

gularity, in strips or bandages, varying from a few inches to a foot in width,

wliich were applied with all the accuracy of modern surgery, the inequalities

being filled out with pads and compresses. Of the quantity thus used the

amouut, as above shown, was sometimes enormous. In fact, as the Lecturer

very justly remarked, everything in Egypt was on a gigantic scale, with the

exception that there were no "giants in those days," the word "giant," in

our Bible, being an erroneous translation of six different Hebrew words,

(Nephilm, Ghibor'im, Emtm, Rephaim, Anakim, Zamzumim, &c.,) none of

which in that language, however misconstrued in the versions, ever were in-

tended to convey the idea of men of outrageous or impossible stature. On
the contrary, the Egyptians, as a people, were under our average size, being

less than five feet six inches in height. The length of life in Egypt, even in

days long before Abraham, being the same as our own, (proved by innume-

rable sepulchral tablets, the reigns of kings, and the skulls of tlie mummies,)
it is presumed that the Nilotic poi)ulation renewed itself once in thirty-three

years, which would give an average daily mortality of 274 persons, adults and
infants of all grades of society.

Admitting, for the wrappers of each individual, a mean of three 3"ards

square, certainly by far too low an estimate during the flourishing period of

1,700,000, when I left Egypt in 1841 :—(Cf. my "Memoir on the Cotton," pages 9'

26,27, 39,40 ; and "Appeal to the Antirjiiaries," 1841, p.iges 21 to 24, 148 to 156.)

Let not the reader suppose that, since 1841, to this very hour, matters have im-
proved ; or that, without a radical change, they are likely to do so. I can still

boast of some staunch allies in the valley of the Nile, and have /)o«iti»e information
that great deterioration has since taken place.—G.R 6.

* In other lectures, devoted to the consideration of all the Arts and Sciences
of the Pharaonic days of Egypt, the question, so long debated between Continental
and British archa;oIogists, as to whether the cloth found on the mummies be cotton

or linen, cither or both, has frequently been discussed by me : and after the expo-
sition of the learned but inconclusive arguments of Roselliki and Champollion-
FiGEAC in defence of cotton, I have set fortli how the practical application of the
microscope by English science has settled the controversy in favor of linen. While
I would beg leave to add to the erudite author's remarks (sections 8, 9, pages 21
to 26), that two, if not three, varieties of sheep, were very abundant at the remote
age of the fourth dyn. (Tomb of Eimei, architect of Great Pyramid ; opart from
the multitude of coetaneous sepulchres opened in 1842-3, by Lepsius, at Gheezeh;)
no less than that wool composed the funereal cerements of the (larliest mummies,
long before linen was used for this purpose (see Mummy of Menkeka, cpmniers
of Toorah, &o. &c.); the reader will find the subject admirably elucidated, under
the head of Flax, in Yates, (" Textrinum Antiquorum; an Account of the Art of
VVeaving among the Ancients;" London, 1843, book ii., pages 253 10 129.)—G.E.G.
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tlie eigliteentli to tl\e twenty-second dynasties, we find tliat 2,4fiC yards square

per diem, or 900,890 yards aqiMre per annum, of linen cloth, disappeared into

the tombs for the shrouding of the dead.

Valuing this cloth at an average price of 26 cents, (one shilling sterling)

for fine and coarse qualities, the annual expenditure of the population of

Egypt for the cloth consumed in embalming, must have been at the rate of

225,09G dollars, say £45,000 sterling. But the probability is in favor of nine

times that amount, if each square yard of cloth be valued at one shilling,

equivalent to £405,000 sterling per annum.

Whatever it may have been, the whole of the revenue from this immense

consumption of cloth was also received by the priesthood, or " Sacerdotal

Caste"* who held the monopoly of the linen cloth used in making mummies.

* Among countless Grecian fables about Pharaonic institutions still current as

indisputable in European literature, there are few more dogmatically asserted, than

that the social system of the Egyptians was always regulated bj' the division into

Castes ; and that each profession, or trade, was transmitted from father to son, in

hereditary succession, by stringent laws that precluded, under severe penalties, any

deviation from the observance of this custom. This doctrine was particularly

maintained by the Indianists ; who, because (until the historical criticism of

Sanscrit literature has been recently undertaken by the Schlf.gkls, Boi'PS, Bdr-
NouFS, Lassens, Pauthiers, Humdoldts, Piunseps, Wilsons, &c. &c.)

they seem to have known very little about tlie early history of Ilindostan, claimed

nevertheless to be acquainted with everything relative to that of Egypt. Especial

care was taken by me {Chapters, 1843
;
pages 47, 48;) to disclaim, in behalf of the

denizens of the Nile, the practice of any of the easte rigidities to this day ob-

served by those of the Ganges.

This distinction among Ilindostanic Castes appears to proceed from an aboriginal

and physical diversity in the cutieular color of the four great classes into which

Hindoo society is divided ; viz., the Brahmans, KcnATKiVAS, Vyasas, and

SouDRAS ; corresponding to our words. Priests, Warriors, Trades-people, and

Servants: (Pauthieb, "Livres Sacres de I'Orient ;" 1840. Introduction, page 22
;

and Lois de Manou, Book i., Sloka 87—91 : see also Munk, " Reflections

sur le Culte des Anciens Hebreux;"in Cahen's "Bible, Traduction Nouvelle,"

183.3, vol. iv., p. 57 to 78 ; for similarities between the laws ascribed to ilosES and

to Manou.) The Sanscrit word Varna, indigenous name for " Caste," means

simply, color : and its adoption in India is one of the multitude of proofs that

diifurent races of the human family, distinct " ah initio" from each other, now
occupy that vast Peninsula, in the respective relationships of the conquerors and

the conquered.

/ The existence of similar Castes in Pharaonic Egypt, rtgected long ago for the

same monumental reasons by Mr. Birch, has been overthrown irretrievably by

Ampere, equally versed in hieroglyphical as in Sanscrit sciences : ("llevue des

deux Mondes," 15th Sept. 1848.) It is therein demonstrated, from the funereal

tablets and other monuments, that, in Egypt, priests and soldiers, nobles and people,

intermarried freely into each other's families ; while religious, military, or civil

functions, were not necessarily hereditary .-—a warrior's son being oftenti priest ; a

priest's a soldier ; and in the same family, children of the same parents belong,

some to the sacerdotal, others to the military orders ; whilst others enter the civil

service, or follow trades and professions.

Eight years ago, in refuting a few of the misstatements of the " Report on Egypt

and Candin, by John Bowuing, presented to both Houses of Parliament, by

command of Her Majesty: London, 1841:"—a document which, considering its

enormous cost, and the number of parties fiom whom " tant hien que mal" inform-

ation was derived, contains more fallacies on Egypt than any work yet printed in

the same number of pages :—I pointed out (" Memoir on the Cotton," 1841. page 43,)

the egregious absurdity of the assertion, that " tilling the soil is in Egypt a de-

gradation of caste as strong as any that exists in India ;" (Ueport, page 40 1 :) and

as the error of the nppliration of this term to modern Egyptian habits may proceed
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Tliey owned the land on which the flax was raised ; it was manufactured in

tlje vast enclosures around their temples, and their women were the operatives

engas^ed in the manufacture. Many, if not all of the medium-class of tombs,

as is known from Greek papyri, were also the property of the priesthood
;

and, inasmuch as each family paid a rent or tribute to secure a resting-place

for the remains of its ancestors, hence resulted to the Egyptian priests another

fertile source of income. Mr. Gliddon here mentioned a singular law among
the Egj-ptians, by which a debtor was obliged to give the mummies of his

ancestors in pledge for the payment of his debts. If he died insolvent, the

next heirs and blood relations became responsible, being bound in honor and
in law to redeem the pledged mummies.

from an equivoque, I now subjoin Ampere's etymological definition of the word
Caste

:

—" Ce motjvient du porfugais casta, qui vent dire famille, tig nee, lignage. Au-
reste, caste n'est pas le seal terme employe pour designer quelqiies particuliirit s

des societe's de I'Orient qui derive du portugais. Mandarin et bayadere veulent
dire en cette langue I'un magistral, I'autre danseuse. Ceux qui, en employant ces
expressions, croiraient faire de la couleur locale, doivent renoneer A la satisfaction

de se servir en franyais (or, in English) <V un mot chinois ou d' un mot indien.

Tout ce qu' ils peuvent espi^rer, c'est de montrer que, s'ils ignorent les langues
orientales, ils ne connaissent pas mieux les langues de VEurope:'^ (P*ige 841 ; vide
also Ampeke, "Epopee Indienne," in the same Journal, 15th Sept. 1847, page
1046, note.)

The phrase " Sacerdotal Caste" reminds me of an anecdote which, on the receipt

at New Orleans of the electrifying news of the French Revolution of 22nd February,
I had the pleasure of communicating to ray friend Mr. Harby, Editor of the
"New Orleans Daily Bee^ It was published with other Parisian reminiscences,

under the caption of " Premonitory Symptoms of the Victory achieved at Paris on
Washington's Birth-day."

* If- * •/( * If * * *^

" Describing impressions on his second visit to Pd,ris in 1845-6, Mr. •»•*•• »^

whose objects being purely scientifical, was thrown much into social intercourse
with some of the highest scholars and profoundest thinkers of the dav, remarked
around bim a vague feeling of disquietude ; a doubt as to the durability, nut only
of a given ministry, but of the entire fabric of Government itself. Every man who
had * fait sa carriere * through the prior vicissitudes of Uevolution, Empire, Re-
storation, Carlism, July and Louis Philippisme, appeared to be buckling on his

armour to meet some undefinable change : while the younger men of sterling

science, who were aspiring to distinction, hesitated to bask in the sunshine of
royalty—all parties seemed striving to become identified with the Nation, ratiier

than with the King's household or his favorite Ministers. This nervousness of
feeling had arisen some time before, and had acquired great vehemence, when the
educated Frenchmen of the day suddenly awakened to the conviction, that Louis
Philippe's (and Madame Adelaide's) evident leaning towards the Jesuit interest,

was gradually replacing juvenile tuition, and especially female culture, under J;he

quiet but insidious control of this vast engine of priestly domination. X
" True to herself, France met the impending danger from the tribune, and

j

through the press - in the lecture-rooms of her Colleges, and in the salons of citizen- /
life. Eugene Sue's ' Juif Errant,' read with avidity by all classes, exposed the f
principles of those whose text-book is the 'Secreta Monita.' Quinbt and Miche- >

LET, professors at the College de France, in their public lectures on Fi-ench History '

and Political Economy, when they painted the Jesuitisme o! times past, dexterously ' .,

coupled it with times present, to the delight of thronging auditors ; until the fears

of the King becoming worked upon by the ' directeurs de conscience,' a Minister
received orders to send for Letronne, who, to the elevated office of ' Garde ,

General des Archives,* and a name world-renowned as the chief archseohjgist, first •,

Hellenist, and among the foremost Egyptologists of Paris, adds the dignified title
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This revenue was, of course, independent of tliat accruing to tlie "Sacer-

dotal Caste " from their possession of one third of the land, exempt from

imposts. Besides, each temple had its own grounds, and other vested pro-

perty, providing comfortably for the maintenance of the priests and their

families. (Diodobus I., 73 : Herodotus, II., 37.)

From these facts we may derive the true reason why the practice of mum-
mification was so long preserved in Egypt, for more than 3,000 years, as

explained in the preceding lecture.* It was one of the principal of many

sources of income derived by a pampered hierarchy from the people : and

of ' Administrateur du College de France.' At that moment, also, his name stood

highest on the list for the next nomination to the peerage.
" A sharp discussion ensued. The Minister ordered the Administrator to silence

QuiNET and Michelet ; hinting at the forfeiture of the promised peerage as an

alternative. The latter firmly refused to interfere ; maintaining, that it was the

ministerial prerogative to appoint to each professorship an incumbent of their own
selection ; but that after crossing the threshold of the College, each professor was

free by the Constitution of this University to lecture as best pleased him—a matter,

added the Administrator, of small moment to the Government ; because, if a given

professor discoursed nonsense, no one would go and hear him ; and if he developed

science, knowledge would thereby be diffused. In either contingency, no one had

the power to impose silence on him.
" The Administrator and the Minister parted in anger, w l-.en the former argued

the impossibility of preventing a given lecturer from alluding to topics inconvenient

to His Majesty's theories ; and, by way of exemplification, M. Letbonne backed

his refusal with a threat to the following significant effect :
' You know, M. le

Minisire, that for twelve years I have delivered a " Cours d' Archeologie Egyp-
tienne" at our College. Nothing, certainly, can be more remote from modern
politics, or from allusions to Jesuitisme, tlian Egyptian hieroglyphics. Now, I

warn you, if you persist in molesting Qdinet and Michelet—if you will not let

us alone at the Colii>ge de France—that my own Course next winter shall be

devoted to the " Sacerdotal Caste" of ancient Kgypt. I will never use the word

"Pretre," lest I might offend ; but, adhering simply to an exposition of the avari-

cious practices, cramping system, and political intrigues of that long-buried

hierarchy, it will not be my fault if any of my auditors sh oukl draw ' odious com-
parisons' between tliem and that which may be going on around us.'

"The peerage was lost, but the professors maintained their posts. Michei.et's

death removed one obnoxious member of the faculty ; but his " Protre et la famille"

was a patriotic legacy that aided in sweeping the Jesuits for ever from the soil of

enlightened France. Switzerland has followed suit ; Italy is on the road. In 1846,

a ludicrous attempt at re-action was tried through the introduction of the erudite

arcliffiologist, if bigoted man, Lenobmant, into the College. His first lecture

hurled an anathema on freedom of inquiry—he stigmatized his opponents as

"vermine ! " Gendarmerie in disguise failing to suppress the tumultuous students

(who attended his prelections in wliite nightcaps, and snored enveloped in blankets,)

Lenobmant resigned after the third lecture. ' Ex uno disce omnes."'

—

The New
Orteans Daily Bee, Wednesday Morning, March 29, 1848.—G.R.G.

» On recurring again to the extreme length, if undefinable remoteness of the

ages which preceded all monumental epochas in Egypt, I am quite aware that it

will take much time, and more polemical disputation, before the general principles

herein contended for will be popularly admitted. I have read probably all, and
possess most, of the Reviews, published in the last three years, of Chev. IJunsen's

erudite work, "ilDgyptens Stelle in der Weltgeschichte ;" not more than four of

which are written by critics at all " posted up" in Egyptology, and consequently

are of no importance in the development of these studies ; whilst some of these

critiques are characterized by an " odium theologicum " beneath the notice of the

man of science.
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we can, therefore, readily understand that such interested parties would labor

to fonn and sustain a creed which should teach the other classes to look upon

the embalming' of the bodj' in this world, as the only method of obtaining

salvation for the soul in celestial AmentM.
Having thus laid before his auditors the original or primary causes of human

embalment in tlie valley of Egypt, with a sketch of the reasons which pe-

riodically increased, and the motives that perpetuated the custom, the

remainder of Mr. Gliddon's lecture was devoted to the consideration of

animal worship, as connected with animal embalment among the Pharaonic

Egyptians.

Among the multitude of accusatory charges made against this ancient

people for their superstitions, heathenism, idolatry, and what not, that of the

worship of Animals, has ever been reputed, the " maximum pessimum,"—the

greatest worst,—the one which the invidious enemies of their antique civiliza-

Happening to be cue of many embarked on the same ocean of inquiry as the

profound scholar above named ; and, whilst differing in minor details, to take the

same broad views of the ante-chronological periods of the world's history, I have
amused myself, when perusing the arguments put forward by our antagonists, by
marking, with pencil on the margin of their papers, their sm^aiaxly-naioe admissions

as to the vagueness and feeble basis of all biblical chronology. These marked
paragraphs already form quite a respectable volume, from which space herein limits

me to one quotation ; the more lionourable to its author, as, if the general tone of

the criticism be unworthy of his scholarship, the objections betray a hand thoroughly

practised in hieroglyphical arcana.
" We by no jneans adopt this low view of the historical element in the Bible

;

but we are not prepared to denounce the man who does so as an infidel ; and to plead

a sort q( prcescriptio contra infideles, as a reason for not examining into tl.e truth of

his statements—nay, we will go farther. We are not prepared to say that it may
not be possible to strike out a sound mean between the views of our author

(Chev. Bussen) and those generally entertained by Protestants in this country,

(Ireland?) which perhaps err in the other extreme. This is not the place for dis-

cussing the subject ; nor, if it were, would it be proper to enter upon it at the close

of an article. We would, however, throw it out for the consideration of our divines,

whether there be not some ground for the charge of Bibliolatry, which is brought

against the Protestants of the United Kingdom by the continental (and American)
Christians, almost without exception ; and whether there be not grounds for appre-

hension, lest the overdrawn statements commonly made at popular meetings, re-

specting the Bible—statements which are not warranted by anything in the book
itself, and which were never made dogmatically by any of the early Fathers, or by
any of the great divines of the Reformation—may lead, at no distant period, to a

fearful reaction."
" We merely throw this out as a hint for the consideration of our divines ;" &e.

(Anon., " Egypt and the Bible :"

—

Dublin University Magazine, No. 190, vol.

xxxii., October, 1848 ; pages 387, 388.)

This ingenuous writer had perhaps before him the cogent remarks of Phile-
LEUTHEttUS Anglican us :

—

" But those who advocate the free use of philology in the intei-pretation of the

Scriptures, find their fiercest and most uncompromising opponents in the ranks of

those who are slaves to the Puritanical Bibliolatry, so common in this country.

According to this school, every word in the canonical books of the Old and New
Testament proceeds from a divine and miraculous inspiration :" (page 43.) . . .

" By those who believe in the plenary and verbal inspiration of the Scriptures,

science in general, and philological science in particular, are viewed with distrust,

if not with abhorrence ; and the more so, if this bibliolatry is combined with a cer-

tain amount of ecclesiolatry," &c. ; (page 44 ; "A Vindication of I'rotestant Prin-

ciples," 1847.)—G.B.G.
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tion have put forward with the greatest pertinacity, united with the most

triumphant and derisive scorn : oven witliout drawing a parallel fairly,

between the physically-harmless " abominations of the Egyptians," and those

atrocities which hundreds of texts in Hebrew annals attest to have been quite

common in Palestine in the self-same days. It cannot, therefore, but be

agreeable to our readers to have a synopsis of the Lecturer's views on the

rationalism of tlicsc strange rites and mystified practices.

After exhibiting the mummied animals upon liis table, and pointing out a

variety of plates and tableaux suspended on the wall, Mr. Gliddon proceeded

to consider the rationale of animal-worship. ' He conceded freely that

when the Greeks first became acquainted with Egypt, in the fifth or perhaps

the sixth century, B.C., the worship of animals had become the main feature of

the popular faith. Reference was made to the story of the Roman soldier who
was immolated by an Alexandrian mob, because he had thoughtlessly killed a

hofy cat ; as well as to the disgust expressed by Juvenal at the Onion-deity of

the Egyptian vulgar in his day. Passages from the Fathers were quoted

which manifest their horror at the practice, and their total ignorance of its

nature ; none, with the exception perhaps of Clemens Alexandrinus, whose

knowledge was very limited, possessing the slightest acquaintance with the

Egy])tian tongue or writings, nor with Pharaonic doctrines or institutions.

At the Ptolemaic and Roman epochs, however, there was no superstition too

grovelling for the degraded sons of the once noble Pharaohs. But any one

who studies the "land of Ham" monumentally, will perceive that this state

of moral degradation vanishes ;is he recedes toward more ancient times. In

the decrepitude of her second childhood, Egypt was a very different thing

from what she had been more than 3,000 years before, when animal worship

was still unknown, or in its commencement. Nor is it historically just to

predicate what may have been the usages of the denizens of the Nile during

the early pyramidal period, from the corrupt state of the people about and

after the Christian era. We are, indeed, told by Manetho, the only credible

annalist of those primitive ages, that the " Bulls, Apis and Mnevis" and the

"Goat Mendcs" were first "appointed to be Gods" during the second dynasty:

(Manetho, apud Cory, " Ancient Fragments," page 98 :)—a proof that this

chronicler did not consider the worship of animals to have existed in the

times be/ore. There is no mention in the Pentateuch of the prevalence of

animal worship among the ancient Egyptians, except by implication, in the

case of the golden calf; while on animal mummification Scripture is silent.

And it is now thoroughly establislied, that the representations of divinities

are far less frequent in the sculptures and paintings of the Old Empire than

in those of the New. The incipient origin of the worship of animals must

be sought for, like that of human embalment, in still earlier ages, the ante-

monumental periods of Egyptian liistory.

Animal worship, the Lecturer expounded as the natural and unavoidable

consequence of the misconception, by the vulg.ir, of these emblematical figures

invented by the priests to record their own philosophical conception of ab-

stract ideas. As the pictures and eflSgies suspended in early Christian

churches, to commemorate a person or an event, became in time objects of

worship to the vulgar, (without the adorer's being, therefore, denounced as
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heretical,) so in Ea:^^)! the esoteric or spiritual meaning of the emblems was

lost in the gross materialism of the beholder. This esoteric and allegorical

meaning was, however, preserved by tlie priests, and communicated la the

Masteries alone to the initiated, while the uninstructed retained only tlie

grosser conception.

To perpetuate the esoteric signification of these symbols to the initiated,

thero were established the Mysteries, of which institution we have still a trace

io Free-Masonry.

He cited several instances to show how abstract ideas, in themselves pure,

having, for want of an alphabet, been represented pictorially, became in course

of time invested with erroneous meanings by the ignorant and lower orders,

even of modern and not uncivilized nations. Among his illustrations of Nilotic

Art, he indicated several beautiful designs of the " Winged Globe," and after

explaining the manj' emblems which enter into its composition, he charac-

terized its general meaning to be symbolico-figurative of the " Promdence of

God overshadowing the land of the Nile "—an idea which the primordial

Egyptians could not represent otherwise than pictorially in the absence of an

alphabet.

On this emblem the lecturer dwelled some time, showing how it is often

.referred to in the Hebrew * text of Scripture : viz., in Isaiah xviii., 1 ; Malachi

signs are as old as the Pyramids ; but a strictly alphabetic writing is not found_

* The perfect " Winged Globe " is an emblem of Hor-hat, the good genius, and
agatho-daimon ; under tlie shadow of whose wings were placed the persons of the

Kings, the temples of the Gods, and the funereal habitations of the departed. Its

forms are various, however, and its symbols occasionally diffur. In general, its

composition consists of the disk of the Sun, Ba, allegorical of physical and celestial

light : surmounted by the horns of the wavy-homed ram, symbol of Amun-Knum,
figurative of divine intell gence and spirit : flanked by the wings of Maut, the great

and beneficent mother, whose protecting benevolence hovered over Egj'pt. (I

give the description as it stands in my MS. lecture, but think Mr. Birch's
suggestion preferable ; viz. : that the wings are the inner ones of the Scarabwua

or " Sacred Beetle," symbol of Kheper, the Creator- Sun.^ From the central

solar-disk depend two roya-Asps, Vrmi, Basilisks, symbolical of sovereignty ;

on whose heads the red crown, Toshr, and the nhite crown, Wabsh, make
that duplex-aspic dominion to preside over things terrestrial and things celestial.

The so-called cruces-ansatce, sacred tau.9, which hang on the serpents' necks, are

emblems of life, ankh ; and here typify eternity. It is not in human power, when,
acquainted with hieroglyphics we consider the infinitude of other mythological and
metaphysical combinations inherent in each of the emblems that compose its

sculptured as well as painted form, to devise a more beautiful and exalted figurative

embodiment of the idea of a " Protecting Providence," than we behold in the

Winged Globe of the Egyptians : to whom, indeed, it was a species of heraldic

arms, the universal symbol of their country : (Cf. Eosellini, " Mont. Civili,"

vol. ii., pages .'!94 to 4t)3 :) by which, in the literal Hebrew text, the Prophet
apostrophizes Egypt ; (Isaiah, xviii., 1,) in the sentence, " Ho I Land of the

winged (Globe !)"

The Israelites themselves seem to have had two " winged Globes ;"—one benefi-

cent, as in Malachi iv. 2 :—and the other, a " fiery-WHiRiiNC-DisK," maleficent,

as in Zechariah v., 1, 2 ; verses so utterly tortured, misconstrued, and perverted

iirom their sublime sense, in the versions, that without transcribing an entire chapter

of Lanci's works, Icannot pretend to bringtheir purport properly within the reader's

comprehension. These recondite biblical and mystical connections, together with
Hebrew symbolism in general, have been considered by me in a double Course of

three Lectures dehvered at Philadelphia, in September and October, 1847 j portions
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iv., 2 ; Ezekiel xxviii., 14 ; Zecliariali v., 1, 2, and other places : but, when
the ante-monumental Egyptian (6,000 or 6,000 years ago) first conceived the

idea of " Providence," he had no alphabet wherewith to tvrite the Coptic

synonynie for P, R, O, V, I, D, E, N, C, E, as we write it now-a-days
alphabetically in English.

The minds of men in primeval ages were inductively led to the abstract

idea of a First Great Cause, whose attributes they defined by a metaphysical

sj'Stem of triads. If the primordial Egyptians had possessed an alphabet*

they could easily have expressed these attributes graphically by names, which
in any other way of writing are attended with great difficulties.t

Now, the pure alphabet, i.e., strictly phonetic letters, disengaged from

accompanying figurative and symbolical signs, is an invention that can no
longer be carried back to the fifteenth century, b.c. ; and is not attained to

this day by the Chinese, who have written books for 4,000 years. Phonetic

cfi. -
. ..

.
. >.<

—

an I. r.^ &fM (K. ___^^__
of which, at the solicitation of friends, I have condensed into one discourse, at St.
Louis, 12th May ; and Pittsburgh, 29th May, 1848. When my inquiries are com-
pleted, I hope to present the results to the public in a satisfactory shape.

Meanwhile, the critical Hebraist need not be told, that our word angel, derived

from the -Latin angelus, transcription of the Greek ayytXoQ, messenger, is in the
original Text, MeLAK, plur. MeLaKIM, literally, a messenger : but that it is

misused when the Hebrew gives a totally different word, KeKUB : plur.
KeRUBm.

In general, the latter, being cognate with Arabic carab, " loss of the sun's rays
at setting," &c., refers to the Sun at different stages of his diurnal course, and
means also any Star or Planet: for " IcHOuaH resides in the midst of the Keru-
bim,"—" mounts upon a Kerub, and flies"—which is the reason why they were
symbolized by " winged-fiery-disks'' upon the Ark of Israelites (as their allegorical
equivalents occur on the shrines of Egyptian divinities) in Exodus xxxvii., 7, 8, 9.

The SeRaF, Seraphim, (compare Numbers xxi., 8, 9, with 2 Kings, xviii., 4,)
were Serpents, surmounted by Solar Disks, like the I7ra:i of Egyptian Sculptures

;

while the word SeRaE, like a thousand others in Scripture, has besides a double
meaning, apparent and occult, splendour offire, and Solar light.

Tlie curious can follow these philological researches in the extraordinary works
of Lanci ; and after being told, that our " moyen age " pictures of Cherubim and
Seraphim oi'iginate from a misconception of the ancient Hebrew root KeRUB,
which was confounded by the Rabbis with the modern Chaldee K-RaBe, " like
unto an infant," the reader may bestow a smile of pity upon the current pictorial

representations of angels, when figured as bodiless bab!/-heads, with wings, forsooth,
placed whore there are no muscles to articulate them, peering from behind their
little chubby cheeks. This artistic method of adding wings to the human shoulders
was derived, with other ideas, from Chaldsea

;
(see Lavard's, orFi.ANDiN's plates

of Persepolitan, Ninevite, and Babylonish Sculptures.) The Egyptian artists were
wiser and more consistent. They attached wings to the arms of Divinities, by
means of bracelets: but "Nunquam concessa moveri Camarina :"

Virgil, ^n. III., 700: (Cf. PHiLELEnTHEUus Anglicanus, "A Vindication
of Protestant Principles ;" London, 1847

;
page 21, and Note § 11, 4.)—G.R.G.

* "Les alphabets modernes, ri^duits A un petit nombre d' elements vocaux par
1' esprit d' analyse et d' abstraction, qui est le propre des socictes avancees, ne
peuvent pas plus appartenir a 1' age primitif que le calcul infinitesimal ." (Pau-
THiEK, " Sinico-yEgyptiaca," 1842, page 35.)

t The entire argument here turning upon a simple but great fact, the compara-
tively-recent invention of the true or purely Alphabetical system, I have condensed,
into as succinct a form as possible, the substance of my inquiries in Appendix G.
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until the introduction of the Demotic character, not earlier than B.C. 600, at

which age it was still imperfect.*

In the effort made, everywhere and at all times, by infantine but intellec-

tual man to record his history and to overcome space and time in the trans-

mission of his thoughts, his apprenticed hand was at first restricted to the

pictorial embodiment of ideas, however metaphysical. Pictures were therefore

necessarily adopted to represent abstract, and essentially theological ideas ;

but for the latter object, and in Egypt especially, they were made so distinct

and so impossible in real life, as palpably to designate their figurative

character. The heads of birds, reptiles, and of beasts, were added to human
bodies, and vice versa ; and appropriate significant colors were used to paint

them ; each creature selected having an affinity, real, or supposed, in its

nature, its name, (which sometimes was the onomatopee of its cri/,) or

other cause, to that particular attribute of Divinity, its pictorial embodiment

or delineation was intended to portray. Thus, for example, the lecturer

pointed out on his tableaux the God, Amon-Chnouphis. Amdn-Knepu is

represented on the monuments of a blue color, and with a ram's head on a

human body. Blue is the colour of the celestial ether. The ram is remarkable

for the strength and massive osteology of his forehead, and Egyptian philo-

sophy placed the intellect in tlie frontal region. Tliis combination was fitted

to express the God Amun-Kneph : Amun signifying stability, truth, and intel-
'

ligence, (whence our Amen), and Kneph, spirit ; botli together being tlie

divine intelligent spirit. In like manner, divine watchfulness, vigilance, or

guardianship, was typified by the head oi a, jackal on a human body, or the

God Anobis. Jackals are notoriously the most restless and vigilant of

Egyptian animals ; and in hieroglyphics are likewise symbolical of Ihe word
Priest; serving to emblematize his '^watchfulness over sacred things:"

(Champollion's Dictionary, in loc.) A hawk with a human head meant the

SovL or disembodied spirit, and so on.

The first step in the deterioration of this system commenced when the pic-

ture of tlie animal which had been originally selected, in wliole or in part,

to symbolize a divine attribute, began to be regarded as sacred by the

vulgar. The jackal became an object of reverence, because his head was used

to express pictorially the vigilance of Anubis. Motives of piety thus conse-

crating tlie picture of the animal, living jackals were thenceforward preserved

at public expense in the temples, as holy emblems of that attribute of Deity

which we term " divine watchfulness." This, at first perhaps a vulgar mis-

conception disavowed by the Priests, was too profitable a source ofadvantage

to the hierarchy not to be soon winked at, and in time completely acceded to.

More sanctuaries with larger enclosures were required, and better salaries for

the jackals' keepers.

We thus arrived at that philosophical point of view, when we behold the

antique Egyptian, in ages anterior to the pyramids, striving to express his

* Unwillinf; to trust to my own definition of the development of writing among
the ancient Egyptians, I solicited Mr. Birch's critical opinion, and have the
greatest satisfaction in referring to it under Appendix H, page 113, infra.
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devout recognition of such an attribute as " divine watchfulness " in his meta-

physical conception of a Great First Cause, couipelled l)y tlie absence (from

its non-invention) o{ any alphabet, to trace tlic allegorical picture o( a jaciaFs

head on a human body : and we have seen how an en:blem so compounded

eventually led to the worship of the /mV;// jackal.

There was no more of fetoechisin, paganism or heatlienisni, in man's first

conception, or primitive deed, than wlien we ourselves write the words
" divine watchfulness" in alphabetical letters. Primeval man could not help

it. He did his best to spiritualize ; his first ideas were abstract, his concep-

tions lofty, his intentions pure. Tlie compulsory niaterialisiii of the means

did not then derogate from tlie spirituality of tlio si/mhol, norfiomthe beauty

of the metaphor. But it was impossible for the many to com])rehend these

abstractions. Their true signification being restricted to the few, the type

was soon forgotten in the sign ; and sacerdotal fraud found its temporal in-

terests too well promoted to divulge, to any but the initiated, who likewise

paid heavily for the privilege, the true origin and real meaning of the union of

a jackal's head on a human body, in the pictorial effigy of the God ANunis.

Thence the transition to animal mummification was rapid and inevitable :

for the time came when the sacred pet of the temple reached the term of its

natural life ; i.e., when the jackal died.

The Egyptians, who had been led long previously, by natural causes, to

embalm their dead men as an act of pietj', allegorized into the mythe of Isis

re-uniting and embalming the scattered limbs of Osiiiis, reasoned by .inalogy,

that it must be meritorious to mummify the carcase of the departed emblem

of Anobis ; and henceforward aWdead jackals were collected, embalmed, and

buried in appropriate catacombs ; especially in those nomes, or provinces,

which, like Thebes and Lycopolis, being under the immediate protection of

the divine Anubis, " lord of the tomb," held temples wherein his animal re-

presentative was peculiarly reverenced.

As it was with jackals, so in general terms the system gradually extended

to other animals, birds, and reptiles ; some being deified or canonized for one

reason, others for another ; a few being reputed clean, while many, from

motives not yet explained, were considered impure; until parts even of the

vegetable creation entered into the category of things sanctified and tnummi-

fiahle. Here the Lecturer called over, and gave brief explanations of the em-

balmed specimens before him ; which, in whole or part, comprised Bulls,

Rams, Jackals, Cats, Dogs, Apes, Ichneumons, Ibises, Owls, Hawks, Croco-

diles, Snakes, iSfC, S^c. : pointing out upon his map the various localities

where they were anciently held sacred, and are still found at this day in the

greatest profusion.

Such was the primeval origin of Egyptian animal worship, the natural

precursor of animal embalment, as deducible from the monuments and the

confusednarratives of classical writers:—institutions and thcocratical practices

which we find increasing in intensity as we come downw.ards in history.

The Priests .alone derived profit from all these superstitions ; and in their

sordid love of gold they communicated the true meaning of the symbols only

to the initiated in hierophantic mysteries—whence the perpetual distinction

between the esoteric and exoteric doctrines of the Egyptian hierarchy.
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We must not judge, said the Lecturer, of this primitive philosophy as it had
been in ante-monumental ages, prior to the invention of phonetic signs, from
the abject form its religious practice eventually assumed among the people,

who were the dupes of the priesthood. The ancient Egyptians were
not worse than their neighbours. Joshua xxiv. 2, and llxodus vi. 3, show
that the world had not been enlightened by any true views of religion prior

to the days of Abraham ; and we are speaking of times long anterior to that

patriarch, when we discuss Egyptian m-igins.

Mr. Gliddon again referred to his previous exposition of the lofty ideas

contained in the " Book of the Dead," for proofs that the early creed of Egypt
was far simpler and more exalted than that of later Pharaonic, still more than

that of Ptolemaic and Roman days : and, after a brief explanation of the

origin of pictorial divine Triads, at the head of which, in his tableaux of

hieroglyphical mythology, we were shown Amoun the Father, Maut the

Mother, and Khons the infant Son, he concluded (says the St. Louis New
Era ) this interesting prelection by reading a sublime definition of the God-
head, under the Hindoo name of Brahma, from Pauthier's French transla-

tion of the Vedas. (" Livres Sacres de 1' Orient ;" Panthion lAtteraire,

1840, kena-oupanichad of the Sama-Veda—Introd., page 18.)*

appendix g.

I have hazarded the assertion, that the existence of a pure Alphabet ; i.e. letters

like our A. B. C. D. can no longer be carried, by the archieologist familiar
with hieroglyphical discoveries, with the results of continental criticism of ancient
monuments and literature, and with Scriptural exegesis, back to the fifteenth

century before the Christian era.

This is regarded by me, not as a, question of dogmatical opinion, but simply as
one of /act

:

—a question in which the prejudices of nations in favour of the
antiquity of their own literature, or in behalf of that of other nations, while treated
with respect, are not the less iuadmissable, in strictly scientific researches the sole

object of which is to elicit truth. In its consideration, the traditions of all countries
must be submitted to an impartial criticism of the sources, the authorities, the
respective epochs of their first graphical registration ; of the transmutations of
written citaracters which the works of such authorities have severally encountered,
since the age in which each author wrote ; of the vicissitudes that history and
pateographical analysis combine to show that these original manuscripts, or the
earliest copies extant of such manuscripts, have undergone, in the transmission of
a given author's writings down to our present day ; and above all, it is an indie-

pensable preliminary to ascertain by whom, and through what medium, these written
traditions have been preserved to us. The principles of criticism contended for,

without its being necessary for my argument to go so far back as Clericus, (" Ara
Critica," 1698,) are set forth by Letbonne, (". Recherches geographiques et

Baltimore, 10th March, 1845 ; Philadelphia Ledger, 15th December, 1846
j

New York Farmer and Mechanic, 24th December, 1846 ; Brooklyn Daili/ Adver-
tiser, 19th December, 1846 ; New York Observer, 16th January, 1847 ; Pittsburgh
Telegraph, 27th March, 1847 ; Charleston Southern Fatriot,20th November, 1847

;

Savannah Republican. 15th January, 1848 ; Mobile Herald, 1st March, 1848
;

New Orleans Commercial Times, Daily Bee, Daily Crescent, 31st March, 1st April,

1848 ; St. Louis New Era, 8th May, 1848.

o
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critiques sur le livre de niensura orbis Terra, compos>^ en Irelande, au com-
mencement du neuviemesitele, par DicniL, suiviedu Texte restitue."—Paris, 1814;
pages 41 to 91 ;) and tlieir application may be seen in De Wette, (' Introduction to

the Canonical Scriptures of the Old Testament ;" Parker's translation, Boston,
1843 ; vol. I., pages 307 to 314 ;) no less than in Porter, ("Principles of Textual
Criticism," hondoD, 1848 ; Chapters I. and V.)

Objections to my negative argument based upon individual preconceptions, that

depart from the general tenor or spirit of the rules contained in the above works,
carry with them no weight in a purely scientific inquiry :— for an inquiry it is ;

and with full consciousness of my own insufficiency to solve the problem proposed,
the following brief definition is herein put forward merely as an inquiry. And the

best evidence I can give of the very slight value I attach to personal opinion,

whenever my humble convictions are proved to have been erroneous, is that I must
commence this succinct tabulation oi facts with a formal renunciation of the doc-
trines entertained by me, six years ago, when I published Chapter II., on the " Art of
Writitig x"—("Chapters on Early Egyptian History," 1843:—pages 11 to 18 ;

and page SC.)*
I will not weary the reader's patience with excuses for former errors, which no

great reading on his part of the works published up to 1842, on these hieroglyph ical

discoveries, will show to have been at that time, and in America, very natural and
venial, inasmuch as Egyptological science has progressed, a little, in the last .six

years ; but submit at once a few extracts from my portfolio, by anticipation of a
future work, in which these facts will be re-considered and carefully elaborated.

As I shall be scrupulously particular in references to authoritative sources, the
critical can, without difficulty, follow my steps on this road of inquiry.

Let me first posite the thesis in the language of Pauthier :

—

" Many centuries elapsed from the day when man first appeared upon the globe
which he inhabits, until that at which, united into society lie discovered the means
of giving a determinate form to his thoughts, until then fugitive, by causing them
to pass into the domain of fhe material world. The first attempts that were made
to establish a link of communication between the world of forms and that of ideas,

must necessarily have participated in the imperfection of man's intelligence, which
could not arrive at its complete development but through the progressive develop-

ment of this grand instrument of civilization. It has been often said and repeated

that language and writing were not human productions, but divine revelations.

If it has been intended to say, that the faculty which man possesses of expressing

his thoughts by numerous articulations and subjected to varied laws, to communi-
cate them by means of certain conventional sign?, is a faculty which he holds from
God, like his other faculties, the assertion was correct ; but if, on the contrary, it

was intended to say, that language and writing were directly revealed by God to

man, essentially incapable of arriving himself at the creation, (for himself,) of any
given language and of the conventional signs of communication, a grave error,

according to us, has been fallen into ; because, human languages, and the signs

destined to represent them to the eye, are too imperfect, notwithstanding the efforts

towards perfection that successive generations have brought to bear on them, to

be the work of God." ("De I'Origine et de la Formation des differents %senies
d'Ecritures Orientales et Occidcntales"—Paris, 1848, pages 1 and 2 :—also in the

same erudite author's, " SiNico-.<EaYrTiACA : Essai sur I'Origine et la Formation

* It is an odd coincidence that, at the moment when an amiable and erudite Reviewer
has been pleased to notice the first and uncorrected edition, (Winchester's, New
York, 184.%) of my little pamphlet, which since that day has passed through twelve

editions, (25,000 copies having been sold by its successive proprietors,) the Author
himself, perchance better instructed than was his lot seven years ajio, should be-

guile a leisure hour in denouncing those very hypotheses, for wliich in that critique

he receives favour, as past philosophical heresies 1 (See the Westminster and
Foreign Quarterly Review; .Ian. 1849; Art. 1V-, " Ancient Egypt.")
The reader may compare the laborious chronological investigations in that learned

Review, (pages 399 and 420,) wherein hardly one Hierologist of the hundred is quoted,

not a single monumental discovery ofthe myriad noticed, with my recent observations :

(" Ethnological Journal," No. VII., Dec. 1848, pages 298 to 302.)—GR.G.
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Similaire des Ecritures Figuratives Chinoise et Egyptienne j" Paris, 1842,
pages 1, 2.)*

It was owing to investigations consequent upon the study of these two works, in

which my accomplished friend, M. Pauthier, has condensed into a few pages,
views historical and critical, on Alphabets, &c., that are not to be found, if at all, in

any two books written in our English tongue, that enabled me, in former lectures,

to lay some general results upon the origin, order, and ages of writings before

American audiences : (see reports in the Boston Evening Transcript, 30th Nov.,
1844 ; and Baltimore Sun, June , 1845.) They are as follows:

—

1st Age.—The figured representation of objects and ideas ; otherwise the pic-

torial age.

Of this age we possess nothing that can be safely referred to primeval

antiquity. All barbarous nations, like the tribes of North America, still strive to

perpetuate their simple traditions by pictuies.

To this age, with a probable infusion of the symbolical element, (although, as

yet, whether of their lost languages, undeciphered writings, or chronology, it may
be said that we literally know nothing,) may perhaps be referred the Pictures and
so-called Hieroglyphs of the ante-Columbian monuments of Mexico, Central Ame-
rica, and Peru. The vigorous researches of Messrs. Squieb, Morton, Gallatin,
&c., rendering imminent some most important discoveries, I advert to Transatlantic

Antiquities merely to show that I am very far from disregarding the labors of my
American colleagues, with the general results of which their kind liberality has

made me acquainted.

On Hindostanic Antiquities—I allude to the Budhist and Brahmanical caves—
very little, chronologically speaking, seems to be known, and that little no longer,

as was fashionable in the uncritical days of the learned but credulous Sir W.
Jokes and his school, claims for them a remote antiquity, in the Egyptian sense of

* The opinion of Galileo, endorsed two centuries ago by one of the greatest biblical

scholars the world has ever produced, is too authoritative to be withheld.
*' Concludam verbis sumnii nostri secuii Mathematici, et novorum inventorum gloria

clarissimi, magni Galilei, System, mund. in Colloq. I., diei ad finem, ' Super omnes
inventiones stupendas, qua ingenii eminentia fuit is, cui venit in iiientem excogitare

modum penitissimas animi sui cogitationes alii cuicunque comniunicandi, et si longissinio

loci et temporis intervallo distant!, colloquendi cum his qui versantur in Indiis, cum
his qui necdum nati sunt, nee nisi mille aut decies milleabhinc annis nascuntur ? idque

quanta facilitate ? nimirum viginti characteres in charta, inter se varie jungendo :

Esto hoc omnium admirandarum inveniiomtm humanarvm sigillum .' " (Walton,
" Bihlia Polyglotta," 1657 ; Prolegomena 11., § l,page 7.) Soliciting attention to the

above remark, that writing is the most admirable of all human inventions, I would
observe, that modern, and especially Egyptian researches demonstrate,that we are under
an illusion if we regard alphabetical or other writing as the invention of one man, one
people, or one age ; because we can now trace the progressive development of the

Alphabetic principle, along a chain of consecutive monuments whose sculptured records

are coetaneous with the events recorded on them, from an imperfect syllabarinm of

fifteen articulations at the IV. Memphite dynasty, down to an almost complete literal

Alphabet in the Demotic texts of the sixth century B.C.: (see Mr. Birch's defini-

tion, infra.) That which it has taken above thirty centuries to develope and perfect, in

Egypt alone, ceases to enter into the category of sudden inventions.

To avoid repetitions, the reader is referred to Walton's discussion of the divine or

human origin of speech and written-characters— (Prolegomena I, sections I, 2 3:)

the former question, that of language, being herein untouched ; as it is first indis-

pensable to reach some definite solution of the latter. And, besides consulting the

succeeding Prolegomena, of this upright and critical scholar on the vicissitudes which

Hebrew literature has encountered, it would be well to study Kensicott, (" Dissertatio

Generalis in Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum;" Oxford, 1780;) on the very defective

condition of existing Hebrew manuscripts, none of which can be carried back more
than 800 to 900 years, and the incessant errors of copyists and translators. " Judseorum
grammaticam vereor essemutilam; ideo Rabbini saspe hallucinantur ;" asserts Luther;

" 1 am amazed, says Miciia:lis, when 1 hear some men vindicate our com-
mon readings with as much zeal, as if the Editors had been inspired by the Holy
Ghost!" (KENNicoTT, " State of the/)ri»/£?(^ Hebrew 'I'ext of the Old Testament con-

sidered ;" Oxford, 1759 ; Dissertation II., pages 583 and 588.)—G. R. G. .
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the adjective. Without covering tlie page with citations let me refer to one of the

most competent among recent explorers, Pickering
; ("The Kaces of Man," &c.

Philadelphia, 1848 ; page 283 j and Chapter xxv. ; Antiqmlies and introduced

Animals and Plants of Hindostan.)

It being vain to look elsewhere on the earth's surface for vestiges of primeval
monuments, we turn to £gypt and to China, whose records will admit of our
following their autochthonous annals, distinct as they are from each other geo-
graphically and ethnologically, back to ages anterior to the thirtieth century b c.

(See my Chronological Parallels between Egyptian and Chinese history, in the Boston
Evening Transcript, 25th June, 1845 : copied in many American Papers, but
with some additions and corrections in the Pittsburgh Telegraph, 23rd March, 1847.)
Of the purely-pictorj'a/ age no remains are extant, in Egypt certainly, in China

probably, coetaneous in erection with epochas so distant and primitive. In both
countriei the exclusively- pictorial age of writings antedates all monuments that
time has spari^d. Mr. Bikch's obliging communication, at the same time that its

authority is incontestable, supersedes any remarks of mine on the state of the
Figurative, Symbolical, and syllabico-PAo7ic(ic system of the Egyptians at the very
earliest epoch of their monumental history ; together with the progressive develop-
ment of the alphabetical principle as we descend from the tombs of the Illd and
IVth Memphite dynasty, (say with Bunse.n b.c. 3,200,) down to the Persian
conquest, (B.C. 523,) the age of quasi-alphabetical Demotic papyri. (Vide infra,

Appendix H.)
The above-named works of Pauthiee, (and his admirable " Chine Ancienne,

d'aprfes les documents Chinois," Pari.s, 1837,) show that, at the epoch of the In-
scription of Yv, (B.C. 2278,) and of the ancient Vases preserved in the Museum of

Pe-king, (b.c. 1800,) the primitive characters, KOU-WEN, had already progressed
from the fure\y-pictorial style into a more cursive writing. The formation and
use of the exclusively-pic/on'a/ characters, therefore, antedate B.C. 2278, in China;
together with the mnemonical use of knotted cords; like the Mexican Quippos, and
the wampum-he\ls of the present Indians.

The resemblances, few in reality, traceable between what of purely-^jfuronVe
characters are still discernable in the earliest legends of China and Egypt, proceed
neither from any known community of physiological origin of the denizens of the
Nile and those of the Hoang-lio, nor from any possible intercourse betvveen these

radically-distinct nations at that primordial epoch, but simply from the rule, that
" similar o luses operating upon similar elements naturally produce the same
effects :"—th;it is, in Egypt or in China, when man wished to write the Sun, he
drew an orb, when the Moon, a crescent, and so on. The picture was necessarily

the same in both countries.

Ilnd AoE,—The altered and conventional representation of objects : otherwise
the transition-^ermA ; when the pictorial signs pass into the symbolical, and
thence gradually into the syllabico-^'Aonc^iC.

To this age belong the ideographic writings of the Chinese secondary period,

classed as follows
; (Pauthier, " Sin.-^gyp.," page 24.)

1st.

—

High ANTifttriTV; b.c. 2637 to 3369—according to the Chinese annalists,

the KOU-WEN, or antique writing.

2nd.—Medium Antiquity; b.c. 820,—the TA-TCHOUAN, or aftcrerf image

of objects.

3rd.—Low Antiquity; b.c. 227,—the SIAO-TCIIOUAN, or t'mape «(i7/ n.ort

altered of objects ;

4th.

—

Modern Times; b c. 200 to a.d. 1123, and still in use,—/our kinds of

current writing and typography.

The above are formed upon principles presenting some few analogies, but in the

main remarkable differences, when compared with the Egyptian phonetic system.

(Pauthieb, pages 98 to 110.)

Under the same age may be classed the llieroglyphical and Hieratic system of

of Egypt, the latter being a tachygraphy or short-hand of the former.
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To the posterior terminus of this age in the order of development, if not perhaps

strictly in that of time, may belong the three kinds of Cuneiform inscriptions, Per-

sepolilan, Median, (not older, so far, than Dabihs, b.c. 520,) and the more ancient

Ninevite ; but, although possessor of the treatises of Longperier, Rawlinson,
and of my old Egyptian colleagne, M. Botta, no less than through Mr. Layard's
courtesies favored with some facilities for study, I am as yet too little versed in

the subject to venture the slightest opinion ; but refer to Hincks, (" On the Three
kinds of Persepolitan Writing, &c."-—Trans. R. Ir. Acad., 1847.) One point, how-
ever, as I declared to M. Botta at Paris, three years ago, when admiring the vast

collection exhumed by this intrepid Orientalist at KhorsabJd, seems worthy of

attention. It is that, were it not for the hieroglyphical records of Egyptian do-

minion over Nineveh. Babei,, Shinar, Naharina, &c. &c., by the Pharaohs

of the xvilith dyn., which establish the existence of the city Ninwe in days con-

temporary with the 15th century B.C., it might possibly be found arduous to sustain

a primeval antiquity for Nineveh, still more for her arrow-headed characters,

beneath the scalpels of historical, exegetical and archfeological criticism. Time
will show ; for it yet remains to be seen what influence Pharaonic conquests exerted

over the later civilization of Assyria. All hitherto developed has been summed
up with great perspicuity and elegance by Nineveh's discoverer, Layabd : {Nineveh,

and its Remains," 1849; vol. II., pages 153 to 235.)
" Albeit that we have but very vague data in this respect, it is exceedingly pro-

bable that all writings began by being figurative and syllabic before they became
purely alphabetical. Many alphabets, such as the Sanscrit alphabet, the Ethio-

pian alphabet, the Persepolitan (without speaking of the Japanese and Coraan
alphabets,) are still almost completely syllabic, and bear evident traces of a

figurative origin." (Pauthieb, " Sin.-iEgyp." page 34 ; and on each alphabet,

consult his " Orig. des Alphabets," passim,')

lllrd Ace.—The purely-;)Aonc(zc expression of the articulations of the human
voice : otherwise the strictly Alphabetical age ; to which belong all writings

which represent no more than the vocal elements of human articulations,

reduced to their simplest expression ; i.e. A. B. C. D. &c.

To this belong the Enchoriul, Demotic, or Epistolographic characters of Egypt j

detached from occasional figurative and symbolical signs : to comprehend which

the reader is referred to the works of Young, Champollion, particularly to De
Sahlcy, Lepsius, &c. My library being in America, I am unable now to quote

passages from their works: but it would appear that, during the 5th orCth century

B c , the purely-alphabetical system was incomplete, if so early, in the indigenous

writings of Egypt.
And here we are met by the earliest known Alphabet, parent of all Semitic Alpha-

bets, which are the progenitors of all European : viz., the Phcenician. Whether
the Phoenicians, in their incessant intercourse with Egypt, obtained from her

civilized inhabitants, their first knowledge of the possibility of writing viith phonetic

characters alone, without the habitual intermixture of figurative and symbolical

signs,* is a speculation I have not space to descant upon. Tradition ascribes the

invention of the Alphabet to the Egyptians, from whom, 'tis said, the Phoenicians

obtained it. The legendary account of the Cudmtean introduction of the twelve

or sixteen primitive letters of the Greeks, from Phoenicia, is confirmed by the

name KaDeM, which simply means the East. The number of phonetic signs

current in Egyptian hieroglyphics was fifteen ; and we have the authority of

Obiges and Jerome for an opinion current in their times, that the primitive letters

of the Israelites, direct descendants of the Phoenician alphabet, wore but fifteen.

I have collected abundant matter in favour of this Hypothesis, but am not yet pre-

prepared to advance it. I do not contest it. But, that the general reader may
behold the probable order of the development of human writings, at one view,

have sketched a Table, in which to the preceding definitions of Pautiiieb, I hav

added a page altered and extended from Gesenihs, to whose profound work I beg

leave to refer for all justificatory details. ("Scripturse Linguseque Phceniciee

Monumenta quotquot supersunt," &c. : Lipsiae, 1837, page 64.)

* Just as the Cherokee-Cadmus, and half-caste Scotchman by the way, Sequoyah,
or the Greybo-sage of African Liberia, from intercourse with Anglo-Saxons, conceived

and invented their syllabic Alphabets.— (" Chapters," page 17.)
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On the above Table a few observations must suffice for the present, be-

ginning with the earliest Phoenician writings. Tlie remoteness of the

antiquity of tlicse is ratlicr traditionary than monumental ; inductively drawn
tlirough classical authority (Hekodotus v., .57, 58 ; Diodouus III., CO ; Pliny

VII., 66 ; LucAN III., 220-1 ; &c.) ; no inscriptions in that character being

extant older than B.C. 394 : (Gesenius, ubi supra, lib. i., page 10 ; lib. iii..

No. viii., 6.) Yet, as its progenitor, the Phoenician Alpliabet, perhajis in a

more archaic form than any now known to us, must have preceded tlie most

—Ancient Greek. _„_„„_„_„_„ Of this the oldest

inscriptions given by Boeckh do not antedate the 6tli @ Oth century B.C.

;

the earliest ranging between the 40th and 60th Olympiad: ("Corpus
Inscriptionum Gra!carum ;" Berlin, 1828 ; vol. i., pages 4, 9, 22.) But, if

the inscription on the colossus at the Speos of Aboosimbel in Nubiasbe coe-

taneous with Psametik I., of the xxvith Saitic d3"nasty, its ;ige may reach

B.C. 650. It is to the erudite Mr. Sam. Sharpe that I owe this suggestion ;

(see Wilkinson, " Topog. of Thebes," 183.5, page 490 :) and for other de-

tails on Greek palfeography conferre II. Payne Knight, (" Analytical Essay
on the Greek Alphabet," London, 1791 ; pages 17, 19, CI, 111, 119, 120,

121, and 129.) Nothing equally ancient exists among

—Etruscan writings :~ „ „ _ _ so far as I glean from Lepsius, (" De
Tabulis Eugubinis, Berlin, 1833 ; and the first volume, all I have read, of

his later work, "Inscriptiones Umbricce et Oscce, quotquot adhuc repertse

sunt omnes;" Leipsic, 1841: andDs Rossi, "Specimen," pages 265 @ 274.)—Lycian Alphabet. I know of it solely through Fellowes, (" Asia Minor,"

1838 ; Plates, pages 225, 226, 230, &c.—" Discoveries in Lyeia," 1840

;

Plates XX., page 169, &c. ;
page 276, and Appendix, page 4.37 : and

D. Sharpe, "Proceed. Philological Soc.," 1844, vol. I., pages 194 @ 216 ;) nor

am I aware of any inscriptions older than the 4th @ 6th centuries b.c.

—Coptic, unnoticed by Gesenius, is a direct and post-Christian descendant

of the twenty-four letters of the Greek Alphabet, with seven additional

phonetic signs taken from the Demotic texts, to represent Oriental articula-

tions which the Hellenic was incapable of rendering : (Chapters, page 18 ;

Parthey, " Vocabularium Coptico-Latinum," Berlin, 1844, passim; De
Saulcy, "Analyse Grammaticale du Textc Demotique,''' 1845, &c. ; Bonsen,
" Egypt's Place," 268 to 269, 480 to 552 :

—

Quatremere, " Recherches sur

la Langue et de la Litt6rature I'Egypte," 1808 : &c., &c.)

Having no knowledge of Numismatics I am here dependent on the obliging

information of friends. I am told, however, that not a single ancient coin

exists, with an alphabetic letter upon it, anterior to the reign of Alexander I.

of Macedon, who died b.c. 461: and without going the length of Vico, Wolf,
or Heyne, in deeming Homer an almost fabulous personage, I am aware
that his books were collected and arranged, besides undergoing many subse-

quent Alexandrian recensions, by Pisistratos, deceased about b.c. 627 : (R.

Payne Knioht, " Prolegomena in ^ojre«rM»j," 1820; iv., v., xxxii. @ xl.,

xli. @ xliii. ; especially Ivi. ; Ixi. on Hesiod, &c. &c.)—that much current

in Homer's name is not Homer''s

;

—that no mention occurs, throughout the

Iliad, of alphabetical letters ; for, in the only passage wherein allusion is

made to writinffs, the vrord is ffij/iara, signs; (II. vi. 168);—and that

Josephus (" Contra Apionem," i., 2) maintains, that Homer did not leave

his books " in writing, but they were learned by heart, and afterwards put

together, and therefore the many different readings :" other ancient critics

holding opinions to the same effect.

Nor will I dwell on the possibility, knowing from his Egyptian mistakes

how often the "Father of History" suffered himself to be imposed upon.
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that the Pelasgian, or Phcenico-Cadnifean " letters inscribed upon Tripods,"
seen by Herodotus, (v., 58) in the Temple of Apollo, at Boeotian Thebes, in
the 5th century B.C., may have been of a far more modern period than the
16th century B.C. ;—era ascribed to that Oriental immigration into Greece
personified in the cognomen (KaDeM, Eastern,) of a mythological individual,
who "sowed dragons' teeth," and " reaped armed soldiers." Tradition, too,
falters in the ascription to Cad.mus of tvi^elve or sixteen alphabetical letters ;

to which an unknown Palamedes added four, and a later Simonides four
more, to complete the twenty-four letters of the Greek alphabet.

Passing onwards to more solid ground, I learn, tliat the most ancient of
primitive Grecian Inscriptions is the Sig^kan in the British Museum. Of
course, in Greek writings anterior and many posterior to the Christian era
(Greek papyri, for instance,) the lines contain no divisions into words. A
few of the best lapidary inscriptions of Greeks, Etruscans, Phoenicians, &c.
have their words separated by stops ; on which conferre Gesenius, ("Phoen.
Mon.," page 66.—See Mr. A. C. Harris' interesting papyric discovery,
" Fragments of an Oration .against Demosthenes," London, 1848 :—and the
exquisite facsimiles of the Codices Ixx., Vaticanus, a.d. 400 ? and Alexan-
drinus, A.B. 450} in Porter, " Principles of Text Criticism," Plate iv., with
his critical remarks on biblical MSS., pages 270@ 275.

—

De Rossi, "Specimen
Variarum Lectionum," &c., Rome, 1782,,pages 256, 294.)
But this iSigcean inscription, like most of the early Greek, many of the

Phoenician and Punic, and some of the Himyaritic, (Fresnel, "Journal
Asiatique," Sept., Oct., 1845 : and " Recherehcs sur Ics Inscriptions Himya-
riques," 1845, Nos. vi., xi., xii., xiii., xiv., xxxii., xxxviii., xxxix., lii., Ivi.,)

proceeds (iovarpotpricov; i. e. forwards and backwards, in alternate lines, like
the furrows of the 0.v-plouffh ; one line reading from left to right, (or vice-
versa,) and the next from right to left. (Boeckh, " Corpus," vol. I., pages
14@22;—De Rossi, " Specimen," pages 237 @ 290.) Egyplinn Hiero-
glypMcs, classed in the 2nd age of my Table, are written indifferently in
either direction ; generally detenuined by the right or left hand side of the
walls of a monuments: (Champollion, "Grammaire Egyptienne," 1836;
pages 18, 19, 20: and Chapters, page 23.) The only instance in which
Egyptian hieroglyphics have been found to proceed boustrophedbn was
pointed out to me by Mr. Birch. It occurs on the Sarcophagus, sup-
posed before Champollion's discoveries to have held the corpse oi Alexander
the Great,—known as that of Amyrtmus of the xxviiith dynasty ; or, ac-
cording to Dr. HiNCKS, of NeXTcNeV of the xxxth dynasty ; date ranging
between b.c. 357 @ 404.

An obscure passage in Festus enlarged upon Lanci, (" Paralipomeni,"
vol. i., book 1,) says in this connection, " the Greeks called Taepocon that style

of writing which descends from top to bottom ;" obviously vertical writing,
as in Chinese books and on Egyptian Obelisks, &c. Deeming this non-hellenic
word to be of Oriental derivation, Lanci reads Taecopon, drawing it from the
Arabic WaKaF, " to stand tipright ;" cognate with a Rabbinical name for
the solstices and equinoxes. This text proves again that vertical writing was
not unknown to the Greeks. Early Arabian, or Semitish nations, whose
usages are generally the reverse of those current among Indo-germanie, or
Japethic families, designated the to-them strange writings of Greeks and
Romans, by the terms MEFRA, reversed, or GONDOLITH, from the hft:
and we find all perfectly-formed European inscriptions taking the latter, and all

purely-Semitish the former direction. The old Hieratic (Hincks, "Ages of
the Papyri," in " Hieroglyphical Alphabet," 1847 ; page 34 et seq. :—and
Papyri published by the British Museum, 1 841 @ 1844 :) and the more recent
Demotic writings of Egypt, whence analogy .and history might lead us to
infer that the Phoenicians derived the first notions of their primitive alphabet.
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proceed, like the latter's direct descendants, the Hebrew, Samaritan, &c.,

also from right to left.

It being legitimately iiifcrlble, then, that all boustrophedun inscriptions,

in each country, belong to an ago anterior to the permanent settlement of
the dexter or sinister direction of such nation's writings, it becomes relevant

to inquire into the direction of the writings of the Mosaic Tables of Stone.
Lanci, indeed, perplexed as all students must be with this enigma, renders

the unpunctuated Hebrew Text (i.e. divested of the Masoretie points which,
not antedating the Oth century a.i)., are of no autliority,') of Exodus xxxii.,

16, 16, in the sense that the Mosaic Tablets were also inscribed boustrophe-

dm

:

—" le Tavole crano scritte ne' due loro procedimenti, di qua e di Id

erano scritte :" (" Paralipomeni," vol. i., page 80, &c.) In short, consider-

ing these Sinai Tables to have resembled in sliape the Egyptian Steles, they

may have been written on one side alone, in a sort of vertical-Boustro/edm;
the Hebrew lawgiver, educated in Egypt, being familiar with hieroglyphics,

(Acts vii., 22,) as well as with the Hieratic current in his day.*
Now, inasmuch as we find the writings classed in the 2nd age of my Table,

such as the hieroglyphics of Egypt, which are anterior to, and possibly the

parents of the earliest Phcenician characters, inscribed from right to left or

from left to right, horizontally or vertically, it will naturally follow, if this

be the correct derivative order of alphabetical writings, that wherever we
we find alphabetical inscriptions proceeding boustrophedon, such inscriptions

represent the elder styles ; in use before the direction of the letters was per-

manently fixed in Phoenicia, Arabia, Greece, or Etruria. Such an indeter-

minate system bears the impress of imperfection ; and marks an age when the

art of writing, in \)\yxiAy alphabetical letters, was still in its infancy. Hence
I infer, that, in the Cth to 7th century b.o,—epoch of the oldest Greek in-

scriptions (see BoECKH, loc. cit.)

—

alphabetical writing was of very recent

introduction among the Greeks, and that it must have been equally imperfect

among their acknowledged teachers, the Phoenicians.

Again, in all these ancient inscriptions, the number of letters varies from
sixteen to twenty-two—averaging, however, eighteen or nineteen in the best

Phoenician and Greek inscriptions. Such, at least, is the result of my enu-
meration of the letters contained in the alphabets of Gesenius ; (Tab. i. @ iv.:

but see De Rossi, " Specimen," note, pages 322 @ 346.) Pliny, (" Hist,

Nat." vii., 5(i,) quoting Auistotle, states that the primitive Kadmman,
—i. e. Oriental,—alphabet liad but eighteen letters : and we find that the

early Greeks rarely used the zade, san, and koppa of the modern Hebrew
twenty-two-\eU.ttedL alphabet ; neither did they, nor any other European

* If these Mosaic Tablets antedate the 7 th century b c. (of. DeWette, Munk,
BoHLEN, or the "History of the Hebrew Monarchy" London, 1847, pages 332 to

338, on the ages of the Books of the Pentateuch,) when alphabetical inscription

was yet so unregulated as to proceed boustrophedon, it becomes probable, that the

characters written on them were of the anterior, or 2nd age of my Table --i.e. not
alphabetical, but syinbolico-figurative ? which hypothesis is favored by Exodus
xxviii., 21 ; wherein the contemporaneous pectoral of Aaron is described as

having, on the ThuMIM, the twelve Tribes' " names engraved in the form of seals ;"

perhaps referring to some symbolical species of Heraldic Arms, or zodiacal standards,

by which each Tribe was typified : (Cf. the mystagogic analogies collected by
KiBCHER, "(Edipus ilOgyptiaeus," Rome, 1053 ; vol. ii., part i., page 21 : and by
Drummosd, "(Edipus Judtticus," London, 1811, Plate 15 ; explained in "Disser-

tation on xlixth chapter of Genesis.") But, for an entirely new translation of

Exodus xxxiii., 11, to xxxiv., 10, let me refer to Lanci ("Paralipomeni," vol. i.

page 179, ct scq); and see some curious rescarchus into the original order of the

Hebrew Alphabet in his most scarce, because confiscated, work : (" La Sagra
Scrittura illustrata," &e. Roma, 1827, pages 209 to 250.)
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people, adopt the unpronounceable ain or gnain of Semitic nations

;

(Gesenius, page 67 ;) so tliat tlie Plinean and other traditions of pristine

sixteen or eighteen letters are confirmed by the oldest Grecian inscriptions.

Their teachers, the primitive Pbcenicians, can hardly have used more tlian

fifteen or sixteen letters, as tradition also ascribes to them ; but there being

no Phoenician monuments extant as old as the 7th century, a doubt must
be reserved. It is likewise maintained, by Origen and Jerome, that the

old alphabet of the Hebrevps had but fifteen letters ; and inasmuch as

Hebrew characters are an affiliation of Phoenicia, the Phoenicians could
scarcely have possessed more. Now, the phonetic system of the Egyp-
tians, in their hieroglyphics, comprised but fifteen or sixteen syllabic-

articulations, or primitive letters : (see Lepsius, " Lettre a Roaellini"

Rome, 18.36 : Bunsen, " Egypt's Place," page 280 : and Mr. Birch's

critical synopsis, infra.)
If, then, in the 7tli century B.C.—period of the oldest purely-alphabetical

documents extant—the art of writing in these characters was so defective,

so undetermined as frequently to proceed boustrophedun, and the alphabets

themselves contained no more than from fifteen to nineteen /erter* y if such,

I repeat, was the condition of paloeography in the seventh century before the

Christian era, on what grounds reallj' historical or monumental, and upon
what valid authority, arcliseologically and not hagiographically speaking, can
the \mrc\y-alphabetic system of writing be carried back to the tenth century,

B.C. ?—still less to thefifteenth ?*

But it is imperative to deprecate ttw objections ; one of the Indologists,

and the other of the Hebraists.

The former may assert the primeval antiquity of the Devanaoari, " writing

of the Gods;" or Sanscrit, "the most perfect alphabet of all the known
tongues. Far from bearing, like the alphabets of Semitic languages, the

stamp of a painful and slow invention, still hampered by the trammels of

figurative characters, it seems to have been formed by the highest philoso-

phical and analj'tical intelligence that has yet appeared in the world :"

(Padthier, "Systemes d' Ecrilures," &c., page .583; with its derivatives,

the Thibetan and Pali-Cingalese, pages 584 @ 586.)

The two latter having been invented long after the Christian era, the

parental Sanscrit alone calls for a few citations.

I dispute not that the " Sacred Books " of Hindostan may have been com-
posed as far back as the fourteenth century, n.c, although unable to com-
prehend upon what solid ground this doctrine of Colebkooke's is based; be-

* The preceding Table having indicated the consecutive and gradual development

of the alphabetical principle through long cycles of time, from the ante-monumental

period down to the 7th century B.C., it required no great length of interval between

the oldest known inscription of the 7th century B.C., and the first adoption by the

Phoenicians of their primitive alphabet of fifteen or sixteen apyaia or Trpwra

oTO()(tta, to raise up a number of pupils in the art. George Guess, alias

Sequoyah, among the Cherokces, and the African Sage among the Grevbos of

Liberia, when once they had »een European writing, found no more difficulty in

inventing and rendering immediately current among their respective people, the

peculiarly-shaped alphabet each had conceived, than did Ulphilas among the Goths

in the 4th century, a.d.. or Cyrillus among the Sclavonians in the 9th. At this

day Missionaries fabricate new alphabets for barbarous and distant tribes with

remarkable facility, no less than some new languages. Take, for instance, amid

other delicinua examples, "Original Sin" in the Ottojii grammar,—TLACA-
TZINTILIZTLATLACOLLI : or "repentance" in Delaware,—SCHIWE-
LENDAMOWITCHEWAGEN : (Gallatin, " Trans. American Ethnological

Society of New York," 1845 pages 29,33, 35, &c.)
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cause, when I read Burnouf, (" Introduction a 1' Histoire du Bouddhiame^'
and his " Corainentaire sur le Ya^na ;"—not before me to quote, nor on the

catalogue of tlie British Museum Library ;) no original Sanscrit MSS. were
mentioned of any but a post-Christian antiquity. Nor will Orientalists, who
have realized how thoroughly the instinctive habits ofmodern Asiatic nations

represent those of the ancient, deem that consummate skill in manufacturing
" sublime Poetry" among erudite Pundits who so successfully duped Wil-
FORD, at all of recent origin :

" sicut erat in principio," &c.*
The very fact that the Sanscrit is the "perfection of alphabets " implies,

that it is the result of long anterior ages, occupied by some minds, somewhere,
in progressive stages towards perfection. And, while it not impossible that

this perfect syllabarium owes its formation to intercourse with Greek intelli-

gence, or to Himyar, through Abyssinian Ethiopia, it must be remembered
that no Father is ])roposed to us for the Sanscrit alphabet : (Of. Wall,
" Ancient Orthography of the Jews," &c. ; London, 1840 ; vol. ii., pages

270,403® 409; Plate 4.)

When, therefore, the contenders for the ante-diluvian remoteness of the

furty-eiffht-lcttcTcd Sanscrit Alphabet can produce any i'to«c, or other record

older than the " column of Allahabad in honor of Tc>iANDRA-GouPTA,f

Sandracottus," cotemporary with Seleucus Nicator, b.c. 31.5, it will be time

enough for H ierologists. Sinologists, Hellenists and Hebraists, to take into

account the pseudo-antiquity oi Sanscrit Alphabetical literature.

" Cadono le citta, eadono i regni,

E I'uom d'esser mortal par che si sdcgni.''

(Metastasio's paraphrase of S, Sulpicius' letter to Cic^o.—Epist. V, lib. 4.)

The Hebraist calls for infinitely higher respect ; but there are well mean-
ing persons who, disregarding the herculean labors of the Exegetists, and

• That the poninsula of Hindostan thronged with varied populations, possessed

great Empires and a high state of culture, in ages parallel with the earliest monu-
ments of Egypt and China, upon whose civilizations India exerted, and from
which she experienced influences, in the flux and reflux of Humanity's progressive

development, no one, nisi imperitua, will deny : but the hallucinations about early

Brahmanical science in Astronomy, when their Zodiacs are Greek, their Eclipses

calculated backwards, and their fabulous chronology is built upon Chaldean

magianism, leave the historical antiquity of India prostrate beneath the axe of the

»Aor(-chronoIogist. " Un astronomo puo, se vuolc, far le tavole dell'ecclissi che

avranno luogo di qui a cento-mila anni, se il mondo esisteril ; c puo ugualmente
determinare lo stato, nel quale sarebbesi trovato il ciclo centomiranni fa, se

il mondo esisteva :" (Testa, "Dissertazione sopra due Zodiaci," &c. ; Roma, 1803,

page 23.) The Hindoos, in concocting their primeval chronology, merely added a

naught to Babylonish cyclic reckonings ;—4,320,000 years, instead of 432,000 I

(De Bbotonne, "Filiation des Peuples," 1837 ; vol. i., pages 234 to 251, and
414.) See ample confirmations of the above view in the critical work of Wilson,
(" Ariana Antiqua," 1841

;
pages 17, 21, 24, 419 ; 44, 45 ; and particularly page

439, wherein it is shown, that numismatic studies cease to throw light on Indian

antiquities about the middle of the 3rd century n.c.) It is the more essential

herein to point out the excessively-modern invention of the Sanscrit alphabet, in-

asmuch as a learned Architect, whose work abounds with similar oversights,

regards the Cuneaiic inscriptions of Perscpolis, " as merely a selection from among
the complicated characters of the Sanscrit Alphabet! (Ferguson, "True Princi-

ples of Beauty in Art," &c ; London, 1849
; page 270, and again page 289.)

t Who may be a later Tchandra-Goupta,—" how are the mighty fallen !"—of
the Rathore dynasty of Kanoudj r 6th to 7th century, a.d. ! (Pauthier, note
ubi supra ; and Trans, Asiat, Soc.of Bengal, .lune, Nov. and Dec. 1835.)
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wilfully ignorant of the first elements of biblical criticism, which are very

accessible now-a-days, even in the English tongue, reason upon Hebrew
literature as if King Jamks' FersJ0« really had been ^'printed (Job. xix., 23,)

in a booh" and in the English vernacular, at Mount Sinai, some 3^50 years

ago.*
No archfeological discussion can be held with such Until they have, at

least, perused Nouton, ("Evidences of the Genuineness of the Gospels,"

Boston, 1844, vol. ii. Appendix on the Old Testament, Section iv.) But

to the Hebrew scholar 1 propound the following interrogatories :

—

I.

What MSS. of the Hebrew Text, now extant, antedate the 1 1th century,

Anno Domini ?

(Kennicott, "State of the printed Hebrew Text; Oxford, 1753-9 ; 1st

Dissertation, pages 306, 307 ; 2nd. Dissertation, page 465 :
—Ibid.

" Dissertatio Generalis ;" Oxford, 1780; § 132, pages 110 and 113.—
Walton, "Biblia Polyglotta," 1657 ; Prolegomena vi, § 3 ; vii, § 3 ;

&c.

—

De Rossi, " Introduzione alia Sacra Scrittura ;" Parma, 1817, page
34.

—

Porter, "Principles of Textual Criticism ;" London, 1848 ; page

81.)

II.

Is not each of these a copy of one or more lost MSS., which had all

undergone Masoretic recensions ? And is not each one of existing

MSS. in a very corrupt state ?

(Walton, Prolegomena, ii., § 38, 39 ; § 40 and 45.—Kennicott, 1st Diss, pages

234, 263 ; 2nd Diss., pages 53 and 58 ;
" Masora," pages 222 to 306 ;

" the Hebrew Bible was printed (ad. 1487 ?) from the latest and worst

MSS.," page 470 ; "Errors in our English Version," pages 579 to 588.

—

Ibid, " Diss. Gen.," § 13, 14, 19, 25, 28, 60 to 62, 73, 76 to 132, for

specific corruptions of MSS., and of printed Text.—De Rossi, " Compen-
dio di Critica Sacra ;" Parma, 1811, page 7 ; "Horrible state of Text,"

pages 9, 22.

—

Ibid. " Introd. ;" " Massora," pages 20 to 22.

—

Ibid, " Speci-

men Variarum Lectionum Sacri Textus ;" Rome, 1782 ; pages 446 to

460.—BosELLiNl, contro Chiarini, "Nuova Collezione d'Opuscoli ;',

Bologna, 1824 ; pages 186 to 202 ; in annihilation of the authority of

Masoretic vowel-points, &c.—Porter, " Masorah," pages 53 to 67 ;

" Corruptions," pages 60 to 66, and Chapters v., vi.)

• " II y a des gens, says the most philosophic of many truly-learned Rabbis

Maimonides, "il y a des gens a qui il r^pugne de voir un motif dans une loi quel-

conque des lois (divines) ; ils aiment mieux ne trouver aucun sens rationel dans

les commanderaens et les defenses. Ce qui les porte 4 cela, c'est une certaine

faiblesse qu' ils ressentent dans leur ame, mais sur laquelle ils ne peuvent raisonner,

et dont ils ne sauraient rendre aucun compte. Voici ce qu' ils pensent. Si les

lois devaient nous profiter dans cette existence (tcmporelle), et qu' elles nous

eussent ete donn^es pour tel on tel motif, ils se pourrait bien qu' elles fus-

sent le produit de la reflexion et de I'intelligence d'un homme de g(nie ; si au
contraire, une chose n'a aucun sens comprehensible et qu' elle ne produit aucun
avantage, elle emane, sans doute, de la Divinite, car la reflexion humaine
ne conduirait pas 4 une pareille chose. On dirait que, selon ces esprits

faiblcs, I'homrae est plus grand que son cr6ateur ; car 1' homme, (selon eux)

parlerait et agirait en visant i un certain but, tandis que Dieu, loin d'agir de meme,
nous ordonnerait, au contraire, de faire ce qui n'est pour nous d'aucune utilitc', et

nous difendrait des actions qui ne peuvent nous porter aucun dommage." {Del-

Idlal el Khayercen" ; Hebraic^, More Neboukjiim.—" Guide to the Strayers."

Ch. xxxi. : Munk's Translation ; Paris, 1833.J
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III.

Is not the earliest date, assigned to the Masora Rabbis, the foundation of
the College of Tiberias, in 506 Anno Domini?

(MuNK, "Examen," in Cahen's Exodus, page xv.—Ibid., " Palestine," 184.5,

page CU.—D'Of.ivET, " Langue Hebnuque Rostifu6e," 181.5: Introd.
paj;e 33.—-De Wette, " Introduction to the Canon. Scrip :"- —transl. Pak-
KEB, Boston, 1843, vol. i, pages 346 to 352.)

IV.

Did the present Square-letter characters of the Hebrew Alphabet, called
ASHUUI, or Assyrian letters, exist prior to the third century,
Anno Domini? Gesknius expressly says, " Scripturam quadratam
seculo demuin post Chr. tertio ortam esse." And tlie profoiindest
Semitic scholar of the age, Michelangelo Lanci, for 39 years " Profes-
sor of Sacred Philology" at the Vatican, thus declares :

—" le assirie

forme degli ebraici manoseritti ben lungi dall' esserc di Esdra, vengono
dal secondo, o ter::o cristiano secolo, epoca del gerosolimitano Talmud

;

e nel sesto, settimo et ottavo secolo, epoca dell' .araba ealligrafia,

prcsero quelle forme nuova gentilezza nella figura, si pcrfezionarono, e
giunte a perfezione non mai piu fecero cambiamento."

("Scripturse Lingua;que Phcenicia: Monuraenta," Leipsic, 1837: lib. ii., cap. 8,

sec. 41, and page 78.—Imo, " Geschicte der Hebraischen Spraehe und
Schrifte:'' Leipsic, 1815, page 8, 140 et seq.—De Wette, vol. I. Appendix,
pages 489 to 502, &c.— -Lanci, " Osservazioni sul Bassorilievo Fenico-
Egizio—di Carpentrasso,'' Roma, 1825; page 127.

—

De Rossi, "Spe-
cimen," &c., 1782, pages, 315, 316, note.)

V.

What else but the Coin-letters on the Shekels current at Jerusalem
.asfar back as 141-2, n.c, or the reign of Simeon, prince of the Macca-
bees, can have been used by the anterior Hebrews in their sacred
code? Previously to the third century, a. d., at which datcthe/orm
of Jeteish letters was changed? And as far back as the time when
EzEKTEL, (n.c. 690 to 636,) writing in Ch.aldea, inscribed the

crmiform CWre-letter, T, Thau, in verses 4 and 6 of his Chapter ix. ?

Not the only place where Thau occurs:—(1 Samuel xxi., 13;
.lob xxxi., 35 ; Psalms Ixxviii., 41.)

(KiRCHEB, "Prodromus Coptus ;" Rome, 1636, pages 162 to 166 ;

—

Ibid
" G^dipus iEgyptiacus," 1652; vol. II., Part 1, 87 and 146.

—

Walton,
Table of Alphabets, page 38, Proteyomena : II., § 29; IIL, §31.

—

De
Bossi, "Specimen," pages 341 to 344.—Kennicott, 2nd Diss, pages
49 and 161.—"Diss., Gen.,'' sect. 27, &c.—Gesenius, " Gesehicte,''

pages 150, 151, 170, 176.

—

Ibid, " Phoen. Mon." Tab. iii., and page 78.
"-Lanci, " Sagra Scrittura," cap ix., page 209, et sen.-~lBii), " Para-
lipomeni," I., 228, &c.—Ibid, " Monumiinto Fenicio di Carpentrasso ;"

Rome, 1824, page 126.

—

Letbonne, "La Croix Ansic," 1846; pages
33 to 35.

VI.

What was the Alphahet of the Hebrews before the Captivity, in the

seventh century, b.c. ? What the shape and the number of its letters ?

The number of letters on theCVjwof the M/vocaiiee princes yield an Alphahet
composed of but 17 @ 19 letters, at b.c. 142., instead ofthc 22 now in use :

(Walton, Table, page .38 ; Gesenius, Tab. III. ; Munk, PI. 8, and 21 :)

and Orientalists need not be reminded, tliat in the ratio of our recession into

antiquity, the palajography of Semitic languages becomes indeterminate, the

scriptio plena is less regular, and the use oithcmatres lectionis, Aleph Vav,
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and Ion, A, U, I, more and more vague : (De Wette, vol I., page 489.

—

MuNK, " Palestine," page 439.)
There must liave been an age when, like the parental Phoenicians, the

Hebrews had but 15 or 16 letters ? An age, moreover, that cannot be far

removed from the 6th @ 7tli century B.C.—epoch of the oldest purely-

alphabetical inscriptions extant ; wliich proceed boustrophedon, and are

otherwise imperfect. Now, we have passages in tlie most auttioritative

Hebrew writers, Josephus and Philo, confirmed by the only Hebraical

scholars among tlic early Fatliers, Origen and Jerome, to tlie effect that,

" tlie Canonical Books of the Hebrews were 22, according to the 22 letters

of the Alphabet." It follows, then, that the Hebrew Alphabet must liavo

attained to 22 letters, before the Canon of the Jews was closed.'''

Better scholars than the writer affects to be may, perliaps, be able to de-

monstrate the existence of Tpurely-alphabetical writing at the unltnown era

of the universal flood.—G. R. G.

NOTE ON THE DEVELOPMENT of the SYSTEM of WRITING
HIEROGLYPHICS.

BY SAMUEL BIRCH, ESQ., OP THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

fAppendix n. referred to uhi supra, page 91.)

Before entering on this question, it is necessary to bear in mind the

meaning of the following terms :

—

A.

—

Symbolics : Hieroglyphic symbols used to express ideas, and never
pronounced or read except as the idea was.

B.

—

Determinatives : Symbols, never pronounced at all, placed after

groups of characters whicli were pronounced, and used to detei^

mine or fix tlieir meaning. They are the same as the Chinese

keys, or radicals.

C.

—

Phonetics : Symbols used to express sounds, and not ideas, forming
groups which express the sounds or spoken words of tlie ideas

intended to be conveyed.

C. "

—

Alphabetic : Expressing one articulation.

D. —SyllaMc : Expressing a syllable.

Tliis last may be

—

D.' —Limited : Employed to express one or few ideas.

D."

—

Extended : Used extensively in the texts.

• This legendary era fluctuates between Nehemiah, B.C. 420, a.s the highest
point, and the book called Ecclesiasticu.<i,u.c. 232 ; (Hobne, "Introd. to theCrit.

Study of the Holy Scriptures," 1838, vol I., pages 37 to 34 ; II., page 534 ;) but

it may possibly be brought down to the lowest date attributed to the LXX. version,

B.C. 130.—(Porter, "Principles of Text. Crit.,"' pages 83 to 106.) If it be ob-

jected that several Psalms, the last chapter of Proverbs, and the Lamentations of
Jeremiah, commence each verse with a letter of the alphabet, arranged in the

latter's present order of 22, and ergo that the existence among the Israelites of

22 letters may be carried back as far as Solomon and David, 10th to 12th
centuries B.C. : it might with equal critical fairness be argued, that this circum-

stance merely adds another to the many reasons, why these particular texts cannot
have been written by the parties to whom Rabbinical tradition ascribes them.

(Cf, on each head, De Wette, apud Parker, vol. II.: and De Rossi, " Speci-

men," pages 332, 333.)
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E.

—

Inherent : Tlie character whose pronunciation exists in another,

although not actually written.

F.

—

Uomplement : The character written after a syllabic symbol to com-
plete the syllable ; when omitted, it is inherent in the syllabic

symbol.

G.

—

Honwphone : A symbol having similar sound to another, and used
in other examples of the same word.

I. Supposed antecedent primseval period of pure picture writing—no re-

mains existing.

II. Archaic period, iv.-xn. dynasty. Pure hieroglyphics, elaborately

sculptured, especially in the details,* which are well carved. Linear hiero-

glyphics, which depict the form by its outline only ; used for ordinary pur-

poses.t At this stage there was no purely alphabetical system ; but, on the

contrary, the phonetics consisted of sixteen monosyllables, commencing with

the articulations a, b,f,g, h, i, k, m, n, p, r y_ I, s, t, sh, Ih, u. The pro-

cess by which this had been deduced from pure picture writing appears to be

this :—

I

Originally, the object was a symbolic, i.e., expressed its own direct mean-

ing ; thus, a. sieve depicted was kiii, "a sieve"; a mouth represented "a
mouth," pronounced ru ; but the two written togetlier depict the ideas

mouth and sieve, or if pronounced, the sound hu-khi, which expressed in the

spoken language " to know," or inverted k'hi-uti, in the same primarily-

spoken language " to," or " at." It is evident, that the misapprehension of

meaning suggested the syllabic development, as a person reading off a purely

symbolical system of picture writing would naturally present to the ear com-

binations of monosyllables different from what was intended to be seen by

the eye ; and human intelligence could soon perceive the value of tlie appli-

cation. At this age, the monosyllables, which end in vowels, generally have

the vowel inherent (e), and not expressed as complement (b) ; which

was added to recall to memory the syllable. Thus, the syllable khi is formed

by the sieve, in itself khi ; or by the sieve and two cross-bars, the syllable

lu or tii ; thus, k'h [[i]—R'ni Qu].§ At this period, the symbols were occa-

sionally doubled, or even trebled, to express the value of unusual sounds, as

Kill, KiiA, KHAUA, for KHAD, " altar," showing that the language was in a state

of formation or transition. At this age, the use of symbolics and determina-

tives prevailed, and all the great principles of the language were laid down.

• Vtse .Journal, vol. li. iii., Coffin of Mycerinus.—Table of Cheops at the Wady
Magara.

—

Leon de IjAborde,—Voyage dans I'Arabie Petrco : Tombs near
Pyramids, Burton ; Ex. Heir, pl. xxvii.: Lepsius, Auswahl.—Taf. vii., Pyramid
of Dashour.

—

Vyse Journal, vol. iii.

f Quarr^-mor/is'ofGreat Pyramid; Vyse Journal, 1. c.

—

Lenormant, Cercueil

de Mycerinus.—PI. li. Lkpsids Auswahl, Taf. xiii.

—

Vyse Joiu-nal, vol. iii., se-

cond pyramid.

X BuNSEN, Egypt's Place ; vol. i
,
page 446.

§ IIiNCKS, " On the Powers of Eg. Alph.," 1847, conceives that there was a

pure alphabet, and that the complements merely recall the name of the characters,

as be tor b, cee for c. This theory being founded on the interchange of

homophones.
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The interchange of homophones is rare. No hieratical writing known till the

xi. dynasty : the first instances being on the coffin of the queen Mentuhept,*

and the king ENCENTF.F.'t'

III. Epoch of National Greatness, xviii.-xix. dynasty. Introduction of a

greater interchange oi homophones (g). The Hieratic writing developed, ex-

hibiting unequivocal traces of a syllabic system, and employing a less extended

number of determinatives (b), owing to its less pictorial character ; but not

exhibiting any nearer advances to an alphabet—standing in the same relation

to the hieroglyphics as writing to ouv print.

IV. Epoch of Decadence, xx.-xxvi. dynasty. Commencement of a revo-

lution in the language, indicated by a much greater number of homophones ;

that is, the syllables which, up to that period, had been in general carefully

distinguished, are promiscuously interchanged ; and many symbolical signs

incorporated gradually into the system. This was perhaps consequent on
the Egyptians being subjected to foreign influences, and thus becoming
acquainted with the more extended systems of the Assyrian Cuneiform

writings.

V. Egypt's Fall. Introduction of the Demotic or Enchorial. First ap-

pearance of partly alphabetic and syllabic system of more limited range than

the hieratic ; containing still fewer determinatives, and representing the then

spoken language. It is an outgrowth of the hieratic writing, which it super-

seded for the legal and ordinary purposes of life—the hieratic being retained

as late as Trajan. The demotic, late under the Roman Empire, super-

seded entirely the hieratic, and was ultimately itself extinguished by the

Coptic. It was an attempt to assimilate the Egyptian system of writing to

the Alphabetic Phoenician.

As far

Assyrian.

The CUNEIFORM Writing,

as yet decyphered, appears to class as

—

Armenian.

'J

Chaldean.

Phonetic.

Syllabic.

II.

III.

Syllabic

Determinative groups preceding ;

not following as in hieroglyphics.

Median.

disappear.

Alphabetical.

Persian.
|

No determinatives ! words

carefully divided by a wedge, or stop.

British Museum, 25th Jan., 1849. S. B.

• A copy of this coffin, made by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, exists in the

Museum collection.

f In the British Museum. Bunsen, Egypt's Place.

Q
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EXCURSUS

ON THE ORIGIN OE SOME Of THE

BERBER TRIBES OF NUBIA AND LIBYA.

[With the former number of the Journal terminated the series of

" Lectures on Egyptian Archooology," which we announced to our

readers in November last. We feel quite sure that all will admit that

they have far more than realized the promises we then made in regard

to them. Mr. Gltddon has taken up the subject with so much enthu-

siasm that his notes and elucidations have very much exceeded, both in

quantity and interest, the series of reports which forms the groundwork

of the papers. The method of treatment is by no means calculated to

do anything like justice to the writer, but it was unavoidable, under the

circumstances, and it has at least the advantage of throwing a great

amount of matter into a. very limited space. These Lectures, in their

present form, have been received with such favor by those best able to

appreciate them, and their interest and value are so obvious, that it would

be quite superfluous iu us to say anything further in their praise. We

shall therefore only observe, that to the general reader they give a better

idea of ancient Egypt than could be obtained by the perusal of many

treatises of far greater pretensions ; that to those commencing the study

of Egyptian Archieology, they will be found invaluable as a guide and

book of reference ; while to the most accomplished Egyptologist they

introduce some new facts, and place many old ones in a very novel and

important point of view. On the present occasion, we lay before our

readers a dissertation of another kind, suggested by an argument glanced

at in a former page, and which at our request Mr. Gliddon has de-

veloped into a distinct paper. It forms an appropriate sequel to the

Lectures. This will terminate Mr. Gliddon's labors for the Journal,

for some time to come. He is now preparing for a new series of Lec-

tures to be delivered in America. They will commence about Autumn

next, and will comprise, in addition to the latest hieroglyphical discoveries,

an account of Assyrian and Persian Antiquities, embracing all the Cu-

neiform subjects of Perscpolitan, Ninevite, and Babylonish Sculptures, as

far as they are as yet understood.]—L. Bukke, Editor of the Ethnolo-

gical Journal.
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The name Berber, conjectured {"Ethnological Journal" No. VIII.
;

note, page 844 ;) to be cognate with the Hamitico-Shemitish words, B-EREB-
BAR, the-Westcrn-Son, or Son of the West, has suggested some inquiries ;

in attempting to develop which I have become more than ever convinced of

the importance of Arabic, as the most copious of Semitic languages, in

elucidating many geographical names of Northern Africa preserved to us in

Egyptian hieroglyphics, and in Hebrew records. Without further preface,

I beg leave to submit a few of these coincidences to fellow-students of

Ethnology.

Tiie works of Leo Africanos, Cervantes de Marmol, D'Herbelot, Gra-

BERG DE Hemso, and of my respected friends, M. D'Avezac and Mr. W, B.

Hodgson, wherein may be found extracts from Arab historians, El-Musoodce,

Ebn Khdledoon, Edreesee, &c., &c., will satisfy the inquirer, that there is

scarcely any new etymology, within the verge of possibility, which may not

be attributed to a word that, in names of tribes (often physiologically dis-

tinct) and localities remote from each other, stretches along the face of

Northern Africa from the Indian Ocean, through Nubia and the Libyan

Oases, to the Atlantic.

Berber, sometimes pronounced B'reS, has been traced to the Arabic BeR,

earth, doubled as if it were written BcR^BeR, " terra -terra," to imply an

autochthonous origin ; or to BAR-BeR, son oi earth. One need not pause on

^eS.(eyeh, Arabice desert ;—BeRBeKa, to murmur

:

—BaRBARA, a bawler :

the Chaldee BARA, or the Arabic BARRA, outside, without: nor on the

Coptic BERBER, hot; which is as reasonable and gratuitous as if we
were to derive Berber from the Turkish "Berrab6rr," together, "assieme,

ensemble !"

Procopius' etymology is BARR, terrce-geniti; while to the Arab chroniclers

" Berr is the descendant of ilazirg, nephew of Canaan, grandson of Ham :"

—

or else " Ber, son of Mazig, nephew of Canaan, parent of Berranis ;" (Qy.,
the Arabic Barranee, foreigner, "oMto'(fe-barbarian?") :—or according to

other traditions, " Ber, son of Kis, nephew of Ailiim, one of the shepherd

Kings who fled into Africa :" supposed to be confirmed by the well-known,

and probably apochryphal, Greek inscription loft us by Procopius, * which is

said to have been fuund in Phojnician characters at Carthage :
" We are

they who find from before the face of the robber Joshua, the son of Nau."
They are said to have been introduced into Barbary by Afrikis, whom my
learned friend M. Fresnel very properly considers, like Z>/joM-iV(3(tc«z:, Dho-uCl-

• " De hello Vandalico," lib. II., cap. 20. St. Augustine is silent in regard to

this inscription. The most critical proof in favor of its authenticity is given by

MuNK, (" Palestine," note, page 8 1) who contends that the phrase utto Trporrwirov,

from before the/ace, is not Grecian, but a translation from a true Ph(onieian or
Hebrew idiom, as in the Greek version of Old and New Testaments : (quoted also

with similar remarks by Higgins, "Celtic Druids," 1827 ; Appendix, page 314.)
Fur all classical quotations on the identities between Hebrew, Canaanitish, anil Punic,
sue Walton, "BibUa Polyglotta," 1657 ; prolegomena ii., section 17:

—

Gesknius,
"GesAictc der Hebraisohen Spracbe und Schrift," Leipzig, 181.5

;
page 8, &c.:

—

and Ibid. "Soriptur.TB Linguaeque Phoenicia; monumcntu," Lipsia), 1837
;
page 12;

G3, § 15 ; and 64, E. § 35.
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Karnej/n, Lokmdn, D/iou-Enosh, 8ic., Sec, a personification of Bacchus:*
on which hereafter. Tlio Berbers, or " chi per loro," say their progenitors

were Amelekites, and also Sabeeans, even drawing their pedigrees from
tlie Tobaite monarchs of Himyar. If so, tlieir language ought to partake of

Cushite affinities ; and it is perhaps a mere coincidence that in the dialect of

Zliafar " mWra " means son ; the root I fancy to be perceptible in B-EREB-
Bar.

While the greater number of Arab historians derive the Libyan Berbers

from the Asiatic Continent, it must be admitted that EnN Khalkdoon con-

tests their descent from Abraham, Goliath, Amelek, Afrikis, Himyar, &c.,

&c. ; without adducing, however, any positive proof to the contrary : (cf.

ScHULz's translation, Jour. Asiat., 1828 ; pages, 138 @ 139).

The derivation furnished by Abdalkeb, that " Bar, son of Lakis Gailan,

King of Egypt," to whom the people answered, " Bar Bar ;" i.e., "5ar lives

in the desert;"—and that of "Afrikin, son of Kis, son of Safi, of the Himyarite

race," who said to his followers, " Ber Beratcum,"—" your country is very

barren "—or, " your country is a land of wheat "

—

(D'Hehbelot, " Biblioth.

Orient.," page 185,)—more correctly perhaps, " the land is i/our own land :"

—these derivations the philologer dismisses with a smile. The Hebrew word
LOEZ, signifying a stranger, who knows neither the holy language nor the

law, in the LXX. is rendered fiapfiapog ; and this has been connected with

"Barabbas," the thief, translated "son of shame and conftision !" (Calmet,

in loc.) Unfortunate Berbers !

The appellatives ftapfiapoi., barbari, (said to be applied in the form Varo-

vdras, or Warawras, by Hindoos, to outcasts,) barbarians, or in its pristine

Greek sense more strictly perhaps strangers, were bestowed on the Libyan

Berbers in very ancient times : (see Appendix J.J : and they are recog-

nizable, B and V being alwaj's interchangeable, in the Verves, or Ver-

vices of Roman geography : but whether the barbarous habits of these

nomadic- tribes gave birth to the proper name Berber, or vice-versa, is

what I do not pretend to define. Edreesee terms Barbary the " land of

the Berbers ;" and it would not be incorrect to transcribe it as Berberia, in

lieu oi Barbaria.

Without speculating whether the Berbers of Barbary and those of Nubia be

or be not affiliated nations, I proceed to examine the antiquity of each.

* " Recherches sur les Inscriptions H'myariques :"—(Jour. Asiat., No. II., Paris,

1845
; p. C5.) This reference, together with that profound Orientalist's discoveries

and researches into the EMili tongue, still spoken by the Mout-arribas of Mirbat

and Zhafar, the incense-country of S. Arabia, ("Jour. Asiat." Dec. 1838 ;

Fresnel's .^th letter ;) precludes the necessity of adducing reasons why, much as I

admire the erudite author's yeograjihical inquiries, I doubt Forsteh's reading of

BeRBcR, on the ^r/cn-insci iption : (Hist. Geog. of Arabia," 1844, vol. II., page

399.) Neither am 1 yet prepared to accept the antiijuity claimed by Messrs.

Forster and Fuesnel for these alphubelical inscriptions of Himydr. The analo-

jrical argument found its place in foregoing pages : meanwhile compare Hunt,
("Himyaric Inscriptions," 1848 :) Wall, ("Examination of the Ancient Ortho-

graphy of the Jews :" Part IL, London, 1840 ; PI. 4, and pages 403 to 409, Ac.)

and Pautuiek, ('• De I'Origine et de la formation des differens Systimes d' Ecri-

tures Orientales et Occidentales " Paris, 1838 ; Ethiupic Alphabet, page .'>80
; and

Sanscrit idem, page 584.)
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Tl.e incdcrn Nubians ostentatiously boast tliat they are Beryrri in the

singular, and Barahcra in the plural. To them Berber is a term of honor.

Berber is still the capital of Upper Nubia ; and hierologists are a'warc that

conquered Nubian families, -vvliose name is orthographed BRBli in the legends

of HoRUS, Sethos-MENErHTHA, Ramses-Mai-Amon, read by Rosellini DaKo-

BaRo, and by me simply Barahera, are extant as far back as the middle of

the xviiith dyn., say the sixteenth century B.C. : (cf. Birch, " Gallery of

Antiquities, part II., pages 68, 80, 104.) We thus prove that people of this

name, whose lineaments are exactly similar to the Nubians of the present

day, occupied the same localities above Egypt, some 3,500 years ago.

In sculptures of the .same age we find a Nubian divinity, called in the hiero-

glyphics BARO,(Rosellini, M.R.,voh UI., part I., pages 350, 372,392; part

II., page 28, &c. :) and it is known that the word NuB,* gold, is the root of

Nubia, from that region's proximity to the auriferous provinces of the Upper

Nile, Fazoglu, &c. : (seemy note in Morton, " Crania iEgyptiaca," 1844, page

50 ; and for all information and the best maps of these golden vicinities,

—

which 4,000 years ago attracted the avidity, and the Nigritian expeditions of

Pharaohs of the xiith and succeeding dynasties, as in a.d. \^9'd oi Mohammed

jlli^—vide Russegger, " Reisen in Europa, Asien und Africa," Stuttgart,

1841-5.) But this name NuB is likewise that of another Nubian deity, still

more mysterious, Noub, Nubti, Nubei, (Seth ? Num ?) ; whose phonetic de-

signation sometimes presents us with the same radical doubled, as ^^oub-

NouB. May there not be a similar duplication of the name of the God BARO
in that of the Nubian people, the Baro-Baro, or Berbers ?

It must be borne in mind, notwithstanding, that this name, which Rosel-

LiNi reads BARO, (compare Nvhnvb, part I., pages 303, 304,) is now con-

sidered, with apparently sufficient reason, to represent that of the Asiatic

divinity Baal: (Bunsen, "Eg. Place," pages 426, 415, 450 :—Hincks,
" Hier. Alphabet," page 43, and fig, 100.—Consult, on the twelve Baals of

Scripture, identified with the mystic figures in the Obscene Papyrus of

Turin, Lanci, " Paralipomeni," vol. II., ch. vi., page 76, et scq.) Never-

theless, it does not seem quite clear how an Egyptian Pharaoh should be

likened to a foreign Deity, " victorious like Baal," &c. ; and, whether we read

L or R, the name is spelled in four difibrent ways ; thus, Rosellini,M.R., PI.

xliv., fig. 2, BARU ; liv , fig. 1, BAR ; Ivii., BARE ; Ixviii., BAIR.

It is perhaps a mere accidental coincidence, that the Baro, " a very large

river," and the Birbir, a tributary of the Godjeb, together with the "country

of Berri," Barry, Ber, should still be appellatives in the Berber regions of

the Upper Nile : (Beke, " Nile and its Tributaries ;" Jour. R. Geog. Soc,

1847 ; vol. xvii., pages 41, 47, 69, &c.—Ibid., " Origin of the Gallas," 1848 ;

page 6.) The same root is perceptible in the River Astaboras, Asta-

BARO« ? I owe this idea to M r. W. D. Nash.
^^^

« Cf. Buksen's reading of GnlJB, Nubia, instead of our unintelligible Chub,

in Ezekiel xxx., 5 ;
(" Egypt. Stelle," ii , page 6 ;) and other very ingenious philo-

lo"ical connexions of the hellenizod name Canopus ; Akah-n-'Sova, " the land of

Gold"—\n Lanci ("Lcttre 4 M. Pbisse," 1847, pnges 119, 135. 1.38, 150, 151).

Mr. Shakpe suggests in preference, Aa/i-n-A'«m, "City of (the God) Cknoumis,"

or Knouphis.
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Turning' our attention to Darbary, \vc find it maintained by an excellent

authority, (Grabeko de Hemso, " Spcccliio geograpliico e statistico dell' Im-

pcro di Marocco," Genova, 1834, pages 251, 29G, &c.,) that the Amazirghs,

descendants of tlie Mazigs, Masici, the most ancient inhabitants of the Gharb

from the Nile to the Atlantic, never heard the name oiBerber, by our author

considering an atopism of the adjective barbarous, i?o)'Ja»-«, previously to the

year a.d. 694 ; when the Spanish Jews, fleeing into Africa, styled such of

their co-religionists as had been previously established there, those vfhoni

European writers had called " the Philistines of Darbary," by the depreciatory

title of '
' Yeh6od-cl-i?e?-ier," the Jews of Barbary. Moreover, that no Jewish,

Christian, or Muslim historian uses the word Berler,hcioTe the second century

after the Hedjra ;—that the Greeks and Romans, " non si sa troppo pcrclie,"

and afterwards the Arabs, gave to these Amazirghs the name of barhari, or

barbarians, whence Berberi became their foreign appellative. The Moors

call them B'RABER, or Beraber.

They are undoubtedly the Ma^vtQ of Herodotus, (lib. IV., 191,) traceable

in the Masici, Mazicus, Macce, Macii, and other Roman corruptions of the

indigenous name Amazig, Imazig, &c. : (Castiglione, "Recherches surles

Berberes Atlantiques ;" Milan, 1820; pages 89, et seq. : also D'Avezac's

article on Berbers in the " Encyclopedic Nouvellc," vol. I., sub voce.,

B and M being interchangeable letters, it is just possible that we might read

Barbarica, Barbaridoe, Bauri, instead of Marmarica, Marmaridee, and

Mauri, in Libyan geography? Behtholet, (" Guanches," Memoiresdela

Sodete Ethnologique ; Paris, 1841 ; Tom. 1. , part I., pages 130 @ 146 ; and

1845, Tom. II., part II., pages 83 @ 111 ;) has satisfactorily demonstrated

the consanguinity of the unfortunate inhabitants of the Canary Isles with the

Berbers of Libya ; and if they could reach the Islands of the Atlantic, the

same people may have occupied others in the Mediterranean, particularly

Malta.

This is somewhat confirmed by Acts xxvii., 2, 3 : where St. Paul calls the

inhabitants of Mclita " barbarians " (Berbers ?) ; a terra scarcely in keeping

with their liumane reception of shipwrecked voyagers. Nor is mention made

of any interpreter, which is quite in accordance with what is known of the

close relationship between Hebrew, Canaanitish, Punic, and probably Berber

dialects : (but compare 1 Corin. xiv., 11 ; and consult Newman, " On the

Structure of the Berber Language," apud Puicuard, " Researches into the

Physical History of Mankind," vol. IV., Appendix 2.)

Having myself spoken Maltese before I could converse in English, I can

attest that the present inhabitants ol Malta use a mongrel language so full of

Mitghrabee Arabic, that a Maltese and a Barbaresque can perfectly understand

each other. They both represent physically and linguistically the relies of

an earlier people, who seem to have been in part a Berber afiiliation with a

Phoenician superposition : (Lenormant, " Cours d' Histoire Ancienne," 1838,

pages 280-1.)

While better classical scholars than I pretend to be must decide whether, in

ancient Greek and Roman writers, the words (3ap/3apo(, or harbari, by us

rendered as the adjective and noun barbarian, may not sometimes mean lite-
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rally the proper name of the nation Berbers (?) ;* tlio liistoriographer of

tliese Mogliiirba tribes, himself a Uerbcr, Edn Khaledoon, (3rd Book, on the

" Kabail cl Berber,") says of tlieir speech, " JVa loghXtehiim min d?-KOTANET

e?-ADjEMEEYET,"—and tlieir tongue is of the foreign (i.e., not Arabic, and there-

fore barbarous !) gibberish." The whole passage runs—^" Their tongue is a

species of barbarous jargon in which several dialects are distinguislied : it is

this language whicli gave rise to their name:"

—

CSuhulz, translation of

" History of the Berbers "

—

Journal Asiatique, 1828, Tom. ii, page IISJ.

In this connection how many epithets, applied by strangers to foreign na-

tions, and by the former perpetuated as if tliey were really indigenous no-

menclatures of the latter, are either unknown to, or when known, disavowed

by the natives themselves ! Frank, Arabice Frangee, Hindostanice Fer'injee,

if a title of honor in Galhc tradition, is now applied by the Muslims to all

Europeans, English or Russians, as a term of contempt ; although in the time

of Francis I. it was simply the Osmanlee for a Frenchman. It is from the

all-grasping acquisitiveness of the Avares that we derive our adjective

" avaricious," although in their language the name signified noble : but the

most curious of these phenomena is perhaps met with in the word Schlave.

Of yore, individuals of the \a.st panslavic migration, which, anciently as at the

present hour, (De Brotonne, " Filiation des Pcuples," vol. I., page 349, &c.)

unable to force a passage westwards through the Teutonic barrier, was com-

pelled by the " vis a tergo" of still fiercer marauders to form a geographical

semi-circle to the East of German races, captured and sold in Roman slave-

bazaars were called by their proper name Sclavi, Sclavonians, whicli in their

own tongue meant glory, illustrious, heroic, according to Balbi,—(" Atlas,

Discours Pr61iminaire," 1826, pages 33, 34 ;) and Prichabd, (" Researches,"

1841 ; vol. III., pages 404.) We inherit its misapplication in our word

slave. And to carry out in this example the strange vicissitudes that words

have undergone, accidentally or through design, in the process of trans-

lation from one tongue to another at different ages, by reference to Cahen,

(" La Bible, traduction nouvelle, avee I'Hebrcu en regard," Paris, 1834-47 :

—the best, if by no means a faultless translation of the Old Testament,)

and to Sharpe, {'^ T\\c New Testament translated from Gricsbach's Text,"

London, 1844,) the intelligent reader can easily verify how, in almost all

those instances where our vulgar English version has the word "servant," the

original Hebrew has ABeD, slave, and the original Greek SouXoe, slave : a

fact hitherto too much disregarded by ethnographers. (See Postscriptum.)

So it is with the Arabic appellatives ddjem and rotana above quoted. The

former, in ante-Mohammedan periods when the chief commercial relations of

the B6dawee tribes of Yemen, Oman, Hadramaut, Nejd, Irak, &c., were

limited to the Persians, was applied by the Arabs to the inhabitants of Iran,

• Tho reverse seems to be called for in Hesiod's " Memnon,—king of the

Ethiopians :" which, instead of being translated as a geographical name, and in

consequence sending the student on a fruitless hunt after this fabulous or mythical

personage among the Negroes of Africa, if rendered "king ofthe swn-hurncd-Jaces"

becomes a generic term, the ethnographical description of any swarthy Asiatic /
people, who may have accompanied their chief to the fabled siege of Troy. /
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in its sense of foreign, ns the strangers " par excellence ;" yet in the colloquial

Dttrig of Cairo, by the designation dtijemce, or Muss'ree dgemec, the Egyp-

tian now-a-dajs means a Persian to the exclusion of any other people. Is

it not possible that the misuse of the term ddjem, understood as a Persian

when it literally means a foreigner, may have given birth to the legend that

Persians settled in Barbary ? (See D'Avezac, "Bulletin de la Soc. Geog.,"

1840 ; Tom. xiv., page 227.)

The tradition that Persians immigrated into Barbary rests, I believe, on

the authority of Sallust, (" Jugurtha," § 18 ;) and is supposed to receive

confirmation from the name of the Libyan tribe Phaiirusians, Pharuses, &c.

(Pmnv, v., 8 ; and Strabo, xvii., § 7 ; note in French edition, vol. V., page

400 ;) in which the word Pliarsee, Persian, is perhaps disccrnablc. Unable

to comprehend how Persians could have reached Barbary without leaving

on the route some trace of their passage, I accept this merely .as anotlier

legend which attributes a foreign (ddjem) and Asiatic origin to some if not

to all branches of the Berbers.

With respect to the latter, the dialect current among the Amazirghs of

Ghadamis is called "crtana" by Baldi,* on the authority of Lyon, who says

it is thus termed by the natives. Now, in Arabic, rutana means a jargon,

and riitdna a mixed tongue. It is a depreciatory designation applied by

exotic Arabs to idioms whose articulations are in soutid uncouth to their

auricular nerves, and cannot therefore be the indigenous name given to their

own speech by native occupants of Ghadamis, or of any other region.

The same principles wiU doubtless account for some misapprehensions

current in relation to the word Berber ; but with respect to its antiquity in

Africa, whether it be a name indigenous to the Amazirghs or not, the other-

wise ingenious objections of Oraberg de Hemso fall to the ground the

moment we prove, from the monuments of Egypt, (ubi supra,) that a similar

people, equally "gentes subfusei colorls," existed in Nubia and Austral

Libya, 3,500 years ago, as their descendants do unto this day, registered in

hieroglyphics as the BRBR, Bardbera, or Berbers. And this is one of a

thousand instances at hand which ought to convince future writers on African

and Asiatic ethnogr.aphj', that to leave aside the discoveries of the Cham-

pollionisis in these questions, is " to act the play of Hamlet, the part of

Hamlet being left out by particular desire :" (Chapters, pages 39, 31 :—see

also on Berbers, pages 42 and 47 :—and for the most perfect representations

* " Erlana ou Touarick "—Balbi, "Atlas Ethnographique," 1826; Mappe-
monde, " Langues Africaines," PI. i., and PI. xviii.—See also on Atlantic Berbers

PI. xviii. ; Nubian Barabera, PI. xvii. ; Guanches, PI. xvii. and xviii.

—

Ibid. " In-

troduction," pages 204, 207, to 212.—Ibid, "Abr^gide Geographie," 1833 ; pages

8 9, 888, 889 ;—also Castiolione, " Berbores," page 112—Cf. Hodgson, "Notes

o7 Northern Africa, the Sahara, and Soodan," New York. 1844, page 25. It is

owing to the valued friendship of this gentleman, the most accomplished Orientahst

of the United States, that my inquiries were directed to these Berber affinities :

see Ibid, pages 13, 33, and 63: also his previous paper, "the Foulahs of Central

Africa," 1814, page 18 :—MonioN, " Crania yEgyptiaca," page 38:—Pbiciiard.
"Appendix to the Natural History of Man," 1845, pages 557 to 560 : and

Pickering, " Address to the American Oriental Society," Boston, 1843, pages U
to 21.
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of Nubian, Bishdrree, and Abdbde families at this day, consult the beautiful

Plates of PiussE, "Oriental Album," 1846-8.)

A fortunate accident placed my own investigations on a different track.

Mr. R. K. Haight of New York, to whose beneficent co-operation I am
proud to acknowledge myself debtor for the transatlantic and Parisian facili-

ties of study I have enjoyed since 1842, in the course of augmenting his

choice arclia;ological library, purchased at Paris, in 1843, a very curious French

Manuscript, by an anonymous but most proficient Orientalist, apparently

compiled in the reign of Louis XVI. ; that is, prior to Napoleon's Expedition

to tlie Levant of 1798. It is an Essay, in answer to the inquiry—" Quelle a

6te, pendant lestrois premiers siecles del'H^gire, I'influcnce dn Mahometisme
sur I'esprit, les mceurs, et le gouvemement des peuples chez lesquels il s'est

6tabli ? " There are some marginal notes, by another hand, attributed to

SiLv. DE Sacy, which enhance its value ; but, written by whomsoever it may
have been, this Manuscript was penned by a first-rate Arabic and Turkish

scholar ; because the technical expressions, " toumures de phrases," he

adopts at every page, are such as no European, who had not resided for a

long time in the East, and held direct intercourse with Arabs and Turks in

their own tongues, could liave perceived ; while few could have literally

jammed so much information into tlie same narrow space. One example of

this nicety of appreciation will suffice for the Orientalist.*

The Arabian Musliraeen, in devout resignation to the volition of Omnipo-
tence, incessantly utter the sentences " In-sha' Allali," if God wills, " M^-
sha' Allah," what God wills, reverently and in humble doubt as to the result

that Providence may accord to their prayer.

Very different is the enunciation of these pious ejaculations in the mouth

of the imperious Turk ; who still encampedamid the ashes of once-populous

Empires his blood-reeking sabre has rendered desolate—a hated foreigner in

all realms that still writhe beneath his agonizing grasp—while he usurped

the dominion and much of the language, took naught of piety from the

Arab but his " odium theologicum."

To understand how, where, and when this scourge of humanity arose, and

the fearful part tlie Turkish race has played in history, (of which it seems

to be the tiger-cXcmcni,) together witli the philosophical argument exhibiting

the immense action of the Osmanlee as a stimulus to European civilization,

compressed by the Turkish barrier into a limited area of development, the

reader must consult Chinese annals, beautifully unfolded by Jardot ("K6vo-

lutions des Peuples de I'Asio Moyenne," Paris, 1839). I question not the

• In adverting to that critical discrimination which betrays the thorough Orien-

talist " malgri lui," I derive real satisfaction, quite refreshing inasmuch as it so

rarely falls in my way, in recognizing among the pjriind merits of Mr. Layahd's
" Nineveh," its author's accomplishments as a skilful portrayer of Ottoman and
Arabian peculiarities. Wherever a Turk discourses, the niceties of his expressions

are rendered into English with marvellous exactitude ; while none but those who
have actually lived among Arabs and Bfedawees could have so faithfully delineated

their national habits of .speech. I regret that want of space obliges me to limit

this tribute of Oriental recognition to a glance, for some delicious Turkicisms,

at vol. I., pages 44, 46, 68, 74, 7G, 142, 159, 16.3, 233, 237 j and for well-defined

Arabismt to page 58, and Chapter IV., passim.

R
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political utility of tliis circumscribing force ; altliougli since the time of the

Empress Catherine it has ceased to operate. Tlierc was a Sect in early

Christianity that worshipped the memory of Judas Iscariot, on the pica that,

if he had not betrayed the Saviour, the world could not have been saved.

(Cf. Stuauss, " Life of Jesus," in loco.)

The Mongol-Tartar,* parent of the present ruler of Byzantluni,had pastured

his horses on the remote banks of the Hi, for unnumbered ages before, as the

HiAN-YuN, his predatory propensities attracted Chinese attention about the

twelfth century, a.d. Thence accompanying his sanguinary rise to power and

dire career of spoil and foray through Central Asia ;—as the Hioung-nou,

B.C. 200 ; Thou-k!u, whence Turk, a.d. 652 ; merging through the plunder-

ing HoEiHE and Hakas into the conquering Seljook, about a.d. IOOO;—we
behold the Ottoman ; much altered physiologically owing to amalgamation

with the hapless females of Greece, Circassia, and Georgia, if but little in

his moral characteristics ; a barbarian on the outskirt of civilizations he can

never accept ; tolerated by political sufferance and the international jealousies

of European powers ; whose remorseless tyranny is borne with curses loud

and deep by all populations under his rule, amid the still-echoing shrieks of

slaughtered Nestorians.

" nation inhuman, rapacious, and vile !

At once the reproach and the scorn of the Nile
;

As he reddens ashamed of the alien Race,

And his tide curls in anger at Egypt's disgrace !

What avail thy rich harvests, thy deep-bedded glebes.

Thy thrice-yielding crops, or thy wool-growing meads,

O, Laud of the Pharaohs ! The sons of thy soil

For the Stranger must till, for the Stranger must toil." t

• Easbid ed-Deen, vizir of Guazan Khan, compiled a history of the Mongols,

ostensibly from their own traditions, which must have comprised many apochryphal

accounts ; inasmuch as alphabetic writing, derived by tliem from contact with

Syrian Christians, was unknown to Mongolian liordes until the time of Genghis
Khan, a.d. 1210: (Pauthier, "De 1' Origine et de la Formation des differents

Systemes d' Ecriture Orientales et Occidentales," Paris, 1838, page 587-8.) His

work became the authority to subsequent Eastern historians ; especially to Anoo'i-

GtiAZEE in A.D. 1654. The latter endeavoured to attach the ethnologic ally and

geographically-distinct traditions of the Mongolian race to the genealogical system

of the Jews, as introduced, with manifest alterations, into the Arabian Kur'an.
" Japheth, son of Nuii (Noah,) went (says he) tovvards the East ; and it is from

him that descend the people of these countries, divided afterwards between two

brothers, TARTAR-Jir/ian and MoGouL-TifAan."

All this is fabulous in itself, besides being contradicted by Chinese annals :

(Jabdot, vol. ii., page 5.) These unhistorical origines of nations are now adverted

to, as a prelude to the discussion of the xth chapter of Genesis, (sec " Ethnol.

Journal," No. VL note, page 254,) whereby it will be demonstrated that, under the

personifications " Shem, Uam, and Japheth," their fifteen sons, and seventy-two

grandchildren, the Hebrew geographers, whose ken of the Earth's superficies was

even more limited than that of Eratosthenes, about b.c. 240, have never alluded

to, nor intended, Mongolian, Malayan, Polynesian, American, or Nigritian races.

Albeit, I agree with Rosellini, " la seric del nomi de' discendenti di NoO e una vera

ricenzione gcografica delle varie parti delle terra ;" (" Monumenti Storici," vol. I.,

page 8 ;) so far as the world's surface was known to the Savans of Jerusalem : at

what probable age will form part of the contemplated exegetieal inquiry.

t Posthumous poems by the late John Gliddon, U.S. Consul for Egypt; Cairo,

1842. They embody the feelings with which the Egyptian Arab regards the pre-

sent as well as any future Osmknlee dynasty.
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Accustomed to crash opposition with liis iron topooz (Turkic^, mace,)

and defying all obstacles but a bayonet's point, the Arab phrases " In-shd

Allah," and " MasIuV Allah," in the mouth of a real Turk no longer signify

" j/God wills," and " what God wills," but are uttered with the tone and air

of certainty ; as much as to say "/will it."*

To bring the case home by a parallel illustration. Our English word
" guess," current in England in its Johnsonian sense of " to conjecture—to

judge without certain principles ofjudgment," when transferred to the United
States bears, in common parlance, the signification of " certainly, without

doubt, to be sure." And as a familiar example of ho-a propcrnameshtcome
changed by transportation to different countries, let us instance the story of

John Flint, an English emigrant, who, settling in Pennsylvania, found his

patronymic translated by the Germans into Feuerstein. Unsuccessful in

his operations in that State he moved into Louisiana, where the French

colonists named hvca Pierre a fusil; and in later days he departed this life in

New England as the lamented Peter Gun ! t
This sample of the Oriental discrimination of the unknown author, to

bring which within the comprehension of the English reader has led me
into some prolix digressions, is one of many that display the Eastern know-
ledge of the writer of Mr. Haight's manuscript. He gives, moreover, ap-

propriate extracts from the best Arab authors, among them Ehn Khalegati}

Ehn el-Raqieq, Hadjee Khaleefa, Edreesee, El Mahri;e::ee, El Mdsoodee, Ebn
Khiiledtion, &c. &c. ; and it was their perusal that suggested many new
ideas to me, leading insensibly into various fields of research ; through which,

during a summer's recess from lectureship in 1844, I stumbled upon .what I

* Perhaps the reader doubts ? Let me convince him by " qua;que ipse miserrima

vidi." During the terrible plague of 1835, the provinces of the Thebaid were
recusant or the Mamoors dilatory in the transmission of the taxes to the Treasury

of Cairo. Mohammed Ali promulgated a Firman, which, while it threatened the

extreme of Egyptian barbarities to all parties in case of further delay, contained

the following Arabic sentence : "fa la te-qvoloo In-sha'-AlIdh wa ba-Izn-Hlah, lain

Allah la and'hoo daawu kulleean feeha :" " and say ye not if God wills, and by the

permission of God, because God has nothing whatsoever to do with it.'' A copy is

on file among my papers.

f Excellent remarks on the changes that have taken place in national tongues,

together with the rules to be followed in discriminating between the physiological

race of a given people, and the language spoken by such people, may be consulted

in Balbi (" Atlas,—Diseours Prdliminaire," pages 75 to 86). In African philo-

logy and orthography the most extraordinary transmutations of sounds and letters

have occurred, so as to justify or invalidate almost any hypothesis. Thus, Can-
nibals are " severally called liemretn, Lemlem, Demdem, Yemyem, or N'yumn'yum :"

(W. Desboeough Cooley, "Negro-land of the Arabs," 1841 ;
pages 112, 135,)

It would be easy to prove that in African nomenclatures all the letters of the

alphabet have been transposed, in the course of passing from one language to

another, during some 3,000 years of monumental and written history. If to all

these accidents be added the blunders of copyists, and the difficulties of Semitic

and especially Arabian orthography, when so much depends upon a point, the

reader, for whose gratification these pages are written, will benevolently concede

that lapsi are inherent in these disquisitions ; remembering the most humane of all

Scriptural texts : (1 Corinthians, xiii , 13.)
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believe to be the key to the xtli eliaptcr of Genesis. A fragment of tlicsc

results may not be unwelcome to tlie reader.

Two families of man, outmunbering at this day in Marocchinc territories

alone three millions of population, one aptly described as the French and the

other the Belgians of Africa, (Graberg de Hemso,) very distinct in habits and
appearance, and comparatively unmixed with each other, dwell along tlie

Northern face of the African continent from the Oasis of Ammon to the

Atlantic, under the generic name oi Attkz\\i.Gn, Mazirgh : (^sometimes with

the Hamitic feminine article T prefixed or suffixed, as T-amazirgh, or Ama-
zirgh-T.) They are reputed to have imbibed little alien blood from contact

with Phcenico-Carthaginian, Greek, Uonian, Vandal, Arab, Jewish, or Nigri-

tian amalgamations ;* and are respectively known as the Shillouus and the

Berbers. Both were comprehended probably in classical geography by the

name of Masyes, Masiges, Mazici, &c., whereby the Latins softened the

rigidities of Amazikgh ; meaning free, dominant, or " most noble race."

Tlie Shillouhs, whose occupation of Barbary is sufficiently ancient to be

lost in the night of time, would seem to bo autochthones. The Shillouhs

themselves say they are Aborigines of the M6ghreb-el-acsa : also that tlicir

ancestors, besides using the Berber idiom, wrote and spoke in " Qelam Aboo-

Melek," the speech of Abimelech, or rather of the Amekite. Tliey speak a

language called Shilha, (see the vocabularies of my valued Egyptian col-

league, KcENiG ; apud Jomard, " Kficucil des Voyages,"—Soc, Geog., 1839,

Tom. IV., page 130, &c. : and Hodgson, ubi supra, pages 33 @ 35 ;) which

commences at the Oasis of Seewah, intermingled with Arabic t now front

contact witli Egypt, as in the days of Herodotus, when the Ammonians were

said to be a " colony of Egj'ptians and Ethiopians," (lege, not Nigritians,

* D'AvEZAC, "Esquisse generale de I'Afrique," 1S37, pages 45 to 47.— Ibid,

"Bulletin, Soc. Geog.," Tom. 14, 1840, pages 227, 228.

f Here I would observe, that the vocabularies I have seen, except the concise

but very accurate ones of Mr. Hodgson, such for instance as Shaler's of Berber
tongues, are full of Arabic ; especially in all words implying civilization. More
discrimination ought to be used to separate the palpably exotic from the indigenous

tongue. This fault is remarkable in European accounts ol other African languages.

"Their common enemy is the Arabic," observes one of the most qualified of Afri-

can explorers, Richardson, (" Travels in the Great Desert of Sahara," 1848,

page 228, &c.) I was much amused last year by finding, in the so-called transla-

tion of tlie " First three Chapters ot Genesis" into the Sooahelee Language, by
the Rev. Dr. Khapf, that, if the Arabic terms of civilization be deducted from
their contents, there remains little beyond a mere barbarous jargon ! (see "Journal
of the American Oriental Society," No. IIL, Boston, 1847, pages 2G1 to 274.) I

have often thought that instead ol' wasting time in the manufacture of new versions

from a corrupt Original, for wild tribes that will never read them, it would perhaps
be more expedient to correct our own : on the innumerable errors in which see tiio

laments and vain appeal of Kennicott, ("Dissertation 1"— 1753-9,

—

Introduction,

and page .'567 :
—"Dissertation II.,'' pages57y to388 ;)—of Bellamy, (New transla-

tion of the Bible : "General I'refaee," and remarks pM.vj'm ;) and besides infinite

other proofs before me of the loud call for a new version, let the following title

suffice for the critical reader ;
" The Holy IJible, containing the Aulhorizeil Ver-

sion of the Old and New Testament, with twenty thousand Emendations (I)''

—

(London; Longman, Brown, and Co., 1841.) I have examined this corrected

translation on some important particulars, and find the old mistakes perpetuated

with exceeding great fidelity.
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but " s\m-humed-faecs") their language pnrtaking of both. These Ammo-
Dians are the ANaM"»M, of Gen x., 13 ; (here 1 differ entirely from Lenor-

MANT, p. 245 ; Calmet, and the generality of commentators ;) and owing to

tlie infusion of Egyptian blood, were probably a fairer race tlian the Nas-

Ammones of Herodotus, the Nahsu-Amonians, Negro-Ammonians, of jMr.

Birch : (" On the Hieratical Canon of Turin," Note, page 6.) Castiglionk

affirms, that of the names Macce-Ammonii, or Macce Amnii (Amazig-Am-

monians) the Greeks made Mesammones, and t\Kr\ce Nasammones. The wor-

sliip of Amuii was not confined to this Oasis, but extended over Libya :

(" Berbercs," page 91.)

On turning however to biblical commentators, to seek for the geogra-

phical habitat of tlie Casluhm, KSLH>»i, Gen. x., 14, (the sentence is

wrongly punctuated in our version,) the reader is made to travel from the

Eastern provinces of Lower Egypt, .is far as Cholcis on the Euxine in the

liopeless chase. By restoring the Hebrew letters of that verse to their pri-

mitive MS. state, " uno ao perpetuo ductu," rejecting the modern Masorctic

points as not invented till the sixth century a.d., and disengaging the plural

IM, we may read Yiah-^M-LuiiAm, : the counterpart of what a hierogram-

matlst would have written SHiLL0UH-A:a/(, " Land of the Shillouhs," or

S/iiLHay whereby this name takes its natural place in the Oases, and indi-

cates one of the most ancient and widely-spread families of Barbary. Their

cognomen is easily identified in the designations Zilia, Zilis, Zelis, Zilca,

Salinsi, Zikactce, Massyli, Xilohes, MaaaaiXijivEg, or Amazig-lA\)yvi.x\s, and

Masscesyli, or ^ma^«y-Shillouhs, of the kingdom of Fez, &c. in ancient

classical geography, and modern maps. Ebn Khaledoon expressly declares,

that the Berbers " descend from Keslotidjim, son of Mizraim, son of Ham :"

(ScHULz's transl., pages 140-1.)

I dwell not on the generic name of all Barbary in Gen. x., 6, Phut (who,

be it observed, has no children, alias colonies,) PhoUT, Fout, (softened into

Fiis, Fez, in Morocco,) the ancient Futeya, Phouti, &c. of the Maps ; still

preserved among the more distant Foolahs of Africa, in jFooto-Jallon, Foota-

Toro, Fouta-'QonAow, Foota, &c. : (see the very erudite inquiries of my ex-

cellent friend, D'Eiciithal, " Histoire et Orjgine dcs Foulahs "—Soc. Eth-

nologique, Paris, 1843 ; vol. II., pages 7 @ 9, 140 @ 146.) This name is

common enough in hieroglyphics as PhuT-kah, the "iow-country ;" the

generic name of Libya, as in Nahura III., 9. It is here adverted to, to dis-

tinguish it from the specific name of tribes more contiguous to Egypt, with

whicli it has been confounded by Hengstenbeiig, and by many besides Le-

N0R.MANT (pages 235 and 245). I allude to the Naphluhim, Gen. x., 13 :

NPTH m. It is ludicrous to read what the old commentators make of them !

By re-dividing the word into 'HiVhaiaTuVi-lm, we obtain the Coptic tran-

scription of the Egyptian name for nomad tribes of the Western skirts of

Lower Egypt, NIPHAIAT—now driven far into the desert, from the once-

populous vicinities of Lake Mareotis ; since the introduction of the Mediterra-

nean waters by our army, at the siege ofAlexandria, between March and Sept.

1801, converted th.at far-famed wine-growing province into a salt marsh. And

we talk sclf-complacently of French devastations ! Niphaiat is the plural of

P/ieT, or VhuT, signifying in hieroglyphics a bote, as well as the phonetic
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sign for the letter Pii ; wliicli, coupled with the segment of a circle T,

followed by nine units, and tlie sign Xa/(, country, {Chapters, p. 41,) yields

us in the plural form NI-PHAIAT-KAH—the Phaiats'-land, or "country

of the nine bows ;" which is faithfully handed to us in the Hebrew map as

Niphaiatuhim : families of Ai/3u>j, Libya ; Moghrch-el-ovoel of the Arabs :

oftslioots or colonies of the Mitzraim, tlie two Muss'rs, Upper and Lower

Egypts, personnified in Gen. x., C, 13 : wliich the learned Hincks has shown

to be tlie TO -MuTeRI, " the land of the two Eg>/pts" of the monuments:

(" Hieroglyphic or Ancient Egyptian Alphabet," before quoted, 1847

;

page 28, I'l. L, fig. 78.)

Irreducible as these names liavo hitherto been by the learned in Rabbini-

cal literature, all the descendants of the mythical Ham, KHeMe, are per-

fectly explainable, now-a-days, by the hlerologist familiar with Egyptian

discoveries ; although this is not the place to continue the parenthetical

exposition. I stop therefore with the Pathrusim, PTKS>n8, Gen. x., 14.

If known to chissical geographers in the forms Pathros, Pethouris, and by

biblical commentators erroneously restricted to the Tl;ebaid, even were it

so in modem and ignorant Coptic times, (Peyuon, " Papyr. Grscc." Pars II.

page 57,) these branches of the Hamitic family are the Vhi-Tho-Kee'Si-im,

literally the-world-south ; that is, Austral-Libyans, the people lying to the

south of Amonians, Slilllouhs, Phaiats, &c., of Barbary ; into the com-

position of whose name the Egyptian word IlEES, south, (Champoi.i.ion,

" Dictionnaire," pages 212, 218, 403 :

—

Ibid, " Grammaire," pages 207, 278,

297, 396, 496,) entered, when the original map of Genesis was constructed,

in the same manner as it did in later Coptic times, when Egypt south of tlie

Delta bore the designation of MA-KEES, the southern place ; whence, at

this day in the winter months blows the jreeREESee, as the Fellahs of the

Nile still denominate the south wind.

I pass on to the second division of the Amazirghs, viz. ; the Berbers of

Libya.

Such traditions as they possess point distinctly to a Canaanitish deriva-

tion, to wliicli their language also bears an intimate relationship : (Castio-

LioNE, pages 93, 94, 98, 125, 127 ;

—

Newman, apud Prichakd, IV., 587,

and Appendix II

:

—Ibid., " Nat. Hist.," pages 272 @ 265:—and Newman,
" Trans. Philol. Soc.," vol. I., page 144.J They are called the Philistines

of Barbary, and in xtli (ilen. 14, are distinctly averred to liave issued

as the Pelishtim, (liieroglyphice, Polostoi ; Champ., " Gram.," page 180 :

—perhaps tlie unaccountable shepherd Philitis of Herodotus, who pas-

tured his flocks around the Pyramids in the Western Desert ?) signifying,

in Hebrew lexicography, ^>»«5rron**, aXXo^uXot, from out of the Casluhim ;

i.e. the Shillouhs of Barbary as above shown, to them still cognate nations.

But the history of Philistia,* in Palestine, is very obscure : (see on the

Philisiim—'MiGiioT, " Memoires sur les Plioenicicns"—Acad. R. des Inscr.

et B. Lettres, 1770, vol. xxxivth., p.-ige 148, et seq.) and tliere must ever

be tlie uncertainty whether the traditions of these African Berbers, like

• I have read the " notices" by Quatbemere of Movers' "Philister," although

thoy are not now before boo. The original, I grieve to add, is beyond my reach.
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those of tlie Mongols, were not written for them, " aprds coup ;" and

whetlict these Philistines of Libya are physically of the same stock as the

Pliilistines of Canaan. As yet ethnological science has not decided if the

Berbers of Nubia be affiliated more than in nominal similarity with their

namesakes of Barbary : nor again, in the affirmative case, can we readily

comprehend how we should find the BeRBeRs already domiciled in Nubia,

long prior to the expulsion of the Canaanites by Joshua. The subject is

hedged in with dilemmas : and in consequence, having no theory of my own
to propose, I offer the following coincidences, " subjudiee," as crude elements

of a discussion in which, if (and there is "much virtue in if") the Berbers

of Libya be deemed of Canaanitish descent, the points I now inquire into

will additionally corroborate such hypothesis.

Under the Chapter on Berlers, in a curious description of the domains

already subjugated by the sword of Islam, given by a sage to the Caliph

Omar, Mr. Haight's Manuscript treats on the provinces of Barbary, with

extracts from El-Masoodee and from Ebn Khaledoon, himself a Berber and

the historiographer of his nation : (3rd book

—

"
fi ahhhar el Berber," on

the annals of the Berbers :) followed by an account of their partial subjuga-

tion by Moosa ebn Nassr, in the reign of the Caliph Weleed L ; who, to

give these restless warriors better occupation than revolts, despatched 20,000

of them under Tarik ebn Zejad into Spain, in advance of his Saracenic

chivalry.* And their subsequent importance is evident from the well-known

fact, that most of the African Dynasties, after the 10th century, -were Berbers^

who had adopted the creed and tongue of the Arabs.

Among these Arabic passages I was greatly struck with a list of

twenty-five Tribes, into which the Berbers were subdivided four centuries

ago ; whom tradition, at least, respected by their national chronicler,

(no mean authority,—see Sprenger's " Mdsottdi," 1841, vol. L, page 13, et

seq.,) derives from Canaan, where Gialoutiah, Goliath, was their king ; and

who in very ancient times settled in the Moghreb, at Belounge and Makariba.

Gialout is considered to be a generic title of royalty, like Pharaoh, PhRA,
the king: (D'Herbelot, page 3C4.)

I instituted in 1844 some comparisons between these cognomina of the

" kabail e\-Berber," and other authorities, the substance of which is sub-

mitted at foot ; but it is essential to premise, that it is difficult to present

their transcription in English orthography : at the same time that probabili-

ties militate against the assumption of some of them, as they are given in

Mr. Haight's MS., because many variants occur in the different copies

of Ebn Khaledoon. (Cf. the critical observations of Tornberg, " Narratio

de Expcditionibus Francorum," Upsal, 1840.).

The general principles of my remarks will not be materially affected by

* These Western Arabs are termed Moghirba ; and as another proof of the

practical knowledge of the anonymous author of this Manuscript, he says, that,

among the Arabs, the n&me of " M6ghrabee (Hterally a 'man of the GhArb,' or
West Barbary,) is synonymous with Magician." I noticed the same fact in

respect to that Impostor at Cairo, who has so egregiously duped the simplicity of

European, and particularly of English travellers : (" Appeal to the Antiquaries,"

1841, page 13G.)
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these variations, and tlic original MS. not being now before me, some over-

sights may be mine. Our anonymous author seems to make use of a Turkish

translation of Ehn Khaledoon,—by Perrixade Mohammed, under Ahmed
Illrd. ;—comparing it with Masoodee, xliiird chapter. I have no means
of checking these names but through their transcription in the works so often

cited
; particularly in Schulz's translation of the " History of the Berlers"

by Ebn Khaledoon : (^Journal Asiatique, 1828 ; Tom. ii., pages 1 17 @ 142).

I place these names seriatim, in the order in which they stand in Mr.

Haight's MS. The Orientalist need not be reminded that they are presented

to us in tlie KxtCaic plural form ; just like many of the geographical person-

nilications in the Hebrew Text of Gen. x., especially in verses 13 and 14.

1.—ZENATE Beyond the fact that families with this patronymic still

inhabit Barbary I have little to offer. The Zenetas are one of five gr.and par-

titions of the Berbers, said to have been originally Saboeans of Arabia :

(" L'Afrique de Marmol," trad. Perroi, 1G67, Tom. i., page 08:) the"quin-

quegentani Barhari " of Roman writers of the 4th century a.d. : (Castigi-ione,

pages lOO-I.) Leo Africanus adds " subfusci coloris sunt;" (" Afrietc

Descriptione," 1556, p- 5 ;) which was and is still the color of the Cushite

Arabians, the true iETHlOPES, or " fMU-hurncd faces," of Hebrew geo-

graphy and of Homeric ages. Tlie Zenetah (Hodgson, p. 35.) may be of the

Amelcklte race ; but, based upon the analogies submitted in the sequel, which

throw various " families of the KaNAaNI " into Barbary, after they were
" spread abroad," (Gen. x., 18,—hieroglyphiee KANAKA,) I would inquire

if these ZINd^a are not the SINI, Sinites, of Gen. x., 17 ? They arc the Sintes,

Sintites, of classical geography.

2.—HOWARA ;—one of the same five branches of Berbers : and witliout

question the Ilorites, HOR->to, (Gen. xxxvi., 20, 22; Dent, ii., 12, 22;)

Troglodytes, primitive inhabitants of the Seir Mountains, now called El-

Sherah. D'Avezao (" Esquisse," page 80,) also connects them with the

" divine Aurites" now represented by the Berbers of Aouryah : identified

by Bertholet, ("Guanches," i. 68,) with the Haourythes of the Canary Isles,

and descended from the Aurighah-\x^e of Atlantic Berbers. They gave their

name to Aharis, and to the province Aharitana. These nomads still visit

the confines of Egjpt. The Pyramid of Ilowara in the Fayoom is named

after them, even if of erst it was the tomb of TaU-MERE, (" Ethnol. Jour.,"

No. VII., page 308 ;) and to this day, from their skill in equitation, breakcrs-

in of horses are at Cairo called //oeofira. During Mohammed-Ali's campaigns

in Syria, large bodies of Barbaresque Ilowara served as irregulars ; as I

have had other occasions to remark. [See one of my many letters, dated

" Alexandria, (read Cairo, ) 26th March, 1841 ; and, in that day, considered

by H.M. Ambassador at Constantinople to proceed, although my name be

suppressed, "from a person extremely well acquainted with what is passing

in tlie country ;" no less than worthy of insertion in a dispatch from Lord

PoNSONBY to Viscount Palmerston, "Thcrapia, April 7, 1841." It is i)rinted,

with numerous typographical sphalmata, in the " Parliamentary Papers ;"

Session, 19th August to 7th October, 1841 ; vol. viii., page 393. Among
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otlier blunders of tlie printer, in lieu oVSalal hales " (repeated in page 894,)

which is nonsense, read Sukiat hales ; by wliich every Fellah understands

what in English may be paraphrased, " an invalided veteran, thoroughly

used Mjo."]

3.—LIVATHEjOr Loouata—possibly the plural form oi Lahut, Lahwutta?
but as I cannot clearly distinguish its analogies from those of the following

No. 11 (Laoute,) 1 class it provisionally under that head. Orientalists are

however aware, that the Arabic letter ivow, U, O, 00, W, V, frequently

becomes dialectieally F, or PH, P, B, &c. Ex. gr. Hiram-ABIF,

(1 Kings vii., 14 ; and 2 Chron. ii., 13,) so celebrated in Masonic rites,*

meaning literally YimKts-his-Father. Written with the same letters, ABU,
the last dissyllable of this name is pronounced by an Arab ABOO, or Aboo-

hoo : and it would by a Copt be written and pronounced ABEF ; while in

hierogh'phics it might take the form APEF ? (Cf. Lenormant, " Hist. An-
cienne," Appendice II.)

If it be allowable, then, to read the Arabic word heQatha, and instead of

the first vowel to substitute a soft he as this name occurs in some MSS.,

LHBa^^a; on detaching the Arabian plural wc should have the exact coun-

terpart of LHBwn, Lchabim, of Gen. x., 13 ; whence the \iftvr}, Libya oi the

Greeks, and the t-LIBI of Coptic MSS. : (Champ. " Eg. sous les Pliar.,'

1814, in loc.) The LUB)?«, Luhim, by commentators supposed to be Nu-
bians, cognate with the Phut, (iibi supra,) in Nahum iii., 9, and 2 Chron.

xvi., 8, may be thus identified with the Leouatha or Beni-Lewa of the

Arabs, the Atua^ai, Aifiavlai of Procopius, and the Languantan of Corippos ?

4.—KOTAME, _ _ _ „ _ ? They are the Ketamah in

ScHULZ ; one of the main tribes of Berbers, and like the Sinhadgians reputed

to have immigrated from Yemen.

5.—NESZE —Are not these the NAHSI, iVaAa«M, of the hieroglyphics?

Nigritlan Berbers ? They must have been considerably darker in complexion

* Cf. the "Lexicon of Freemasonry," Charleston, S. Ca., 1845, pages 136, 187 ;

by my accomplished friend Dr. Albert G. Macket, S.G.I.G., 33, &e. Also,
RiGHELLiNi, " La Mayonnerie, consideree comme le resultatdes Religions Egy p-
tienne, Juive et Chretienne," Paris, 1842 ; Tom. i., page 97 ; together with many
other parts of his four volumes, for the mythological connexions of the hapless
Hiram. Much masonic information, amid frequently erroneous views, may be col-

lected from Fellows, "Exposition of the Mysteries—of Egyptians, Pythagoreans,
and Druids," New York, 1835.

Although not " one of the free and accepted,"' I have studied that which is ac-

cessible to the profane with extreme interest, as well as the Kabbala of the Hebrews

;

and I hope some day to demonstrate the archiBological utility of a retrogressive in-

quiry, through the moyen age, by the aid of these sciences, into the opinions current
at Alexandria, Jerusalem, and Babjion, back to the sixth century before our era.

In the interim my best acknowledgments, for their encouraging remarks, are

offered to Mr. John H. Sheppard, of P. H. P. and K. T., (author of " Address—
to the Grand Lodge and Chapter of Maine," Boston, 1844 ; pages 37, 50, 52 ;) and
to Mr. Thomas Phyer, S.G.I.G. 33, (" On the Study of Masonic Antiquities,"

Freemasons' Quarterly Review, London, March, 1847, pages 3 to 11, and 13, 14.)

—G.R.G., of the American LO.O.F.
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than others of their race to entitle them to tliis distinguishing appellative ;

because on the monuments the Nahasu arc decidedly Negroes. See their

portraits in the tomb oiSY,-mos-Menephtha I., (Rosei.lini, PI. M.R. IGO ; Text,

Monti. Stor., vol. iii., part 2, pages 105, 174, 447 :) andin that of Ramsf.s-

Maiamun, (Ibid., PI. M.R. 157; M.S., vol. iv., page 243 : with other ex-

amples and remarks in PI. M.R. 159 ; M.S., vol. iv., page 233 ; and vol. iii.,

part 2, page 105. Compare also Champollion, " Lettres d' Egyptc," 1830,

page 249 ;

—

Lenormant, " Histoire Ancienne," pages 319 @ 324 ;—and the

more critical observations of Birch, " Gallery of Antiquities," part 2,

page 96.)

6.—ZERNOUDJOUME,- _ _ -? Werfadjoume ?

7.—MOGHAILE, ~ ~ - ~ i Moghair of the Tuaricks,

in the Oasis of Mozab ?

8,—DARIZE,—sons of Dhari ; (see Appendix I., voce Dhara.)

9.—MASMOUDE ;
probably the Mv^amudins, one of the five parental

tribes of Sabsean Berbers, whence " 600 lineages of Berbers ;" apud Marmol,

(page 68,) and Leo Africanhs, (page 6.) Parents of the Gliomera, apud

SOBULZ.

10.—SADINE, - - - ~ ? Saddinah, apud Sohulz.

11.—LAOUTE. Mentioned above, in No. 3. These are certainly the Loud,

LUDb», eldest issue of the Mitxraim, the two Mussrs, Egypt, in Gen. x., 13.

On maps of Barbary, this name constantly meets the eye ; and in history we

encounter the Lo^it in the varied forms of Lot, Oloti, Autololi, Euhili,

Toloti, Autoloti, &c. There are still Oluti or Oloti among the Amazirgh

families. All admit the national prefix Ait, "sons of;" like Mac, Fitz,

O', Ap, among ourselves. In the Periplus of the Carthaginian Amon, they

figure as the ^«<-o?o<, sons of ZMti / Arahicis Beni-Loud ; Ludayas. Lod,

Lydda, DiospolLs, in Arabic Loudd, was a town east of Jaffa : (1 Chron. viii.,

12, &c.) Again a Canaanitish aflBnity is perceptible.

12.—NUKOUSHE. We need not hesitate in recognizing here the word

KOUSH, with the Coptic or Hamitic plural NI before it ; by which Cham-

poLiioN transcribes the plural form of KmSH, the generic name for Nubian^

Nigritian, and Austro-Libyan nations in the hieroglyphics ; the KHOOSH,
Nckoosh of Coptic literature : (" Eg. sous les Pharaons ;"—or " Dictionnaire,"

pages 408, 409 ;
" Grammairo," page 150, &c.) It has been already main-

tained, that three distinct divisions of mankind, Cusii, K«SH, and Chus, are

often confounded in ancient geography : (Ethnol. Jour.," No. VI., note, page

264.) The Hebrew CiisH, generically the Cushites of Southern Arabia, a

dark Caucasian family, in no part of the text crosses the Red Sea into

Africa ; and its nearest approach to Egypt is the boundary line between

Asia and Africa, on the Isthmus of Suez, viz., " the Torrent of Uush," other-
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•wise the " streamlet of Mitzraim ;" the " torrens JEgypti," Besor, Corys,

' Wadee cl-Arish ;" the winter brook, or Seyl, which divides Syria from

Egypt at Rhinocomra : (of. Rosellini, "Monti Civih," vol. ii., pages

394 @ 403 ; on Isaiah xviii., 1, 2.) Our vulgar version, in this as in hun-

dreds of similar instances, follows the LXX. ; substituting Ethiopia* whence

part of the geographical confusion of ideas ; for this term was not, in Ptole-

maic times, exclusively and specifically applied to countries or nations south

of Egypt ; but was current in its generic sense of " s\xn-bumed-faees ;" (ubi

supra.) After the Christian era, Ethaush is its homonyme in Coptic

MSS. ; apparently limited by Coptic ignorance to the Nubias ; with which

regions the anterior Cush of the Hebrews has not the slightest relation. Le-

NORMANT (page 232,) is probably right in denying that the Greeks derived

their A(9io;// from the later Coptic ETHOSH ; the reverse being more natural,

especially as in both the Semitic root eth, fire, is traceable : although my
friend Prof. Lanci suggested to me, 1846, that Ethaush is compounded of

of two Arabian radicals, HEET,_/br»j, and abes, to be black, swarthy, &c.

Be that as it may, Wilkinson (" Topog. of Thebes," page 487

—

Gerf Hos-

seyn, Tutzis, ) treats of Thaush as the Coptic name of a town in Nubia^

now called KiSH by the natives ; and philologers know that nothing can be

more vague than vowels in Semitic tongues, and how easily S is transmuted

into SH : Ex. gr. Shibboleth, Sibboleth, Judges xii., 6. Even in hierogly-

phics KuSH is spelled in different ways ; KeSH, KASH, KeSHI, (Hincks,

" Hieroglyphical Alphabet," page 16 ; PI. i., figs. 23, 26, 27 ;) and besides

undergoing all kinds of vocal metamorphoses in the mouths of difierent tribes,

at different epochas, this name has doubtlessly been translated in divers modes

by foreigners, some referring it to Nubia, others to Libya; some to Arabia,

and others even to Hindostan, where Brahmanical geographers have two

" lands of Cush,"—" Cusha-dwipa within," Eastern, and Asiatic ;
" Cusha-

dwipa without," S. Western, or African : (Faber, " Origin of Pagan Idola-

try," vol., II., page 487 ;) but, lest these coincidences should be derived

throun-h some Wilford, I never allude to Hindoo subjects save in fear and

tremblino-. What can be more indeterminate than the geographical appli-

cation of the names Indian, or Scythian, except Ethiopian ?

While cklmlng, therefore, that the Egyptian scribes by their hieroglyphi-

cal and Hamitic designation Kush, referred exclusively to African races ; and

that the Hebrew writers, by their Semitic name Cush, referred exclusively

io Asiatics ; I by no means doubt that the Arabian Cushites crossed the

Red Sea into Abyssinian provinces in very remote times ; where many of

their descendants, in numberless mulatto grades, dwell to this day. On the

contrary, this immigration is an essential eleirient In history ; for details of

• Among the Rabbis we encounter the same confusion of ideas between the

Asiatic and African Ethiopias. Thus, Abarbanel thinks that what the Sfpher

Halachar says of Moses may be true, viz., that before his sojourn at Midian he

reigned 40 years in Ethiopia, married an Ethiopian, Sec. : (Cahen, note to Exodus

ii., 15.) However apochryphal this legend may be, by reading Cush and ('ushite

as the Hebrew tradition stands, it is plain that Southern Arabia, and an Arabian

woman, are meant ; instead of the preposterous notion that Moses had dwelt in

Upper Nubia, and married a Negress ! I shall resume this suliject hereafter.
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wliicli the reader is referred to Fousteb (" Hist. Geog. of Arabia ;") no less

tlian to the excellent researches of Jomaru, Fuesnel, and otlier distinguished

Arabian inquirers of this century.

Reports of my oral lectures (Philadelphia Ledger, Ifith, 23rd Jan., and 6th

Feb. : Baltimore Sun, lltli March, 1845 :
" Soutliern Literary Messenger,"

Richmond Va., July, 1845, pages 8, 9 :) have placed on record that it is with

me no new opinion, whilst striving to discriminate between these heretofore

conflicting data, that the xxvth Manethoiiian Dynasty, of three so-ealled

"Ethiopian kings," SHABAK, SHADATOK, and TAHARAKA, of the

sculptures, in whom no Nigritian lineaments are perceptible, (Kosellini,

" Iconografia," M. R. PI. xii.. Fig. 47, 48 ; xiii. 49 :

—

Morton, " Crania

^gj-]itiaca," PI. xiv., Fig. 10, 17, 18.—Text, pages 47 @ 49 ;) !ue perhaiJS

the descendants of an earlier As\x\Ac-Cushitc immigration into Meroe, via

Abyssinia, whence they descended the river to the conquest of Egypt.

Their portraits prove that they were not, nor are they ever called, the

KuSH, Nigritians : neither do they express the true Pharaonic cast of

feature. Dr. Morton terms them Austro-Egyptians ; and it is to be remarked,

that we have no monumental evidence tliat their dominion w.as irksome to

the denizens of Egypt, otlierwiso so revolutionary under a foreign yoke

:

whicli I opine to proceed from their being of tlio cognate Ilamitic family of

nations, (Gen. x., C,) wliom I conjecture, '' sub judice," to be painted red

on the monuments : (see Hoskine' colored plates of the Tomb at Thebes, age

TiioTMES III. ; or Wilkinson, " Man. and Cust.," vol. I., pi. iv., page 364, et

seq.)

—

a. color, of which I have seen no negative proof that the Egyptians

ever gave to populations who were not connected with tliemselves, in blood

or througli traditional origin. I speak oi populations , the " profanum vulgus,"

advisedly ; because all " do facto" rulers of Egypt, Persian ? Greek, and

Roman sovereigns are colored red out of compliment, like the autocthonous

Pharaohs : which is anollier proof that the color on monuments had no rela-

tion to that of Egyptian skins : inasmuch as the Grecian Philadelphus, and

the Roman Augustus are equally painted crimson like tlicir Pharaonic prede-

cessors ; from the same mythological reason that A-DaM is literally " tlie-

red-ma.n ;" red being, with all primitive nations, the honorable color " par

excellence." (Cf. Portal, " Coulcurs Symbohqucs ;" and Lanci, " Parali-

pomeni," vol. II., on Aleph-tau, &c.)

Tiiat a foreign dynasty h;is ruled Egypt, in ages anterior to any Greek

authorities, is rendered more tlian probable by Mr. Bmcn's researches upon

the Dubastite Dynasty
;
(" Observations on two Egyptian Cartouelies, &c.,

found at Nimroud,"—Trans. R. Soc. Lit. 1848, Vol. III., part 1, pages 165

@ 170 : and Lavabd, " Nineveh and its Remains," 1849, vol. II., pages

203 @ 215.)

In a letter to Dr. Morton, (" Philcc, 15 Sept., 1G44 ; Proceed. Acad. Nat.

Sciences, Philadelphia, Jan. 1845 ;) and still more in extenso in anotlier of

the same date to our lamented friend, the Hon. John Pickeuino of Boston,

Prof.LEPsius announced several important pliilological discoveries ofhisownin

Nubian etlinography ; from which, in part, I drew some of tlie foregoing

conclusions. He found three distinct languages in those vicinities :

—
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1st.—Tlie NuBiNGA, or Nouha, " strangely called Berber," spoken in

three dialects along the Nile, from Aswan to Southern Dongola

;

and likewise in parts of Kordifal, as the natives pronounce

Kordof'in.

2nd.—The Kengara, language of Dar-foor, a Negro tongue, very widely

spread, although its name was previously unknown,

3rd.—The Begauie, Degawee, idiom of the Bisliarriba, [the Bejas,

Bojas, fiovyaitrai of the Axumite inscription ; the ancient Blemmt/es

of the Romans ; Bal-n-Moui of Coptic MSS. (Champoluon), and the

Bal-em-to, or Iri-m-to, of the hieroglyphics in the Nubian con-

quests of Sethos I., [Birch ;] who occupy the wilderness from

Lat. 23° to 15°, and in greatest force the fertile district of Taka.

This last, by far the most important of Nubian tongues, is grammatically

Caucasian, Dr. LEPsios undertakes to prove that the ancestors of tlie

Bisharriba built the Temples and Pyramids of Meroe ; none of wliich antedate

the second century b.c, and descend to tlie third century after our era. They

imitated Egyptian style, coloring, hieroglyphics, and art, in their sacred,

historical, and sepulchral monuments ; but they wrote also in a species of

Ethiopian demotic: (sco my communication to the R. Soc. of Lit.; London

25 June, 104G ; Proceed, vol. I., No. 10.) I infer that the tongues of which

my valued friend, tlie Abyssinian explorer. Dr. Bf.kr, has given vocabularies,

belong to still more austral regions of the Upper Nile ; nor do I omit New-
man's caveat, tliat tlie BaruLera of Nubia are a distinct people from the

Berbers of Libya ;—a point \\\aA philology alone can never settle : (see these

gentlemen's respective papers in Trans. Philological Soc.; vol. I. and 11.,

1843-5.J
This digression will convince the reader of the innumerable questions

suggested by, and tlie solution whereof is dependent on, the results of

pending inquiries into Berber Origines.

Now, do all these Caucasi.-m and Nigritian races come under tlie generic

term KuSH, on the monuments? I entertain the contrary opinion ; because

wherever the KuSH arc portrayed tliey are not painted red, but in shades

ranging from liglit brown to the deepest black, exactly as the vaxieABarabera-

families who congregate in Cairo are seen at the present hour.

The NuKousuE or Nikoush, then, of Ebn Khalkdoon may be, for aught

we can yet assert, either descendants of the biblical or Arabian Cmhim

transported into Africa ; or else Austro-Libyans, aborigines of Africa, whom

the Egyi)tians stigmatized 3,500 years ago by the plirase, KvSlil-ni-kah

shafte rotes hoou, " tlie perverse race of the barbarian lands of KuSH."

A glance at a map of Barbary will point out a multitude of names in which

one of the above two designations is apparent—KIS, KESH, Ctis, Cusa,Susa,

Cus-i, C'oushi, Cossii, Succosii, &c. &c. Are they the ZUZ im ? (Gen.

xiv., 5.)

Some of the facts brought forward under this head may interest the ethno-

grapher. Alas ! I fear that, so far as the existence of the name Nnkoushe

among tlic Atlantic Berbers be concerned, they rest upon a sandy foundation ;
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because in other MSS. the name reads Nefouseh or Nefooshch! (Sohulz,

page 302; and Castiomone, page 104; the Nefusa, Nanisi oi Couippus.)

The whole question turns upon the most insignificant triviality—a mere dot !

If there be two dots over the Arabic letter, it is a coph, K, and NtiKoushe is

correct ; if but one, then we have a fe, F, and the name reads NeFoushe*

13.—MEZANE _ _ _ _ ?

14.—ENINE _ _ ? As a bare conjecture, and through the license

of the anagram adopted by Forstf.r, if an M be substituted for N, wo
might have here the Anamim, ANMiot, Amonians of tlic Oases i (Gen.

X. 13.) Or, inasmuch as we have found the Horites, and other Canaanitish

families in Barbary, these may be their associates the Emim, i.e. formid-

ahles? falsely rendered "giants" in some versions. (Gen. xiv., 6:

Deut. ii., 11.)

The latter have been confounded with the ANaK>>», vulgarly supposed to

be giants ! The text of Scripture shows that these " children of AnaK^

were scattered all over Palestine. If to the word ANoK the reader will

prefix the Phoenician masculine article Ph, tlie, he will perceive it to be quite

natural, that Caleb should find the PA-ANoK(»j, Phwnicians in Pliocnicia,

in those days ; whose civilization and skill in the art of war should render

tlicm formidahle enemies to tlie invading nomads of Israel. In Numbers

xiii., 22, and other places, the unpunctuated text has ILIDI HANaK
;

rendered the " children of Ana/t ;" but the prefix H, or demonstrative par-

ticle, is suspected by Cahen to precede a. proper name : {Note to Numbers

Those acquainted with the endless polemical disputations about a masoretic

point will not doubt the uncertainty that herein hinges upon an Arabic nuqta.

Hor is it in /IraAi'c literature alone that we encounter such dilemmas. "But be-

sides this, another most important passage, bearing upon the same dogma, is in a
still more curious position. This is 1 Tim. iii.. 16, where a serious dispute exists,

whether we should read, " God appeared in the flesh," or " who appeared in the

flesh ;" and this dispute has been not only contested with the pen, but has literally

been made the object of microscopic investigation. For it turns upon this ; whe-

ther the word in the most celebrated manuscript be DC, who, or 0C, the abbrevia-

tion for Otoe, God. Now, the pronoun and the abbreviation are the same

excepting in the transverse stroke, which, passing through the O, distinguishes it

from the O, and in the line drawn over it, as a sign of abbreviation. Some, fir

instance, assert that in the celebrated Alexandrian manuscript of the British

Museum, these lines are added by a later hand ; all agree that they have been
most imprudently retouched. Others have maintained, that some remnants of the

originul stroke might be seen in a strong light, with the aid of a good lens ; and
their opponents again rejoin, that it was only the transverse stroke of a letter

on the other side of the page, which appeared through the vellum, when raised to

the sun. In fine, this dispute has been continued, and the passage positively

handled, till strokes and letters, retouchings and originals, have been equally can-

celled, and the decision for posterity must rest on what judgment it can form amid
so many conflicting testimonies." (Rev. Dr. Wiseman, " Connexion between

Science and Revealed liehgion ;" London, 1836 ; vol. II., pages 168, 109.—" Who
was made manifest in flesh," is the Text of Griesbacu, apud Suaiu'E ; "New
Testament," page 382. See the whole discussion in Poutek, "Principles,'' &c.,

pages 482 to 493.)
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xiii., 22, in " La Bible, traduction nouvelle.") The Hebrews called Ha-

ANaKIM the same Phoenician people who termed themselves Ph-

ANoKlM ; in either case the-Anaks.

15.—WARIKA. Auriffhah? The Amazirghs make use of the deter-

minative articles d, dh in the masculine, and t, th, in the feminine gender :

(Hodgson, page 20.) With the article prefixed we read D-WARIKA,
Tuaricks, a widely disseminated Berher nation in Africa. Mr. Birch con-

jectures that these might be the Waruki, 0) in the list of African captives

on the " Pedestal of Statue of Amunoph III."

16.—KAILE _ _ - „ ? in Schulz, Kailin ?

17.—OMARE, Aamare. These are the AMoRI, Amorite, (Gen. x., 16,)

so famous in Hebrew annals : and the AMORI, EMORT, of the hieroglyphics

among Asiatic captives of the Pharaohs, (Birch, " Gallery," page 86, &c.) :

likewise the Emori of Hinoks ("Alphabet," page 13; PL 1, fig. 17), found

as early as the age of Meneptha I., of the XVIIIth dyn., say the 15th cent.

B.C.—In hieroglyphics, the " Land of Omar," (Rosellini, M.S., vol. Ill

,

part I., pages 368-70 ; vol. IV., pages 94,237, 230, &c. ; M.R. LIIL, &c.)

Written with the letter din of the Arabs, gndin of the Hebrews, not tran-

scribable with oui occidental alphabet, and unpronounceable by the gener-

ality of Europeans, these Omari have much bewildered ethnologists ; be-

cause, even in the East, this initial letter, in different provincialisms, partakes

of the varied sounds of a, o, qd, kd, until it is hardened into a G, as ffd.

Called Gomeras, one of five original stocks of Berbers, by Marmol

(page 68), and by Africanus (page 5), inattention to this philological

principle has led English writers, first to read the Amori as Gomera, and then

to make these Hamitio people descendants of Gomer, (Gen. x., 2,) eldest son

of Japheth, and thus to find the Indogermanic Cimbri, Kififtepwi, Celts, in

Libya at the remotest ages ! A glance at the Hebrew text indicates the

distinction ; the former having an initial aleph, the latter a gimel.

Gomera, probably also omera, is a Canary Island, once inhabited by the

Guarix:hes ; who are, with much plausibility, conjectured to have been affi-

liated with the Berbers, these Omeri of Libya.

—

(Balbi, "Atlas Ethno-

graphique," PI. xvii., and xviii.

—

Priohard, " Researches," vol. I., pages

249, 627.) The name Canaries, Canarii, is a corruption of Gomera, or

rather of Cnnera, These Isles are the " Gannaria extrema" of Ptolemy's

chart ; and the Ghomerites were one of the principal tribes who valorously

opposed the Portuguese in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries : (Bertho-

LET, " Guanches," I., page 165 ; II., page 129.)

18.

—

ZEBARE. Zemour, apud Scholz. Substituting M for B, as is per-

fectly legitimate in Oriental philology, we read ZEMARE, and see in them

the TsMRI, or Zemarite ? (Gen. x., 18.)

19.—^ERKYE ; and here we have their fellow Canaanites, the ERKI,
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Arkite? (Gen. x., 17.) Eregeiah of Hodgson, (pages 12, 20 @ 31.)

Tuaricl<s ? This name is variously written in different MSS.

20.—WESHHOUN ? Of these I can make nothing. If this -were a

name, (like rutdna, ddjem, &c., ubi supra,) given to them, we might find

in it the Arabic wehesh, bad, applicable perhaps to their propensities ; but

more probably the word WAHSH, wild, to indicate possibly the more savage

Berber tribes of Libyan deserts ; in which latter case the correct pronuncia-

tion would be wdhsheyion ; although the true plural is wahbosh.

21.—SANHADJE. The Sinhagiens of Marmol and Africanus, one of the

five original tribes of Saboean Berbers. Hodgson, (p. 35,) says, "how im-

portant it would be to show, in the traits of the Scmhadjah, the ancient race

of Yemen." Fully agreeing with my learned friend, his accuracy in the

transcription of Oriental names, inasmuch as he spells SeMhadjah, where our

MS. reads Se'Shadjah, is a valid argument in favor of my use of the

anagram in the above ENINE, No. 14. " The Berber name ZeNAG/«jH

was corrupted by the Arabs, as Ibn Khalduu informs us, into Sz'NHAJaH,

pronounced in the West Sinhtigah :" (Desdorougu Cooley, " Negroland,"

pages 2, 18, CQ.;

22.—KELAN ? Khalan, Ailcm, Varkalan ?

23.—MENHOUSE „ „ _ ? Is the province of Haoussa part of

this name? In Coptic or Egyptian (a cognate Hamitic tongue,) 3/^ iV

aign'dics place, plain, situs ; an ancient form still preserved in Egypt in names

of villages—as MAN-SHEEYEH, the place of the marsh. Tlie Stadium of

Alexandria that now connects the quondam Isle of Pharos with the main

land (since my residence in Egypt covered with new houses, Ibrahccm Pasha's

buildings, &c.) used to be called el-manshceyeh, the place of the marsh, by

the present Arab Alexandrines; being the Coptic MANSHEEI, stagnum,

palus : (Parthey, Lexicon, in loc. :) such, until 1830, having been its state

every winter after the rains. This observation is due to Mr. A. C. Harris.

24.—ODAIHIN - _ „ ?

25.—BASDEZNAN, _ „ ? Baxdaran, apud Sohuiz. Asjunan,

AzguniM ?

Thus, out of twenty-five names of Berber nations left us by Ebn-Khale-

DOON, who at this day inhabit Barbary as they did many centuries ago, eight

of them have been identified with the names of Canaanitish tribes, some

of whom claim a Hamitic affiliation ; viz.: the Sinim, Ilorim, Lehabim,

Ludim, Anamim, Amori, Zemari, Erhi, of Hebrew geography ; and the

probability of the Asiatic immigration of some of the others pointed out.

More skilful hands, by verification of the MSS. of Ebn Kualedoon, and

better acquaintance with Oriental history and geograi)hy, may continue

the work ;—one which I deem of exceeding importance to the hierolo-
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gist in elucidating the still obscure localities and names of Libyan nations

extant on the monuments : but having shown the utility of Arabic
in these inquiries, and that it is in Semitic languages we find the

most useful implements of analysis, I presume that as some tribes of the

Berbers have Canaanitish names, and the language of Canaan was almost

identical with Hebrew and Phojnieian, there is no material objection to my
etymology of the cognomen of the Berbers themselves, B-EREB-BAR, tJie-

Sons-oi-thie- West : descendants of a primitive migration from Asia into

African regions West of Canaan. At a future day and more leisure moment
I hope to return with other materials to this interesting subject. [Prichabd,

("Natural Hist, of Man," 1843
; pages 262 @ 265,) sustains that the

researches of Newman prove the grammatical construction of Berber

tongues to be " a very ancient form of the Semitic or Syro-Arabian lan-

guages."

—

Ibid, " Researches," vol. I., pages 241 @ 249 ; IV., page 587 ;

and Appendix II., by Newman, pages 617 @ 626.

—

Newman, " On the

Berber Language of Mount Atlas," &c., pages 134, 144 ; Philological Society,

vol. I., 1843.]

In making use, almost interchangeably, of the ethnographical terms Ua-
mitic and Semitic, I am guided by the plausible hypothesis, that these generic

names designate two immigrations of Caucasian groups of nations, from an

unknown but probably a common source in primitive trans-Euphratic regions,

westwards, first into the " Oezeeret el-Arab," Isle of the Arabs or Arabian

Peninsula, and thence via Palestine into Africa ;—groups of nations, I repeat,

divided from each other, rather by long intervals of time between their re-

spective migrations, than through aboriginal diversity of pliysiological con-

formation. These principles have been more or less developed in, or can be

be deduced from, the works of Lepsids, Morton, Lanci, Bunsen, Kenrick,

Lenormant, and particularly of De Brotonne, (" Civilisation Primitive,"

Paris, 1845 ;) but by none have they been made manifest on the scale, or

with the immense synthetical co-ordination of my friend, and preceptor in

these archaic inquiries, M. Henri Venel, of Geneva, in the MSS. of his

gigantic conception," Chronos :" (see Appendix to tenth @ twelfth editions

of " Cliapters," Philadelphia, 1846.)

Under this view I have not as yet encountered objections to the argu-

ments of Lanci, (" Paralipomeni all' illustrazione della Siigra Scrittura,"

&c., Paris, 1845,) in favour of the remote antiquity and common adojition,

among these two originally-cognate families of mankind, the Hamites and
Shemites, of the primeval masculine articles P, Ph, B, and Aleph A, as well

as of tlie feminine T, Th, D, (in all cases Anglice " the,") prefixed or suffixed

to pristine monosyllabic and bi-grammatical nouns. When any such objec-

tions appear, it will be quite time enough to take them into consideration.

In the meanwhile the critical Hebraist, who will consult this profound

philologer's disquisitions, can readily satisfy himself, that, in tlie remains still

extant of ancient Hebrew literature,* the archaic particle A is prefixed to

• See Parker's " De Wette" (Boston, 1843, vol. 1, Appendix A), for the catalogue

of the tos< books of the Jews. "Leiisden enumerates the words that occur in

the Hebrew (and Chaldee) Bible, at 5642. In Greek there are about eigiily-

tliousand :" (Gesenils, in Parker's " De Wctte," I., 459.) From this fact we
T
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about fortj/ substantives of the masculine, and to but tico of the feminine

gender ; at the same time that the article T, so familiar to the hicrologist,

governs above ninety feminine nouns, and scarcely six masculine. The

masculine article P, of the Egyptian " sacred tongue," and Coptic, is like-

wise frequently a component element in Israclitisli, as well as in Punic nouns;

especially in proper names. I have not, therefore, hesitated to make use of

them in the preceding analysis of Canaano-Berber appellatives.*

Nor have I deemed this the place to enter into the exegetical investigation

of the Books of the Hebrews ; because I postpone the inquiry to a more

complete treatise upon the ethno-geographical chart contained in the xth

Chapter of Genesis, on which I have herein merely submitted a few novel

points by anticipation. Even the ordinary reader, divesting himself of the

fallacious notion that our present divisions into Chapters and Verses, nay

may judge how little now remains to us of the ancient tongue of the Israelites
j

which, as a dialect of the "Ocean" of Arabian idioms, must have been nearly
as copious as Arabic ; reputed to be the most so of all human languages : but until

Mr. Ed. W. Lane publishes the mighty Lexicon he has been at work upon for

years, I cannot hazard a definition of the amount of words in the latter.

" La plupart des langues (Europ&nnes) out a-peu-pros trente milles mots. Si,

Ton peut ajouler foi aux caleuls de Hiron dans son ouvra<;e sur la langue Anglaise,

J'Espagnol en aurait trente mille, le Franjaia trente-deux mille, I'ltalien trcnte-cinq

mille, 1'Anglais trente-sept mille :" (Micuelet, note to Vieo, vol. IL page 69.)

Hebrew " was essentially the language of the Canaanitish or Phoenician race,"

Cpage 23 :)
—" The name lingua sancta was first given to the ancient Hebrews in

the Chaldee version of the old Testament, because it was the language of the sacred

books, in distinction from the Chaldee, the popular language, which was called

lingua profana ; (page 23 :)
—" The Hebrew tongue is onli/ one of the members of a

large family of languages in Western Asia ;" (page 17:

—

Conant's Gesenius,

"Hebrew Grammar," 14th ed., New York, 1846.) And, reiterating the doctrine

embodied in a quotation from Lanci, (-'Ethnol. Jour.," No. VII., Appendix C ; )
let me refer the reader to the excellent observations of Walton, (" Biblia Poly-
glotta," 1G57

,
prolegomena III., page 17.) or to Kennicott, ("The State of the

printed Hebrew Text," Oxt. 1553-9, pages 95, and 528.) Seeavariety of confirma-

tory views in Mcnk, on the "Inscription Phinicienne de Marseilles j" (Journal
Asiatique, Dec , 1847 j pages 473, 483, and 526.J

• Castiglione, on the authority of Venture, asserts that the letter B never

enters into words of Berber or Amazirgh derivation, being softened in ou, or w :

(page 110 ;) which wa, or w, is considered to be a "degenerate article" by New-
man ; (apud Prichabd, vol. IV., page 621.) The particle T, (IniD, page 622,)

prefixed or afiixed in Berber names, is the universal Hamitic article ; while " the

prefixed aleph in the Berber language is the sign of case, and may have other

offices:" (W. Desboeough Cooley, "Negroland," pages 6, 98.)

Now, all these authorities assign an Asiatic origin to Berber tongues, under dif-

ferent names, Shemitish, Syro-African, &c. Lanci's unequalled researches into

the archaic articles of Arabian lansjuages amply confirm these linguistical de-

ductions ; even to the frequent doubling of the articles, as indicated by Newman,
(Prichard, IV., 622 ;) in the same erroneous manner that Europeans are in the

habit of of saying "Mc-Alcoran ;" forgetting that the word Kur'an already pos-

sessed its prefix, el, the. It need not be remarked, that the absence of the specific

sound B in Berber tongues does not affect my etymolgy ; for, whilst in Ama-
zirgh dialects we find its equivalent in WA, OU, or W, tlie name " Western-Men "

may have bi en given by remote Arabian nations to the primeval Hamitic migration

into Barbary. The Egyptian Arabs cannot pronounce, and do not possess the

letter P, which they harden into B, as Bmtiee, for the Ottoman and Persian

Piisku ; but not on that account is not the old Sahidic article P, or Memphitic PU,
extant in hundreds of names of modern Nilotic topography.
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sometimes into words * are anything but arbitrary and modem, can perceive,

that tlie speciBcation of tlie TOLDoTA BeNI-NoaH, the descendants of the

sons ofNoah, otherwise the xth Chapter of Genesis, breaks in parenthetically

between tlic end of the ixth and the beginning of the xith ; and that its

omission would ratlicr sustain the historical thread of the discourse, than

injure the order of the record.

Verses 1 to 6, of the succeeding Chapter xi., describe mankind as

possessed of " one speech," confounded, in verses 7, 8, 9, after the erection

of the city of Babel, (confusion; also the name of Babylon, Bab-El-
literally " gate oi tha Sun" as we say now the "Sublime Porte" of the

Ottoman, or " celestial gates" of Chinese autocracy.) But in the xth

Chapter, verses 5, 20, and 31, the nations enumerated being already divided

according to their respective tongues, LiSaN, are proofs that this Chapter x.

describes the state of the world, as known to Hebrew geographers, long

after the dispersion, no less than long after the Deluge ; because the de-

scendants of the only males who accompanied Noah into the Ark, (Cliapter

vii., 7, 13,) had already multiplied into fifteen main stocks, subdivided into

seventy, or seventy-two (cf. Walton, " prolegomena 1.," paragraphs 11,

12, 14 ;) iaTaiVitsot tongues, at the day when Chapter x. was written.

We are moreover told (Gen. xii., G,) parenthetically, that " the Canaanite

(was) then in the land" of Palestine ; which establishes, that the displace-

ments that eventually carried many of the Canaanitish tribes into Barbary,

or Berheria, (ubi supra,) had not occurred in Abraham's day. But we read

* Ex. gr. " Tubal-cain, (Gen. iv. 22,) who sharpened various tools in copper
andiron ;" our version, here following Onkelos, has " an instruoter of every artificer

in brass and iron." In the Text, masoretic, this name is now similarly divided ;

but in the oldest Hebrew MSS. or Synagogue rolls, (:ione extant earlier than,

if as early as, a.d. 8.50—Kennicott, " State of Text," Diss. I. page 307 ; II. page
465 :—or A.D. 1019 ; apud De Rossi, " Introduzione alia Sagra Scrittura," Parma,
1817, page 34 :) as likewise in the earliest Greek MSS. of LXX. (fourth or fifth cen-
tury A.D.—Kennicott, II. pages 407, 412 :

—

De Rossi, page 47 :) the letters

followed each other on every line, " eontinua serie," like the Greek Sigican inscrip-

tion, or that of the lioseita Stone, in the British Museum. See beautiful fac-similcs

of scriptural MSS. in that most useful and magnificent folio, " Paleographie Uni-
verselle ;" Paris, 1841 ; by MM. Silvestre and Champollion.
The division into words is a comparatively modem improvement In consequence

when examining a name which, as it stands in the printed copies, presents us with

no definite analogy, archa3ological criticism has a perfect right to restore the word
to its ancient state, and to replace the letters vlose together : (Cf. Kennicott,
"Dissertatio Generalis in Vetus Test. Heb,," Ox. 1780, sect. 28, page 13.)

Tubal-cain thereby becomes again TAUBLKIN. I suggest its division into

TAU BLKIN. In the first word we have the exact counterpart of the Arabic
T/iU, DAU, alias ZU, meaning a God; as \n_Dhu'l-Kamuyn, the " Go(/ with

\he two horns" (Asthoroth Karnaimot 1st Sum. xxxi. 10 ; Jerem. 44, 19, &e. ;) or

as in Dhii-Nawaz the " God of Nysa," Nysa>us, ^wvvaoQ ; both names of the

bisexual or androgynous Bacchus. In the second, B and V of Oriental languages
being transmutable, I read VuLKlN, and obtain at once TAu VaLKaiN, the
" Go*/-Vulcan ;" the celestial blacksmith of classic mythology, degraded from the

primitive Egyptian philosophical conception of I'hlha, the demiourgos, or ariiaan-

power of creation.

This may appear to the reader a mere hap-hazard coincidence. It is a poor
rule which cannot support itself by numerous examples j and having collected

many such, I defer tlieir production to another occasion.
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(Chapter x. 18,) tliat " afterwards the families of the Canaanites wore spread
(abroad) :" wliich proves that, when the xth Chapter of Genesis -was

written, these displacements had already taken place.

Now from Numbers xxxiv. we gather that, in the days of Mosks, (say the

fifteenth century b.c.) the Canaanites had not been yet expelled : ergo the

xth Chapter of Genesis, which already speaks of their displacement as a

past event, (v. 18,) was written after Israel had subjugated Palestine. But
the hosts of Israel did not conquer Palestine, nor expel any Canaanites, until

the times of Joshua ; and therefore the xth Chapter of Genesis was written

after Joshua's day. It is not then a document compiled at the anterior

Mosaic epoch. Its position is an anaclironism where it now stands, paren-
thetically, between the ixth and the xlth Chapters of Genesis ; and it

exhibits tlie state of Palestine, as it had been previously to the expulsion of

the Canaanites. Its probable age of composition will be discussed, inasmuch

as the elucidation requires a different course of argument, in extenso at a future

day. Meanwhile the reader may consult the still more recent books, (Judges

i. 21, 28 :—1st Sam. vii. 14:—2nd Sam. xxiv. 7:—1st Kings, ix, 20, 21;
" viXito this tia.y

•"—2nd Kings, viii, 6:—Esra, ix, 1,2:) to observe, that

all the families of the Canaanite not having been expelled, nor subjugated,

even in times subsequent to the return from the Captivity, say the sixth cen-

tury n.o., wlien their relics merged into the new Hebrew community, we can-

not expect to find all of their ancient cognomina among the traditionary

patronymes of the Berbers of Libya.

The present pages have extended far beyond the limits prescribed to

myself when I began this Excursus ; and yet, in connection with the im-

portance oi Arabic to the hierologist, in re-constructing the geography of the

inhabitants of the Nubias and the Upper Nile, in the days of the xiitli and
xvliith dynasties, or between 3,000 and 4,200 years ago, I wisli to advert to

one method of restoration of peculiar moment and utility.

Six years back, (Lectures, 1842 ; Chapters, 1843, page 44,) I advanced the

opinion, " that the Pharaonic Governments vcerc better acquainted with Ni-

gritia 3,500 years ago, than any geographers of modern times, who have gone

little beyond the legendary fragments bequeathed to us, 2,000 years ago, by
Eratosthenes."

The researches of the enterprising and learned traveller Dr. Beke* have

unfolded new and most important views upon the Southern extension of the

various streams that unite to compose the Bdhr-el-Aliad ; at the same time

that the invaluable investigations of Mr. Birch into the hieroglyphical names of

African tribes, extant upon the monuments, are calculated to confirm the

oj)inion above quoted on the geogniphical knowledge of the hicrograni-

matists.

7 As developed in a memoir read before the Syro-Egyptian Society ; LonJon,
9th Jan., 1849 : and since published in the Literary Gazette, 20th Jan., 18-19. Seo
on Lake Tsaiiii, or Colai' oi' Ptolemy, Beke, " Mi'inoire Jnsti(ica.tii' "— nulletin de
la Socidte de Gmgraphie, 1848, pages 52, 01 ; and " Plan dc la Source de I'Abai."

—

Ibid, " On the Nile and its Tributaries," J<iur. I{. Geog. Soc, 1847 ; vol. XVII.,
pages 70, 71—"Lake N'yassi, great Lake of Southern Africa ; Zam/teze oi the
Portuguese."—Al.so in the same Journal, vol. XV., Desborough Cooley, on the
" Geography of N 'yasxi."
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In a paper on tlie African captives of Amunoph III., 4tli year, recorded at

Soleb in Nubia, and on the pedestal of tliis king's statue at Paris, (" Arcliseo-

logia," vol. xix. pages 489—491 ;) Mr. Birch made the following critical

observation :
—" In the syllable PA is apparently, .from its repetition in

several names, an jEthiopic form : and the word TARU, or TALU, com-

mencing the appellative of several tribes, seems a genuine ^thiopic term :"

—" page 491 , note a. Thus ; Taru-taru, or Tar-tar ; [Wilkinson, Mat.

Hier. Supp. viii., 23 :] Taru, or Tar-Sena ; [Ibid, 29 :] Tar-Benka ; [Ibid,

30:] T'MJ^iftj, Conquests of Sethei I. ; [Roselltni, Mon. Sto;-., Tomo iii..

Parte i., Pl. Ixi., 15.]"

The perusal ofMr. Birch's paper suggested tome, in 1846, the probability

that (T and D, no less than L and R, being interchangeable in tlie phonetic

system of Egyptian hierogrammatists,) if we read the Arabic " Dar," hcmse,

habitation, " districts occupied by nations," in lieu of the transcription. Tar, or

Tal, we should find the generic prefix which is still current among Nubian

populations ; as in the names \)\v.-Foor, DxR-el-Bert, D^K-ffalfiij/a, &c. I

instanced the D\n-el-MI'ihas as the present titular representative of the people

named, at Aboosimbel, in the legend, " discourse of Horus, Lord of the

iffa^a-country, (Rosellini, Mon. Stor., vol. iii., part li., page 170 ; PI. M.R.

77, fig. 2 ;) in conversations with Mr. Birch, and in correspondence with Mr.

A. C. Harris, of Alexandria, relative to the Tablet of the age of Sethos-

Meneptha I., discovered by him at Ibrim in Nubia in Dec, 1845 : (Trans.

R. Soc. of Literature, vol. i.. No. 16, 25th June, IS^d—pfiotoffraphed by the

courtesy of Mr. H. Fox Talbot.)

The absence of correct Maps of Nubia, specifying with accuracy the names
and topographical positions of the multiform tribes inhabiting its wide super-

ficies suspended further inquiries ; but the reception of Russegger's splendid

" Karte von Osi-Sudfm," 184.3, having recently recalled the subject, I have

no doubt that among the innumerable " Dars " therein presented, Mr. Birch's

skilful eye will recognize many African nations of Pharaonic annals ; at

the same time that Dr. Beke's researches into Upper Nilotic regions may
enhance the probability, that the ffreat Austral Lake, (not that of Deinbea,

orthe Tsana, but further South, thcN'j/assi,) accountsof which have reached

him from various native sources, may be the "great Lake," which the Pha-

raohs of the xviiith dynasty visited in their remote Nigritian expeditions.

Finally, that the student of Nubian, Soodanian, and Austro-Libyan

ethnography,may be convinced, that there are materials through which Egyptian

hieroglyphics can be made to shed new and immense light, where hereto-

fore all has been enveloped, like the yet-unknown sources of the Nile itself,

in gloom, fable, and uncertainty, I append fi list of Mr. Birch's readings of

some names of nations soutli of Egypt, extant on the monuments of the xiith,

and xviiith dynasties : whose epochs range between tlie twenty-third and
and the fourteenth centuries, B.C.

Most, I may say, of these family nomenclatures liave been already iden-

tified, by the same emdito palfoographcr, with classical geography. Some
of the coincidences, between these cognomina and those visible in modern
maps, (the Barababa, or Berbers ; tlie Tekriir, or Dahroorians ;) have been

pointed out by Rosellini, Champoi.lion, Cherubini, and others. Did time and
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space permit, I could at once indicate a few more analogies ; but witliout

presenting the hieroglyphics, which are susceptible of various modifications

in English transcription, and accompanying them witti a map containing

simultaneously tlio monumental, cliissical, Arabian, and modern appellatives,

the labor would possess little practical utility.

In tlic liope tliat, in the interim, tlie achievement of this grand desidera-

tum will be undertaken by those whose positions, qualifications, and ampler

facilities, ensure greater prospects of success, I must be content to postpone

the public resumption of my own inquiries into these most interesting

branches of ethnological science to a future opportunity.

Mr. Birch's catalogue of Ethiopian and Nigritian names.

I. OsoHTASEN I.—xiith Dyn.

1. Kas, or Gas.
2. Shemki, or Temki.
3. Chasaa.

Tablet of Wady Haifa.

4. Shaat.

5. Khilukai ; perhaps the Shilougis ?

(lioscllini, M. R. XXV., i.)

II. Amenophis til—xviiith Dyn.

1st List.

Owing to the uncrilical manner in which the prisoners at Soleb have been
copied, it is impossible to know whether particular names are those of the Ilamitic
or Semitic people. Among those apparently ^Ethiopian are,

1. Serunik, (No. 2.)

2. Karuses, (4 )
3. Shaui, (5.)

4. Buka, (10.) Boggees, B<<jas?
5. Shau, (11.)

6. Taru-Taru, (23.)

7. Turusu, (24.)
8. Taru Sinu, (29.)
9. Taru Benka, (30.)

10. Aken, (24.)
( Wilk., Mat. Hier. Suppt. PI. viii.J

1. Kish, (Chas.)
2. Pite, or Kens.
3. [erased.]

4. ferased.]

5. Pa- Maui.
6. Pa-Gamakui.
8. Waruki.
9. Taru Hept.

10. Buru.— several names erased.

12. Kish (Chas.)
13. [erased.]

14. [crafed.]

2nd List.

On the Pedestal at Paris.

15 Kaba.
16. Akhai Hept.
17. Aruka.
18. Makaiusah.
19. Matakarhu.
20. Sahaba.
21. Sahbaru.
22. Rei gem toka.

23. Abheta.
24. Turusu.
23. Shaurashak.
26. Akenes.
(^Archmologia, xix.

3rd List.

p. 489— 91.)

1. Ark.
2. Ur. (a water place.)

On the Tablet at Elephantine.

I
3. Mar (a water place.) Moroe ?

( ChampoUioii, Notices, p. 1G4.^
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1. Kish—Kush.
2. Ataru.
3. Arukhau.

1. Kush.
2. Khaui.
3. Tar-wa.
4. Atar.

1. South.
2. Kush.
3. Ataru.
4. Arushaki.
5. Am-ruKarka,
6. Buka.
7. Seiuni.

III. Sethos I—xviiith Dyn.
1st List.

4. Amru Karka.
5. Buka.

( WUk., Mat. Hier. PI. viii )
2nd List.

5. Kar-ses.
6. Akatar.

(Ibid.)

3rd List.

8. Bnni-baru.
9." Tek-rur.

10. Mar ?

11. Kar-ses.

12. Ark.
13. Tur-ru-Eu,
(At Kariiak. lios., M. St. Ixi.)

1. Kush.
2. Ataru.
3. Arukau.
4. KhauL

IV. Kameses II.

5. Buru-buru.
6. Mari.

( WUk., Mat. Ilicr. Pi. viii.;

V. Bameses III.

1st List.

1. South.
2. Kash-Chas.
3. Ataru.
4. A-khau.
5. Ainru karka.

6. Buka.

1. rSouth-erascd.]

2. Kush [Chas, erased.]
3. Arukhau.
5. Khau.
8. Buka.

London, Jan., 1849.

7. S [crun] i ?

8. Baru-baru.
9. [wanting.]

10. Mar.

( Wilk., Mat. Hier., PI. viii.;

2nd List.

7. [erased.]

8. ftrased.J

9. Tekrurr.
10. Mar.

G.R.G.

APPENDIX J.

The Redacteur of ScHUi,z's translation of the '; History of the Berbers," (Journal
Asiatique, 1828, Tom. 11., note, page 119,) as weli as Casticlione, ("Recherches
sur les Berbferes Atlantiques ;" Milan, 1826 ; pages 83, 84,) coincides with
Graberg de Hemso in deeming the name of jiericr to be derived from the Greek
and Latin designations, Barbari, barbarians ; and against such weighty authorities
I would not have ventured to utter a dissentient opinion but for the fact, to all of
these learned writers unknown, inasmuch as hieroglyphics were sealed books in
their day, that we havethename BRBR,—the exact counterpart, letter for letter, of
the Arabic form BRBR, or Barabara,—as the cognomen of Nubian, and probably
Austro-Libyan nations occupying the same African territories inhabited by Berbers
now, inscribed in hieroglyphics on the monuments of the xviiith. dyn.,a thousand
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years before Herodotus. Consequently, it is no longer possible to defend the doc-

trine that the indigenous and anti(jue term Berber was introduced into Africa by
modern and exotic Europeans.

In fact, whetlier the Barabera families of the Upper Nile be affiliated with the

Berbers of Libya, or not, and there are ponderous testimonies on both sides of the

question, if we start in our inquiries from this very hour, we shall find that some
form of the root Berber has been applied by all nations to parts of Nubia and Libya,

at every ago of which we can find records in our retrogressive march. Time and
space confine me to the mere heads of an argument, it would require a volume to

carry out in detail ; but the substance is this :

—

1st.—All the Arab historians use the name Berber, and apply it to Libyans

and Nubians, without suspecting the word to be Greek or Roman ; nor

would it have comported with Sluslim propriety to designate a Moham-
medan people by a Frank and Nazarene name had they known it to be

such. The Saracens, therefore, must have found the name Berber already

current in Barbary and Nubia, on their invasion, without any memorial

of its foreign origin.

2nd.—In the fifth and sixth centuries a.d. the countries south of Egypt, or the

Nubias, are called Barbaria by Stephanus Byzantjnus, and CoSMAS
Indicopleustes ; while the inhabitants of frontier Mauritania bear the

appellation flapftapi-xpy in the Canons of the African Church, aud Bar-

bari among Latin writers. The well-known^«e Tribes of Libyan Berbers

are termed by the Romans " Quinquegentani Barbari," back to the fourth

century a.d. (See the authorities in Castiolione, " Berberes Atlan-

tiquesj" pages 86, 100, 101.)

Still retroceding, we encounter the name Berber in the " Barbaricus Sinus,'' and
"Barbaria" of Ptolemy the Geographer, (Lib. IV., cap. 8, 'J"ab. 4 ; Apkrica; ed.

Rome, 1508 ;) located in the same vicinities where the entrepot of Berbcrah, and

families of the Nubian Barabera are met with at this day : confirmed by Arbian j

(" Erythra;i Periplus ;" Geneva, 1577, sub voce ;) till we reach Pliny ; in whom
we find many of the Amazirg tribes recorded afterwards by Arab authorities. The
" refugientibus Barbaris," (lib. v. 11; page 40-1, of Lemaire's edition ;) might be

considered doubtful. Not so .the "Misulani, Sabarbares, Massyli," (lib. v., 4,

page 427 j) called 'S,a€ov§ovpci by Ptolemy (lib. iv., 3). Strabo has, " the

mountain which the Greeks call Atlas, and the barbarians, Dyris ;" the Darah of

the present Marocchine Berbers ; and the Dharoe, or Dharisee ot Ebn Khaledoon
(ubi supra. No 8 ;)

—

Vyrin, Adyrin, being the Berber name whence the Greeks

derived Atlas, Atlanles, Atarantes, and the Arabs their Lamta, Sic,—but he may
intend barbarian in the same sense in which we find it in Uiodorus (i., 160

j

ii., 75, 299 ; &c.) and in Herodotus, so I lay no stress on the analogy. The latter

refers to the Amazirghs, Mazigs, under the name Ma^utc, (lib. iv., 191 ;) and

the root Bar, is visible in the fiapKcaoi, of [iapict] in Libya
;

(lib. iii., 13
j

iv., 164, 167, &c.) the modern Barca.

3rd.—If the name Barbari, papfiapot, meant simply barbarous or barbarians

and nothing more, why should Ptolemy give the names " Barbaricus

Sinus," and "Barbari" to African places and countries where we find

Berberah on the Indian Ocean, Berber the capital of Nubia, the endless

ramifications of the Berberri or Barabera tribes at this day, no less than

the nations called BRI3R, Barabara, in hieroglyphics 3400 years ago ?

(RoSELLiNi, M.S., Tom, iii., part 1, page 421 :—and Bikcii, " Gallery,"

part 2, page 89.J Ptolemy, to be consistent, if he intended the depre-

ciatory term barbarian, would scarcely have restricted its application to

Berber countries above Egypt when the whole of Africa and Asia, not

actually occupied by Roman legions, equally deserved the name ?

Having thus established the historical antiquity of the name Berber, it seems to

'

me that, if the Greeks and Romans never alluded to the proper name of this most
important, aud best known to them, of families on the African continent, the
" onus proband! " ought now to lie on the adverse side of the discussion.—G.R.G.
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The subject of Slavery, one that has been perpetually before me in the Levant
and in the West, displayed among most human races, and in all its forms—a theme
upon which every body writes, and with the elementary as well as philosophical
history of which so few are acquainted,—will receive deveFopment hereafter; when
leisure admits of my arranging the materials collected during twenty-five years
of personal observation. Meanwhile, a remark of Layakd suggests the following
commentary, in which the general reader may perhaps find some novel matter.
It is said by this distinguished Orientalist,—" that Eunuchs were also an object of
trade, and were brought, as at this day, from the centre of Africa, we learn from
Jeremiah xxxviii, 7th ;" (" Nineveh," vol. II., note, page 325.)
With regret I must controvert the whole of this assertion, beyond the fact that

Eunuchs may have been anciently " an object of trade."
In no part of the Hebrew Scriptures are Negro races, nor is central Africa alluded

to ; the Greek word " .aithiopia," being a false translation of the Hebrew " Cush."
In this passage of Jeremiah we read that, ABeD-MeLeK was a Cushite ; that is,

an Arabian, and consequently a white-man, or Caucasian ; not an African, far

less a Negro. His cognomen, literally Slave-of-the-King, is a proper name ; like

Abi-Melek, Am- Melek, among the ancient Israelites, or Abd-Allah, Slave-of-
God," among the Muslims of our day. AISA SaRIS, homo castratus, declares his
emasculation.

Abd-Melek, probably a Hebrew Slave (sanctioned by Mosaic institutions, Exod.
xxi., 26; Levit. xxv., 39-44; Deut xv., 12-18 ;)as well as an Eunuch, was an emas-
culated whiteman ; exactly similar to those so admirably portrayed in the Assyrian
sculptures we owe to Botta, (""Lettres de Khorsabad," 1845 ;) and to Lavard,
(vol. II., pages 468, 469, &c. ;) no less than to Flandin, (" Jlonument de Ninive ;''

PI. 18, 19,22, 121, 129, 138, &c.) These SoRISim, i?«nacA.«, were constantly atten-
dants upon Jewish, (1st Sam. viii., 13 ; 1st Kings, xxii, 9 ; 2nd Kings, xxiv., 12, 15 ;

XXV, 19 ;) as well as on Chaldsean sovereigns ; (2nd Kings xviii, 17 ; Esther, i., 10,

12, 15 ; Jeremiah, xxxix., 3; Daniel, i. 3 ; &c.) Our unfaithful translators have
softened the asperities of the original, by mildly rendering these SaRISi'm, as if they
were merely officers, chamberlains .' Mosaic laws forbade not the manufacture, but
simply excluded Eunuchs from the congregation ; (Deut. xxiii , 1 ;) for which, in
after times, prophetic humanity offered spiritual compensation : (Isaiah Ivi., 3. 5.) j^
By the LXX. the term SaKIS is rendered evyovvoc i

witb but two excep-

tions, when its substitute is airaSwy. The derivation of the word Eunuch is

(.vvr)v £Yfi

—

^^<^ti curam habet—or " custodian of the bed." Great respect was

often paid to them anciently, owing to their familiar access to the privacy of mag-
nates, in the same manner as is lamentably customary throughout the modern
Ottoman empire. Thus Herodotus informs us, that in Persia, Eunuchs were pro-

moted to the highest honors ; a statement that derives curious confirmation from
hieroglyphical discoveries ; for, on the Tablets of the Persian epoch on the Cosseyr
road, Mr. Birch reads " SaReS (en) Phars "—the Eunuch of Persia—as the title

ot the dignitaries who thererecord their consecutive passage : (Burton's £j;cer/>to
;

PI. Vlli., and PI. XIV., fig. 2, 3.) And besides abundant later instances, it is no-

torious that Bagoas exerted great influence over Alexander ; another of the

same name (or title?) over ArtaxerxesOchos ; Menop/uVes over Mithridates ;

Photinus over the last Ptolemy ; Phileterea over Lysimachus ; Sporus over Nero;
&c., &c. Even Aristotle paid court to Ilermias ; and Nurses was a General in-^

the Byzantian army. Yet earlier Roman law had deprived Eunuchs of the power 5
of bearing witness, and holding office. ^
The existence of white Eunuchs being thus established in Europe, Palestine,

Assyria, Asia Minor, and Persia, if we turn to Egypt, an incident in Joseph's re-

markable life finds easy solution in the faot, that Potiphar himself was the

"Eunuch of Pharaoh," SaRIS P/iRAII . (Gen.xxxvii., 36 ; xx.xix, 1.) The philo-

logist cannot avoid this textual dilemma ; for SaRIS, cognate with the Arabic
SaRcS, castratio, and Persian SaRi'S, impotens, means Eunuch and nothing else.

At this day it is not unusual for opulent Eunuchs in the East to possess Hareems.
That the Pharaonic Egyptians, from very early times, manufactured Eunuchs is

attested by Manetho, (Cory, page 1 10 ;) who speaks oftheir assassination ofAme-
V
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NEME3 of the xiith. dyn., as if these equivocal creatures bad long been common
about the court : and representations of Eunuchs may with great plausibility, if not

with certainty, be pointed out on the monuments as far back at least as times prior to

HoRCs of the xviiith dyn. ; say the sixteenth century n.c. : (Tomb of Qoomet-
murraee ; age, Amiiktuonch ; figures of the Egyptians who attend the Nigritian

princess; Wilkinson, " Topog. of Thebes," page 135 :
—"Man. andCus.," I. page

404 ; and III. page 179.—See other examples in Eosellini, "Mon. Civ." vol. III.

page 133 &c.) I?ut, all these Egyptian Eunuchs, if they be such, are painted red,

and in physical characteristics are strictly Egyptians and Caucasians ; (Mobton,
" Crania iEgyptiaca," Conclusions, page 66 ;) and there is not a single Negro or

African Eunuch to be found on the monuments of the Nile.

If we turn to the Mongolian families it becomes evident, that of all countries, save

the modern Ottoman Empire, China has suffered the severest retribution for per-

mitting an atrocity that recoils with terrific vengeance on the heads of its perpe-

trators : (Pauthieb, " Chine," pages 265, 326, 330, 395, 464, 465, 434.) Yet the

myriads of Eunuchs in the Celestial Empire were Chinamen, never Negroes : any
more than were the 20,000 unhappy wretches whom Tavebnieb tells us were
yearly manufactured in BoutHn.

I am unable to aver that Eunuchs are depicted on Etruscan remains ; but, until

the xixth century, a.d., Roman orthodoxy has delighted in the sacred melodies of

Italian Musici : while to Naples is particularly ascribed the latest practice of this

euphonizing art : nor is it necessary to ransack Church History for individual

Christian corroborations of Matthew, xix, 12. The Council of Nice forbade the

admission of Eunuchs into holy orders ; but the Vaalesians were a Christian sect in

the 3rd century, and report attributes a similar idiosyncrasy to present times in

Russia.

Now, in all the nations above enumerated, there is not a solitary instance of a

Nigritian Eunuch, nor of any such ancient trade with central Africa. Alas ! the

vile institution is Asiatic in its origin ; and the curse may well lie upon the grave of

Semiramis : (Layabd, II., page 325.) African Eunuchs belong to modern, not to

ancient history.

Here I must pause. The reader need not be told, that thousands of Circassian,

Georgian, Greek, Nestorian, aud other varieties of white Eunuchs, besides Abys-
sinians, Negroes, and similar^African Castrati, TbwosAec, throng the Hareems of the

Turk ; for whom hundreds are still manufactured yearly in Asia and Africa ; in

which last country above Egypt, but one in twenty survive the horrible system of

operation.—Q. E. D.
When it was politically expedient to pet the individual ambitions and fan the

cant of " Kxeter Hall," through the niaiseries of which the dreadful abominations of

the Atlantic slave-trade have in these last four years been multiplied tenfold,

(while the attention ofBritish philanthropy is dexterously withdrawn from the Medi-

terranean, Black Sea, and inland caravan slave-trade of male and female .^ static*

and Nigritians, to waste itself in mawkish sentimentalities derided in the United

States,) an " Imperial Firman" was " got up " at Constantinople, on the 13th Feb.

1841, " addressed to Mohammed Ali, conferring upon him the Government of

, Nubia, Darfoor, (why not have added that of the moon, for this satellite is equally

f accessible to Egyptian armies ?) Kordofan, and Senndar, and enjoining him to

abolish the Negro-hunts," &c. It moreover added, " this custom, as well as that

of reducing some of the said captives to the condition of JEumkcAs, is in all re-

spects contrary to my Imperial will." (!!Did the Sultan abolish his own
Eunuchs ? has there been one African slave less in Turkey ?)

^ I was at Cairo when this depIorably-£«ropean document arrived to be scorned

by the Pasha, and laughed at by the Muslimi'en. A few days later came a neio

/ Firman, superseding the former, agreed to by the Allies, and ratified by the Vice-

f voy. Not a syllable was said therein about S/aDC-A«n<«. or -£«nwc/is. ("Parliamen-

tary Papers ;
" Affairs of the Levant ;" Session, 19th Aug. to 7th Oct. 1841 ; vol.

». viii.—Compare pages 250, 251, with pages 436 to 484.J—March, 1849.—G.R.G.
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